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Letter offransmittai

March 37, 1979

My Dear Mr. President:

,

1

I have the hOnor of transmitting to you, and through you to the
Congress, the Eleventh, Annual kepol4 of the National Science Board.
This report has been prepared in accordance with Section 4(j) of the
National Science Foundation Act, as amended. I hope that it will be of
particular interest and use to yOu.

This report, Science Indicators-1978, is the 'fourth, of the Board's
annual repOrts to be devoted to the assessment of U.S. science ana
technology, through the presentation and analysis of quantitative
indicators. It represents another step in the Board's continuing effort to
develop, methods of describing levels of scientific and technologkal
.activity, the results of that activity, and its impact on the Nation. It is
hoped that this report will pike' a substantial contribution to the
uhderstanding of science aqd technology in the United Stites, and will be
a basis for further analyses by other investigators in this vital area of
national policy. .

The National Science Board intends to coritinue to improve 'and
develop this serie's of science indicators reports. We, therefore, encourage
discussion of the topics and issues-treated herein and welcome comments
Or suggestions from users'of the report.

RespectfUlly yours,'

The Honorable
The President of the United States

S.

Norman klackerman
Chairman, ,National Science Board

1
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.
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Introduction

Science and technology have be'come." in-
creasingly intertwiped with almost every aspect
of modern life, These MUltifacettd ahiv i ties have
an Mcreasing impact c)11. thr everyday quality of
the hfp of individuals as well as on the welfare of
the Nation and the world, Becaluse of this
important and pervasive role of science and
technology, the National Science Board in 1968,
responding to- a legislative mandate, initiated a
series of annual rePorts to assist in the assess-
ment of the status ana health of the scientific
enterprise.. In 1970, after several years of
experience with such reports, the Board felt that
there was a need to develop and presents
quantitative information which could, be used as
one of the tools for evaluating the American
icienlifirand technological emorprise.

The initial experitnent was the fifth annual
report of the National Science Board to the
Congress: Science Indicatórs-1972. It was realized
from the beginning that changes of indicators
over time are of major importance, and the
indicators reflect this. This, coupled with the
favorable -reception .-ol-the. first_ _repot tried ..to.a _ ......

decision to present bienn' ly updated And
extended indicator reports. Science Adicators-
1978 is the fourth of the series.

The assessment of the science anfl technology
system presents numerous proVe4s. Its diverse
internal operations depend on a. varitty of
personnel and institutional interactions as well as
on a host of external factors. Furthermore, the
impact of science Ad technology on the society
that supports such activities is pervasivebecause
their successes are having an impaet on almost .

eVery aspect of modern life. While these effects
have generally been beneficial, they have also
inevitably produced side effects, some of which
might be detrimental and should be recognized.
Thus, it appears that the assessment of the status .

and impact of science and technology, in a
twen tieth eentury society is a research problem in
itself. The nature of the task becOmes more
evident as one delves into the workings of the
sys tent . -

An Assessment of this nature should deal with
both qualitative and quantitative aspects.. It
should look at the status and environment of the
key element in the system, the individual scientist
49r engineer. It should cover the very nature and
substantive status of science and technology,,and
their contributions shotdd be reviewed. It should
review the total .system. Ttlis requires different
orbiWifferent types of informatimi, aud fruitful

ideiks not yet conceived,

The objective. of Science Indicatot's-1978 ii
similar to that of its predecessors; name , theli
presentation and analysis of primarily uan-
titative material related to the components
required for the system's openttion and .the

. effects and results which it produces. It% is
important tt keep this objective in mind and also
to reahze that the indicator reports bithemselves
provide only one aspect of assesrment. Thus, the
indicatort presented in thNvolume.are primarily
numerical measures, often of an. economic
nature, related to the operation of the scientific
and technological enterprise. A full and balanced

....indication_of_thtatus. and.prqgrY_ss of sCience
and technology must u timate y inc u e
qualitative measures as well, because only by this
-Means -Can one capture some. feeling of the
excitement of current scientific discovery. The
National Science Board has not been able to
include in the current volume -such explicit

Atiescriptions of the recen t progress of science, ilut
hopes that this will be possible in futurevolumes.
Some such material, including reports on
technological progress, can be found in Science and

Technology: Annual Report to The Congres$. ,

There are also other reports covering various
aspects of American science and technology
emanating from the National Science Founda-
lion, other government agencies, and private
organizations. .

.
. .

The science indicators Series can be improved
and expanded through further developments of
new methodolo?ical techniques, new concepts,
and new data. 8uch 'progress requires con-
tributions from many individuals who can Elting

vii
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to the activity a variety of expertise in substantive
and analytical areas. Fuftherrhore, since the
indicator series pyrites_ mkny audienses. their
varying needs must be considered. The nature of
the task and the potential benefits that can be
derlved from a diversity of views required, that
preparation of the present volume involve a more
extensive review process than that of previous
volumes.

Thus, after the publication of Science Indicators--
1976 and prior to.the initiation of the current
volumeTreVlewsTevaloationsTand-e6nsideration
of previous work were sought. A task force
composed of individuals from various
organizational elements in the 'Foundation
reviewed previous science indicator reports arrd
provided specific recommendations for improve-
ment 'Similarly, a number of external experts
examined Science Indicators-1976 and pr6vided
trt4icism and recoNmenda Hons. These reviewers
were drawn from the scientific and technological
community and represented different fields as
well as experience in. science policy and quan-
titative data development. Several organizations,
such aS the Social Science Research Council and
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development, provided reviews of previous
indicator' volumes and organized meetings anki
symposia to discuss the development of science
indicators. In these activities new areas of
potential utitity were identified and changes in
format, approach, and analysis were suggested.
Further, the prepara tion ofScience Indicators--1978
included the first use of external reviewers of
individual cliapters.

*Science; Imlicators-1978 reflects many of the
suggestions that evolved from thes'e
deliberMiohs and assessments. A number of
significaht .changes have taken place. More
interpretation and analysis of th data presented
are incorporated in this report. Primary policy
questions, illuminted by the data, are Identified.
A c6mprehensive substantive' index has been
added to assist in !skating relevant infbrmation.
Increased emphasis has been placed on pointing
out alternative interpretations and limitations of
data as well as references to other publications.
Initial steps have been taken to provide more
detailed expositions of selected topics of special

viii

current interest. Concise overviews are
presented both at the end of coMprehensive
sections and most of the chapters. .

LThus, Science Indicators 1978 is a f amiliaryet
somewhat different document from previous

../retiorts. It represen ts progress, but there is room
for additional. improvement. For example, the :
extensive review process and feedback from the
users of indicator ritports have indiCated again a
continuing need for better out'Putirclicators and
for a better understanding of howlevels of effort
t ra osia-t-eiato_socialbenefits.._However,
suggestions for specific, meaningful, and feasible

. output indicators are sparse, partly because the
effects of science and teamology are frequently
of a qualitative nature.

Moreover, science and technology are only
parts of the sPectrum, and it is evident that it is 4,
necessary to disentangle their effects from those
of other factors in the sys tem. The interpreta tion
and analyses, even of input ,irtdicators, are .
sometimes ineffective because of inadequate
models of the system. Several modelsexist for the
technical personnel system but few for the
'financial allocation process except for those at the
institutional level. Thus, it is not surptising that
successful matching of outputs to inputs is still
almost nonexistent. This means that research on
such modeling techiiques should be undertaken.
Research is needed to clevelopa better understan-
ding of the factors that affect and influence
technical activity. In view of tbe needs for the
development of models and 94put indicatots, a
modest research program een started to
explore new approaches. The National Science
Foundation has requested proposals whicti would
assist in this effort.

Besides the format and interpretive Modifica-
tions described above, a few other changes in
Science Iniiicniors,1978 should be. pointed out.
There is no chapter on public-attitudes toward
science and technology in this report. The
omission reflects recognition of the problems
associate& wi th developing accurate in forma tion
on public alitqles. This has led 'to .a more
extensive' develOment of analytical plans and
survey instliments to obtain this information. A
more sophisticated approacil requires conz
siderably more time; and it was not possible to



.

incorporate the results in this issue of science
Indicators. COnsequently, the results of the 1979
pubtic attitude survey will be presentedseparate-
ly in aToundatiOn reporitObe published ih 1980..
Subsequent analyses will appear in fu ture science
indicator reports. -

As is evident from the Clescription of the
evaluation of Scinice IndicaMr,--1978, many in-
dividuals and iroups aided in the preparation of
this reporetIverall responsibility rested with Or
National Science Board, assisted by a committee
of theBoard issigned to this task. Organizational
responsibility for the preparation of the report
was assigned to the DireCtorate for Scientific,
Technological, atIcl International Affairs (STIA).
Thr draft .manuscript was produced by the
Science Indicators Unit of the Division of Scieire
Resources Studies (SRS) of STIA. While-the staff

_

r

of the Science Indicators Unit spenthfull time on
the report, all other SRS.units aided in the
preparation of the document. In addition, some
material -Was provided by the-Division of Policy
Research and Analysis of STIA.

It .is hoped that the current volume will elicit
comments which will lead to an improved next
version. In.order to entourage this interaction, a
form is provided at the end of thip report which
can be used to suggest new indicators and
analyses or to comment .on the usefulness -of
Scierce Indicators-1978.

1

Norman Hackerman
Chairman

National Science Board

ix
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International Science and Technology

INDICATOR HIGHLIGHTS

o U.S. Owestment in research and .develop-
men t is much greater than in most counlries,
both in terms of expenditures and .scientific
and technical personnel. Howev_er, Joan and
West Cermany have been increging their
R&D investments more rapidly. than the
United States. (See pp. 5-8.)

a The number of scientists and engineers
engaged in research and developinent as a
proptwtion of the total labor force is in-_
creasing in other countrievelative to the
United State, although in absoluteterms the
United States has more R&D scieAsts and
engineers than any other country,except the
SOviet Union. The U.S. proportion of scien-
tists and engineers in the labor force peaked
in1668, declined' through the early 1970fs,
and has been increasing sligh fly in recent
years. (See pp. 7-.8.)

a There are mark.ed differences between
countries in the allocation o6 R&D fundsin
japan knd West Germany, industry provides
a majcwity of the R&D funds, and Govern-
ment funds are highly concentrated in areas

directlyd related to economic growth, e.g.,
manufacturing, transportation, and
telecOmmunications. In the United States,
more th.in half of the R&D funds are
provided by the Government, and more than
half of theseexpenditures are fordefense and
space objectives. (See pp. 6-7, 9-711.)

o The U.S. civilian R&D per GNP ratio
increased during a period when the total
R&D per GNP ratio declined, but now seems
tohave stabilized at a level below that of other
nations. Japan and West Germ'any have the
highest' ratios of national civilian R&D as a
friction of GNP, asoncentrationbf R&D in
civilian areas which may have assisted them
to increase productivity rates .and be more
competitive,in world trade. (See pp. 8-9.)

a Contra6,- to expectations, few countries
significantly increased energiR&D expend-
itures following the 1973 energy crisis; the

4, United States is the oply OECD country that
Was consistently intensified public support of
energy R&D since that time. (See,p. 11.)

2

a The U.S, proportion of industrial .R&I5
expenditurea by all OECD countries de-
creased from 62 percent in1967 to49 percent
in I95,whi !Oa Van-'-r.-proporiion-rose-f ro

. . to 12 percenf. Over the same period, t e
amount that'the Common Market countries
jointly accounted for went from 25 to 29
percent. (See pp. 11-12.)

o R&D expenditures.,by U.S. affiliates abroad
reached $1.5 billion in-1977: tietween 1977
and 1978, they intreased about the same rate

t: as domestic industrial R&D xpenditures. In
recent years, foreign R&D expenditures by
U.S. companies haq been growing slightly
faster than domestfc industrial R&D, par-
ticularly in the drug industry. In absolute
terms, domestic company-funded R&D
expenditures are about 13 times greater than
the R&D expenditures Of U.S. affili,tes
abroad. (See pp.'27-28.)

Almost'40 percent oritie world's'influential
scienklific and technical journal literature is
accoupted for by U.S. authors. While this
overall' proportion remained fairly stable
,o;,er the five year period between 1973 and
1977, individual fields experienced some
chan'ge% The U.S. fraction of publications
declined in alllields except clinical meditine
and biomedicine. The largest declineS werein
the fields of mathematics and biology.
However, the influence of U.S.1 scientific
literature increased slightly over this same
period so that by 1977, U.S; s.cieniTic article§
were cited about 30 percent more than could
be explained by their proportion of the
world's literature. (See pp. 15-16.)

o Foreign patenting activity reilects some
international economic 'effects of tech'nolo-
gy. At a time when domestic U.S. patents
have decreased by almost 25 percent, U.S.
patents of foreign origin have increased by
more than 70 pe'rcent. Thus, the foreign-
origin share of teal U.S. patents increa-sed
from 20 percent 4%1966 to36 percent in 1977.
However, interpretation bipatent data is not
simple and special attention should be paid to
the caveats found in the text. (See pp. 1b-20.)
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o InventorS from '4Aie5t .Ger.many, Japan,.and
the-United Kingdpm have been grapled tbe
larges.t numbers of VS:. paten.ts.sinsiea4sed
activity inwforeign patentiug in the United
States is influenced by a va iety of facto,*
including the commercial at raction -of in-
troducing a technology or product to the
Lfrge, homogeneous U.S. market and' the
increased R&D and inventive capabilities of
foreign nations,. -While foreign- R&D ex-
penditureware highly correlated to patenting
actevity in the United States, foreign inven-,
tiveness (as measured -6y numbers. a
domestic ,patent applications or patents
granted) increaged substantially only in
japan. U.S. domestic patenting has declinect
in almost all product fields and may well
represent an actual decrease in U.S. inventive
activity. (See pp. 16-21.)

o Over the past decade, productivity gains in
manulAturing industries in the-4,Jnited
States e were less thati% those of Canada,
France, West Germany, the United Kingdom,
and Japan. However, the U.S. pro,cluctivity
level exceeds those of all these countries.
While Japan experienced the largest produc-
tivity gains,ts prgductivity levehs still only
two-thirds that of the. Uhited -States!
vestments in-R&D and technqlogl.4,71.x.7)-
t ion h a v. .

productivity and pcoriomic groWth:-Had the
United States continued to invest in R&D
constant dollars) at the same ra e as in the
early and Inidc1460's, or had.conthlued to
devote at feast the same fraction of national
resources to R&D ,f4 it did in the 1960's, U.S..
productivity, gains might have been greater.
(See pp. 21-23.)

S.

decrease in the' international earning powei
of-U.S. technology.. (See pp. 24--27.)

, .

At a time when.the overall-trade balane oV--
he United Stain is showing large deficits.,-
The n'Afortance of R&D-intensive trade in
mantaactured goods has increased. 0,11ile the
trade balance fo'r non-R&D-intensive
,manufactured goods has registeced large
deficitsthe trade balance for R&D-intensive
manufactured products has been positive
since 1960..Howe'ver, since .1975 there has
herrn a 6-1,ereent-det t ease
Even so, the 1977 balance of R&D-intensive
manufactured prOducts was almost 5 tltpes
greater th'an that of 1960 and 21/2 times the
1972 level. The Upited States has a positive
trade balance...in these products with all its
maiOr trading partners except Japan aryl,
xecently, West Gemany. Froni 1974 to1977,
the-deficit with Japan increased 529 percent,
reaching abosit $3.5 billion. (See.pp. 29-33.)

U.S. universities and colleges have made a
significtnt contribution to the buIlding of
world scientific and technical capabilities.
They'have contributed to the developMent of
foreign universities and have Ota ass u flied ki
the IsnIe of training:many foreign _eientiSts.,.
-and- etigineerS-, AlmaSt 6.6 percent pf all
fore* students ui the,trited arc
`stUdying iii.-stitiniV4-14,-
abO-u.t .15' percent .ofcittit:;kiOtili: a nd
ei1101.-e?ring doctoral deglii)&00.0-the.
United State in the .rtli 4.147411,:i Were- ty.)-.7:..
fdreign citizens%and. 32 percent OnheU.S:
.ppsaloctoral apphirltments in $cietwe
engineering fields were held:by noncitizens
in 1977. (See pp. 34-36.)

As seen from -the highlights above; the
United States still exceods most other
countries in absolute levels' of ROD-MN/est-
Ment, but Japan and 'West Germany have
been increasing their. R&D investments
More rapidly. Theseltwo foreign countries
have been _enjoying some 'of the highest
productivity growth rates Over te past
decade, while the U.S. gains were relatively
small. Japan and West' Germeny .also have
been granted the largest numbers of I.J.Se-
loreign-origin paten& and have been highly
-succeseful in exporting R&D-intensive
manufactured products to the United States.

.

sols.

\

a lrternatiotektogy transfer remains a
source of large earnings and returns on
investment. Data show that U.S. firms have
been increasing their earnings from technol-
ogy li4nsing agreements and that. U.S.
techngiogy transfers to other parts oflfie
globe seem to be groving. U.S. receipts from
technology-licensing agreeipents in 1977
reached $4..7 billionmore than 10 times the
amount Paid for impoilihg foreign technical
know-how. If this indicator is viewed as a
rough and partial expression of the salability.'
of the accumulated, as well as current, stock
of U.S. technology, then there is no appardit.

,
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AI In a worla *of increased awar és "of the
interdependence of natidns, increas ripidlty of
change, and increased speed of cOnuntinj tion, it
ig apprppriate to.take A broader ersp ive of
science and technology other t an a Oprely
national one.. This chapter views science 'and
technology ii -an international context, "giving
special attention to the U.S. role in world sciencb

,
energy Problems, for instance, are probably.the

. most effective wp')fi ko attack such worldwide
,\ concerns.

- -Onstlreme of this chapter is the-comparison of
'the sci

e,
fir and technologicaP activities of

; intlustr i2ed nations. No sinfile- standard or
optim Jevel of ,R&D invtstmeot is known. ;
Inter tiOtial comparisotis, however;tan provide

and technology' arfirs. " ... . . a ge rar framework to evaluate natiopal R&D -
In the tniddle.and late 1960's, mush discussion ',. ., effo ts. Therefore, crips-CoUntry cymparison ii

was.deVoted toAhe "technologicargtr. between. vii, one jinethod to assess,the kAtus of 'LLS. science
Europe and !the United states. This- discussion . 'and Vechnat6gt. Comparisons of absohlte levels '

was_sticaUlated_in_part by an_OL-C.12_s_tudy ! tfiat . aitAmportont\becau.s_e_larg'e investnients_are -

showed* the United State ahead of EuroPe in. often critical 16 .the petformance o,f cdmplex or
, . . .

',resouie ,reasures dehted to ,R&D,', in tht multifuceted R&D projects in a yariety of Adds.
perfortnanse of tecivOlogialinho'vatiOP;and in 7 HoWever, in crkler to ili.iike mori 'neaningful A

the econoinic effects of R&D ac.tiVity. A. deoacje - _comparisons', between countries of different,
later, the situation has somevefit ch.anged; there . sizes&D inVestinents are often%normalized in
is ndw increasing cOneern'in the United 8tat:es this report by the size of a country's economy or`
over W.hether aur Nation has lost the labor force. .

technological initiative.2,The United States still -A second emphasis of this .chapter discusses
fair exceeds most major industrialized natiOns in oulputs and impacts of science and technology,
terms 61:

'absOlute
levels of R&D investmentt, i.e., the results of R&D investments. Scientific

GNP, and productivity rates.3 Nevertheless, literature indicators are presentecrbecause they
other nationssare advancing in terms of economic are generally accepted as one of the more direct
groWth and technical prowess. This is not . forms-of scientific 'output. Patent indicatori are
necessarily a bad sign, and may cri fact be positiye - 'also examined, even though theirisignificanCe is
from the viewpoint of global development and more problematic. 5 Patent activity can be used as
even of our own Nation's 'development, In a a rotigh measure (albeit imperfect and partial) of
changing world of limited resourc4 ind, in- inventive activity. Information on foreign-origin
creased specialization, it is becoming clM-r that ,patent4 can shed,light on a nation's tendency to

.
hile striving for excellence is important, a protect or market its technologies abroarL,This

certain amount' of diVision of labor between, chapter also karnines-variobs trends arid impacts
countries is productive:4A country that increases of technology flows as,represented by royalties
its scientific and technical capabilities hus a and fees, direct investment and international
greater potential to solve its own problems. More trade in R&D-intensive product groups:
effective tis' uf national resource* A third major theine involves the treatment of ._

strengthened Incal efforts to fight food various aspects of cooperation ahd iriteraction in
, science and technology. Scientific an, d

technological activities do not occur in a vacuum,
. but rather are cUmulative and interdtpendent

efforts that transcend national *boundaries.
Research findings in one country often form the
basis for discoveries or -breakthroughs
elsewhere. Technology-related activities affect
both the domestic economies anttternational. .

trade positions of nations.
siAs discu;sed elsewhere in this rerprt, curreliV

understanding of -the impact of the cience and
technolo0 enterprise and 'its 'components is
limited. It is extremely difficult to separate the
effects of R&D from other factors influencing the
health of a nation's socioeconomiC system. These'

g

atid
and

4.4,W

;.1 "Technolpgical Gaps: Their Nature, Causes and Effects,"
The OECD Observer (April 1968),' pp. 18-29; J.J. Servan-
Schreiber. The American, Challenge (Nwy York: Atheneum,
1968); and John Diebold, "Is the Gap Technological?" Foreign

Affairs, vol. 46 (January 1968), pp. 278-291.
2 "Technological Innovation and Econoinic.Development:

Has the U.S. Lost The Initiative?" Proceedings on. a
Synitiosium on Technological Innovation (Washington;D.C.:
Energy Research and Development Adhlinistration and
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1976); Don I. Phillips,
Patricia S. Curlin, and Ralph Petrilli (eds.), R&D in the Federal
Budget', R&D, ltidustry and tlw EconoMy: Colloquium Proardings.
(Washington, American AssociatiOn for the Advance-
ment ofScience,1978); Harv9,Brooks,"What's Happening to
the U.S. Lead in Technology? ' Harvard Business Review, vol. 50
(May-June 1972), pp. 110-118.

- See Appendix tables 1-1, 1-3, and 1-16.
4 "International Scientific CooperationA Summary of

Tangible I3enefits," Technology and Foreign Affairs, Department
of State, 19?6, Appendix I, pp. 1-12.

4
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5 See the discussion of patent data limitkrions and cavektsin
this chaptev and in the Industrial Reseail'and DevelopMent
diapter.



difficulties are magnified In an international
context due to problems of data
reliability, and timeliness. Differences in

. conc.epts, data collectjon
metbodologies; and stalistical reporting
procedures exist. jdecause of these limitations,
attention ihould LIe.paid total-fie changes rather
than small changes and to trends rather than
s ingle-year data. Several inteinational organiza-.

tions, suchas the drganisation fOr Economic Co-
okration and Development (OECD). and the
United Nations Eaucational, Scientific and
Cultural drganization (UNESCO), have done
much to institute uniform standards.
Nevertheless, international statistics must rely
on national data collection and reporting systems
which' wiry.

lndicators*re not meant to be precise mea-
surements; R&D expenditure data reflect scien-
tific aVivitx, and scieptific publication counts

'provide information on just one typerof scientific
output. If the trends tif indicators are considered,
together rather 'than separately; their ability to
describe adequately the present state of science
and technglogy and to .provide clues to future
trends is Pithanced7

COMPARISON OF INVESTMENTS IN R&D

Cross-coun try comparison's may Orovide some
information on adequate levels of R&D ir1vest-
rrient.6 -Aggregated data on R&D expenditures
and on scientific and technical personnel are used
here as indtcatOrs of scientific activity. They
attOmpt tø measpre the level and type of
resources devoted to resear,ch and development
activities, not the quality or results. Increased
'research spending does not autbmatically insure
an increase in the world's scientific knowledge.
An increasb:1 supply of scientific tersonnel can

.represent an incteased national scientific and
technical :capability; though the question Df
quality ahd level of training must be taken ilito
consideration. Furthermore, data on national
totals of ,scien fists and engineer's db not indicate
the extent to which that capability is actually

.

This section presents analyses of R&D trends,
n lonal difference's in major sources of funding,
an merit R&D prbrities in areas suchv
energy, ealth, and cjvilian R&D expenditur
Much effort has gone intoallevialing problems of

b Comparisons are made here With the Unitoa Kingdom,
France, West Germany, Japan, and t 60.5.5.12. because theSet
countlies expend large amounts on R&D and represent the
majority Of world investment in R&D.

data comparability. Comparisons of SovietR&D
data have been particularly difficult because of
differences between the Soviet Union aRd other
nations in R&D definitions aticl.GNP accounting.
There has been progress in understanding
differences between *the U.S. and Soviet S&T
systems,7 arid this chapter presents,only those
Soviet data that are relatively comparable to U.S.
data.

It&D.Expenditures

The ratio 'of R&I5 expditures lo gross
-national prothiet- (GNI/Hs ,usecl -to-make more
meaningful c'ompartisons of . S&T activity,
between cotrn.tries of "'<?arious sizes. R&D per
,QNP ratio%are aki useful because they partially
ci.fcumve`nt the probl.e.ms of adjuSting for
different rates of inflation and vacillating ex-
change rates, Mike inflation affects both R&D
costs and.GNP figures in a given country.8.

The U.S. ratio has decreased for more than a
decade from a high of 3.0 percent in 1964 to 2.3
percerit in 1978 (see figure 1-1). During this same -
period, the R&D per GNP ratio for West
Germany increased from 1.6 percent in.1964 to

.-2.3.Percent in 1978 (surpassingThe U.S. in 1975)
and Japan's ratio grew from 1.5 percent in 1964 .to
1.9 percent in 1976.

The U.S. decline in R&D per GNP is a function
of dif ferences in the growth rates of the two
components of this ratib; the GNPtrai heen
growing A a faster rate than R&D expenditures,
even thOugh R&D expenditures have risen. This
trend is expected to continuethrough 1985, when
th U.S. ratio of R&D per GNP is projected to be
2.0.Q Examination of the components of these
ratios in France and the United Kingdom shows,-

7-Several t U.S.-U.S.S.R. me ave been held and
reports exchanged on the topics of R&D exkhditure and
scientific and technical personnel data under the auspices of
the Joint Science Policy Working Group of the U.S.-U.S.S.R.
Commission on Science and Technology, established by a
bilateral agreement signed in Moscow, May 1972. For a
complete discussion of estimations of Soviet R&D. eqieil-
diture and personnel data, see Robert W. Campbell, Referew
Source on Soviet R6.1 D Statistics, 1950-1978, National Science
Foundatitin, 1978; and A Comparison of U.S. and U.S.S. R. Training
and Utilization of Scientists. Emineers and Technicians, National
Saence Foundation, (forthcoming). t

8. These comparisons would be more %precise if adequate
national R&D deflators were available. Unforldnately, they
have not yet been developed. (See the Resources for R&D
chapter.) The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development has done some experimental work with R&D
deflators; see R6D. in Sehiled bECD Member Count ries, 190;
1,975,42.845 (Paris: Organisation for Economic Co-opera tion
and.Development, September 18, 1978), pp. 3-22.

') I 985 R&D Futaing Projections, National Science Founda t ion .
(NSF 76-314), p. yi.
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that declines in R&D per GNP oCcur for the same
reason as declines in the U.S. ratio.

The growth in R&D per GNP ratios in Japan
and West Germany is impressive given the rapid
overall economic expansion in these countries.I0
It" is ppssible that their relatively healthy
economic situation has allowed them greater
opportunity to invest in R&D; that is, that R&D is

" Fot7an analysis of real GNI' grow t hi see international Report

of the President, Council on International Economic Policy,
Executive Office of the President, 10, pp. 3-9.

6

pa, rtially a function of GNP. On the otherhand, it
s has bvn argued that investments in R&D

evenfally contribute greatly to GNP growth;r1
the results of past large expenditures in R&Dmay
have- provided a basis for Japanese and West
Germah economic growth. Because adequate
growth-accounting metho,ds and causal models
that dinectly link the contributions of R&D to
economic growth are not available, the predse
extent to which- either of these hypotheses
explains theArnamics of the situation is difficult
to deterrhine.

.

. perspRTtive, despite,the decreaseof:R&D per
.GNP in the. United States, the U.S. -ratio is still
higher than that of most countries, and actual
U.S. R&D expenditures/far exceed those of all
other 'ow tries except the Soviet Union, In fact,
the Unit&I States spends more on R&D than the
United Kingdom, France, West Germany, and
Japan combined.12 However, the level of GNP in
the United Statesiis also greater than the total for
these countries. In addition, R&D as a fraction of
GNP has now peaked or seems to be leveling off in
each of these countries.D Differences in trend
dinktion areas important to:examine as absoluteii
values: There is no consensus on whether a low
ratio of R&D expenditure to GNP should be
interpreted as underinvestment in research and
development. Growth rates become harder . to
sustain or increase as base levels of R&D or GNP
-become larger. Perhaps a slowdown in the rateof.
R&D investment iaa characteristic pattern once a
country reaches a certain economic level,

While absolute levels of investment are impor-
tant,-. variations of R&D funding patterns
between nations may also affect overall economic
growth and R&Dper GN,P ratios. Industrial R&D

...1xpenditures seem to be highly correlated to GNP
and are generally intended to have a greater
shOrt-term impact on economic growth than
government R&D expenditures, whi4tare often
aimed at influencing the long.:term growth and.

11 For a discussion Ntudies relating R&D investment to
increased productivity and econotnic growth, see the section
in this chapter on productjvity..

12 In 1975, R&D expenditures for the United States totaled
$36.7 billion, in contrast to $8.8 billion for Japan, $8.8 billion
for West Germany, $6.0 billion for France, and $4.6 billion for.
the United Kingdom (all in U.S. dollars). international Survey of,the.
Resources Devoted to R&D by UECD Mentler Countriesetoternational
Mansfield Year 1975, DSTUSPR/79.5 (Paris: Orgkelhation for

. Economic Co-operation and Development, 1978), p. 42.
13 Although it Is still too early to luipwibith certainty, the

ratio of R&D per GNP seems to be leveling off even in West
Gerniany, Japan, and the Soviet Union.
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well-being an natLon.14 This is due in part to the
areas and ,types of R&D That governments feel
justified to support (e.g.,',areasof high risk, high
social benefit, and high mit, such as .defense,
health, and large energy projetts).6 All other. ,
things being equal, counuies with a higii shareof
industrial R&D funds could be expected, to
receive greater economic returns than countries
with a high concentration of Government R&D
funds. Data on sectoral characteristics of,JR&D
funding's' show thaN West Germany'aiid Japan
(both'of which are,njoying high growth rates of
R&D,e*penditAiiesa-RdGM3),the--indularial_

..oector Ras provi,ied t htiMajofity of national R&D

I See testpumies of Edwin Mansfield and Miator L.
Tedeckyl at I Icaring8.before the Subcommittee.on Domestic
and International Scientific Planping and Analysis of the
Committee On St ience and Technology on Federal Rrseari h and
Development Iipendilunt.hrilhe Natitmal l'conomy, U.S. House ol
Represt;,ntatives. gilth Con riI 28, 1970, pp. 39-ol, 140-
1".7

See Appendix table 1 2.1,1nd t he sect ion unc t ional Areas
o: FederiIIy Funded ..esearcli nd. Developmenti" of the
chapter on Resources for RSt 1).

10 See Appendix table 1-2.

e4,

1975

1967

furidsgenerally more than 50 percent and 66
percent, respectively (see figure 172). Countries
that have been experiencing a decrease in their
R&D per GNP ratiothe United States,.France,,
and the United Kingdom--7hive 'historically
received the largest portion bf theoational R&D
Rinds from Government and other sourcs
(private: n'OOMfit organizatiOns and higher
education). .Since the late 1960's, industrial
expenditures for R&D as a fraction of GNIlhave
been incfeasingonly in Japan and West Germaby
while remaining.conlitant or decreasing in.other

_countries_siudied

SZientific and Technical Personnel

Humani.resources are important components
of any analysis of national renurces devoted to
science and technology. Figurell -3 shows that the
number of scieritt9ti and engineers engaged in
research and development a's a proportion of the
'total labir force is increasing in other countries
relative to th'e United States. In absolute terms,
however, the United States has more scientists
and engineers'engaged in R&D (595,000 in 1978)
than all other countries except the Soviet Union'.

't.

France

Japan

United Kingdom

UnitedSOtes

vs.

7
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The size of the R&D labor force is onlY an
approximate measure of the depth and dkection
of a counlry's R&D effort; it does not indicee
catiabilities such 'as the level of sophistication,
utdization, or productivity of R&D personnel of
nations. The U.S. ratio peaked in 1968 and
declined through the early 1970's because the
absolute number of R&D scientists and engineers
decreased. Since1973, the. U.S. ratiO has stabiliz-
ed and has increased slightly through 1978. At the
same . time, most. other countries have been

8

experiencing inctleash in this ratio, especially
Japan, West Germany, and the Soviet'Union.

There are numerous problems involved ing
comU.S.paring and5oviet.scientifie personnel
statistics, but attem s Kive been made here to
present figures Corresponding to U.S. definipons
of full-time-equivalent scientists ;ncl engineers.
Questions iibollt the diffirefices in quality and

g
type of training in either Cauritq are not
addressed.Ir Because the'accuracy of SoViet data
is difficult to iissess,N range has been prpvided
between low and high estimatves:" The Soviet
ratio-of-R&D scientists-and-engineers-to l4bot.
"force surpassed the ratio ornetime in the
late 196Cgs or early 1§70's and appears to,lie
increasing..

S. ,

CivillatvR&D
The need for a different balance between U.S.

civilian -research and development. and defense
and space'R&D has been proposed." It has been
argued that more effort- should be placed in
civilian R&D Oriented toward economic and
socia eeds. Space R&D activities can often
b lefit civilian areas, and both defense and space ,

&D activities have economic spinoff effects,?0
but they ary aimed principally at attaining other
public goaM, such as national security.

1- For some discussion of comparability of education
training and.degrees awarded, see Roger K. Talky, tim,iel

Professional ScientitU and Tech mra/Ma npowe? , Defedse Intelligence
'Agency, 1975, pp. 9-3o; A Comparison ill U.S. mid U.S.S.R.

11 Wiling and Utilization ot 1i,iIit. .iignieet;, and leannitino.
National Science Foundation (forthcoming); and tiummary
swirl Reparf on the Training and lii ib zat itm o, Sdentif ngi iieei ns aMI

iTncii)npeal Personnel, National Science roundatidn (fort hcom-

.18 Robert W. Campb- ell, Refeqme Sour I e On Soviet Rt',1)Statistic..
050 I 7 8, Na ional Science round4t ion, 1978.
i" For instance, see Harvey Brooks, "MI a rs Happening to

the U.S. Lead in Technology? nuipard Bionie,.:. Review. vol, 50
(May-lune 1972), pp, 110-118 and Robert Gilpin, ril'huologY.
Ltiononin Growth and Intermitiona Competitiveness, Joint Economic
Committee of Cmgress, 1975.

o See for example, 'James -M. Uiterbavk .and Gilbert E.
Murray, "The Influence of Defense Procurvnwnt and
Sponsorship-of Research and Development on the Develop-
ment of he Civilian Pectronics Industries," CPA 77-5
.(Cambridge, Mass.: Center foy Poll( y Alternativvs,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,. 1977); and The

Lommth Voilie of Remote Sensing by ,Sitd lite: An L R7'5 9vt:reww and
the -Value of Continuity ol Servu e, Rrepared for the National .

Aeronautics and-Space. Administration, 13 vols _(1)rinceton,
I:CON, Inc., 1974).



Figure 1-4 provides estimates of national
civilian R&D expendittires as a fraction of GNP,21
it shows that West Germany and Japan have the
highest ratios. This islo be expecled, hOWever, in
light of their post-World War II restrictiots on
deknse-related activities and the fact that a ,
knajority of natiOnal 'R&D funds, fikhose coun-,
tries is supplied byindustrral sectors.22 In fact, the
concentration of R&D in civilian areas may have
as$isted the Japanese. and West Germans to
increase produdiyity rates and be more com-.
petitive in world trade.23

,.

Although expeiatures for total R&D are
greater than mostsountries, the United States
devotes relatively le's to civilian R8eD than do
many -cotintries, some of whiat ar4 our chief .
economic compePors. The United State still has
a relatively low civilian R&D.per GNP ratio which
seems to have leveled off at ab+ut 1.4 percent, but
this ratio is much larger than in the early and mid-

-,1960's and is now closer to French and U.K. ratios.
The earlier increase4 in the U.s. civilian R&D per
GNP ratio arenoteworthy because they occurred
largely ducing a period when the total R&D per
GNP ratio was declining in the United States.
Even though the United States has extensive,
continuing, international security Iresponsi-
bilitie, it is important to attempt to maintain or
increase a commitment to civilian R&D because
of the positive-effect of such R&D activities on
economic growth.

Government-Funded R&D
How a government distribute's its fumis among-

R&D. programs prbvides some indicatiod of its .

broad R&D priorities in various functional areas'.
Studies have been conducted by OECD to,
determine how its member countries hiiVe

',"; 17S,g1

.04421, 1Pkuidtral. 41.446;41W4iii,'

---- France
West Germany

'Japan

A A United Kingdom

United States

. -21 Actual data are not av.ailable on natiOhal civilian R&D
expenditures; only GovernMent R&D expenditures have
been categorized by functional objectives. However, it is
reasonable to assume that almost all R&D expenditures for
defense aml space are funded by Government sources;
therefore, estimates of national civilian expenditures have
been calculated by subtracting Government expenditbres for
defewie and space from gross expenditures for reSearch and
development (Appendix tables 1-1 and 1-5).. Tlwsv
R&D funds may be slightly overstated and should be

-considered as approximations. For instance, U.S. industrial
firms specializingin defense-oriented research ttat do a lnrge
portion of their biisiness with the Federal G rnmeilt report
as company funds their Independent Re h and Develop-
ment (IR&D) project:: thot are conducted in as of potential-
interest to the, Defense Depart nwnt.

See figure 1-2.
s" See the "Outptits and ImpActs" section ol this chapter.

s?osscis, s, t .1. . ,t, .7)
iL t)t I t - x

tra
tvv,-: s

allocated R&D funds among various objectives or
pniorities:24 Funding patterns in all countries
have been ;changing (figure 1-5). The trend
shown during the' past decade reflects a definite

Chatising Priorities fo4(overnment Rt., I) (11a ris,: Organisation
for Economic Co-operatpn and Development, 1975), and
InterCtiongl Statistkal Year tt The Mkt-lives of Government
Rel) Funding- N7O 7v, vol. 213 (Paris: Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development, 1977). These data
marnot be as com pa rable in t erna t ionally as ot her OECD dat
because the s.urvey is still in the early stages of -development,
and a. inure unifori. appr(hwh and agreement -on: some
technical problems is still needed. Because the classification
methodology is.one refined by OECD, the data may dif fer
slightly from d:ita available in natiynal publications.
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Figure1-5 -

Estknated distribution Of Government R&D expenditures among
selected national objectives, by Country: 1901-17
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.shift from mil1ta6, to civilian R&D applications.
In each country, the proportion of total R&D
funds spent on defense-related act ivi ties declined
even though the absolute amounts of defense
R&D expenditures have generally continued to
increase.

The United States differs significantly from
other major R&D-performing .nations in that a
larger percentage pf Government REED funds is
allocated to defense and space programs.25 This
'concentration is associated with the major
international defense 9bliglitions carried by the
Unitefl-States-that--require-Jarge-R&D-expen
ditures to ensure future capabilities. In 1976-77,
the.United States allocated only about 35 percent
.of Govenimqnt ,funicis to cilia R&D, although

this proportion has almost doubled since the early
1970's. In the United Kingdom, almost half of the
Government R&D fuqs are allocated to defense
and space activities, and about a third of frenN
Go'vernment R&D funds were devoted-to,these
areas in the mid-1970's. Japan and West Ger-
many, however; .have not made large in-,
vestments in defense R&D and have thus beep
able to devote more of their national budgets to
areAs related 43 economic development and. the.
-Advancement of knowledge. It should be noted,
however, that Japan and West Germany include
general university funds (GUF) in the category
".advancement of knowledge," while the United
Sta.tes does,not include such blockgrants. In most
countries, GUF funds are supplie'd almost entire-
ly by the.ministry of education. for R&D in the
higher education sector. In the United States, the
allocation of these funds is decentralized, often'
occurOg at the statelevel; therefore, data on this
type of funding are is not available. However, the
Inclusion of such funds would probably not
explair, the considerable difference in this
category between the United States and West
Germany or Ja'pan. The differences in allocation
of funds for "Advancement of knowledge" also
reflect national differences on the most ffective
ways to ericourage and support researc .

Contrary to expectations, few couniries
significantly increased energy R&D expen-

25 Distribution data a re not available for the Soviet Union; it
- is a controversial and as yet unresolved issue as to whether

Soyiet military R&D is included in reported total R&D,
expenditures One recent, study estimated that Soviet
expenditures on military research, development test and
evaluation (RDT4tE) have nearly doubled in the last decade,
exceeding- $20 billion in 1977. See Richard B. Foster,
"Economic Performance Reflecting Soviet Goals,"Comparahve
Strategy, vol. 1 (1978), p. 20.

26 Stiehl, Resources Newsletter Organisation for Economic Co-
operation ahd Development (Spring 1977), p. 7..

ditu\es following the 1973 enerp crisis; the
United States is the only OECD country that has
consi tently increased public support of energy
R&D. 6.-Since that time, the fraction of U.S.

.Gover ment funds devoted to energy R&D has
grown,' and, in absolute terms, Federal
obligations for energy R&D increased aboyt 435
percent between 1973 and 1978.27

The United States also differs froml other
countries in the high priority it gives to health '
R&D; heal tit receives a larger percentege of the
U.S. Government R&Dbudget than it does in any

_other OECD co; tntLy . liabs_ohtte_termis. U.S.
health R&D expenditures represent about three-
fourths of the total OECD funds in thks area.

THe distribution pattern of Government R&D
funds iiso influences civilian R&D trends. Foy
Japan and West Germany, it appears that in
addition to the fact that industry provides the

,_14hajority of R&D funds, Government support of'.
R&D is heavily concentrated in the areas .of
economic development and the advancement of ".
knowledge. In contrast, in the United States and
the United Kingdom, not only do Government
funds represent a greatey percentage of total
national R&D funds, but about half of these
funds aredevotedlbspaceanddefenseobjectives.'

. However, the United States is somewhat limited
. from shifting to as large a concentration of

civilian R&D as some other cotintries because of
the extent of its international responsibilities.

Comparisons of Industrial R&D

'Concern about the U.S. trade deficit has helped
to focus national attention on industrial R&D
investment and on innovation and its role in the
competitive position of U.S. -industry in world
trade. 2 8 Therefore, international comparisons of
industrial R&D are presented here, and, economic
impacts of R&D on productivity and inter-
natiolial trade are discussed in the last part.of this
chaptdr. ) .

The U.S. proportion of all industrial R&D
expenditures by OECDcountriesdecreased from

;

27 See the chapter on Resources for R&D and Appendix
table 2-16.

26 See Statement of Lowell W. Steele before the jolut
Hearings of the Subcommittee on Science, Technology and
Space of the Committee on Commerce, Science and
Transportation, U.S. Senate, MaY 16, 1978; and Frank Press,
Testimony at Hearing on the Office of Science and Technolo-
gy Policy before the Subcommittee on Science, Technology
and Space, Commi t tea on Commerce, Science.andTranspor-
tation, U.S. Senate, FebrIthy 10;1978, in which he outlined
the,reasons for ai; interagency domestic policy review of
industrial innovation.
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62 percent in 1967 to '49 percent in 1975, while
Japan's fraction rose from 6 to12 percent.29 Over'
tile\ saile period, the amount that Common
141trket countries. jointly atcounted ior Went
from 25 to 29 percent. Although.the importa lce
of the U.S. industrial R&D piNsition has.declii ed
in terms of its proportion of world activity, ip
1975 the United States gtill was respourible for
about half qf allOECDR&D.expenditurean the
electrica.1 and electronic industry group and a
third Of that,conducted in the,chemical industry
grgup. The Unit418tStes spent $3out of every $4
invetted-initerdrpsee-R&D-in-the-OEC ID-areaT30

tndustrial R&D -Intensity. R&D intensity
measures provide information on the ITTative
importance of R&Q as an iriput factor, to an , ..
industry in producing its dutput.31 The same

. indugtries in different countries may have
.different levds of R&D i n terisi ty. Industrial RALD'
intensity can be nneasured by business expen-
ditures for R&D (BERD) as a ratioof the domestic
product industry (DPl).32 Eigure 1-6 shows4hat
U.S. industry is more R&D-intensive than
industries in other OECD countries. The figure
also shows that of t se countries under con-
sideration, the R&D , tensity of industry has
increased only in Japan4and West Germany. . .

A recent study33 examined R&D intensities of
enterprise-funded R&D in indiv,idual manufac-

Flpre 1-6 -

Industrial R&D expenditutes
as a percentage of the domestic
product of industry: 1947-75

0
(Percent)e _

. United
Sjetes

Ttends in Industrial Re..,L) in Selec(ed OECD Member Countries
IV(-7 -7 5 (Paris: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development 197I9); Science Resource6 Newsletter (Winter 1977-
78); the countrtes i.-sidered in comparisons here -7-the

_ United States, France, the United Kinplom. West 6ermain,
and Japan- --are all members of OECD. International Survey (Ow
Resourie Devoted to R. V. International Statistiad Years, 1907, 107.1",
and 19t; (Paris: Organ isat ion forEconomic Co-operation and
Development).

30 The deutrical and 'electronic group 'includes R&D on
computers as well as electrical and electronic equipments;
aerospace includes the manufacture of'aircraft missiles and
rockets, aeronautical electrical equipment an4d aeronautical
measuring instruments; the chemical group includes
chemicals propey, drugs, and pet poleum productsit does not
include rubber 'and plastic products. these industry groups
are more fully defined in Trends in Industrial 1?)..,D in Selected
OECD Mother Countries 147-75 (Paris: Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development, 1978) atict Science
Re;ources Newsletter (Winter 1977-78).

R&D as a percentage of sateS or as a percentage of value
added are also ofteit used .as measures of R&D intensity.
flowever, these diaa are either not mailable or are hot
ayailable for the most recent yearS.

2 Domestic product of industry (DPI) is the sum of the
value added of resident producers in industry and is used as an
indicator of the total resources available to industry.

3 Sumiye Okubo,. ijohlf Pie arz, and Eleanor Thomas,
"International Comparison of terprise-Funded R&D in
Manufaituring." Proceedings hi 'a Conference .on Engineering and
Silent-1- Research for Industrial. Develop-mem, Sponsored iby tht
Engineering Foundafion.Conferencein Easton, Md., October
3-7,.1977.
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,turing industries from 1963 to 1973. it showed
that within each industry, there was substantial
variatiO'n across nations in the degree of
enterprise-funded R&D intensity. It is possible
for the R&Dintensify cif,an individual sectbr or'
industry tb remain constant vvhile tI aggfegate

'.national R&D-ratio changes; the leverse situa-
tion may also occur. The size of a Ration's GNP
does not seem to be ,a factor in the rate of
enterprise-fundinw of R&D in manufdcturing.
anriOng OECP cotintries.- The study 'indicated..
that, in term'S of both levels and trends, the R&D
intensity of U.S. industry in the manufacturing



sectolt compared favorably with other Western
industrialized nations, kind that enterprise-
funded R&D in the United States was more
-widely dispersed among industry groups.than in
\other Indus trializednation.

Government Supriort of Industrial R&D.
- . Differences in flunding patterns between govern-..

wilt and industry underlie these intensity ratios
and therefore can partially exPlain their relative
levels and chaliges over time; In absolute terms,
U.S. Government funds for industril R&D..far
surpass the directs suppotr by -Dther
Govern-men-tsAn the-Uited-St-Jesr the-United-
Kingjom, and France, the Government funds a
sjigpificailt portion of industrial.R&D (see figure,
1-liThin the United States,. that proportion
dropped from more than so percent in-1967 to 36
perce,nt in 1975,34 but it is still larger than that of
-any other (ACC) country. GovernMent financial .

'support to indu4trial research is relatively-smalh.,
-in West Germany (about 1 8 percent of the total)
Oen though the Ministry. df Resea'rch and
Technology (BMPT) provides large grants to
indbitry for RAD in priority areas. Direct
GoveNment financial support for industrial
R&D is negligible in Japan (about 2 percent of the
total). These diffete es in funding patterns are
particularly striking, t the individual industry
level.-For instance, vernment provided about
half the funds for R&D in the eleCtrical and
electronic industry grouP in the United States
and the,,United Kingdom, but provided onlY 2

percent in Japan. In France and the United
Kingdom, funds fromt abroad were a significant
part 'of the total soiirce of -funds (about 10
Tercent)."

Governments can support research and
development through means other- than direct
funding-For instance, in Japan there has 'been
extensive gov.ernment-industry-banking
cooperation, in rebuilding the Japanese economy
upon the most advanced technologies.3e Indirect
government assistance Can also take the form of
tax incentives, protective tariff and regulatory
policies; provision.of venture capital, policies on

3-I These decreases occurred mainly in the aerospace and
electrical and electronic industry groups. See the chapters on
Resources for R&D and.Industrial R&D,

31 Science Resources Newsletter, Organisation for Economic Co-
49pieration and Development Mrin ter 1977r78), pp. 4-7. Some
of these foreign funds are provided by U.S. firms to their
subsidteries end, therefore, the research resulls may be
available to the United'States.

It "japanthe Government-Business Relatiimship,"
-Department of Commerce, February 1972and -Terntpmo
Ozawa, Japan's echnological Challenge to the West. MO- I 970.
Motivation and Accontplishment (Cambridge,- Mass.:
Massachusetts Institute or Technology Pres-s, 1974).

,A..

Figure 1-7

'R&D performed in the bUsiness enterprise
sector by source of funds: 1967-75
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procurement, patenting, etc. In fact, there is some
evidence that suggests that these indirect mechk-i-

. nisms may haVe more of .an impact on'R&D. and
innovation than does direCt government involve-
ment:37 Complex interactions between various
government policies and the interrelationship of
industries make it difficult tct analyze the overall
effect of ,a particular policy:' Examination is
currently being made of the i'mpact of U.S.

National Support for Science and Technology: An bit UI ination ol

foreign Experiente (Cambridge, Mass.: Center for Policy
Alternatives, Massachusetts InstituN oTechnology, 1970.
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Government policies on industrial innovation in
retognition of the important and complex role
that government plays.38

Summary of R&D Input Comparisons. In
absolute erms, the U.S. investment in reseAch
and do lopment is much greater than most
countries, both in terms of expenditures and
numbers of sciefitific and .technical personnel.
H 'ever, in terms of relative investments in

'.R. , the U.S. ratio of R&D per GNP has been
declining and the ratio of R&D sCientists and
engineers in thr Ipbor.force decreased through
-the early- 197 trs- but- -Kat-increased -stig-htly -in
recent years. These trends in West-Germany and
Japan haVe been increasing, but now appear-to be
leveling off or at least slpwing their rate of
,growth. "'here are mai-ked differences between
countries in the 'sources and allocation of R&D
funds. A higher Oroportioliof U.Sk funds for R&D
come from Govern went sources, and over.Kalf.of.
these are aimed at defense or space objeaives. In
contrast, in Japan and West Germany, the
majority of R&D funds are provided by industry,
and funds provided by Government sources are
highly concentrated in areasbibre directly related
to-economic growth. West Germany and Japan
have the highest ratios of civiliah R&D co GNP.
Although the U.S. civilian R&D ratio has
increased over its level in the early 1960's,it is still
far below that of West Germany .and Japan.
However, in the area of energy R&D, the United
States is the only OECD country to have made
significant increases in Government investments
since the 1973 energy crisis. Health receives a
.larger percentage of the U.S. Government R&D
budget than it does in any other OECD cou ntey.

A closer look at industriarR&D shows that U.S.
industry still accounts for approximately one-
half of all funds devoted to industrial R&D in the
OECD area, even though there has -been some
decline since the late 1960's. The United-States
conducts a major portion of OECD industrial
R&D, particularly in the electrical and electronic,
aerospace, and chemical-industry groups. In the
mid 1970's, thet,United States had a higher rate of

'industrial R&D intensity than other Western .
industrialized nations, in part due..to th0 loge
aegree that the U.S. Government suppoits, ,

industrial .R&D. However, from 1967 to 1975,
industrial R&D intensity decreased in the United
States, while it increased in West Germany.

S.

' See. for instance, the numerous reports generated by the
Domestic Policy Review on Industrial Innovation, headed by
the Department of Commerce, and GovrrnmentInvolvement in the
Innovation Prorrs, Office of Technology Assessment, 1978.
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OUTPUTS AND IMPACTS OF R&D

What are the results of expenditure's -tor\
yesearch and.development? It is impossible To--
quantify precisely the results of research or
determine the incremental tidvanceinent of
kne ledge provided by an increase in R&D

ing. However, scientific literature and
patent indicators contribute information 6n
R&D outputs.

This section discusses indicators of scientific
and technicaLliterature _and attempts__to_analyze_.
the production of neW scientific knowlede and
its relative influence7The literature data can help
determine how much, the United- States con-'
tributes to world ssience in terms of the number
and relative influrnce of articles wri.tten by U.S.
scientists and engineers. This section also
emphasizes foreign-origin patenting in .the
United States and patenting by U.S. inventors
abroad. Patent activity is affected by a number of
factOrs, including economic or market interests;
the propensity to use patents as a method to
protect intellectual property rather than trade
secrets; the amount of expenditures on R&D;
patent laWs and regulations; and that elusive
quality, "inventiveness."

Significant technological gains by U.S. trading
partners, cbupled with an increasingly negative
U.S. balance of trade have led to concern that the

.United States is losing the initiative in
technological innovation, and that- this loss
creates a negative impact .on our domestic
economy and our relative strength in the
international' economy. More needs to be khown1
about the impacts of the economy on research and
development, and vice versa, but it is generally
thought -that a nation's rate of productivity
growth depends heavily on how it uses both
domestic and foreign technology. Likewise, high
productivity rates iiIve a positive influence on
profits, and therefore on the ability to conduct
R&D as well'as On the competitiveness of exports
in genera1:39 R&D-intensive goods make an
important contribution to the international trade
performakce of ntiny industrialized nations..
Thus, this section also provides comparisons of
productivity trends and indicators of- inter-

,-national trade in roducts associated with R&D-
intensive indUstnes.

34 NSF Colloquium on thr Rrlationships hrtmeen R&D and Ltonomic
Crowth/Productwity, Noyember 9, 1977, National Science
Foundation (forthcoming).
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Sdentific Literature
,

Ths publication of .scitptific and technical
findings is one of (he More airect forms of
scientific output. Such published reports add to
the body of sGientific knowledge generally
accessible, and thus may siimUlate new research
or help to clarify ongoing scientific in-
vestigitions.w

The indicators pres'ented here a re based on a set
of Over 2,100 highly cited journals.n This set of,
journals was held constant for the yeAs under
investigation in order to make valid loNigitudinal
effiiparigns. Then-fore, they- do-nut reflett th
growth of articles in the journals.which irre not
"tnfluential" as used here: the more often-citedor
larger journals'. Critica,1 review olf article
preceding publication is a ntirmal policy of these
journals, wlilth helps to enspre the quality and
significance of this-bodyof literatureeven though
the articles may .vary in their theoretical and
practical importance.

Scientific literature indicators have several
limitations when used for international com-
pariso9s. National publishing csharacteristics or
restraints on the number of nationol journals or
the sPaceavai lble per publication can affect the
number of ar cies and the number df refezences
in those ar idles. Journal refereeing and
publishing les, as well as the availability of
R&D funds for the underlying research are other
factors that affect the publication of scientic and
technical litetature.'

U.S. scientific and Jechnical publications as a
fraction of all world li tera tare shows yemaAable
stability over the 1973 to 1977 period (text table
1-1). Almost 40-percent of this set of the world's
influential Scientific and technipl journal
literature is accounted for by U.S: authors. The
largest U.S. share is in the field of psychology (74

For discussions of publications as measures of the output
(if science, see: G. Nigel Gilbert and Steve Woolgas. ''The
Quantitative Study of Science: An Examination,. of the
Literature," ienie Studie6, vol 4 (1Q74), pp. 270-2Q4;.I lenry
Menard. (ewe: Grewth and (have (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press:1071); Derek J. de Solla Price, LittleSc awe, Big
Sueme .( NON York: Columbia niversity Press, 1963); and
Francis Narin, et al., Evaluative 13 blunneti /Is: I he Lbw of Publication
aml oration AnalysiN aiNkrtrrlika ion of Scientific Airway (Cherry
Hill, N).: Computer Horizon , Inc., 197o),

11.These 2,100 journals are from the Sheme Citation bidet
Corporate apes of the Institute for Scientific Information.
Because investigations show that these journals are more
representative of U.S., literature in some fields than of some
other countries such as the U.S.S.R. or jaAn, the emphasis
herr is placed on U.S. literature. See the Reuyces for 1161.D
and Basic Research chapters for a discussion of literature
indicators Of basic and applied research in the United States.

percent), whereas the fraction of chemistry
publications'is only about 22 percent. The U.S.
proportion of publications declined slightly in all
fields except clinical medicine and bioMedicine.
The t'Wo fields'Which showed the largest drop
.were mathematics (from 48 percent in.1 973 to 41

percent ih 1977) and biology (from 46percent to
42 krcen t). Comparison of the actual numbers of
0.S. and foreign articles written shows that the
number of U.S. mathematic articles decreased
.by 25 percent from 1973 to 1977 while non-U.S.
articles in this field decreased only 12 percent.
Over the same period, U.Sr articles ip the field of
biology decreased 11 percev, while biology
articles by foreign authors increased 7 Percent.

Because the United States is responsible for a
large proportion of the wotid's influential
scientific and 'technical literature, it is to be
expected that the U.S. literature would be highly
cited. Relative citation ratios. are one way to
normalize for Ibis factor. Citation ratios are used
as an influence measureon the generally a-ccepted
assumption that the most significant literature
will be more frequently cited than the routine
literature. ,A .number of studies support this
assumption by showing high correlations
between citations to wauthor's work and ()thy
measures of scientifi.c importance sUcVas
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judgments of resea rchers in the field.4 2 However',<
some articles may not be. readily accessible or
available and, theref9re, not be highly cited.
Other articles' may,be hea.viN cited only for the
criticisMs they provoke. These .cases are not
generally the norm for the articles in ads loprnal-
set . - . ,..

-mi. U.S. scientific literature is widely cited in
the publications of all countries. Text table 1-2
'shows that the citations (or references). tc. the
U.S. scieoific and technical literature are a )out
30 percent more than ctiuki be expected from our
share 'of the.world 's literatui:e:.Th isritation-ratio---

1-;ee A narytils: ./.t New fool for Sklence
AdiTn,,5fialor,,":ne,,,1 I 58( I oy 5)pp. 420 -13?; tonaihan
R Colt. and St ePhen ( nihtrahlliainin in N ion (Chicago:
(iniver.aly _of ha ago p, vss, 1a73); Lugune Gaul ield,

itat ion Analysis as a Tool in Journal Lvaluation,"-,(krour, vol.
178 (1072), pp. 171-478; I Margolis, "(-itation Indexing and
',valuation of Soentific Papers," vol 155 0007), pp.
1213-1210. Rogvst MyeLs, -Journal Citations and Si:tenni a-

kIrmineni'e in 1. onteporary Psychology,-/Inliman r.y,hologiq ,

S'ol ( 1Q70) pp 10:1,1 -1p18; 5 M t.awani. '(.'itation Analysis
and the Quahty Of Scientilk Produt Ihom lour, vol. 27
(lantiary, 1077), pp: 2o-34; and Stephen ole, 'Stientitit
Reward Systems: A Comparatlye Analyst...," in Roberq Akm
font's ted Rochohl: in the N,h1o/ogt, Knototchio. lent i and
R.IrVenwit h, . la/ Press, 10781
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'yr
increased slightly frpm 1973 to 1977 indicating
that foreign scientists and engineers were
making relatively mpre use of the U.S. literiaure,

Over the same period, the influence of U.S.
engineering and terhnoltsgyiiteraturegrew from
11 percent to 18 percent more than could be.
explained by the U.S. share of literature in that
field., The citation ratio for U.S. mathematics in
the vairld literature also rose from 14 percent to
20 percent above what could be expected, but this
was due in paist to the decrease -in the 1.1.S.
proportion of the world's influential mathemat-

.

The4nost in fluentpl U.5..fields are chemistry
and physics, which in 1977 received 4.2 and 31
percent more citations from no)n-U.S. articles
than the U.S. proportion of literature would
explain. Based on this indicator; the least
influential U.S. fields were billogy, psychology1,.
and engineering, all of which, nevertheltss, had
an Influence in the ,foreign literature at reast
proportional to their share Of the world's articles.

Foreign Patenting
Patents represent one tangible output of

research and development. Aggregate, patent

" , 1".
Tabla1-2Citation ratios' fortU.E. foi
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statistics are often used to make compariso'ns
inventive activity.43. Patents have an advantage
over other-m.14ot. measures or inventive ac-
tivities in that they are available for many
different countfies,.'in greater detail, and oVer
extended periods of time. Because a patent is,.
An a prerequisite for marketing or manufac-
turing a product or licensing a process, foreign-
origin patent counts may also be interpreted as
reflecting expected future returns on invest ment
in R&D. The propensity to. patent in another
countr.y is probably related to the5 perceived

--potrntial -Of the ,market tha.t, country.
Many fstoys influence pAtent activity. For

instance; not new ideas or inventions are
patented,..and thqse that are do not necessarily -
represent the same lorel of inventive input or
economic value.LH Patent laws and practiceS cve
not always uniform.across countries and may be
subject to change. For instance, filing re-
quirements such as the rigmof tets and criteria 0
for novelty may vary from country to country.
The extent and effectiveness, of protection a

,Tatent receives.and the propensity to protect
inventions. through the use of patents also vary.
Foreign-origin patents, however, must meet the ;
same requirements of novelty as domestic-origin
patentS and therefore repqsent approximately
the same detiree of originality in a given-toup try.

_

patnts 'granted to U.S. citizens and
organizati ns decreased ZO perceht during the
1971'777 eriod, whereas foreign-prigin U.S.
patelits icreased 16 percent between 1971 and
197675nd decreased 8 percentin 1977 (figurel-8).
Thus, the propbrtion of foreign-origin patents of
total U.S. pa.tents" increased from 20 percent in
1966 to 36 percent in. 1977. The increases in
foreign patenting in the United Stateswere due,
largely to the. increased Otent activity of .tWo
countriesjapan .and West Germany, which
Tepresented 23 and 26 percept, respectively, of all
foreign-origin U.S. patents in 1977.

Foreignpatent actiVity in the United States has
been related to both inceease'd foreign invent iVe
activity and to interest in the U.S..market. 'For
emmple, foreign' pa ten ting activity in the United
States for seleCted OECD coun tries is sAnificant-
ly correlated with their industrial R&D. This
correlation is especiMly high for the manufac-
turing sector as a whole and for the chemical,

43 For a detailed discussion of the significanceof patents and
their use as an output hfickator, see the chapter on Industrial
R&D.- t

" See the section on patents in the chapter on Industrial
R&D for a detailed discussion of these factors.
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electrical and. electronic, and nonelectrical
machinery inddstries. Oyer half of afl industrial .

R&D &curs in these three industries. For
instance, correlations of the patenting activity in
the United States with the export performances
of .10 OECD cotintries show significant cor.
relations between patent. activity And export
shares, thereby suggesting that inVention is an.
important 'element in inte'rnational com-
petitiveness, particularly in chemicals, capital
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goods, and durable consumer goods.0 However,
in terms of patent applications and patents
granted, Japan is the only country examined that
has shown substantial increases in its .own
domestic patenting activity.46

The increase in foreign patenting in the Uffited
States also may have been influenced by certain
attractive characteristics of the U.S. patent
system. U.S. patents provide protection for:the
introduction of a technology or product to the
large and homogeneous U.S. market, whereas
patents granted in another countrjr may repre-
sent protection in a smaller. market area. A U.S.
patent not have "working' requirements;er
while those gran ted by most other countries do. A
U.S. patent is not barred by publication or public
use:of the invention less than a Srear before the
filing date. In the United States, new chemical
compounds are patentable, whereas in many
countries patents can.protect only a particular
process. There are no maintenance fees charged
after issuance of a U.S. patent; yearly taxes must
be paid in most foreign coUntries.

Pyenting by U.S. corporations has decreased
for reasons nor Completely. understooc1.48 One
hypothesis' is that there has been a decline in
inventive actk;ity in the United States. However,
it is thought by some that an increasing number
of inventions It.e not being patented.49 It is
possible that an increased emphasis by U.S.
industry on short-term payoff and cost-cutting
research rather than-on long-term basic
Tesearchso has led to more process rather than
product innovations. Since it is generally believed
that Process inventions are less likdy to be
patented than new products, it is possible that
this change in research emphasis 'has led to the

45 Keith PaOift and Luc Soete, "Innovative Actiyities and
-Export Shares: Some Comparisons between Industries and
Countries," in K. Pavitt (ed.), Thhnical hmouation and British
Lionomic Arformance (London: MacMillan), (forthcoming).

10 Appendix tablith 1-13, and Dennis Schiffel. and Carole
Kitti, "Rates of Invention: International Patent Com-
parisons," Research Policy, vol. 7 (1978), pp. 324-340.

4" Working requirements entail the actual utilization of a
patent, for instance, for production purposes.

46 See the section on patents in the chapter on industrial
R&D for a more detailecHiscussiqn of .this topic.

.14 William D. Nor,dhaus, invention. Growth and Welfare: A
Theoplieal Treatment of Teclijur4kel Change (Cembhdge, Mass.:
Massachusetts Institpte of Technology ['fess, 1969) L. lames
Harris "and Irving H. Sieg4l, "ProtectioO of Trade Secrets:
Initial Report,"IDEA, vol. 8 (Fall 1964), pp. 360-376. The latter
reference suggests that evidence on shifts toward trade
secrets has been largely anecdotal.

" See tht section on basic research' in industry of the
Industrial R&D chapter and Support of Basic Research by hidustry

.(St. Loois, Mo.: Industrial Reseaveh Institute Research
Corporation, 1978), p. 43.
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increased use of trade secrets and decreas.4
patenting activity in some industries. However,
since the drop in U.S. domestic patenting has
occurred in almost all productfields, it may Welk
be that a decrease in the rate of production of
inventions by U.S. industry,.has aitually oc-
curred.31
Foreign-origin Patents by Product Field..
Foreign patents accounl for between one-third

. .

and one-half of all U.S..patents across a wide
spectrum of fields (text table 173). However,
many of these foreign patents are assigned to U.S.
companies or _individuals and are thus available
for use by their U.S. owner's. For instance,
although 35 percent of' all U.S. patents in the
communications equipment product field had

31 Set the section on patents in the chapter'im Industrial
R&D.

r
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foreign inventors, more than 15 percent of these
foreign inventions are owned by U.S. companies
or individuais. It is also possible that J.J.S.
'laboratory facilities abroad supported the R&D
ihat resulted rn thi- patented inveiitióit, U.S.
affiliates abroad can assign patent's for inventions
produced in their firms abroad to the U.S. parent
company. About 12 ,to 15 perc,ent of all foreign-
origin patents in the ields of chemicals anddrugs
and medicines are U.S.-owned; this high concen-
tration may be relited to the large U.S. inVest-
ment .and research activity of the chemical
industrry in foreign countries.32

Figure 1-9

Concentration of foreign patenting16 the
United States for the three most active
countries in each product field: 1983-77

Drugs and medicines

Foreign participNtion in U.S. patenting activity
seems to be higRly concentrated in a few
countries. For each major product field, over half
of the foreign activity from .1963 to 1977 can be
attribitted to mil three countries (figure 1-9).
Nonelectrkcal machinery and chemicals except
-drugs and medicines are the two product groups
in whicli foreign-Origin patents are most often

'.granted; they represent 44 percent of all foreign-.
origin Patents in the United States granted.
during the period.

Since 1963, invcaltors from West Germany 'have
received the larfest number of foreign-origin
U.S. patents (83,220). In fact, among -4.J.S.
foreign-origin patents, West Gertilany was first
in 11 of the 15 major product fields apd second in
the remaining 4. West German patent activity in'
the United States has been concentrated in the
nonelectrical -machinery and in the chemicals
except drugs and medianes proauct (groups;
these two product groups represent almost half

.:of allWest German patents granted by the United
States.

Japan ranks second in the nOmber -of total U,S.
pa Its anted to fqreign inventors between

d 1977 (61,510). Japan has the largest
number of eoreign eatents in three product
'groupscommunication equipment and elec-.
tronic:components, food and, kindred products,
and primary metalsand is second in an ad-
ditional , five product categories. Like West
Germany,' the product groups in which Japanese
inverpors have been granted the Yargest numbers
of U.S. patents are nonelectrical machinery and
chemicals except' drugs and meditines. Since
1970, Japan has dramatically increased its patent
activity by over 100 percent in every Koduct field

'except the two areas in which it already had a

$.2.41 1977, the .U.S., direct inveStment positioh in Or
chemical avd allied Product industry was $13.4 billion, and the
industry is one of the major U.S. performers of reaearch
hbroad. (See iext table 1-4).

7

Primary metals
Chemicals, except

drugs and medicines

Textile mill products

Nonelectrical ,

machinery

Aircraft and parts

Motor vehicles and other
transportation equipment

except aircrafts

ood and
ed products

Professional and
scientific instruments

Communicatiorfequipment Electrical equipment Rubber and miscellaneous
plastic productsand electronic components except communication

Stone, clay, glass and
concrete products

.r

Fabricated metals

West United
=IN Germany MI Kingdom

Petroleum and natural
gas extraction and
petroleum refining

IIII Japan

1111 Canada I J Other foreign

'total fouvin PldeldinA activity in the United Stales equals 100 Wont

REFERENCE Appendix lable 1.13 Science tndicatois - 1978
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large conctintration of pat en ts.53 This finding is
significant in that it seems to dilspute the
widespread 6elief that Japanese 1264D efforts are
narrowly focused ov specific technologies. As
noted prev,iously, a nation's propensity to patent
in another country may be influenced by the
'perceived potential of thrittvirket in that countty.
This assumption seerns to bq valid for Japan
because increases in patentint activity in the
107Q.'s correspond to the growth of Japanese
exports to the United States of R&D-intensive
manufactured products.m
/ The United Kingdom ranked third in the total
nu in WI- OMreign t in

s the petroleum and natural gas extraction and
refining product groat). In six other product
groups, the UniteffKingdom was second (to %Nest
Germany) in the number of U.S. foreign-origin
patent,gr,Tted to its inventors.

a?

ti

U.S. Patenting Abroad. U.S. patenting has
decreased abroad as well as at home (figure 1-10);
tne U.S. proportion of foreigp-origin patents in

they cow tries remained constant only, in Japan
and Switzerland.55 From 1966 to 1976; U.S.
patenting activity abroad declined almost 30
percent'in ten industrialized countries.5b How-
ever, most of this deorease occurrgd4n the United'
Kingdom and Canada. The U.S. proportion of
foreign-,6tigin patents granted ,by the United
Kingdom decreased from 44 percent in 1969 to36
percent MI 976.57. In fact, the actual number of
patents granted to U.S. inventors by the United
Kingdom has declined 22 percent over the period
1966 through 1976. The U.S. fraction of foreign-
origin patents granted by Canada declined from
72 percent in 1966 to bl percent in 1976,
representing a decrease of 25 percent,. in the
.absolute number of patents granted. There was
also a sharp dirop (25 percent) in the absolute

_

." Even these two areas experienced. large int reaSes -

communication equipment (SI percent) and food and kindred
products (73 percent).

'' See figure 1-17..
" Patents J r e granted to.individuals ororganizations, not

countries. I lowever. to simplil y the discussion, 'count e-y
pat unt iounts and shares are used.

INest Gernhmy, japan, the United Kingdom,
Switierland, (..anada. Belgium, Denmark. Ireland, Luxem-
buü rg,-andtlw Netherlands.'Compa rable data tor Italy are not
available. Patents granted by France are not included because
.01 wide fluctuations in FrenCh patents granted to foreigners.

The U.S proportion of foreign-origin paten ts gran ted by
the United Kingdom caniwt be determined for tom) due to
data !mutations.

20
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number of Canadian patents granted to all other
foreign countries after 1972.58

The (let-line in foreign patenqng activity by the,
United States may be partially "for the same
reasons postulated fOr the decline in domestic
patenting, that is, it could be due to a decrease in
U.S. in ventiv.eactivity relative to other countries,

s" This reduction may have been caused indirectly by new
controls placed on foreign companies in (anada. The high
dleg re,ç of U.S. patent ai twit)/ in Canada has been i,nfluencvd
by t e amount of U.S direct invest nwnt and previous relative
ea of obtaining a patent in aoada
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an increased propensity to use trade secrets
instead Of patents as a form of intellectual
property protection, or low expeclations. Of
economic returns...

Another plausible 'factor influencing inter-
,

national patenting is (he .advent .and spread of
mul t Mat ional corporat ions. U.S.-based mut-
tina tional companies May opt to rmtent iii tlw
United States or haJe their subsidiaries pa* nt
abrpad. In the latter case, the U.S. subsidiar,
assiimes the nationality of the host country and )
thus the patent would be registered as a domestic
patent in that country.5Q In addition, some of tbe
fSiTors-thaTinaWflan t ing ml hi? Vara! StaTe7s,
attractive may act as a deterrent to foreign patent

4filing by U.S. companies. For instance, the Unired
Kingdom, West Gerntany, Switzerland, and the
Netherlands require that patents be irenewed
after an initial period by the payment Of
maintenance fees; some counrries have re-
quirements that patents must be used
doMestically or rights to them be relinquished;
British patent law requires that a patent must be
worked within 3 years of issue if itis to remain in
force; and the costs of obtaining and maintaining
patelnts in some countries may be expensive for
some companies, giv'en the small mallet in Which
the patent is protected.tw

Patent Data Overview. Foreign patenting 'in
the Unit ed Sta tes great ly increased between .006

-apd 1977, but most of this growth was due to
increases in U.S. patents aanted to two
coun tries---Japan and West Germany. One
reason for the increaseiin foreign patenting in the
United States may be increased foreign inventive
activity. Other reasons may be economiCinterest
in the U.S. market or the existence of fewer
restrictions to filing a patent in the United States.

The rwo countries responsible for the largest
growth in foreign patenting in the United
StatesJapan and West Germanyare the very
,countries which have experienced the largest
growth in R&D.investments. These two coon-

Pata on rovalties and fees show thu i ek cult, tram 11 S
subsikharies up oat] have been ink reasmg Se !iglu t I 13.

Seim(' of these burdens k \Pere lifted wit h tlw the
Patent Cooperation Treaty IIY Q70, vhn h4implified the

vf patent applicatioris on t hesame invention in (lit ferent
((mutt les. The treaty went into (peration in nine 10-.'s and
kurrenkly has I() member states, ink hiding the United Statc:,,

Sovut Union, France, West Gernhuly, I tr\elnhatirg,
Sweden. Switierland, the United Kingdom, lapaii, the
Cynkral Af rican Lmptre, Senegol, ModagaAt or, Mal,uvi,
Camt:9 oon, the Republik of Chad, r ago, and Gabon.

tries are also undeniablf interested in expanding
their-economic activity With, and in, the United
States." h is not clear if grOwth in foreign
p4enting in he United States by Japan and West
Germany is directly related, to increaSes in foreign
inventiveness relative to the United/States. In a
period when U.S. domestic patenting was &TIM-
ing, only Japan showed substantial increases in its

-own domestic patenting. There is research to
support the link bet ween indust riol R&D expen-
ditures of foreign coun trids nd their patenting in
the United States. Between 1967 and 1975,
industrial R&D inveStment of foreign countries

41aW.i tfwir ViteiThng vity in -the erittird-Staws
showed similar statistically siguifieant patterns
when comparing chemicals, electrical and dec-
tronic products, and most nonelectrical
machinery product. fields. The greatest rate of
increase in both foreign industrial R&D resource
inputs and U.S. patenting activity occurred in
Japan, followed by Sweden and then, as a group,
Italy, France, Belgium, and West Germany.

U.S. patenting abroad has declined both in
absolute t erms and, in some countries, in terms
the U.S. proportion of patents granted' to al
foreign inven tors,_ but patents granted to the
United States declined sharply in only two
countries--the United Kingdom and Canada.
riowever, for these two countries, the numberof
patents granted to V.S. inveptors was much
larger than the number of p4 tents granted by the

- United States to their inventors. The decline in
U.S. patenting abroad could be attributed to a
number of factors, including (1) a relative decline
in the U.S. inventive activity, (2) the.,Tread of
VS.-based multinational corporations, and (3)
low expectations of economic returns from
foreign ma rke t s.

Produdivity
liearch and development are generally

coigidered to be important factors related to
incr,casetf productivity and economic growth,
even though the extent to which R&D affects
productivity and growth is t ill a topic of research.
The United States has experienced .a lowering of
the growth rate of manufacturing productivity
over the' past decade, While many other nations
have increased their-productivity more rapidly.
Concern has heen expressed t ha r a slowdown in
U.S. productivity rates bodes ill for our economic
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position and that this slowdown may be due in
4tfart to a waning U.S. ability to innovate.0/

Productivity is commonly measured by output
per worker-hour. Eigure.1-11 shows trends of the
relative changes in ootput per worker-hour for
individual countries; it does not permit corn-

I hnology. bade, and thr lionotny, (Washington,1).(.:
National Research Council, 1078), pp. 4 70; and Statenwnt
by Hiner l i . St aats, Comptroller Ceara! of the United States
at hearings before the Subcommittee on Production and
Stabiluation of the Committee tin Banking. Finanee and
Urban Affairs, U.S.Jiouse,p1 Re_presentat Ives, Sepi embt4
int

France

West Geimany

Japan

Ilnited Kingdom

Canada

*.Ar! 17,'t
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,parkons of actual productivity levels between
countries. The United States had the, sinallest
gains in prOductivity in the pastAlecade among
these countries (26 percent). Japan ,experienced
the laqtest productivity gains 'over the same
perkA (99 percent).

Productivity trends in the,1970's have been
greatly affected by; the 1974-75 worldwitie
recession when productivity fell and GNP
growth slowed in most_countries. The recent
pattern. exhibited by most, countries has been
typical of periods following recessions; produc-
tivity ustially advances sharply in theearly sta es
a- recovery and-Then slows as existing capaoty
becomes.more fully utilized.03 Except for Canada,
_each of ,these countries experienced i substAntial
slowdoWn in productiviti, growth compared with
1976, the first full year of worldwide recoveiy
from the recession. Most countries reduced
employment hours as output slowed, thereby
astristing their prodUCtivity growth rates. The
United States wasthe only country to show solid
gains in manufacturing employment and hours in
1976 and 1977.01

Part of the country differences in productivity
gains may Stem from Ihe fact that the United
States is at a much higher level of national
production th'an other countries ana thus may
possibly be experiencing the diminishing rates of
return effect often associated with an increasing
scale of econoinic activity. Japan has the highest
productivity growth rate, .but its productivity
level is still only about two-thirds the U.S. level..05
In 1977, the U.S. productiNty level was still
water than all' other countries .under com-
parison.

The current slowdown in U.S. productivity
growth contrasts sharply to the impressive gains
made in the two decades after World War It
However, the post-World War II growth rate is
viewed by many as utusually bigh in
historical terms and largely a result of the
relatively `good position in which the United
States (mind .itself after the war. Capital expen-
ditures often embody new technologies and may
be related to R&D advances. Reluctance of.:U7S.
industry to invest in,the latest technologies, new
equipment, ati'd plants (due in part to the
ritessures of inflation, interest rates, government.

Arthur. Neel and Walter Larson, "International (.hun-
parisons of Productivity and Labor Costs Trends in Man'ufac-
luring," News, Department of LaborIUSDI. 78-443).

('1 Keith Daly and Arthur Neel, "Productivity and Unit
Labor Costs Intl Industrial Countries, 1,)77,"Mmthly tabor
Review, vol 25 (November 1078), pp. 12-14.

w' See Appendix table I lo.
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.t regulation, and tax policies) is seen as a wajor
cause of the U,S. productivity slowdown...

Investments in R&Dand technological innova-
tion have positive, long-term effects on produc-
tivity and eCtinmmic growtb even tho-ugh many
other factors also influence prNuctivity..7 Many
studies have tried to link R&D and economic
_growth from various aspects;08 however, these
studies face several forthidable conceptual and
empirical, problfms. These include insufficient
underoanding -of the wIty in which research is
translated into technological innovation and the
way the resulting innovation then influences
productivity or economic growth: The naire o
this process is complicated by the long and
variable time lags between stages. Other major
problems include difficulties in measuring inputs
and outputs in general; difficulties in isolating the
positive and negative effects of specific factors on
outpie growth; defining the appropriate time
horizon to examine the expected effects; and
difficultes in selecting payoff criteria,

It is difficult to quantify .the contribution of
research and development to productivity and
economic growth. However,- the conclusions of
the studies that have focused on various levels of
aggregation (e.g., innovation, firm,industry, and
economy) together give strong evidence that the
contribution of R&D is important and that the
rate of return on investment in research -and
develoyment is at least as high or higher than.
other types of investment.° The current slow-
down in U.S. productivity growth is due to a
variety of factors; one of them may be the fact
that national R&D expenditures in constant
dollars experienced lit tle or no growth from 1968.
to 1975.70 IE the United States had continued to
devote at least the same fraction of national
resources to R&Das it did in the 1960's, U.S.
produltivity gains might have been greater. It is
likely that the increases,in R&D investments in

Iohn W. Kendrick; "Productivity Trends anNrospects,"
TahnoWital ItItiovation ond Lt Ohoni Development 1'1115 the U.S. Lost in

the butiative? Proceedings on a Symposium on TechAological
Innovation (Washington, D.C. Fmergy Research Imd
Development Administration 1976), pp. 13-32.

These factors include improved labor skills and educa-
tion, increases in capital intensity, improved organization of
production, imported technology, and hanges in the social
barriers to economic efficiency.

: For example, see NSF Colloquium on the Relationship Hetteeen
Rt.,0 Returns from Technology, May 21, 1977,.Nationi Gitnce
l'oundation(foithcoming).

(.° NSF Colloquium on the Olationships between fuib and Economif

Growth/Productivity, Novvmber 9, 1977 (forthcoming).
ro See figure 2-1.

f

Japan and West Germany have been positive
factors contributing to the large productivity
gains in those countries,

International. Technology Transfer and Trade-

The international transfer of technology and
its effects are presently being debated. Inter-.
national discussions hayecentered on the respon-
sibilities of indusirialited nations to develOping
countries. Domestic debate has centered on the
type and. amount of technology desirable to
transfer, the probable overdll impact on the U.S.
_economicznd strategic position,_andihe_need for
restrictions. Another issue is whether technolo-
gy iransfer can and should be used a tool for
impleMenting broader Coreign policy concerns.

The proponents of strict control of technology
transfer claim that the United States is un-
necessarily disseminating its technology, witch
they say has often resulted in loss o( markets
(both abroad, and dotteglic). They argue that U.S.
capital investments abroad result in the loss ofjob
opportunities in the United States. These factors
are felt to be detrimental to the. U.S. economic
position;.-in the case of trade with the Soviet
Union, China, or Eastern Europe, the transfer of
some technologies is considered to be harmful to
the U.S. strategic position.n

Those favoring the unrestricted transfer of
technology'ppint out that it is virtually impossible
to restrict lechnology, and._ thal if. the United_
States does not provide requested services and
product's, other countries Will enter th
markets and benefit from the sales.72 Alsd; t e

growth ofinformation and knowledge indust es
has made it increii.singly possible toargue tha he
United States has a comparative advant e in
exporting scientific and technical know-h w in
lift1 of goods. Furthermore; sales abroad help to
finance domestic R&D and the development Of

"I Elizabeth Eager, "Trends in the Industrial Sector,"
Session onT International Trends in Applying Sciencekand
Technology: Problems, Opportunities and Policies, American
Association for the Advancement of Sciene, Annual
Meeting, Washington, D.C., February 14, 1978; and U.S.;

ech nobgy DOD Perspe( ive: A Report of the Odense Sr iemi Board Task
Force on Elpori ol Tr( hnology, Department of Defense, 1976.

?1 Factors Affecting the.International Transfer of Teihnology Among
DevelOped Countries,1Department of Commerce, 1070-
Steele, Statement before Joint Hearings of the St ommit tee
on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs and Ibe Subcom-
mittee on Science, Technology, and Space of the Committee
on Commerce, Science and Transportation, U.S. Senate, May
16, 1978; and Tahnology Transfer and the Developing-Countries
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Chamber of Commerce, 1977).
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new products.7-` In addition, capital investments
overseas often create new markets that are
sometimes inaccessible to export trade dile to
import restrictions.

The extent of technology being ttansferred is
diff;.:i to measure. A recent ad hoc Meeting of
Experts on the Measurement of laternational
Technology, held in Ceneva in FAruary 1977,
concluded that "Technology transfer is said to
have 4aken place when the recipient applies
effectively the technology supplied lay the donor.
Up to the point of,effective application, only an
information transfer has occurred."74 The dif-'
ficalty in determ-thinivtte-m. 'ialutillzationofth
technology further complicates efforts to quan-
tify thesg .activities and points out stole of the
4incertnintiesof technology transfer.7.3

Technology can be diffused or,tran§ferred in a
variety of ways. The unobstructed exchange of
scientific and technical literature is one of the
main channels. Exchange of know-how through
personal contacts.:--including training of per-
sonnel, permanent 'or, temporary immigration
and emigration of scientists and engineers, and
attendance at technical meetings and
conferencesis another important means of
transfer.76 Embodied technology is exchanged In
the form o.f exported or imported goods and
services. A holder of a patent or tradeMark may
license the u§e of this intellectual property to
another party:or a firm may make a direct capital
investment 'in another country and transfer
knOw-how to its sLibsidiary. Licensing and direct
investment are major channels for the trapsfer of
tech)lology, by American firms. This section
describes technology flow indicators such as
foreign direct investment, and receipts and
payMents of royalties -and fees. The ability to
assess completely theInagnitude and significance

73 .(1witi Mansfield, "Returns ft:om Industrial Innovation,
Inteenational Technology Transfer and Overseas Research
a 9d Development," NSF Colloq ni urn on the Relationship Between
.R6,Dnud Returns from Technology,, May 21 , 1977, National Scien%
Foundation (forthcomih); and Edwin Mansfield, AnthoRf
Rthmio, and Samuel Wagner, -"Foreign Trade and U.S.
Research and Development," The Review', of Economics und
StatiNs, vol. LXI (Februiry 1979), pp. 49-57.

74 Report of the Ad Um Meeriiig (?! Everts 15.n t he Measurement of
Interna'tional Technology Flows, United Nations" Economic. and
Social'Council.(SC.TECH.1AC.712:CESIAC.33126) February
24, 1QV7, p. 2. . . .

What is generally termed "technology transfer" should
be mo .e .appropriately labeled "technologY flows." None.-

K.theless since "technology transfer" fts becoMe a general;
ized te\m, we use it here.

7(' SO the section of this chapter entitled 'Cooperation and
Intevacf,ion" for treatment of some of these types of people-
oriented exchanges. ,
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of techn6logy tramifer is in an early stage of
hese measures are only
e scope and direction of

ecause Mile is known about
d significance.

development. Thus,
rough indicators of
technology transfer
its entire magnitude

'Royalties ancl Fees. U.S. receipts and payments of
fees and royalties are commonly used as in-
dicators of U.S. technology transferred through
the sale and purchase of technical know-how

. patents, licenses, manufactdring rights, and
similar forms of intangible property. Royalties

. are payments for the use Of copyrights or
trademarkA," and licensing fees-are-charges-for-411e

use of a patent or industrial process. U,S.
transactions in these areas fall into two
categories: those associated with U.S. direct
investment (i.e., between U.S. firms and their
overseas subsidiaries) and those -between in-
dePendent organizations, called "unaffiliated
transa,ctions.'' Unaffiliated receipts and
payments are morelikely to.reflect the true valUe
of the technology transferred because the tvrps
of agreement between affiliated firms can be
influenced by corporate considerations other
than the actdal value of the technology con-
cerned; for example, multinational companies
could use' royalties and fees as a means of
tran'sferring profits. It is,nOnetheless eisential to
examine direct-investment-related receipts and
payments because most license agreementS are
-di rect.-in vest men t related (over 80percent). Also,
it- is necessary to look at both categories of
transfers because the econorvic or technological
development strategies of individual Otions may
influence-the type and volumeof traraier activity
preferred. For instance, most Japanese business
agreements occur .in the unaffiliated category,

41but those of Canada are assoHated largely with
direct investment.

Several caveats should be mentioned. Receipts
and paymentkdata do not indicate tehns and
conditions of license contractual agreemehts.
13ecause payment are usually.spread over time,
data for any gi n year reflect returps on
cumulative, as w as-annual, transfers. How-
ever, because pay ents are usually proportional
to use, current payments do provide some
-measure Of the current use of transferred
technology. These data refleot changes in both
the value and number of technology transfer
transactions, but the relative influences of these
two factors cannot bedetermined becausetlara on
the number of transactions are not c011ectedl The
data include receipts and payments for transac-
tions that do not strictly involve technology; for
example, a considerable part of these royalties



and fees are for access to trademarks (although J.S. technology has been highly sought by, and
ilademark rights are usually tied to quality transferred to, .iiidutitrialized countries, par-
control restrictions on production prqcesses and ticularlyMestern Europetfigures 143 and 1-14).
so arè linked to technology). In 1977, morethan8ipercentoftheaffiliatedand

On the whole, :the United States sells 'more the unaffiliated -purchases were :made by in-,-
technical know-how than it buys (figure 1-12). dustrialized countries. Almost half of all technol-
Over the [mat decade the balance increased at an ogy transfers went to Western Europe (about 49
average annual rite of about 10.5 percent. This percent of direct-investment-related royalties
'growth in the balance77 of receipts of royalties and fees and 43 percent of una(filiated receipts).
and fees largely reflected transactions between . Japan has traditionally purctiased U.S. know-
U.S. firms and their subsidiaries abroad. Not only . how via unaffiliated sources, since direct foreign
do about 80 Percent of all such transactions take investment has been highly discouraged by the
place between affiliated firms, but their net Japanese Gotrernment. In 1977, Japan was
receipts ofToyatttes-and-feeiturve-e anded-more ---msponsible-for-30-percent-of-all-unaffihafed-U.S,
rapidly fhan those from unaffiliate firms (11.3
percent average annual increase (or, affiliated
receipts compared to about 9.5 percent per year
for unaffiliated receipts). U.S. payments for
transferred technology, although still only about
one-tenth as large as receipts in 1977, have
increased since 1966 at an annual rate of 11.1
percent. Much of the -recent growth in U.S.
payments for foreign technology is due to the
increase in direct foreign investment in the
United States.

77 Receipts minus payments.

receipts for royalties and fees as compared to only
8 percent of the U.S. direct-investment-related
transactions. There.has been a recent increase in
the impprtance of .direct-inyestment-related
technology transfers in Japan. In 1971, direct-
in ves tmen t-related purchases of U.S. technology
represented only about 30 percent of all technolo-
gy transfers from the United States. In 1977, 51
percent of all Japanese purchases of U.S. technol-
ogy through licensing agreements were related,
to direct investment. This reflects a liberalization
of Japanese policy toward foreign capital inflow
that occurred between 1971 and 1974.78 How-
ever, a significant propôrtion of all .unaffiliated,
U.S. technology transfers are to Japan; because
there is likely to be less con trol over the utilization
of technology transferred, to an independent
party than to a subsidiary, unaffiliated transfers
ta Japan niay have lead to greater economic
competition.

Most 61 the U.S. receipts of royalties and fees
from Canada 4re direct-investment-related,
indicating that-W .S. firms transfer technology to
Canada principally through thei r subsidiaries. Of
total receipts frogl Canada in 1977, 93 perCent
were direct-investment-related and only 7 per-
cent were unaffiliated. U.S. know-how is also
most bften transferred to developing countries
via direcOnvestment-related transactions. In
1977, licensing agreements between U.S. firms
and their subsidiaries accounted for 84percent of
total U.S. receipts from developing countries.
Since 1970, unaffiliated receipts from developing
Countries have increased-106 percent and direct-
investmen t-iAated receipts have increased 62
percent.

An overview ,of royalties. and fees data shims'
that ,,earnings from technology licens-ing

.78 Consultations with Dr. Terutnmo Ozawa, Professor of
international Economics, Colorado State University, and
with representatives of the Japanese Embassy, Washington,
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agreEments by U.S. firms have been increasing,
and U.S. technology transfers to other parts of
the globe seem to be growing. If this indicator is
viewed as a rough and partial measure of' the
value ,or. salability of the total stock. of 0,S..
technology, then there does not aPpear to be a
decrease. in U.S. technblogical earning poWer.
Technology transfers ar predominantly,related
to direct investment, a concentFation that mew
suggest that U.S. firms prefer to retain equity
interest in the use of their tangible property and
thus maintain more control over.its .use.
Arguments calling for restrictions of technblogy
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3,5

transfers often do not consider thiJ equity
control, nor the fact that technological im-
provements as a result of the transfer may fl6w
'back to the U.S. parent. company. NeW export
markets may also be created for U.S. firms
through licensing agreemefits. This does not
mean .that negative effects or) the U.S. economy
cannot occur from technology transfers; in fact,
U.S. technology is most often transferred to our
economic competitors in Western Europe and
Japan. The existence of a large proportion Of
unaffiliated license agreements with )apan may
have been a contributing factor to our negative



trade -balance with japan in. R&D-intensive
manufactured goods.

ALS. R&D Performed_ Abroad. Foreign direct
Investment frequently leads to technology
transferialthough it is difficult todetermine how
much direct investment abroad can be considered
technology transfer. Furthermore, the extent of
direct investment abroad greatly affects the
Alount and value of licensing agreements (as
disatissed in the previous section)and the amount

. of U.S. MD performed abroact,74
Steady growth has occurred in the U$. direct

investment position in manufacturing in-
dustries80 since 1966 (11.0 percent average
annual growth), In 1977, the U.S..direct invest-
ment position abroad in manufacturing.' in-
.dustries totaled $65.6 billion and was,concen-
trated in Canada, .the 'United Kingdom,. West
Germany, and France. U.S. foreign investment in
the chemical and machinery8i industries ac-
counts for almost half of -.total' U.S. foreign
investment abroad by manufacturing In-
dustries.82

A recent report describes the international
spread pf production 'of technology-intensive
products that took place via U:S.-based mul-
tinational enterprises in the Period from 1945 to
1975. PreliminarY findings show that 'the rate of
spread of these networks of subsidiaries and
licensees reached a peak In the latter 1960's, but
the spread of §uch networks continued at a high
rate in the first half of the 1970's. Those firms

' considered to beR&D-intensive were found to be
moving the production Of their new products
abroad more rapidly; these fitms eventually
introduced a higher percentage, of their total
prodUcts abroad and recorded a higher average
annual transfer rate than other firms.63

1g Report of the -Ad Hoc Meeting of Liperts on the Measurement of
International Technology Flows. United Nations Economic and
Social Counc.il (SC.TECH.IAC.712:CESIAC.33120 Fetuary ,

.26, 1977, p,
8° Since most RS& expenditures occur in, the manufac-

tur,ing industries, information on direct investment in these
industries is pr6vided rather than total direct investment
data.

oi Includes both electrical and nonelectrical machinery.
82 See Appendix Cable I-id.

One set of data consists of a sample of 180 U.S.-baspi
multinational enterprises. These data include a 1:0cord of the
spesific product lines manufactured in' each subsidiary;
Another new set of data traces the spread of production of 406
in noVationsint roduced in 1945 or thereafter by'57 U.S.-based
multinational enterprises. In addition, 548 "immitations" (In
the sense 'that they weile new to the introducing firm but
closely resembled the innovations of other firms) were also
traced. See Raymond Vernon and W. H. Davidson, Foreign

Production of TechnologOntensive Products by U.S.-based Multinational
Enterprises (Bostim; Har.Vard University), (forthcoming).

An examination of the R&D conducted by U.S.
affiliates abroad showS that these expenditures
have increased 41. percen t between .1974 And 1977
(text table 1-4), while domestic induslrial R&D
expenditures avd company-funded R&D expen-
ditures incited only 31 percent over the same
period. Tharmay indicate that Conditions exist
that favor R&D investments abroad. HoWever,
between 1976 and 1977, R&D performed abroad
by U.S. affiliates indeased at about the same rate
as domestic industrial R&D. Moreover, in
absolute terms, domestic company-funded R&D
eXpenditures w.ere 13 times _weater than the

R&D exiitures of U.S'ffihates the
foreign expenditures remained a t about 7 percent
of totai U.S. company-funded R&Dexpenditures
throughout the period 1974 to 1977. ,

The machinery, electrieal equipment, and
chemical industries were responsible for the
largest amounts of R&D performed abrvd.
Research and development expenditures by Ihe
U.S. tnachinery affiliates increased 61 percent
from 1974 to 1977; electrical equipment R&D
expenditures atiroad increased only 11 percent;
and the chemical industry showed a substantial
increasean 81-percent increase in chemical
R&Dand a 105-percent increase in di-ug research
and developinent.

Government regulation is often claimed toiv
one of the primary factois in the growth' of

--chemical industry 'direct investment and R&D
abroad ancLhas been blamed,for slowing the-rate
of (introdtiction of new pyrma,ceutical
products.84 Changes in regulat on do create
uncertainty and incbnsistency which can inhibit
new capital investment and innovative activity.
Excessive amounts of documentation required
for compliance with some regulations can also be
a deterrent.$5 It is thought that increases.in the
number and level of sopKistication of federally
mandated 61inical tests have led to "higher
development costs. According to one estimate,
the average cost of a typical new drug develop-
ment overseas (pnited Kingdom, the
Nethdlands, Sweden, France, and West' Ger-
many) was only $7.5 million, compared to $11.5
million icIttge United States in 1972.80dt should be
noted, ever,. that it is very 'difficult to
determine the costs of regulation. Not all clinical

1,

William M. Wardell and Louis Lasagna, Reg ulation and brug

Development (Washington, b.C.:American Enterprise institute
for Public- Policy Re6earch, 1976).

5 Tedinology. Trade, and the U.S. ExOnomY, (Washington,I).C.:
National Research Council, 1978), pp. -68.

86 Lewis H. Saret t, "FDA Regoligkuis and Their Influence
on future R&D," Research Management, vol. 17 (March 1974),
pp, 18-19,
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Table1,-4. Company R&D performed abroad by foreign affiliates of U.S.
domestiC companies by selected Industry: 1974-77

ILLS. dollars in million-el

industry 19741 1975 1976 19ir
Total ;0 $1,064 $1,211 $1,377 $1,449-,

. Food and kindred products 18 13 18
Chemicals.and allied products 158 215 254 206

Drugs a'nd medicines 76 . 130 .146 156
Stone, clay, and glass products 7 7 (a) (a)

Primary metals 3 eS 9 12 11

Fabricated metals (2) (3) 22 25
258 3.11 352

Electrical equipment and Communication 228 232 253
Electronic cpmponents 4 7

,263
? 9

Aircraft and missiles '. 9 5. .5 6
Professionalind scientific instruments . .... 39 49 49 .44

,Other manufacturing industries 341 346 398 421

Nonmanufacturing induatries 3 4 4 8

1 1974 'data ai-e based on data obtained ,o4ily froM the top 200 1.1.s. RAD-performIng .
companies.

^ Not separately avaqable but.included in the "Other manufacturing industries" group.

SOURCE: National Sciince Foundation, "U.S. industrial R&D Spending Abroad,"Reeiewsof Data
on Science Resources (NSF'79-304), p 2.

r,

tests are mode IlletVly to meet C,Overnment
regulations; many. vould be-done a the normal
course of developing a nev product. ht. i osts cit

test ipg ik. in ptirt trade ofqs.-which 4wernment.
tilt it ials have determined ore necesary to ensure
in( eased f et v ,rnd -improved quality tit
peudui

For these and otheryeasons, In recent yearl; the
drug industry increased I h and
dev('l(lpment at a highei"rate than its domestic

& I ) nv estment.I lovever, c. osts of conduc-
ting ) abroad have risen and Govei-nmen
regulations have been la hf led and solneWhat
sired mh m'd. .1-hus, between 1 07o and 1077,
dome!,tit and foreign drug R&D c\penducires
in( reased at about the same r,Tte, Ot her segment
of the chemic industry (especidllY dgricullural
ch ('m 0. als) increased t heir 1:& I ) mum ra fll abroad
at a higher riite than theil. U.S. programs. Most

) eft orts abroad are generally aimed at
deve I opin-g products that meet lot conditions

1)--1, Ohl \ ,11,11y,t Mt I L,1'.( III fill cwidiiiy,R,Ki
"""'"1'"1"liiw. t% itli ni-tx I ,s'd And 1)111Y.
0:111.1tioir. %dm!, tint od t\111,1( toinimtvd oad

%%mild l( itt urt,11,1c to tilt.(1 1 i (1;111.11Ititt.;

.

and.needs,. ma rket taste:i, or use local nputs. I or
these re,t,ons, it n, anticipated that increases will
generally, continue foreign R& ) in many
Indust ries iii the near f (mire."

Foreign R&D Carried Out in the United States.
In recent years, the amount of foreign invest-
ment in the United States has accelt:rated,
increasing at an overage annual rate of about 13.5

rient sinci;-1 07.3 and reac lung a totkil timated
value of $3.1...1 billion in 1 077. In 1077, three
countries contributed al mw,t o0 percent ,pf the
total foreign investment in the United Sta,tes-
t ht. Net her(ands (21 per«mt /, the United

ngdom 10 per(ent)md Canada (16 pert en t),
West ( erma ny and, Switzerland each
represented about 7 percent of the total, and
lapanese and, French dire( t investmentS in the
United States wi.re cat h oniv 5 per( en t of the
total f oreign investment. .1 ()reign direc t invest-

.

i
I 11,111 t I I I l 1}K: I ) tt'll 011t1

't.li /01(t,1 ',halt, 11/07;7\70. 1011.11 Wilt t' I tIlliltlatIt+11
,1\.k",1 .1t12 ). 11 t, 1. 111t111,11.1.11

,

)
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ment was concentrated in manufacturing (40
percent), trade (21 percent), and petroleum
extraction (19 percent)."

One'of the maincinestionsraisedby thesudden
increase in .foreign investment in the United
States is whether or not the result would be an
undesirable outflow of U,S. teclinology.
Although some foreign inyestMents have per-,
mitted the United States fo take aditantage of
technology that originated abroad, there have
also been cases in which foreign, firms have
purchased AmeriCan companies and have
thereby gained access ty U.S. technology which
was subsequently t ra n sTt.rreA or co,trI1dTr om
abroad. Although both inflows andoutflows of
technoloa occur, recent studies have concluded
that foreign companies inveSt in the United
States more often to take advantage of the large,
politically unified, and stable market than to have
access to U.S. technology.°0 These studies also
suggest that the,,United Stales probably receives a
net technological benefit from this phenomenon
because foreign companies introduce their most
sophisticated technologies and ite.w management
and marketing techniques in oi'der to compete
effectively in theU.S. market; foreign invest-
ment in the United States also often involves the
acqui4ition or establishment of manufacturing,

.facilities and R&D facilities-.
U.S. subsidiaries of foreign companies sPent

$813 million on R&D in 1974 (text table 1-5). This
figure is alMost 80 percent of the amount that
U.S. affiliates spent for R&D activities abroad
(see' text table 1-4), Three-quarters of this R&D
..was conducted by European-owned affiliates.
Ahour'70 percent of these R&D expenditures
Were made by manufacturing industries,
primarily chemicals and met,ils."1

Foreign dirett investment in the Unfted States
is playing an important role in R&D in the
pharma,ceutical industry. Foreign direct invest-
ment in the U.S. pharmaceutical_ industry is
usually accompanied by. a full range of R&D
activity within the United States, largely to meet
comprehensive Goyernmeht reOlations,

. many cases, R&D conducted by U.S. subsidiaries
of foreign pharmaceutical companies has con-

.

t 'K. Chung and Gregory G. [ouch, "Foreign
Direct Investment in the United States,1077,"urtnliol C,iiii,il
Business, vol. 58 (AugutOt, P78), pp. 39,52.

1.1 hnolosy I t ansfer from Foreign DIrect -Investment in the Ilnard
States (1Nashington, D.C.: National Research Council, I inn);
and VV. I !alder Fisher, I hnology Tr a n 11511 Mot tna I ion tor 1 Wed
States Duro Inveqment by Luropran I 1.1 In% Olumbos, Ohio:
HAtelle Memorial Institute, 1077).

orogn nor, I Invectment in the I hided Nate:. Depart ment of
'commerce, vol. I, 1070, pp. 53-,55;

A

tributed to the availability of many cc4imonly
. used drugs (e.g., Valium, Lasix; Imuran, and

Adriarnycin). American-based companies often
pla(an important role in testing foreign drugs.
.Thday the pharmaceutical industry is inter-.
national in scope,,with the United States of tenthe
recipient of phararraceutical product technofogy
and a source of harmace.0 tica I testing
technology.g2

U.S., International Trade in R&D-Intensive
Manulactured Products. The U.S. international
trade position depends on a numberof fa,Oors,

Ti', h,iilo,i 1 ranqo tom: ()reign Uhl el I InPestalent In I hi' I hmted
State... (Wa.;hington, D.C.:National Researth (uuncil,' I 97o),
pp. I
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including the prices of its products determinedliy
labor, capital and other input costs, factor
productivity, exchange rates, tariffs, and quotas.
Other factors include the effectiveness of its
international marketing, trade arrangements
with other countries, termg of delivery, in-
surance, credit, and seller rePutation. Product
characteristics and uniquenessare also important
considetationg; in the United States, these are
major fiactors. R&D ond innovation have as-
sumed an important role in the -U.S. trade
position." A recent study compared U.S. exports

_with_thos_e_of _other countries and concluded that
the United States is the only country with an
unusual concentration of its manufactured goods
in exports that are "R&D-intensive."4

It is generally accepted that the rore of
technology in U.S. trade is quiteimportant.45
Nonetheless, itcannot necessarily be assumed
that increased R&D expenditures will
automatically iniprove the U.S. trade position. In
fact, since industries are linked in various .ways
(e.g., through interconnected markets for
productive factors, behavior of exchange rates,.
and endogenous elements of. U.S. and foreign
commercial .policies), R&D activities may im-
prove the competitive position- of one industry
while aggravating or causingeconomic problemS
in other industries; for example, by diverting
capital and labor and forcing up the price of some
productive factors. However, increased R&D in a
certain induptry CA' also have positive spillover
effects by providing superior and/or rower cost
inputs,. Increased R&D can 'also have a positive
effect on the overall economy by generating new
industries .and forcing stagnant industries to
become either mire dynamic or to tighten their
operations.

Q3 Rachel McCulloch, Research a udDevelopment as a Determinant

Inter natitmal Competitiveness (Washington, D.C.:National
Planning Association 1.978), p. 20.

"A Ret;ina K. Kelly, "The impact oTechnological Innova-
t ion on in terna t iona I Trade Pa tterns," Staff Etonomii Report.

Office of Economic Research, Department of Commerce,
1977.1tshould benoted that the levels of R&Dassociated with
various products in the. Unit ed States are' not necessarily the
same as those in other countriesAnd that the product group

. mix withioproduct categories May not be comparable ,for all

countries.
RaymondiVernon, "International Investment and Inter-

national Trade in the Product Cycle," Quarterly Journal of
Eionorpies, vol, 80 (May 1966), pp. 190-207; and Raymond
Vernon (ed.), 7'he Technology Factor in InternVional Trade (New
York: Golumbia University Press, 1970).

Qt. Rachel McCulloch, Research mu/ Development as a Determinant

of U.S. Intermitional COmpetitiveness (Washington, D.C.:National
Planning Association: 1970), pp. 24-26.

;

The relationship between R&D and inter-
national trade. can be/malyzed in part hy
examining the U.S. Wade .balance in manufac-
tured product categorie5.c14ified in terms of the
relative levels of R&D investment, R&D-
intensive producbfields:are defined here as those
corresponding to industries with an.averageof (a)
/5 or more scientists and engineers engaged.in
R&D per 1,0Q0 employees and (b) total R&D
funding amounting to at least 3.5 percent of net
sales.t' The product groups designated as R&D.
intensive" are (1) chemicals, (2) electrkal
machinery, (3) nonelectrical machinery,99,-(4)
aircraft and, parts, and (5) professional and
scientific instruirients. All other manufactured
products are considered non-R&D-intensive by
these criteria.

.At a time vaien the oyerall trade balance of the
*United States is showing large deficits (-$26.5
billion in 1977), the importancesof R&D-intensive
trade in manufactured goods ttits--"greatly in-
creased. The trade balance (exports minus
imports) for R&D-intenpive manufactured
products has' been positive for at least two '
decades (figure. 1-15).190 The most dramatic
increase (166 percent) was between- 1972 and

Products and indusfries, although fairly closely cor-
related at the gross levet, do not perfectly coincide, with the
result that not all products Manufactured by a high-R&D-
perforthing industry can be considered R&D-Intensive
products. ExaMination of data on applied R&D by product -
field in manufacturing, however, shows that these fields are
(mong the top recipients of applied R&D .e)spenditureti. See '

in Industry..1 976, National Science Foundation (NSF 78-
314), pp. 58-59. The Department of Commerce hifs developed
two other classifications of R&D-intensive C'ategtiries. One is
more aggregated than the definition used here; the other is
less aggregat since' it is based on a product rather than
industry basis, but it has the disad vantage of timedelays in the
availability of the data. An analysis and comparison of the
three can .be found in the International Eronamk Report of the
President. Council on International Economic Policy, Executive
Office of the Presiattit>1977, pp. 120-124; and Ri.gina K.
Kelly, "Alternatiye Measureinents of Technology-Intensive
Trade," Stall Economii Report. Office of EcOnomic Research,
Department of Coinmerce, 1976.

°a The U.S. industries associated with these productMet
both of these criteria during the 1961-76 period. From 71 to 90
percent of all R&D related to these products was conducted hy
the five corresponding industries.

" Computers are included in the nonelectrical machiqegy
SU.: code by the Depart nwnt of Commerce and soare included
in that product field in this report a4 well. ,

tOO I t shouldl5e pointed oui that petroleum imports, while: a.
major cause for increasing deficits in the overall U.S. trade
balance, are not considered manufactured godds and so are
not responsible for the poor performance of non-R&D-
intensive mapufartured goods. For the same reason,
agricultural products are not included in the tradeindicators
presented here but are briefly treated in t he tex t following the
discussion of ftgure 1-16.

9



R&D-intensive inanolectutedooducts

1075. The trends in U.S. foreign tradepresented
here were Mfluenced by recent adjustments in
the international Monetary system. Since 1975,
there has been a 6-perceht decrease in this
Wlance, largely, due to increased imports of
consumer elect rOnic goods and the drop in value
of the'U.S. dollar, espeCially vis-a-vis thelapanese
yen and West European currencies. Even so, the
1977 trade b;llance for R&D-intensive-manufac-
tured products was almost 5. times greater thah
that of 1,960 and 21/2 times the 1972 level.

ln contrast, the trade balance for non,R&I)-.
intensive manufactured goods was near zero jn
the early ,i9o0's but declined from 1964 to 1977,
when the deficit registered for these gawps was
$24.5 billion. Most of the recent increases in'
deficits of non-R&D-intensive trade were due to
sharp increases in steel imports from Japan and
Western Europe and importation of foreign
automobiles.

The favorable U.S. trade balance in products
from specific R&D-intensive industries is shown
in figure 1-1b. ,Many of these products have

-experienCed ho growth or actual decreases in
their balance since 1975. This is due to both the
:slow.and unetien economic growth outside t he

.
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United States and to the rapid expansion of U.S.
iinports.that have increased in volume and value.

Nonetwirical machinery products accopnt Tor
almost half of the favorable balance in R&D-
intensive manufactured goods. The.impressive,
growth -in the balance of this product group from-
1972 to.] 975 (136 percent) was largely a result of
increasedexports of eledronic computers, inter-

. nat combustion engines, 'construction equip-
Merit, and, mining and well-drilling machinery.
'This growth tapered off in 1976 and actually
decreased 8 percent in .10.
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The awn-I-Ica-Is and the FikErif1 and parts
product groups each contribute about one-fifth
of the positive balance in R&D.-intensive
manufactured products. Unlike Most U.S.
product groups, -c-hemicAl -exports continued to
grow in 1977, largely -as a result of increased
volume rather than increased 'prices. The in-
crease in net exports of rhemicals since 1972 has
been paced,by exports of plas t ics and shipments of
organic comitounds, particularly those used in
-making drugs and agricultural chemicals.

U.S. agricultural productivity is highly in,
fluenced by R &D and technological advances, kit
bet:aim. it is_nat_a_manufartnrod_product,
agriculture has not been included 'in the trade
balance presented here. The leading role of U.S.
agriculture is due at least in part to the con-
tributions of science and technology in such areas
as the development of new hybrids; the utiliza-
tion of irrigation techniques; the improvement of
fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides; and the
widespread mechanization of production.101
Agricultural exports significantly affect the
position Of the U.S. trade balance. In 1977, the
value of agricultural expôrts reached ,a..record
level of $14.2 .billion, and agricultural, -com-
modities registered a $10.3 billion positivelrade
balance.102

The favorable position of the United States in'
R&D-intensive manufactured products is based
primarily on net exports to all major U.S. markets
"with the exception of Japan and most recently,
West GermanyJoThe U.S. tradebalance in these
products is shown in figure 1-17 for selected areas
and countries. In 1977, the developing countries
accounted for 58 percent of the positive R&D-
intensive U.S.' trade :balance; nonelectrical
machinery and chemicals were particularly large
net exports for the United States in trade with
these nations. In trade with Western Europe (25
percen rof the posi tive balance), the United States
registered its largest net exports in the areas of
aircraft and nonelectrical machinery (particularly
in computers). U.S. net exports to Canada were
concentrated in the areas of electrical and.
nonelectrical machinery. ^

. 101 Agricultural Production Efficiency (Washington, D.C.:
National Academy of Sciences, 1975).

102 Overseas Business Reports, Department ..of Com: .e,
Domestic and International Business Administratio: e
1978. .. .. .

1" For a. more complete discussion of these relation s,
see Keith Mitt, " 'International' Technology and the S:.

onolny.: Is There a Problem?" in TherEffects of Internatio I

technology Transfers ,on. U.S: Economy. National Science Found
lion, Papers and Proceedirigs of a Colloquiuin (NSF 74-21), pp.
59-77, . ...--.
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A trade deficit in R&D-intensive manufac-
tured products developed with Japan in the mid-
1960's and has persisted through the 1970's.
From 1974 to 1977, this deficit increased 529
percent (84.6 percent average annual increase)
and reached'over $3.5 billion, largely due to a 76-
percent increase in U.S. imports from Japan. The
deficit occurred primarily in electrical machinery
products (particularly consumer electronics) and
to a lesser &twee in professional and scientific
instruments and nonelectrical machinery. Only
in the:areas of chemicals and aircraft is the United
States a significant net exporter to Japan.
Although the Japanese 'Government has agreed
to encourage imports from the Unitedtates, the
trend toward an increasing trade deficit with



Japan is likely to continue in the near-ter
because'of the high U.S. demand for Japanese
gotfds, coupled with the sharp appreciation of the
Japanese yen. However, since Japanese imports
become increasingly ' expensive as the dollar
depreciates, in the long run thwort substitution
may oecur, and if sp, it would help the U.S. trade
balance.

t
Summary Of Outputs and impacts

-Although 'aggregate.. patent statistics are
affected by many .factors, they are often us'ed to
compare scientific and .technological activity.
ore gn pa en mg ac ivi y in e hited States

has increased from 20 percent in 1966 to 36
percent in 1977., with the largest numbers of
foreign-origin U.S. patents being granted to
inventors from West' Germany, Japan, and the
United Kingdom% During this san, period,
domestic patenting activity, declined while
domestic patenting substantially increased in
Japan. Increased foreign patenting in the United
States may be influenced by a variety of factors,
including the commercial attraction of the U.S.
market and the increased KiED and inventive

. capabilities of foreien natioi4IP
The produktlon' of scientific and technical

literature is One of the more direct oltputs of
research and development. The U.S. pr portion
of the world's influential journal literature
remainecisteady between 1973 and 1977 at al)out
40 percent. In 1977, scientific and technical
articles were cited 30 percent more than could be
explained by their share of the world's literaturer
this indicates that U.s. research and development
is'relatively influentiil in world science.

R&D and technological innovation have
- positive long-term effects on productivity and

economic growth. Relative productivity rates in
turn affect the U.S. trade position. Aggregate
U.S.. productivity leifels exceed those of most
other countries. However, U.S. productivity
gains over the past decade were the smallest of all
the coudries under consideration. "Although
productivity is affected by a veriety of factors, it is
possible that, had the United States continued to
invest the same fraction of national resources in
R&D as it did' in the early and mid-1960's, U.S.
productivity gains might have been greater.

. .

Data on international technology transfer
transactions and R&II-intensive trade,indicate
the U.S. output of R&D and technological
innovation are highly compe table and are related
to natiohal economic Strength. The positive
contributions of science and. technology to the
U.S. trade balance are undeniable; however, since

1973, fhere has been a 6-percent decrease in this
balance.

INTERNATIONAL INTERACTION AND
COOPERATION

Interritional scientific cooperation core:
ributes to the advancement of world science,

diffusion of knowledge, and improvement of
,4,4luman understanding and international

relations. There are many tangible benefits to be
gained f romcooperativescientifieaetivities.
Direct economic value can ,result from 'cost-
sharing seientific programs, task-sharing in
solving problems, avoiding research duplication,
obtaining access to unIque foreign research
facilities, and building on foreign research. Other
benefits stem from concerted action in research
to improve`global or regional problems such as
health and environinental conditions.

Time and resources can be 'conserved by earli,
access to research data that point out promising
areas of research and signal 'areas that may not
currently be prOmising avenues of investigation.
The direct exchange of methods and experimen-
tal results (e.g., through international meetings
and the conduct of research abroad) can often act
as a synergistic impetus to domestic scientific
research by providing fresh outlooks and new
perspectives. Nevertheless, possible drawbacks
to international cooperation include security
problems. and time delays due to increased
organizational complexities, Increased economic
or scientific competition may also result, but
competition also often 'encourages increased or
intensified efforts.

In light of the benefits and costs, the question of
whether or not the United States is appropriately
engaged in international scientific activities
should be continuouslY 'examined. As scientific
capabilities of other nations grow and thecosts of
conducting research rise, the United States.
should and has encouraged international
collaboration and division of labor in scientific
research. Indeed, many, seientific goals would be
difficult or impossible .to meet without the
advantages of international cooperation. The
United States has long been involved ih a n'umbir
of multinational efforts to meet large-scale
scientific problems such as the International
Geophysical Year (IGY).and the Global Atmos-
phericResearch Protect (GARP). Although there
are numerous cooperative efforts between the
United States and other countries, there are
many areas in which .expanded cooperation
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would be beneficial.104 Plans are being mide with
the European Space Organization for- a space.
mission to jointly 'examine iolar regions of the
sun and to increase cooperation in energy-related
R&D, Fusion energy retioarch facilities, high
energy_physics acCelerators, and deep-ocean oil
drillinKore other areas Which'iire candidates for
further joint efforts.105

International scientific cooperation has
traditionally helped fo bridge political, cultural,.

,and economic barriers between countries.roo
Scientific and tech nOlogical relationships played a
critical role in the normalization ofour relations
wit-h-the-PeoplesRepublic-of-Chi-tw-This
example of how international cooperation can
help achieve both diplomatic and scientific goals.
The United States has been involved in assisting
countries in building up their scientific vd
technological capabilities. Preparations for the.

04 Appendix table 1-24 identifies examplesApf possible
areas of increased scientific coopeltion wIll11 Western
Europe. These are those in which Western Europe efforts are
thought to be at a level of excellence comparable to that in the
United Simi* or in whieh achievements were linked to the
availability of unus.ual instrumentation or facilities. They
were identified by a urvey of National Science Foundation
program officers (unpublished).

lO5"Presidential Message to the Congress on Science and
Technology," March 2'7, 1979.

For an extensive discussion" of how science and
technology create both-wportunities and problems in the
achievement of diplomatic goals see Science Thhnology and
American Diplomacy, Comm it tee pn terna t ion al Rcjations,
U.S. House of Representatives, 1977.

forthcoming United [stations ConarenCe on
Science and Technology for Development have
served to focus attention on the role of science
and technology in meeting world problems and
-the ways in which the United States can redirect.
'and intensify its efforts to bridge economic gaps
through scientific and technical assistance.107
The followin's section disCusses some indicators
of internatitmal iicientific cooperation apd in-
teraction.,

International Academic Cooperation....-
U.S. universities and colleges havecontributed

gFervtly to the building of theworld's scientific ond
technological capabilities.100 the types of interac-
tion include institution building, cooperative
RSED,,, developing U.S. capabilities in problem
areas of concern .to developing countries, and the
'educations and training Of students here and
abroad.

close to"6O percent.of all the foreign students
studying in the Unwed States in 1975 were in
scientific and technical fields (text table 1 -6).

I ' U.S. National Paper prepared for the 1979 UN Conference on
Science and 'Fa hnology for Development, Department of State, 1979;
and tl.S. Science and Technology for Development: A Contribution lo the
1979 UN Conference, (Washington, D.C.:, National Research
Council, 1978).

108 For a complete review of this involvement indeveloping
countries, including possitIle future directions, see Robert P.
Morgan, The Role of U.S. Usiversitks in Science and Technology for
Dcvdopment: Mechanism apd.-.Pelfry Options (SI- Louis,- Mo.:
Washqui(ou University, 1978).
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More Than half of These were -from Asia, 16
pereent from Ltitin America, and 14 percent from
Africa, while students (rom Europe represented
only 7 percent of all foreign students receiving
training in science and technical fields in. the
United States.100 The regional profiles show a
variet)i of field concen tratitms. Within the science
and technical fields, engineering had the highest
percentage of students in four of the six regions.

The proportion of S&E doctoral degrees
awarded annually in the United States to foreign
citizens has inceeased from an estimated 7 to 9
percent before the 1960's to about 15 percent in
the_mid-1,970'_LI_withitlielighest proportions
appearing in the na tural sciences and engineering
(figure 1-18). The fields with the highest level and
fastest growth of foreign doctoral recipients are
agricultural sciences and engineering. Medical
sciences have a high percentage of these foreign
students, but growth in foreign participation has
leveled off in the 1970's. Training in these three
fields is an important faetor in helping to meet the
economic and basic needs of the world's popula-
tion."

Data on postdoctoral students show that
almost one-third of those working in science and
engineering fields .are from foreign countries. In
engineering, ,more than half of all postdoctoral
students training in the United States are foreign
citizens, aS are more than 40 percent of those in
physical sciences (text table 1-7).

10° See Appendix table 1-25,
no A Centur'y of Doctorates: Data Analysis of Growth Ii nil Change

(Washing(on, D.C.: National Academy of SCiences, -1978), p.
47.

Figure 1-lif

Doctoral deg rees awarded to foreign students
as a percent of all doctoral degrees from U.S.
univeolties by field: 1980-74
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U.S. universities are involved in a variety of
internationally cooperative, activities in addition
o the' training of foreign students in the United
iates. U.S. unR/ersities have contributed to the
eveloinnent of many foreign universities. A

re ent survey i 1 1 of doctorate-granting colleges
and universities found that of the 203 respOnding
institutions, nearly two-thirds had at least sOme
science and engineering faculty members who

111 Irene I.. Gomberg and Frank J. Atelsek,
'Siientifn Activities at Neleited UniversiliescI97fi 7b and 197(' 77
(Washington, American Council On Lducatim I 978),
pp. 10.11 .

4 4
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had taught abroad during the Net 2 iears; three-
fourths of the respondent institutions had
faculty who collaborated on research with
foreign counterparts; and .three-fourths,had
faculty who -traveled -abroad -for -research
poses. Data from another survey showed that of
those* faculty members reporting collaborative P
scientific and engineering activities with develop-
ing countries, 24 percent taught abroad, 40
percent were engaged in collaborative research,'
and 30 percent were involved in consultation and ,

scientific cooperation.' 12
In short, the U.S. role in the education and

training-of-foiei uden-t-s-a-nd-assisunce-in-th
development of ri;:rign universities has been one
of this Nation's largest contributions to develop-
ment of world scientific and technological
capabilities+ and has led to the expansion and
enhancement of the human resourcecapability of
foreign Countries.

Cooperation in Scientific and Technological
Li4cature

international cooperation in scientific research
is reflected in the joint publication of research
findings:While joint authorship is fairly common
among authors in the same organization, it is less
common for authors to represent different
inshitutions or organizations.f13 Such joint
research conducted by scientists and engineers of
two different countries is even more we.
C011aboration Mscientific research is encouraged
by joint-country projects ai well as the support of
international or regional research centers. Inter-,country joirVothorship is 4tIso often facilitated
by graduate study abroad and sometimes by
attenda'nce at international meetings.

Figure 1-19 provides a measure of the inter-
national cooperation, where -cooperative .
authorship" is defined as existing not simply
when there is .more than One author, but rather
when authors are known to work either in
different organizations or in different countries.
It shows that for all fierds as' a group; inter-
nationally cooperative research. has increased
from 13,percent in 1973.to15 Percent in 1977. The
greatest increases in international cooperative
authorship occurred in the fields of physics;
chemistry, and earthand space sciences. In terms

112 Frank J. Atelsek and .Irene, L Gomberg, Scienfilk and
Technical Cooperation with Developing Countries, 1977-78
(Kishington, D.C.:,Amerkan Council on Edurint km, 1978), p.
121

II3 See the discussimi in the ResourCes for R&D 'chapter of
p an index of interorganilational cooperative research in the

United States,
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Figure 1-19

index' of international cooperative
research by field: 1973 and 1977.
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of this. measure, those fields which are most
internationally cooperative are mathematics,
physics ahd earth and space sciences, while
psychology and clinical medicine have the lowest
percent of internationally .join tly authored ar-.
ticles,

.çiven some of the benefits of collaborative
research activities, such as the conServation of
time . and resources, how much international
cooperation is the United States involved in
relative to other major research 1)erforming



-countrieePta. F1gure-1-20 provides An Index' of
international cooperative research based on the.
percentage of those articles jointly authored by
S/E's whose au thors are from different countries.

_This_ _figure shows_i hat__West._ Gertnany,_ _the _

United Kingdom and Canada have -the highest
levels' of cooperative authorship (about 40
percent of their articles which are jointly

!authored across organizations are international-
ly cooperative in nature). The United States,
Japan, and the Soviet Union have the lowest levels
of internationally cooperative authorship
about half as,much as the firat three countries.

From 1973 to 1977, Japan was the only major
country whose percentage of internationally
jointly-authored articles decreased. The laigest
growth in international cooperation using this
index was in the Soviet Union, almost all of which,
represented increased collaboraion with East
Germany. France, West GermanyInd the United
Kingdom also experienced substantial growth in
the amount of internationally cooperative
research conducted from 1973 to 1977; moSt of
this growth was due to increased collaborative
efforts among themselves. During this same
period, the United States increased international
cooperation in the authorship of scientific
articles, largely withWest Germany and France.

lnternational.cooperation can take the form of
publishing the scientific literature of one country
in another nation's. journals. By publishing the
articles DE foreign scientists and engineers, ae
nation provides a dissemination service for world
science and simultaneously ensures easyaccess to
the latest foreign research findings for its own
research community. The extent Tat a nation

. publishes more foreign research fin ings than its
own S/E's are publishing abroad is an index both
of its capability to disseminate the wOrld's
scientific literature as well as its interest level in
foreign research. The ,largest such balances for ,
the United States occur in the fields of chemistry,
clinical Medicine,, engineering and. technology,
and physics (see text table 1-8). hi terms of actual
numbers of articles, U.S. journals publish foreign
research findings largely in the fields of clinical
Medicine, chemistry, biomeiticine, 'and physics,
while relatively fewer foreign articles .are
published in the United States in, the fields of

1. psychology and mathematics.

Compatisons,are made herewith the'seven.ctiuntries
which produce the greatest proportion of the world's
scientific a9d technical literature; the United States, the
United Kingdom, the Soviet Union, West Germany, Japan,
FranCe., and Canada. These seVen .comitries together
represented 77 percent of the world's influential scientific

'literature.

Figure WO

Index' of International cooperative
research by country: 197! and 1977
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Participation in international Congresses
Jnternational :meetings are a forum for the

exchange of technical information and ideas and
provide opportunities to report new findings of
research an4 development:Contacts made at
these meetings may -lead to future --workint
.relationships or new sources of commupication
for keeping abreaSt of thela test developments in
science in other countries. .
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Figure 1 -2.1 shows the participation in intei-
national congresses of those organizations

/ constitutiqg the International Council orScien-
tific Unions. Foreign parricipation in these
nwetings has grown rapidly siDce t he ea rly 1 QoO's
while U.S. participation,has increased at a. Moil;
moderate rate. Wide fluctuations in at tendence
exist 1 rum ye;ir to year depending on f actors such .

as the number and loca tiorr of meetings. For
instance, non-U.S. part iL ipation experienced A
dramatic increase in 1966, a year in which a
number of large congresses were held overseas
and virtually no major meetings took place in the
United States. Many of tlwse congresses are on a
3- or 4- year cycle. Peaks in attendance patterns
also reflect tbe larger.number of congressek held
in certain years.

Since 1960, J .5. participation at international
congresses has increased abmit 40 percent, while
non-U.S. participants almost doubled; however,
most of this growth.occurred in the 1900's. In the
1970's, the U.S. sare of total participation
remained fairly sty t)y, averaging about 23
percent. In the perio 2-74, total participation
increased greatly beca Ise-of the large growtb in
.the nuMbervof congresses-aRd meetings held. In
addition, several congresses which have large
memberships (e.g., UICC the IntepaAtirnal
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Union Against Cancer) met during this period.
The npst recent period shows a drop in fotal
at tendance because Of adecrease in the numberof
congresses held.

The past growth in non-U.S. attendance at
international meetings is an encouraging sign for
worldwide scientific interaction and reflects in
part the increased tendency .to locate these
meetings in a variety of regions outside of
Western Eiirope and the United State§. Thus,
scientists of.other countries can have a greater
opportunity to participate, since the lack of
adequate travel funds, particularly in developing
&lunit ies-7--often-ktnits-a-t-tendence-at-ineetings
held abroad. However, this tendancy to vary the .

locations of the meetings may somewhat limit
U.S. participation for the same reason.

Although the average'nninberof theet ings held
per year in the 1970's increased about 75 percent
over the previous decade; the average annual
attendance per meeting has decreased about 17
percent. This is to be expected as new and more-
specialized unions are created to meet specific
needs ofiexpanding fields of science. Emphasis on
the need for an interdisciplinary approach to
problem areas such aS science teaching, develop-.,
ing country needs, the environment, etc., has
made the role of the interdisciplinary Inter-Union
committees more important and increased their

-activity.H5

I vs Organization and elefivitio (Pans: International Council of
Scientific Unions, 107), pp. 131.1

SUMMARY

' The U.S. investment in resea'rch and develop-
ment, ir; terms of both expenditures and scientific
and technical personnel, is much greater than
that of most countries and has shown increases
since 4975..However, in terms of R&D per GNP
and R&D scientists and engineers as a proportion
,of the labor force, Weat Germany, Japan, and the
Soviet Union have been increasing their relative
investments in R&D more rapidly than the
United States. In addition, marked differences
exist between these countries in the allocation of.
funds. In Japan and West Germany, industry
pi(ovide* a majority of the R&D funds, and
.Government funds are highly -conceritrated in
areas directly related RI economic growth'. In the
United States, oVer half of these Government
funds are aimed at defense and spaceobjectives.

In terms of R&D outputs and impacts, in-
dicators bf the, U.S. position. predent a mixed
picture. Data on R&D-intensive trade and
international technology transfer indicate that
U.S. technical' know-how and R&D-intensive
products are highly competitive and are a Source
of national economic strength. However, declin-
ing trends in U.S. productivity rates and in
patenting Activity are cauSes for concern betause .
of their economk implications.

Although P.S. productivity levels exceed those
of Canada, FranCe, West Germany, the United
kingdom, and Japan, U.S. gains in productivity in
the past decade were the smallest of all these
countries. PrOductivity gains were the largest in
Japan during this period.

Both U.S. domestic patenting and U.S. patent-
ing activity abroad' have decreased. Foreign

1

patenting activity, has, increased .in the Untecl.
States durin,g the 1970's, particularly due to the'
activity of West Germany and Japan. This is an
indication of foreign interest in the U.S. market,
but may. also be related to increased foreign
inventive activity.

Japan and West Germany are the two major
foreign countries that have been increasing their
R&D investments at the highest rates in terms of
R&D expenditures and R&D scientists- ' and
engineers; their research and development, has
been largely provided by the industrial sector and
highly concentrated in civilian areas. While the
linkAges between.R&D, the innovation process,
and economic growth are not completely un-
derstood, these countries have been enjoying
some of the highest productivity growth rates,,

have been granted the largest numbers of U.S.
foreign-origin patents,. and have been highly
suctessful in exporting R&D-intensive nianufac-
tured products to the United States.

It should be recognized that the world situation
has been changing. 'Nations are becOming .1;ooth
more israerdependent and more competitive.
Other countries have and will contihue to make
economic and technological advances. Under

.-'these changing conditions, and because some
problems requir4 a more global approach, inter-
national scientific and technical interaction and

,,cooperation have become increasingly impor-
tant. Althetugh tliere are numerous scientific
cooperative efforts between the United States
and other countries, there are many areas in
which expanded cooperation could bebeneficial.
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Resources for
Research and Development

INDICATOR HIGHLIGHTS

o Natkmal R&D spending levels have begun to
advance following a long period of reduced
support. Constant-dollar R&D expenditures
Inereasedatanaveeageannttalrateof
approximately 3.5 percent betyeen 1975 And
1070, compared to an average anntial decline
of 1,0 percent over the previous seven year's.
The factors . responsible for this 'advance
include improved economk cOnditions con-
ducive to private sector R&D investment.
(See page 44.)
BaSic and applied research expenditures ih

. .

real dollars began to rise aga kr in 1076, but for
different reasons. Basic research is supported
primarily :by: Peder`al sources; the overn-
ment has taken the position that "prudent
planning for the future demanda!a deliberate
and continued commitment to basic
research."1 Applied research, supporteil
substantially bY industrial and Federal
sources, also inereaSed because of strong
federal interest and -improved -fiscal con-
ditions in the private sector. Both basic
research and applied research grew at an
average annual rate of nearly 3.7 percent
between 1975 and 1979. (See pages 52-53.)

--

9. Presidential MesSage on Science and Technology, '
delivered to the-Congress of the United States, March 27,
1979.

Research 'and development activities Lill a

variety of .cultural, socialmd economic needs.
R&D, like any.,.other activity, operates under
various constraints of time, personnelmd

nancial resources. l'Olicymakers generally
assess R&D activity in light of these constraints
when allocating scarce resources to numerous
activities.. l'he information in this chapter points
out some quan.titative elements useful for\ the
asseYsment of national R&D ac,.\,..y and rational
resourc0 allocation decisions.
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o In constant dollars, total, basic research
expenditures in 1979'are only slightly higher
than the previouA maximum, ithich was
reachedin4968-,-Htiiveverinationeleonstant
dollar spending for applied reSearchin 1070 is
nearly 20 percent higher-than it was in 1968.
This apparent increased reliance on applied
research may be a responAe to heightened
Cohcern about cc:inducting research which
mayhaverela tively short-term economicand
soda! benefits. (See pages 52-53.)
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o Federal R&D spending in each of the major
functional areas has grown steadily in recent-
years while the proportion of hinds going to
eachlarea has stabilized. Spending for defense
R&D is directed largely toward the develop-
ment of tactical' systems; increases for space
reflect continued work on the space shuttle.
In civilian areas, Obligations for health,
energy, and environment have continued to
growbuf less rapidly than in so-the earlier
years. The moat dramatic changes have lieen
seen in energy R&D, which grew at an,
average annual rate of 33..6 percent between
1974 and 1979. txpenditures for all civilian
R&D as a percent of all R&D spending
increased steadily throughout mos,t of the
1970's. (See pages 55-60.)

This chapter describes some of the Major
mechanisms supporting U.S. scientific', and
technological act ivities, and it c\amines signif
cant chang,es in levels of support and types of
activity. It assesses aggregate na.tional R&D
spending and places R&D evenditures in
perspectivjwith t he eccmomy as a w hol e. Sources
of support for- R&D are iden.tified as are the
sectors receiving the f unds. Research and
development are looked at separately, and
rersearch itserf is clisaggregated into its



componentsbask research and applied
research. Emphasis is also placed on examining
the various functional areas of R&D, so that it is
possible to see to which national goals.and social
needs Federal R&D dollars are applied and at
what levels of supporto Scientific and technical
literature indicators are discussed as outputs of
the R&D process, and'information is presented
on equipment for science and teChnology.

R&D resource allocation repesents a special
situation because of the nature of U.S. support
for scientific and technoAogical activities. R&D is
a composite consisting, of .diverse activities of
many pet formers funded by many. public and
private interests. Consequently, the national
resource allocation lotrocess, rather than
representing an overall ,master plan, reflects
decisions made at various Federal and private
levels. Factors that exert substantial influenceon
the allocation of resources to R&D activities
include economic conditions; pressur c. from
interests of citizens nat directly involved with the
"R&D community"; Federal policy toWard sci-
ence and technology; and social, economic, and
teChnical opportunities.

A major influence on R&D resource allocation
is Federal-13AD. policy. Some of the recent
statements-of this policy were made in connection
with the FY 1979Tederal Budget, and the recent
Presidential' Message on Science and
Technolgsyz.whickcalled for growth of scientific
researOeThe Budget also reflected a change in
perspeCtive, showing the need to view R&D not
as the purchase 'of a commodity, but as an
investment in the social and econornie welfare of
the country. In addition, the January 1978 State
of the Union Message called'for a strengthening
of the Nation's research ceniers and a new surge .

Of technOlogical innovation by .American in-
dustry.

Economic factors strongly inflOnce 'R&D
resource -allocation in a numberof ways. For
'ex-ample, under favorable economic conditions,
industry may be-able to provide more support for
research than under other economic cir-
cumstances. Or, it may be apparen i that R&D in a
particular area, such as produ0 or process
improvement, may produce short-terrn
economic benefit to an organization.

Another factor affecting resource allocation is -,
citizen interest in scientific decisionmaking.

2 The lluilset of the United States Govrrn went, Fiscal Year I V 7 0, pp.
(3, 91-08 and Presidential Message on Science and Technology,
delivered to the Congress of the United Stsates, MarA 27,
1979, p. 2,

Whether R&D activities involve DNA, nuclear
power, or life on Mars, the public (which supports
suCh work through taxes) increasingly dem'ands a
voice in the decisions affecting certain projects.

Note that dollars are used as.w surxagate-for
R&D activity, and also, elsewhere in this report,
data on scientific ancl technical personnel are used
'as m asUres of R&D activity. The useof dollars as
a surQ,gate measure is particularly, sensitive to
distort' produced by inflatiOn. Therefore,
emphasis is placed on assessment in terins of
constant dollars. In theabsence of a specific R&D
price deflator, the implicit price deflator for the
gross natIon-al -product (GNP) is used to convert
current dollars to constant dollars; 1972 is used as
the baseor reference year. TheGNI) implicit price
deflator, which applies to the-economy at large, is
general Mid is only approximately appropria te for
use in connection with R&D as a whole or with
specific R&D7performing sectors. Attempts to
develop sectoral R&D deflatorsdemonstra te that
this GNP deflator is fairly similar tosectoral R&D
deflators, at least in the United States.3

The existing indicators do not measure the
extent to which the resources engage the
Nation's full R&D capacity. There are no
indicators for measuring- either the general
effectiveness of the use of R&D resources or.of
the efficiency with which these resources are
translated into R&D actiVity (and, subsequently,
intb societal benefits). It is difficult to assess
directly thequality of the resources directed to

1. R&D, particularly -the qualifications of the
scientists and en14ineers irnvolyed. Complete data
and information are not available -regarding the
objectives to ,which total R&D re§ources are
directed; only in the case of Federal obligations
are R&D. resourcesdata reported according to
speciftc areas of national concern such as health,
energy,. and national defense. The Industry
chapter of this report includes some data
regarding funds'for energy, pollution abatement,
defense, and space.

9 Additional information concerning R&D price defIltors
can be obtain'ed in A l'rice Index tor Deflation of Atadeniic R6L)
Expenditures, .National Science Foundatkm (NSF. 72-310);
D. Kent Halstead, Hisher Education Prices and Price Indexes, 1977
Supplement, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Nat ional Instit u te of Educa(ion, 1977; and a paper produced by
the Organisnion for Economic Co-operation and Develop-
ment en t i t led Troulc.in Industrial Rol) in tide( fed ()LCD Membri
Coutdrio, 1907 - I 7 7.5, September 18, 1978.Iheestimated rates
of inflation in the U.S. economy for I978 and 1979 are 7.3
percent and 7.0 percent, respectively. Changes in the rate of
inflation would require appropriate admstnwnts to the
estimates of -real" R&D growth reported here.
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NATIONAL RESOURCES FQR R&D

Levels of 'Expenditure

-Quantitative indicators assist in the stud); of
relative changes in the allocation of resources to
science and . technology, and they pinpoint
significant shifts in available resources, so that
any needed program changes and policy actions
can'be initiated. Preferably, these adjustments to
policy should be made after factors responsible
for shifts in the allocation of resources are
understood ahd alternative strategies-have been
explered,:.-However, sometimes--the aVailable.
information is insufficient to permit $tuch a
rational strategic .approach.

. A broad measure of the fis'cal commitmeni to
R&D activity is the_ level of., expenditure
throughout the Nation. In4979, this ampunt was
$51.6 billion, or over $23f1,er capita (s"ee figure
2-1).

ComParing R&D expenditurs with expen-
ditures for other areas provides perspective. All
R&D costs amount to less than one-third of
health expenditures. R&D expenditures are 28
Percent ,less than national landing for
recreational activities and about the Same level as
the annual expenditures for advertising.4

In the aggregate, R&D spending , reflects
actions by the Congress', governmental agencies,
private industries, (nriversitiess and colleges,,and
.nonprofit organizations, concerning .where to
place a substantial amount of their financial
resources. Such decisions are increasingly made
unilaterally at lower .levels of . institutional

( aggregation.
In terms of currentAlollars,. the levsl of funds

provided to R&D by all these sectors has never
been higher. However, R&D has been just as
'much affected by the forces,of inflation as .other
activities. Following 7 years of little or no growth,
constant dollar national R&D expenditures have
been advancing. SuCh expenditures were ap-

Aproximately $31.8 'billion 'in 1979, 7 percent,over
the $29.8 billion reached in 1968. Th'ey Are
estimated to rise at an average amnial rate of
approximately 3.5 percent between 1975 and
1279, compared to an average annual decline of.
1.0 percent from 1968 to 1975.

Further growth is projected through '1985,
with real expenditures expected to reach over $38

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistital Abstract IV the U'uitol
Sinies:.1077, pages 235 and 844. Also, U.S. Department of-

. Health, Education, and Welfare, Hralth, United. Stati.s I 970
1q77, DHEW Publication No. (ORA) 77-1232, page viii:
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Figure 2-11

National R&D expenditures: 196-79

1,

0
1960= 62 64 66 68 70

b I

'GOP implicit pilaf dellatca1 used to ionsaft cumt
dollars to constant 1972 dollais.

MDR, Estimates t shown tea 1977. 1978 and 1979.

RLIEREN.CE. Appendix table 2.1.

72 74 76 74 79

sa.

Werke Indlcatots,1971

billion in that year.,5 Much of this growth is
expected to result from major inereases in R&D
spending by the Federal Government and in-
dustry. The FederalseCtor will likely emphasize
R&D, spending for defense, health, and energy,
whereas -the industrial ,,sector will probably
eniphasize R&D for energy, regulatory R&D,
and environmental 'R&D. thitiversities, colleges,
and other nonprofit institutions'are expected to'
increase R&D funding only slightly. .

.These broad changes in Coverall national R8,LD-
activity provide little insight into changes in the
natdre of specific R&D work. R&D covers a v,ast
spectrtim of. different types of activity, varying
from basic.investigations, such as expipling the
nature of gravity, to spe9gie applications, such as
developing new nuclear react&S. This spectrum
is somewhat continuous; nevertheless, some
discrete groupings are helpful in assessing the
variation of subcompOnents and in evaluatinithe
appropriateness of Ihe activity balance. The most
distinct activity difference is between research

see 1485 Funding Projections, National Sdence Foundation
(NO 7o-310, for technical details concerning this and other.
R&D funding projections.
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and development. Research expenditures are
much smaller primarity because development
usually involves high-cost hardware and technol-
ogy. The section of this chapter entitled
Character of R&D Activities analyzeS the trends
for research separately from those for develop-

Expenditure figures alone do not show the
viability bf U.S. science awl technology. There is
no generally accepted model that can dtmon-
strate thava certain lexel of expenditure is better
than another, or that more dollar's guar:intee
significant discovery. The value of science and
technulWgy nYterMs ATheirbenefits to mankind
cannot .necessarilY be correlated to spending.

There are certain measurable outputs, such as
patents, and reSearch publications. However, the
relatt'ship of these outputs to financial input is
comp:ex/ Effective scientifk and technical
progres can benefit 'from a steadir, king-term
fiscal c mmitment, ahd, especially in the private
sector, such commitment depends strongly on
the m nmization of uncertainties. But benefits
can d rive from &break in support; in some cases
the r growing that often follows can lead to new
area of' ktivity.

R&t in the National Economy
the ratio Of-R&D spending toGNP vsras

, alltime high in 064,. when -.it 'reached 2.97
percent. This ratio has fallen steadity.since then,
to ah estimated 2.21 percent in 1979 (see' figure

' 2-2), The gradual decline in the ratio of R&D
expenditures to the GNI' is expected tovOtinue
through 1985, and the ratio in 1985 is projected to
be about 2 percenco The cause of past and

, projected .changes is- not a decline in R&D
,e4Triclitures 'themselves, byt rather that GNP
hai;.increabend and is projected io jncrease,fastyr
than R&D expenditures. Comparablehiitorical,
data for other major R&D-performing count ries
show that declines in R&D per GNP have
occurred for the same reasohs as in the O.S.,

. except for Japan and West Germany whoseMD
spending-has grown faster than their GNP.

A similaepattern Can be seen for the percentage
of GNP aCcounted for by research expenditures
only. This ratio has declined-steadily sincet9o4.
In that.year, research spending amounted to 1.01
percent of theGNP, hut in 1979 the ratioStands at
an estimated 0,80 percent.

It is useful to study varia tions in R& D gpending
as comPared to -changes-in GNP. Highhghting
relationAips between' R&D spending in a major

,

U.

.-); t;'.;

R&D from Federal sources-

R&D from all ottler sources ......

economic sector spending in the ecopomy as a
whole max identify'elements of R&D spending
that aro paticularly sensitive to economic
activity in general. For near years, non-Fedenal
support for R&Dhas been highly cvrrelated with
the GNP7 (see figure 2-3). The reasons for this
correlation are hot fully understood; ,.possibly
non-Federal supporters of RID believe that-they
eaRedeemphiSize R&D (with its relatively long-

Aerin retovn),temporarily, in order to c(121-with
'ghort-term conStraints.8 Thqs, ariations-
in r,t\ir may warn of impending, shifts in R&D
spendtng by tlie non-Federal sector. Since these
sotrces account for approximately half/of all
R&D mending, they can have significant effects

-'on national R&D '§pending levels. .;

The relationship between GNP and Federal.
R&D ''spcnding is very low, perhaps because long-
term Federal R&D spending in general tries to
deal rvith national problems, and, in the short

Ae.correlation coeffiOent for this data series is .99.
t4 Some of the reasons given for this phenomenon appear in

Howard K. Nason, Joseph Steger,,ind George M. Manners,
..;uppott oblitish Researih by,bidtp.by (St Lttuis,- MO.: Indust rill
Research Institute Rese-arch (. orporal ion, August 29, I o78).
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-term, Federal R&D spending is not a direct
product of variations in national economic
activity. HOwever, ori a lopg-term basis, both
national, objectives and thelwerall level of the
national economy are considered. This belief was
reiterated in the National Science and Technolo-
gy Policy, Organization, and Priorities. Act of
1976, which. stated that' there should be a
"...continuing national ,invesfment in science,
engineeringtand technology which is, commen-
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surate with national needs and the prevalent
economic si tu a t ion."

Sources of R&D Funds
R&D is supportpdby private and public settore

of the economy. It has been a hallmark and
strength of American R&D policy to have R&D
supported by dive,rse sources. This multisource
funding can be important to effective R&D
'because it preven ts the unilateral control of R&D
priorities and thus reduces. "the chances for
neglect of important areas of exploration and
exploitation. Multisoutte funding is character-
istic of the role played by scientitiC and
technological activity in the national economy.
Each:sector' has its own needs and reasons for
perfoi:ming R&D, and these needs dictate the
level of support provided, the type of work
supported, and its duration. For example, inclus-
tTial R&D programs often focus on work that has
relatiVely low risk and provides sufficient oppor-
tunity for producing economic gain in a
reasonable time. Federal R&D supporters focus
more on programs of primarily national,concem
which probably-have litt ", ance Of producing
direct financial benefits, hiCh may carry a
relatiyely high risk, and which may requirea long
time to produce useful results.

Federal R&D does deal with short-term
solutions to problems. However, Federal R&D
suppooers recognize that industry is likely tO.
underake sHor-term work -and, not -Spend- ite
limitedfinanciarfesources in ireas where payoff
is either improbable or too far into the future.

Exactly where in the economy does money for
R&D come from, and which sectors provide the
most funds for R&D? What changes have taken

, plaCe in the extent to which eaCh of the sectOrs
provides fonds for . science and technology?
Answers to such queStions are important tO
effective R&D policymalcing, since knowledge of
sectoral funding patterns assists development of,
poliCy initiatives. For example, shifts in industry
support for R&D might be handlO by changes in
tax policy.

Four major' sectors of the economy provide
funds for research and development: the Federal'
GOvernment, industry, uNversitiesandcolleges,
and nonprofit institutions. Most funds 'are
provided by Federal and industrial sources.

Since WorklWar II, funds from Federal sources
have been larger than those froM 6ther sectors.
However, changes haVe .occurred, particularly

4 The "National Science and Technology Policy, Organiza-
gion, and Priorities Act-of 1476," P.1., 94-282, 42 USC 6001,
Sec-101(a) (4).
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after the early 1960's. Thus, from_1960 to 1965
th FederalGovernment provided approximately
65 percent of all R&D 'funds, while industry

, provided about .33'percent (see Appendix table
balancehad shifted significant-

ly, with Federal sources accounting for only 50
percent.and industry approximately, 46 percen t.
The shift resulted largely horn a decline in
Federal support, a decline attributable to ter-
mination of the manned srfaCe .progreim and
reductions in defense R&D spending. In addition,,..
there were increases in industriallyfunded R&D
that reflect growing reliance on research and

development for the production of new products
and processes; product improvements; and
attempts to cope with safety, environmental, and
other regulations from the Government.

Total -spending -in -eufren t--doklars
source hAs- 8rown significantly over the 1960--
1979. period (see figure 2-4),, However, in
constant &liars, the pattern ot change in
spending is iluite different. FOr Federal sources,
the growth period Of the early 1960's was
follOWed by s ubs tan t ial decreases starting in 1968
And persisting essentially unchecked through
1975. Over the 1968-1975 period, these declines

.;

Universities
and codeges1

NPI4
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amounted to-2-I pertent,Tor ark avegge annuil
drop of approximately! 3.4- percent, resulting
primarily from reductioto in spending for .

manned spWee programs and defense. .

--Beginning in 1976, federal-R&D-spending in
constant dollars- started to rise again, anil it is
estimated that expnditures will grow almost $
percent between.1976 and 1979, for anlaverage

.annual gain of approximately 2.5 percent.
Increased support for the space shuttle program
and overall increases in spending for defense and
energy R&D have been.significant factors in this
increase. For the period 1979-1985,1° continued
grow th in Federal siraortiu_courstatthdollarsAs
projected, with spen ing in 1985 forecast to rise
nearly '22 percent over.the estimated .1979 level,
for an avevageannual gain of over 3 percent. The
main reason for this ,estimated growth is an-.
tidpatCd continuing increases in defense spend-
ing, which account for the bulk of Federal R&D
spending.

Constant dollarexpenditures.of k&b.funds by
industrial sources also climbed steadily
throughout most of the 1960's, growing 75
percent betwejn 1960 and 1969 for an average
Annual growth of almost 6.5 percent. This,,.
growth was followed by alternating periods of
aLivances and declines from '1970 to 1975, caused
largely by variations in general economic con-
ditions that affect wrporate spending. Over the
1970 to 1975 period, cOnstant dollar spending by
industrial sources foi;RD advanced more than 8
percent, at an average'annual rate of about 1.6
percent. Since 1976; the corporate base for
industrial R&D spending has experienced a more
steady rise because of favorable economic
conditions and .satisfactory profitability follow-
ing the recessionarueriOds of the early 1970's. I t .

is estimated that inaistry-provided R&D funds,
in real terms, will continue to grow through 1979.
In. 1979, expendito,res are expected to have
advanced by about 11 percent over the 1976 level,
for an average annual Change eif 3.5 percent in
conStant dollars.

This rate of increaSe is expected to be main-
tallied through 1985..A signifjcant reason for the
projected increase is the anticipated growth of
R&D in the c'hemicais industry. Nonmanufac-
turing:industries, although representing a small
fraction of the total, are also expected to -show
substantial annual growth in R&D spending over
this period.

S 1 ') I umbug km,, National Suien«.F'oundation
(NSF 7o-31.n,
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Performers of.R&D
The preceding section shows that U.S. science,'

and technology receive support from various T'

sectors of the economy, each supporting R&D to
-Fulfill its ..OWn needs and -nie"e-t" its .nWn gOals,
However, knówledge of who pays for R&D
imparts no informationconterning who does thee
work. The performers of R&D have uniqoe
capabilities that permit them to engage in R&D
programs to the advantage of themselves and
their sponsors. For -these reasons, it is important
to track changes in thedistribution of R&D funds
to performers.
- The Federal Government-is the major provider
oi funds for R&D, but industry has traditionally
performed the bulk of the Nation's R&D pro-
grams: The reasons for such relianceon industry
vary, but they include the realization that
industry, having its own R&D efforts related to
its products and 'processes, is already prepared to
take on atlitional R&D efforts. For e;iample,
industry his'a cotnparative advantage in develop-
ment, testing, and evaluation. There is con-
siderable variability in the level of R&D activity
among different industries.

The Government spends considerable sums of
money 'on its in-house R&D efforts, bist as a
percentage of National R&D expenditures they
represent one of the smaller sectoral coni-
ponents. In 1979, GovernMent is expected to do.
$6.9 billion worth of R&D, only 13 percent of the
total. Industrial performers are estimated to
spend $36.8 billion in 1979, or71 percent of the
total (see figure 2-5). Universities and colleges
will account for an estimated $5.0 'billion dr 10
percent (primarily ip research). The university-
administered Federally Funded Research and
Development Centers and the nonprofit in-
stitutions will accoim-t for approximately $1.4
and $1.6 billion recpectively, or about 3 percent
apiece..The proportions heldby theseperformers
have been fairly consistent throughout- the
1970'g.

For industrial performers, 1975 .marked the
end of a decline in constant dollar spending that.
_began in 1969. Much of this declinexesul ted from
reduced Federal R&D support: 'In 1979, the
industrial sector is ex'pected 'to spend 'more' on
R&D, hi cOnstant dollars, than ever before,
exceeding the 1969 peak year by about 7 percent.
This growth is a product of strong spending of
industry's own funds plus increased Federal
support. It is estimated that 1979 industrial
expenditures in constant dollars will rise 12
percent over the 1976 level, and spending by
universities and colleges will. climb 10 percent



Figure 2-5

National expenditures ior R&D by perfornum 111(10-79
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over ill is 3-year period. Among university-
adminis tered 1-TRDC's, comitant dollar spending
is predicted to grow only 2 neT-Zitnt.

Scientists and Eng ineprs

Thus far, expenditure level has.been used as the
primary surrogate measure for R&D activity.
Possibly a 'more direct indicatorof R&Dactivity is
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the number of people employed. in R&.0.11 This
measure is useful for validating gene'ral trends in
expenditure data, because of the .relation
between overall expenditure levels and the
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amount of personnel effort devoted to R&D.
However, 'this relationship could be affeCted'by
rapid increases in personnel costs or variations in
the mix of cost components. Since industrj, is the
largest performer of R&D, it alsO accounts for
more scientists and engineers in R&D actiVities
than. all other sectors (see figure 2-6). In 1979,
industry represented nearly 70 percent of the
total. . .

Beginning. in 1074, employment of R&D
scientists and engineers started to rise, after
having declined steadily between.1969 and 1973.

$0
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1:lowever, not until 1977 did emPloyment levels
pass the previous peak cif 1969,but by 1979, the
1969 peak Was exceeded by alMost .10 percent.

Most incieases in employment from 1974 to
1979 occurred among nongovernmental per-
formerttof R&D, three-fourthsof which resulted
from industrial growth of R&D activity. (For
more comprehensive treatment of this topic, see
the Scienlific and Technical Personnel ohapter of
I his report.)

C1H-ARACTER-OF It&D-ACTIV1T1ES-±

Research and development has thus far been
treated as4a0 entity, even,thoughit incorporates
diverse scientific and technical activities. How-
ever, policy decisionsabout science and technolo-
gy can be improved when the level of available
information is further disaggregated. What
balance is beMg struck between expenditures for
research as opposed to those for development,
and what is the mix between the two major types
of researchbasic and applied? ually impor-,
tant arequestions- about sources o upport for
each type of activity. The_ following 'sections
analyze trends in support for research separately
from development, as well as patterns of support
for basic and applied research. Expenditure data
for each -typo of activity reflect the Nation's
emphasis on advancement of basic scientific
knowledge application :Of knowledge to solving
national problems, and development of products
and processes used by our society. Some of these'
effortsaredeSigned to meet short-term goals, but
others aye-not expected to produce immediately
useful informat,jon or res*in any economic gain
for years to come.' z :.

Development and Total Research-
Expenditurel ,

Most R&D hinds are spent oh development,
which typically accounts for about two-thirds of
the total national R&D expenditures (see figure
2-7). In constant dollars, expenditures- fOr
development have grown substantially between
1975 and 1979 to an alltinie high. Increases in
Federal spending for development accounted for ..
part of this increase; however, industrial support
also played a significant role.(see Appendix table
2-14). Constant dollar slipport by industry has

12 he definitions of basic research, applied research, and
developnwnt.are provided on Appendix table 2-8 where data
by charater of work are presented.
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shown a strong overall growth pattern. The few
declines it has experienced have, to some degree, .
resulted from economic conditions "and general'
corporate profitability.

Development costs are getvrally much larger
than research costs and, of course, represent a-
very different type of effort, Single research
projects can vary widely in their costs, but
expenditures of150,000 to $100,000 are not
uncommon. In contrast, the cost of developing a
single large item oChardware or pilot operation
can run into the millions.

In -colistarg dollars, research gpending has
experienced a sitV.)ot her pattern of change than
has development. Research spending leveled off
from 1968 through 1975. In 197.6, reSewch
spending started upward once again reaching an
alltime high in 197.0. This growth resulted from
increased support by both industry and the
Federal Government (tee figure 2-8).,.

Scientific and-Technical Literatute

The impact of the constant dollar declines in
research spending through the early seventies
was felt more heavily in somt. research areas than
-othersA'here has-come-to be-;rtwoto-frrui -yeai
lag (depending on the field of sCience involved)
between the performance of research and the
publication -Of its findings.' a From.1973 to 1077,
seven of nine major fields saw declines ranging
between 5 and 25 percent in the number of U.S.
research articles published in the world's most
influential journals (figure 2-9).14.0nly articles in
clinical ivedicine and biomedicine continued to
rise in number over this period. The. greatest
decline occurred in mathematics where publica-
tion rates for .universities, the Federal Govern-
ment, and industry eaCh fell by 25-20 percent. In
engineering and in chemistry, the industrial and
Federal Government sector literature dropped
the most, while in the.parth and space sciences,
the Federal GovernnwnLaccoianted for almost all
of the overall drop by the 20 percent decrease of
its literature, a

.

The distribution of scientific and technical
articles by research-perini'ming sector did not
change significantly in the 1973-77 period.(see
Appendix table 2-9).

This considerable stability of input to the total
corpus of scientific arid technical articles was
accompanied by, an apparent increase in the ..

extent of cooperative research's being per-
formed. If one assumes that scientific and
technical articles written hy SIE's at different
institutions or organizations reflect such joint

i This est nil:it ed lag is based on r,iork done by Computer
loriz.ons, I tic.

.

11 See the,BasirResearch chapter fon a discussion of tlw
consitlerably daerent rates-of change in the sanw field lor
basic and for apPlied research articles. The declines described
here may be slightly overstated if less researt h. is being
conducted of the type that 'leads to publication, if there are
increases in the effect of factors impeding tile release of such
research in articles, or if the U.S. articles are not as likely to be
carried by this set of over .2,100 influential journals as in
earlier yearS.

Defined as articles which. were Writ ten by scientist s and
engineers in a given organization with scientists and
engineers from another organization.
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Figure 2-8

Total research expendIttirei by source: 1980-79
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Mort, it can bc seqn mom figure 2-10 that
increased cooperative authorship of this type
occurred in many fields and s.ectors. II only
cha ngesT, rya ter than 5 percent a re c( ni s idered, si \
of thC nine fields saw scientists and engineers in
.universitv-ad win istered FIRDC's increase tlwa.
use of this cooperative mode. On t he_ot her hand,
-university scientists and engineers ',1.nd those
from-the other-three sectors by and large showed..
increases It'ss thdn 5 percent on this indicator of
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A ()opera t lye' research act (Sec Append! \
t able 2- I 0 ).

Baloic and Applied Research

E\penditure:.; for bask anti .applied research
represent Only One-third of Ow national R&D
total, but the knowredge and advances gained
of ten have social and 1,conoinit.-,,impacts greater
than the expenditures involved. IS' '111(1,Q/ore, tile.

)
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Figure 2-9

Percent changes in the number of
science and technology articles'
by U.S. authors by field: 1973 to 1977
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overall kvel -and -the balance beTween -these
activities should be inonitor.edso that shifts in
levels of support can be identified and policy
Options for dealing with them can be examined,
..Review.of historical pat terns of suppor t for each
type of research activity pinpoints areas in which
policy changes and shifts in emphasis have been
made, Such was the case in 1976. Total national

nditures for basic research, in constant

- 'Dined on the iticle$. noes and 100100,1 in ow 1,100 ol the inlluentiet lomat% osited
on 1110 Soionoo Citation index Corpool I.1p% ol thp Institute Int Scientific Infininetion
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Much significant work has beeh done with regard to the
social and economic. benefits of research. See:itle, liNnpoit

nd the &twiny, Subcommittee on Sthience,'
Research ant )evetopnwnt, Committee on Sciencti,-,aml
Astronautics, U.S..flouse of RepreserAives, Ninety-Second
Congress, First Session Oct. 1, 1971, for major references on
this topic. See also the forthcoming reports 00 the NS1
symposium on the Relationship Between f and Rdion' /tam
Tniaohwioil innovation, May 21, 1077, and the Ns!' symposium
On the RelattowshIp Betwren likk, I): 1 ("monk Growth 7ProdutimIy.
November, 1977.,

do lars, had been declining steadily since the late
1960's (see figure 27-11). Expenditures for applied
research fell, thgn leveled off near the 1968 level
through the -mid-1970's before rising 'again.
Further study shows some possible-similes for
ihese earlier declines (see figure 2-12). In thecase
of basic research, Federal support had fallen more
than 1 3 percent from .1968 to 1975,17 and this
drop in Federal funding was primarily responSible
for the overall decline of this activity, Over the
same period, constant .dollar basic research
expenditures by industry fell 17 percents Policy
actions by the FederalGovernment were primari-
ly responsible fnr the rise in funding levels for
basic research: in 1979, an estimated 16 percent
above the 1975 level. From 1975 to 1978, constant
dollar support by Federal and industrial sources
rose by 14 and (9 percent, respectively. Even with
these increases, total constant dollar support for
basic research in 1978 reMained ataboutithe 1968
level, though it rose almost 4 percent-in 1979.
Federal support in 1978 was at thelevel of the late
k960's, and industrial support was comparable to
*fat Provided in 1970.

Applied reseirch expenditures, in constant
d011ars, also began a sharp rise in 1976, climbing
nearly 9 percent above the 1975 level By 1979,
total 'constant dollar expenditures for applied
research Were estimated to be ahlpst 16 percent
higher than they ,were in 1975. 1 he largest two

`4ources of funds for applied research were the
Federal and industrial sectors, accounting in 1978
for about 50 and 45 percent of the total,
respectively. Real dollar growth was significant
from these smirces between 1975 and.1978, with
fundsltrovided by Federal-.sources rising by
nearly 10 percent in this period, and 'industrial
support growing over 15 pervent.

I' The chapit4 "Resources tor Bask Re,warch". provides
more complete coverage of Indicators 01 bask I eseart h. .
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Current dollars

A-- Constant 1972 dollars''

e.

FUNCTION4 AREAS OF FEDERALLY
FUNDED R&D

Expenditure decisions c2ncerning ft4nctional
areas of R &D18 are not usually made from the top
down. ..Federal R&D expenditures in the
aggregate rise gr fall only after myriad decisions
with regard to individual programs. Total R&D
spending levels simply reflect the sum of many
varied strategic decisions concerning specific
science and technology efforts.

identification of functional areas of major
Federal scientific and technological activities
providesa basisforas' sessingFedera-lR4D
prioritieS, for deciding whether or not areas of
great and-iihmediate national concern (such as
energy) are'receiving sufficient support, and for
deciding whether or not there is proper balan'ce in
support provided fora!! functions.

Federal support for the Na tion's R&D actiyi ties
is presented in figure 2-13in terms of thi'ee major
categories: national defense, space, and all civilian
R&D. The largest of these categories, by far, is
national defense, followed by .all civilian R&D,
and then space. 0

The data show 'That national R&D priorities,
have shifted considerably for these three major
categories. Substantial changes have occurre4in-
the space category, where the fraction of the toial
held in 1979 amounted to 12 percenthalf of;
what it was a decade earlier. Civilian areas of
R&D held. 39 percent bf the total in 1979,
compared with 23 percent in 1969, This shift
from space to civilian areas seems related to the
deemphasis of the'strong manned space program
of the mid-1960's to late 1960's and the develop-
ment of new initiatives in health, energy, and
environmental areas.. Smaller changes have
taken place in the proportion of total R&Crused
for defense purposes, This proportion has stayed
at the 48-50 percent leVel since 1974. Earlier
trends can be found in Appendix table 2-15.

Throoghout the following discussion of Federal R&D
ftinctional areas, it should be noted that estimates given for

'1079 may change significantly .as a result of congressional
action' on Agency budget requests. Data regarding the
functions are presented in terms of Federal obligations.
Obligations represent the amounts for orders placed,
coo tracts awarded, professionAl seryice's received, tnd similar
liabilities incurred during a given period, regardless of when
the funds were appropriated. Expenditures' (outlays), which
have been discussed in previous sections of this chapter,
represent amounts for checks issued and cash paynients made
during a given period, regardless of when the funds were
appropriated
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Flints 2-12

National R&D expenditures by character of work and source of funds: 1960.78
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National Defense R&D

In 1976, U.S. expenditures for all military
purposes amounted to $91 billion 54 percent of
total world military spending for that year, and
more than 5 'percen t of the U.S. GM'. I" In that
year, defense-related R&D obligatkms alone
amounted to over $10 billion, or approximately
14 percent of all military spending. DefenseR&D
spending in current dollars appeared to levd off
sdmewhat in 1973 and 1974 but has continued to
rise steadily sinte then. Obligations grew an
estimated 12 percent between 1978 and 1970,
with part of this increase slated for basic research

PI World Wshiry L prniis 1 ii e ii sld A /a usler s, )()",' 1 07v.

U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, rublicat ion 08,
p. 28.

efforts-and advanced technologydrvelopment. In
addition, emphasis was placed on developing
yarious st rategic systems, including the intercon-
tinental ballistic missile, strategic Submarine
systems, the air-launched cruise missile, and
various tactical systems to improve early combat
capability for U.S. .forces in the defense of
Western Europe. Continued defense support is
also provided for the NASA space shuttle pro-
gram.

Space R&D

Obligations for space R&D have varied con-
side rally over the years.-Rir
race following thr launch of the Soviet's Sputnik
in 1957 led to rapid development of earth orbiters,
folloWed later by the massive effort to put men on
t he moon. Priorities t hen shift ed somewhat away
from space, producing significant declines in
-space R&D spending. Recent initiatives relevant
to the space shuttle have sparked moderate
growth in space R&D. In current dollars,
obligatkins rose an estimated 35 percent over the
period 1975-1979, at an average annual rate of
aOroximately 7.7 percent , compared to an
aVerage annual decline of 8.3 percent over the
1970 -1974 period. Major emphasis in 1979 within
this function includes continued development of
the space shut t le system and procurement of four
shuttle orbiters for operation from both the east
coast and west coast areas of the United States;
spac., telescope development; the Jupiter-orbiter
and probe; and development of a spacecraft to
study, for the first tinNe, the polar regions of the
Sun.

Cilvilian R&D

This category, encompassing 13 functional
areas of science and technology, includes the
areas of R&D that most directly affect the lives of
U.S. cititens. Policy decisions in these.areas are
reflected in the level of 'fiscal support for the
individual functions (see figure 2-14).

snoted earlier, civilian R&D comprises about
39 percent of all Federal R&D obligations.
Obligations for all ciVilian functions together
have 'experienced rapid growth in each year
'between 1974 and 1978 For example, Federal
R&D obligations for the functions in this group
grew 21 percent between 1976 and 1977 and 16
percent.. between 1977 and 1978..' However,
between 1978 and 1979 this pattern of growth
slowed somewhat beca use of a number of factors:
attempts to avoid taking over activities more
appropriate to the private sectOr, such as
developing, producing, and marketing new
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priducts and'processes (as in The,ease of 'solar 1
eiiting); the need to avoid public investment in

technology where user demand or future
economic viability and in'stitutional.acceptance is
:hlghly -unlikely; and the need to avoid
overinvesting in multiple demonstrations° of
somewhat similar technologies, or technologies
that promise onlyinarginal,imProvernents, as in.
the case of coal gasification demonstration. The
appropriate rOle ofGovernment is to emphasiz4
long-term (and relatively lower cost)researCh fol
the future and new technology options rather
than majOr commercial-scale (and relatively
higher_cost)4emonatxationg_20

Health and energy R&D together have made
up well over, half the obligations in recent years.
The fraction of total Federal. F4D obligations
held by each function is presented in table 2-1.

The Nation's health R&D activities hiive-
grown dramatically from relatively modest 4,

beginnings. In 1969, national obligations for
health R&D were well over the $1 billion mark,
and estimates show that health R&D will reach
$3 billion in...1979. However, beginning in 1977,

20 These factoi-s are described in Spa ial Analpe,: Budget ol the
United Stafri Govrrnmeni, Fiseal Year 1079, p. 307.

health R&D as a percen-tage of all civilian-R&D.
epending decreased., considerably, primarily
because of -reductions funding , of R&D
ctograms for health`care delivery, -

Energy development and conversion involves
R&D program) Inruial jo national golls of
providing 'a( ,tconiicat.'apd pleniiful energy
sources; io oejt It one of. thelargest in
civilian R&D; Ft 4),askosilited for 26 percent
of the"totali iport titivsi4i040 the percentage it
held in 1969! IVis also an area which recently has
ex erienced ex tremily raPid growthcurreht
do lar obligations have advanced at awaverage

_Annual rate of 33.6 pexcent between,1974 (the
year just fritkeding new energy R&D initiatives)
4nd 1979.

Main energy R&D programs, indude the
development of technologies for increasing
domestic oil and gas production; mining and
burning coal more effiCiently and cleanly; produc-
ing high' Btu 'synthetic pipeline gas; mrsuing
better means to extract. oil and gas frorn shale;
advancing geotherit '0,1 power production; sup-
porting thedevelopiTent of a broad range of solar
ehergy.options; Attempting to develop acceptable

, alternative fuel cycles that may \preclude the
potential problems witk liquid-metal,cooled,
fast-breeder , reactors; irti'd controlled ther-
monuclear fusion.

It
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EnvitrOnmental R&D activities encompass,
pollution control; envitonmental protection; and
understanding, describing, and predicting the
environment. The growing awareness of the

--relatkinship between enWronmentalti. -ality and
human health, lits led to emphasis on nviron-
mental twalth and safety. Environme al R&D
ptpgrams recently accounted ..for :a6out
percent Of thecivilian R&D total. This proportion
has not varied significantly since 1976. The cost

of environmental R&D initiatives is highin
1978, oblitions exceeded the $1 billipn mark for
the first tiple, and estimates for 1979 show that
obliwationt-will-suipab-s-the-P;W-14-1eNtel-(bu
enougli 'to overcome the effects of inflation).
However, those support levels are direCted
toward'alyeliorating a problem which carries far
geeater soccal arid financial costs.

RDE.RALL4 FUNDED RESEARCH
FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

Con!tinued adv:ancement inll areas of science
and technology requires appropriate facilitiesand
tools of the trade. Progress cannot Occur unless
s.uch tools as nuclear re4ctors, telescopes, com-
puters, high-energy accelerators, and wind
tunnels 4re adequate to the- work at hand. High
costs of purchasing, oForating and maintaining
many typetkof devices have impact oh persons in
ail R&D-p forming s,ect4ors. This .section dis-

. j Cusses the p..._st a nd Wson t patterns of spending
; for facilitie and for . equipment purchased

through Governmental sources, and it presents
some policies, planned its well as functioning, for
providing adequ'a te renarch equipment.

R&D Plant

Federal funding of-R&D plant plays a signifi-
cant part octhe total inv`vstmen tin this area. Such
funds cover acquisition, construction, and major
repair of R&D facilitie's, as well as purchases of
large. fixed equipment guch aS reactors, wind
tunnels., and radio telescopes:

Federal outlays for R&D plant have fluctuated
widely (see figury 2-15). The rapid_growth of
constant dollar expenditares during the early
1960's was chifly due to the examsion of
NASA's. intramural facilities and thgdecline ip
the late 1960's largely reelects the completilan Of
these facilities. The upturn in expenditureslfler
1972 reflects increas.ed spending fOr energy-
related facilitiOs, particularly for equiPment to
support work iii fusion power reseach and high
energy physics, the suppOrt of space shuttle
facilities by NASA; and,thecoiistruction of three

\V
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major research facilities by the National In--
stitutes of Health. .

Federal intramural laboratories, industry, and
FFRDC's administered by universities accpunt
for most obligationS for R&D plant (see figure

In 1977, these performert4accounted for 52
percent, 23 percent, ancr 20 pei-Cent, respectively,
Of the total. These performers gained increased

.:.,.;support in 1977, but it p'rObably was not sufficient
kr make up .for the.steep declines experienced
throughout the latel9b0's.

Fquipmeht for Scientific 'Research

:VVith today's. equipmeht and cOmputational
- resources, many R&D tasks ca n be penformed in a

fraction of the time recTuired a few years ago. As .... -
+a

the frdntiers of science advance, the -devices
required forsmeasurement or for more detailed,
analysis must be increasingly more sophis-
ticated, and can bemore costly than ever before,
This expense obviously is not only a function of
increased sophistication,.but alsoof tapidly risiqg
costs affecting all sectors of the ecimorny.

The availability of adequate equipment in
universities has implications beyond the_peed fOr

68
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granted individual investigators approximately
$98.'8 million in 1977 for tquiptn:ent for scientific
research (see table 2-2).
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scientifieadvancenient. Because advanced equip-
ment is not always available, there is concern that,
s.tudents are not being properly educated in the
state-of-the-art 'of their own disciplines. F'unds
for equipment are provided to academic
-researchers in a variety of ways, but one of the
most important is. that which isprovided either as
part of a Federal research grant, or that.granted
specifically for equipnient purchase. The two
major sources of these Federal funds are the
National Science Foundation and the National
Institutes of Health; together, these two agencies

e

This figure is alYproximately 29 percent higher
- than funds granted in 1974 and is nearly. 9 percent

above the 1976 level. Evtn in constant dollars,
equipment grant support h-as_been advancing in
recent years.

In addition to programs of incrased financial
sup.port for equiiimetit, other initiatives have
been develop.ed; these include pimp to encourage
sharing of equipment withiU uniVersity labora-
tories, and the establishment of regional in-
strumentation facilities where inVestigators
could.perform research programs.

In the equipment-sharing program, univer-
sities establish inventor:), systems of equipment
available for' sharing; these .inventories are
available to universi researchers.21Regiorol
instrumentation faci are. being established
by the National Scienc unda tion and serve, as
central source:4 of unusually expensive equip-

'

2 1 For further infurmation concerning guidelines for such
:inventories, SOO Minimlittl R-cquironcolsan or, C011Se and
Uttiversittes to Itisfdy 1'r!.(,i tu h Lquipmen I Put I hase,, Guni.rai
Accounting Office,1- IRD-78-52, May 11, 1078.
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ment OtherlOre not readily av.ailabltio scientists
and engineers. The types of equipment .con-
sidered under this program inckude devices 'for
ilucleaLmagnetic resonante_spectroscopy, mass.
spiarometry, X-ray crystallography, lasers, and
photoelectron spectroscopy.

.. -

OVERVIEW

The general pictu ich emerges is an
encouraging one. R activi ad been declin-
ing following the rapid growth of he early 1960s.
Well-founded cqncerns were e pressed regard-

. ing the erosion of the nece ry resource base
upon which the next generation of scientists and
engineers must build and upon which the future
welfare of the Nation will depend. However,
national expenditures for R&D activity are
advancing'. Once again, Federal support for R&D
is increasing in constant dollar terms, and the
private sector is providing' resources at levels
higher than ever. The UnitecIS tates Governmen t
has explicitly adopted the idea that R&D is an
investment in .the futurenOt simply the
purchase of a commodityand therefore should
receive appropriate support.

Among tbe two major types of research
activitybasic and applieda period of modest
real growth has persisted for longer .than any
time since the Ihte 1960's. This pattern is
significant, because it Means that %e
groundwork isbeing laid-for increased long-lerm
scientific and- technological advsnces through
basic research, and more short-term progress
th.rough applied research. Development expend-
iture.s, which fluctuated considerably .from the
late 1960's to the mid-19.70's, noW seem to be
growing steadily. Such growth is particularly

62
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impoetant in terms of short-term economic and
social benefits.

National `defense accounts for the largest
proportioLot Federal R&D nending and can.-
tinues to grow. Spending for space R&D alsO
requires Substantial Federal resources. Increased
spendingl,in reCent vars for the space shuttle
reflects the desire to capitalize on the practical
value of the gravity-free environment and
simultaneously advance man's understanding of
the universe. The space shuttle program is
expected to permit advances in manufacturing
drugs and devices to dclegree not possible within
the confines of the Earth's gravity.22

In civilian areas other than space, health R&D
and energy R&D together comprise well over half
the total. Obligations in both these areas remain
strong. However, the phenomenal growth in the
energy areas since .1974 has slowed, perhaps'
temporarily, This chang reflects the view on the
part of the Federal 'Government that because of
increased incentille for private investment "in
energy R&D, less reliance needs to be placed on
the Federal budget to meet this national need.23
As a percent of all Federal R&D spending, total
expenditures in civilian areas had been grciwing
during the 1970's, but in recent years this trend
seems to have been revwsed.

ft? I

22, Some questions have been raised concoining ee
potential for certain manufacturing operations in a space
environment. For additional information concerning this
topic, see_ Materials Processing in Space (Washington, D.C.:
Committal on Scientific and Technological Aspects of
Materials. Processing.in Space, Space Applictions Board,
Assembly of Engineering, National Research Council, 1978).

23 Special Analyses: Budget of the United States Government, Fifcal
Year 1980, p. 296,
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Resources for Basic Research

INDICATOR 1FIIHLIGHTS

expenditures for basic rese4ch, but by 1978
it had risen to 52 percent. Reasons for this
4ange include reduced basic research actiyi-
ty in the industrial'sector. (See pp. 67-68.)

Total national expenditures for basic-
research have grown during th period from
1976 to 1979 in constant. dbllar terms
following a periodd of reduced spending
between the late 1960's and mid-1970's. I his
growth resulted primarily from Federal
increases based on the realization that basic
research represents an investment for the
future. (See p. 65.)

o Universities and colleges perform the largest
percentage of b\lsic research in the United
States. The share accounted for by this sector
.has increased in recent years. In. 1960 this
sector spent 36 percent of the Nation's

Basic research ploys a special tole in fi& I ). I t

sonic( unc,- thought of priniarily as an intellet tual
endeavor, and, as such, it aims to ,nlvance man's

t anding of him!.elf and his environment
I Iowever: basic research serves ot 11(7 purposes as
well. lt.rs relied on hy t I". a, ad emit. communitV

WOV ate ttitient,, and by the Federal
;ox.ernment and industry to M.A.-Onlp6h M1C1,11

, ,
11:0110Ink

1111,, hapter dist.tisses the national resources
ovided to at hieve these goalst- s discussed in

the previous chapter, resources for bask rescan-h
measured primarditin terms of the hind-,

altbotig,11-!:orne indit ators.deahng vi t h
,scientif ic and technical literature as an.out put of
lsi research are presented. .1 his t lioprer will
not attempt to qu,mtif v the total output of bask.
researt h; .however, t Ftc et onomit. and social
benefit s.trom bosicreseart h proict ts a re subst n
hal

_
; Icli milion (Tot duly, L.p' iI li ,k tVI.T It',1111.111... lent

111.11 11.I\ 11.hl 111.110t . long ici III (.1 tut on ..ot n,1%. appc,n in
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Beginning in 1976, constant dollar basic
research spbnding by industry, which ac-
counted for approximately 16 percent of the
total, has advanced slightly, following a
period of declining support that began in th,e
middle-to-late 1966. This relatively recent,
modot growth is significant,because it may
signal the.end. of the longstanding trend of
decreased industrial bask res-earch activity.
(See pp. 74*-75.)

The indicators presented here have a nu mPer .

of limit at ions. They do not cover the substantive
aspet ts of ba).;ii. research, such as advances in .

knowledge at hirved in the various scien.tif ic
dist rhe indicators do not include
measures of the effectiveness or productivity nf
basic research ac. tivit

There are also limitations to the data used in
&Sa ribing some of the t rends presen ted For
example,.rt 'is dif I icult to. distinguish -basic-
researt h from '-'applied- research.. A particular.
research effoll trray be identified as basic or
applied, depending on whether the classification
is Made by the researt h sponsor or by tho
p('rformini; orgamiat ion ot- individual. I )espite
t hese limitations, thy del init ions provided when
data are .1.;othered have been comparahk
timeind interviews of survey responkrits...-;how
that in terpretationsr-while varied, i;e011.1 :to be.
fairly consistent Over time..1 herefore, the trends
presented cal? serve , reasimable measures of
Change:

101 IIIII..1!.111011, cI ..1,1111R

II N.Ition 'I icuit r I owidai.1,91 IVA 18),..
qatn...1 ' 'AI 1\1,11:i '1 1\:111t)II.11.11 BIM! d I t\Nt
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NATIONAL RESOURCES FOR
BASIC RESEARCH

It is very difficult to measure the changes in
knowledge or economic productivity that result
fmM basic research activities. The indicators that
follow, however, reflect the level of these
activities in the United States. As with total R&D
activity, dollars are' used as approximate
measures of the level of the national basic,
research-effort.

Basic research receives about 13 percent of all
R&D funds. This fraction has been retatively
'stable since the mid-l9hO's. Constant dollar3
.support for basic research has fluctuated
somewhat during the last 10 years, but has
advanced in recent years; expenditures increased

,
A Here and elsewhere in this report tIwGNIbmplicit price°

deflator is used to convert current dollars to constant 147,2
dollars.- This deflation method is tmly approximattly ap-
propriate for use j.11 amnect ion with R&D aS a whole or with
spec if k Rtit D-performing sectors. Attempts h.we been made
to develop sectoral.R&D deflators. References to this work
are provided in the.Resourres f r Research and Development
chapter. See Appendix table 3- or actual GNP implicit
price deflators used in this report.

Constant.1912 dollars'
11.66..:

004.-
04.

at an estimIted average annual rate of 3.7
percent between 1975 and 1979. Although.it is
estimated that constant dollar support for basic
research will reach a new high in 1979 (see figure
3-1), this amount is only slightly higherthan the
previous peak that occurred in 1968.

The increase in fvding stems primarily from
an effort by the Federal Government to provide
for strong growth in basic research.. The
Presidential budgets for Fiscal Years 1977, 1978,
and 1979, and the recent Presidential Messageon
Science and Technology4 have all carried clear
statements concerning the importance of basic
research and the need to provide adequate
Federal support. Intensified Federal interest in
.supporting basic research has a major impact on
national support levels because federal sources
provide approximately 70 perceht of all funds,for
basic research.

Sources of Funds for Basic.Research

The Federal Government is the primary
supplier of funds for basic research. One reason
for this strong Federal roleis the desire to support
basic research in areas directly related to the
Government's own needs. In this way, the Nation
can maintain strong capabilities in critical areas
such as Ntional defense and health. Other
reasons rdate directly to the nature- of basic
research aytivity. Basic research may not produce
short-terdi economic payoff even-though long7
range economic benefits mek be significant.
Therefore, non-Federalvconomic sectors are tiot
likely to invest in 'basic .research unless the
pote tial payoff is high enough and certain
enou h. Benefits of basic research often do not
accrue primarily to the sponsor; and their nature
'and incidence are unprediCtable. Therefore, the
incentives for private support are insufficient. In
addition, the resulta of basic research are usually

porte by the-private market. Because of these,.
(II, 'public goods whose production 'cannot be sup-

inherent problems, the Federal Govemment
attempts to help meet the need for basic research
throu h its 'sppjt. 5

To corapsate for the .gradual decline in
const, nt dollar basic reseasech support during the
perim trOm 1969 .to 197.5, the Federal.Covern-

nt began ..:...Ane to coin mar,. funds in increasing
...

.... .:

...amou ts in 1976 (seeffore 3-2). Between 1976
. , ..- :-. .

. :.:

P ili . i av t 6.1 Message on Scienve ond Technology
delivOr 1 to the congresS -of the United Stmus, /14rch 27,
1979;.: a.. . .

'!. ror uft hvt. informalitiii-on this topk see BaCh Rom,' It and
National C;01:elt...-W s 1 oshington, 1).C,: Nat kmal Academy of

: Scienee 1005), pp.148-149,

Current dollars

,
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Univeisities
and colleges.... -.0

Universities and colleges .... ......... . ........
rivreffir Other nonprofit ins

and 1978,jederal basic research funds in
constankdollars grew at an average annual rateof
4.9 percent.

Constant dollar support for 'basic research by
the industrial seaoro also grew over the 1976 to
1978 period, but by a verY small amountan

,aiLe.rage amual rate of 1.8 percent. This period's
ificre'h§e, 'however, was preceded by an average
annual decline of approxiniatelY 2-:4 percent

Fuller treatment of certain aspects of industrial basic
research is provided later in this chapter.
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between the peak year of 1966 and 1975. Reasons
for these recent increases in industrial basic
research spending include increased corporate
profitability and improved general economic
conditions. .

Estimated constant dollar support for basic
research provided by universities and colleges
inaeased in 1977 and 1978, following a period of
decline in the mid-1970's. Expenditures for basic
resea h by nonprofit institutions showed a
comp rable pattern to that of universities and ".
colleges, with moderate real dollar growth in
1977 and 1978,



Performe of Basic Research

To understand more fully the institutional
structures through -which -basic research is
conducted in the United States, trends in terms of
the sectors actuAlly performing the research
must be followed. Through such analyses one can
etermine, for example, the extent to which basic

arch concentrated in universities and
co eges and the change in patterns over the
years. Such information is important because of
the relationship between Federal agencies sup-
1:torting basic_r4search and the-unniersities

n

and-ex

colleges that receive substantial portions of these
funds. The information also reveals the role of
the Government as a performer of basic research,
as opposed to a-supplier of basic research funds,

Significant changes concerning the performeri
of basic research have occurred since 1Cti50. In the
university and college sector, constant dollar
expenditures rose steadily from 1960 until1968
and remained at about the 1968 level through
1972; however, by 1974 constant dollar expend:
itures had fallen by more than 8 percent and
remained below the 1972 level until 1978, when

penditures_reathedanew_peak(seeligure3.3)

t.

Total

Total

Universitiat
and colleges /

Federal
labs

Industry

e

Industry........ Other NPP
Federal labs

Universities
and colleges

Other N11;

...........
FFRDC's'

LA I Lt_t_ F RDC's2
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Constant dollar spending in the industrial
sector peaked in 1966 and then fell steadily
throughoilit the early and mid-1970's. Some
constant dollar growth -occurred between-1975
and 1978, dudng which time-estimated spending
advanced at an'a verage annual ra te of 4.4 percent.
As discussed later in this chapter, the earlier ex-
penditure pattern for basic research by industry
reflects industry's interest in emphasizing
research programs expected, to produce short-
term gain.

In 1960, based on expenditure data, univer-
it\s--a-ncl-colleges-perfermed-approx ima t y-36

percent of the Nation's basic resarch; industry
performed 31 pert:011;7 and the Federal Govern-
ment, 13 percent. In 1978, however, universities
and colleges performed an eslimated'52 percent
of all baSic research, while industry's fraction fell
to 16 percent. The FederalGoverriment's portion
remained the 'same over this period--
apptrimately 16 percent. One reason for the
increased role of universities and ',colleges is the
'reduction in industry's own, support of basic
research activity. Another reason is the rapid
growth in the size of universities and colleges
since the 1960's. With industry's deemphasis of
basic research in favor of applied research, the

ptartion of basic research performed by
universities and colleges rose, thus increasing the
dependence on university basic research and
increasing to 4 lesser exte6t the roln of Federal
laboratoties, university-administered FFRDC's,
and nonprofit institutions.

BASIC RESEARCH LITERATURE OUTPUT

The decline in real expenditures tif)r basic
°research from 1968 to 1.975 appears to have hada
negative effect On some fields of science, while f6r
a-few fields, the nurnberof basic research6Articles
published by U.S. scientists and .engineers
actually increased. National data ot basic
research expenditures,are not available field,
but changes in the number of basic retkearch
articles may be used to identify shifts in, thk type
of research performed. Figure 3-4 shows hoW the

This includes Federally Funded R&D Centers (Hit D(''s)
administered by industry; the university and college figure
does not include fowls for risR DC's Administered by univer-

--sy.

shies.
8 From field to held, the assignment of journals to t he" more

basic" or "more applied" categories may vary in concept,
though for each field the saine approach was used for both
1973 and 1077. For further information, see Francis Narin,
PiblIontetrio: The Ilse of Publieation i ni Cilatton Analysis lt1

Lelihlation. of .5tientifn Mwity (Cherry NIL N.I.: Com pi er
Horitons, Inc., 1076), pp. 108,-199.
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Figure 3-4

Percent changes in the number of scientific and
technical articles' by U.S. scientists end engineers
by field and level of researth: 1973 to 1977

(Perckeik4ecreese) (Percent Increase)
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tvtiMber of U.S. bask research articles changed
from 1973 to 1977.° Clinical medical articles rose,
regardless of the level of research involved (bask

. or applied1. However, bath types of biology,
chemistry, psychology, and mathematics articles
declined in this period.

The shifts between basic and applied research-
articles for physics and the earth and space
sciences were seen in the increases of applied
research articles, coupled with decreases in basic
research articles. Although engineering basic
research articles became more numerous, there
was a considerable decrease of the engineering
applied research literature. Scientists and
engineers who were affiliated with the Federal
Government accounted for much of this change.
For articles in mathematics, the university and
college sector accounted for most of the decline.
Scientists and engineers in this sector auth, red
92-93 percentof all mathematics articles in. oth
years (see Appendix table 3-5).

It is important to note, in view of the kn-own
biases of respondents who areasked codetermine
whether activities are "basic" or "applied"

The literature base chosen for this analygis is the Silence
Citation Iudct Corporate Tape, from which the articles from a
fixed set of 1973 journals are described for 1973 and1977. See
the Resources chapter for similar treatMent of basic and
applied articles combined.
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research, that the approach used here can
demonstrate basic/applied shifts without input
from individual respondents whose judgments
on this category can vary over. time.

16Uiliversity and co ege scientists andengineers
wrote proportionate more of the basic research
articles in 1977 than they did in 1973 in all fields
except engineering, which experienced slight
increases in the industrial and ".other"
categories10 (see Appendix table 3-5). Changes in
theAstribution of applied research articles were
not so noticeably directed toward.-universities
and colleges.

As discussed in the Resources chapter, inter-
organizational cooperative authorship by scien-
tists and ensineey may be an indicator of the level
of actual cooperative research that has occurred.
In 1977, for most fields and most sectors, basic
research articles had higher indexes of coopera-
tion than. did applied research (see table 3-1),
especially in the fields of physics, earth and space
sciences, and chemistry. For clinical medicine,
however, a greater degree of cooperative
research, .as defined here, is found in applied
research. Nonprofit organizations, th.e Federal
Government, and industr)i appear to use this

10"Other" includes all Federally Funded Research and
Development Centers.
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mode of cooperative publishing for basicresjarch
more than do the other sectors.

FEDERAUSUPPORT-FOR BASIC RESEARCH

The majoyetole of Federal sponsors in basic
research daeloped relatively recently and from
rather modest beginnings. In 1901, total ap-
propriations for Federal scientific agencies
totaled $8 million, an estimated $2 million of
which could be regarded as expended for scien-
tific and research work and in the interests of
higher educationlearly, not alto f t himn2p_nr t
was for basic research. Since then, methods for
classifying and accounting for Federal badic
re;earch expenditures have advanced con-
siderably. By the early 1960's, basic research
funds obligated by Federal scientific agencies had

grown substantially, Surpassing the $1 billion
mark.

Given this major Federal role in basic
science, questions emerge concerning how basic
research funds are allocated by this sector: Which
agencies are primarily responsible for basic
research support? Have there been significant
shifts over time in terms of which agencies
provide the bulk of the funds? INhat fields of
science receive Federal basic resfarch support,
and how have such support patterns changed?
Answers to these questions can indicate, to a
degree, the scientific priorities of the Federal
Government and perhaps point to areas of
science where future activity of a more applied
nature is likely.

. As a result of concerted efforts by successive
administrations, Federal budgets for Fiscal Years
1977, 1978, and 1979 have sought increases in
basic research obligations that would compensate
for reduced spending in.previous years and also
provide for the effects of inflation. These efforts
are clearly reflected in the basic research
obligations by the agencies discussed below. In
each of the agencies mentioned, constant dollar
obligations12 in 1979 are signif icantly higherthan
those for 1976; the total for all agencies increased
approximately 26 percent during those three
years.

I I Dael Wolfle, The Home of Science: The Role of th University
(New York McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1972), p. 21.

1 2 Federal obligations for basic research.may differ from
Federal expend/tures reported in the same year for a number
of reasons. Asector that performs research, for example, may
report oxpenditures for research projects that it regards as
basic risearch, whereas the' Federal agency providing-111
support may report those sa me projects as applied research. In
addition, obligations made in a given year may actually be
spent over several later years.
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The National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration (NASAMicAperienced the largest
increase in tertns of constant dollar basic research
obligations between 1.97¢ and 1979-48 percent.
The major reasons for this high rate of growth are
substahtial increases in NASA's physics and
astronomy programs, including the space
telescope program, and the changing emphasis
within the lunar and planetary prigram toward
more support for investigations, studies, and
analysis of data ana less support for spacecraft
and related development costs.

Estimated constant dollar basic research
obligations by the Department of Agriculture
(USDA), the Department of Defense (40D), the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
(HEW), the National. Science Foundation (NSF),
and the Department of Energy (DOE) also hlive
advanced considerably during the 1976 to 1979
period, growinA at 30 percent, 25 percent, 26
percent, 21 percent, and 13 percent, respectively.
Of these agencies, estimated constant dollar
obligations for basic research in Fiscal Year 1979
are at a new peak for all but DOD and DOE.

Since the early 1960's1 the largest proportion of
the Federal Government's funds for basic
research has been providedby HEW (see figure 3-

,5). In 1979, this agency accounts for 27percent of
)ll Federal basic research funds. The basic
research activities of HEW focus almost ex-
clusively on health; approximately 87 percent of
its obligations are accounted for by the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) and nearly 9percent by

nthe Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health
/tAdministration (ADAMHA).

The National Science Foundation; 'created to
support scientific research and strengthen the
Nation's capability in science, provides 21percent
of the Government's basic research funds in
1979. Its second-place ranking, in terms of share
of Federal bisic research obligations; is con-
siderably higher than in 1963, when it was fifth
and preded only 12 percent of the total Federal
support.

In 1972') NSF began a 'period of substantial
growth in 'current dollar obligations for basic
research which has continued 'through 1979.
During this period, obligations in currentilollars
increased at an' average annual rate ''nf ap-.
proximately 10.8 percent. A major reason for this
growth in the early 1970's was the"drop-out" of
baSic research support by other Federal agencies,
which began' about the time of the Mansfield
amendment to the DOD appropriation in 1970.
As a result; NSF served as the vehicle for partially
picking up basic research formerly spon§ored by
other agencies,
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Obligations by NASA account for 14 percent of
the total in .1079 and have been at tbat point since
the mid-.1970's. In 1 g7g, DOE,.DOD, and USDA

4, provided 13 percent, 10 percent, and 7 percent,
respectively. .

The relative importance an agency attaches to
basic rather than applied research or 4evelop-
ment may reflect howit perceives the potential of...

a particular knowledge base .to fulfill its mission
(figure 3-6). The agency providing the.greatest
proportion of its R&D financial resources to basic
research is NSF. This ratio dropped to 75 percent
in A 074 but\by' 1077 had returned to the go

percent level. Many shifts throughout the late
1960's and ea rly1070's have been the result of t he
introduction of new applied research programs.
The increased percentage of basic _researCh
beginning in the mid-1970's resulted from the
transfer of programsmany of which were

, applied research in energy areaS to the Energy
Research and I )evelopment Administ rat ion
(ERDA), now subsumed'under the Depailmenf
of Energy. Fluwever, the increase also resulted
from increased ctbligations for basic r.esearch at
Nsr. As noted previously, the fraction of all
Federal basic resexch obligations contributed by
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'A
USDA is relatively low, amounting- 'to about 7
percent in 1979. However, in terms of the
agency's total R&D obligations, basic research
receives rather.high priority. For .1979, USDA
continues support for its extramural competitive
grants program, with emphasis on basic research
oh crop genetics and physiology, integrated pest
management and human nutrition. Basic
research obligations by HEW also constitute a
significant fraction oltharagency's R&D activityi
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the estimated proportion of such funds amounta
to 30 percent of the total in1979.13

Hy ipalyzing, the pattern of Federal support to
majol.elds of science, it is possible.to determine
those areas which seem to command highest
priority. There has been considerable stability
since 1963 in terms of the proportion of Federal
basic research obligations to the ilelds of science
presented in figure . 3-7. ,Life §ciences have
received the greatest share of Federal basic
research suppoet. Most support fctr. work in this
field is provided by HEW, principally through

" The topic of bask research in Vderal agencies has been
reported on. extensively in the I 91P8 annual report of the
National Science Board, Basic Reward: in the. Mission /Unties:
Agovy Perspeatnes an the Conduct old Support 01 Basic Research (NSB

78-1).

Figure 3-7

Distritiution of federal basic research obligations
by, major field of science: 1983 and 1979
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N1H. In the physical sciences, there is more
diversity of support, with substantial funds
provided by DOE, NSF, and NASA. Together,
these -two fields accounted for. approximately
two-thirds of all Federal basic research
obligations in 1979, about the same portion that
was held in 1963. As shown in figure 3-8, current
dollar obligat ions for basic research in both fields
have grown significantly, particularly since 1976,
when Federal support for all basic research begin
to receive special attention. .

0
Environmental sciences' //

. .0

^

BASIC RESEARCH IN
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

As the Nation's primary centers for scholarlY
inquiry, universities and colleges are principal
vehicles through which basic scientjà research
activities are conducted in the Unite States.14 As
a proportion of all R&D expenditures in the
academic sector, fundS for basic research ac-
counted for between 68-70 percent during the
period 1973 to 1978.

In conStant dollars, overall support for basic
research in universities and colleges grew rapidly
from 1960 to 1968, primarily because of strong
Federal support for all types of basic scientific
activity (see figure 3-9). However, in 1969 total
suppOrt began to level off, and between 1972 and
1974, support for basic research in universities
and colleges fe_p' more than 8 percent in constant
dollars. Begibling in '1975, constant dollar
support again turned upward and has continued
to gain each year through 1978, when an alltime
high-in.support for university basic research was
reached.

Universities and colleges rely heavily on
Federal support for basic research. In 1978, for
example, more than '70 percent of the basic
research funds received by these institutions
came from Federal sources, and Federal sponsors
have provided appro'ximately the same propor-
tion olbasic research fupds since 1970.

It wits shownin figure-3-7 that there has been
considerable, stability ip the field distribution of
all Federal basic research funds over the period
1963 to 1979. The university and college sector
has experienced a similar continuation of the
distribution of Federal basic research funds by
field. HoWevier,' there have been Substantial
differences in the rates at which support lias
grown in particular fields. The most rapid growth
ran. be seen for the environmental sciences in
which obligations have advanced at an average
annual rate of 15.7 percent between 1973 and
1977, with most of this grOwth taking place since

71475 (see figure 3-10). Basic research obligations
in engineering have also grown rapidly, in-
creasing at an average rate of 13.1 percent per
year between 1973 .and 1977. The least rapid
growth .has taken place in psychology and the

" Virtually all percen t) of the basic research conducted
in colleges and universitiesis performed in institu t ions whkh
grant doctoral degrees, This has been the case since at least the
mid-1960's, and is true for non-Federal as well as Fedeal
soUrces of support,
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s.odal sciences, adv ncing 3.0 and.3.2 percent per
year respectively ft un 1973 to 1077.1-lowever, in,
the soci41 sciences obligations declined at an
average annual rate of 6.4 percentbetween 1973
and 1975, then grew 1,3,8 percent per year over
the 1075-1077 period.. These differences in
growth rate,s reflect tecent policy Mitiatives by
the Federal Government to provide supPort for

-t.hose f ields of 'science in which additional
'at tention may be rrgOired to meet national n.ecds.

BASIC RESEARCH IN INDUSTRY
6 .

Although universities and colleges are the
-primary performers of basic research in the

4

74
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United States, the participation of the, non-
federal sector in bask research activities is
important to the economic antisocial welfare of
the Nationlndustry plays a sabstlintial role in
translating the findings of basic researsh into the ,

. v A

satisfaction of society s needs. I!' .
.

industry accounted for to percelit of all U.S.
basic reslarch expl).'0itu'ros in 1978. llowever,

,

rhe President na9 notier.ovIred.the important e of hasit
research through hUdset, tn'ssages,,: t het e 'have been
in t ensitrepolu y research el kith; in this area ror ex amply, the
Of f i e of Sci141c e and rechnolo8y PAL t in the 4,1-: \e'euto?t,

Of lice of tlw l'rewdent ILI!. initiated A domestic poll( y eview
on industrial innovation wh.tch lot hides the topit of hat..K

4resean h in industry .
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Figure 340

Federal obligations for basic research in
universities and colleges, by 'field Qf science,'
for selected agencies' :1973-77,

,-.10 -5
(Average annual percent change)
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this-fraction has fallen 'since 1960 when it was
approximately 31 percent. As seen in figure 3-11,

-co itant dollar spending-declined --afterthe
60's, With onty slightgrOwth taking pike after

1975'. Fundi provided by both industrial And
Federal sources fell at approximately the same

-rate. A study by the Industrial Research Institute
Research Corporationio used interviews and mail
surveys to determine the reasons for this trend.
Respondents most frequently offered the ex-
planation that industrial R&D managers have

angedth eirTethod s formanagingbasic
research. In, particular, during the mid-1966's;
the industrial research process was evolving into
a corporate function with a goal-directe'd empha-
sis. New organizational forms were being
developed, and there was increasing control and
fOrmality in proiect selection. The expectation of
bui,ines.s-related, short-term results became a
dbminant theme. In addition, decreased Govern-
ment support and increased,Government regula-
tion occurr d. tndustry sawthe opportunity for
morede opment work and was, reluctant tO
invest/ ork that apparently did not have an
immediate payoff. Some corporate leaders be-
lieved that returns from R&D activity in general
were diminishing. The energY crisis also
accelerated or perpetuated the downward trend
in basic .research funding by industry beCause
eephihii: was placed on development, not
researci;;%-s Sway tocope with energyshortages.

Another possible factor iii declining industry
support bf basiF researcp may be the .feeling in
industry that as university research expands and
diversifies, industry does not need to support as
much research; it cap rely more on academic
advances. Another factor may lie ttiat industry-
'wupported basic research to attract .the most
talented people in atigh t market. Theopportuni-,
ty to engage in .basic res-evrch programs was.a
noneconomic fringe benefit that industry felt
was needed to attract talent. As the market fOr

technical maiipowerchanged toa buyer's market,
the need to use basic research as a recruiting
inducement. declined.

1973.7

1

1975 Ti

973 77

Mathematics ond computer sciences

5,

EnvironmentaLsciences

Physical sciences

PsychOlogy

"ri

life sciences

.

.

.1 1
I .1 .

.

' 1110 agencloastocluded here me the Department of AgItcollok, 'Department of .Delenset
Deportmonl of Health, Notation Mid Welfare, Deportment of Orgy and its predecessor
agencies, and the Natiortil StieTice loundotton a

.

- Includes atmospheric sciences, geological SCRIICCS.&eanograpby,
and onvitolunentol SCIIIIICOS not elsewhere classibed

REt ONCE Appendix table 3 13

s
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OVERVIEW

Although-basic research declined in constant
dollar terms betWeen the. late 1960's and mid--

sPending levels now appea r to be growing.
Thisikrowth seems particulady,strong in the case

e44,
tt

' I Howard K. Nasonjoseph A. Steger, and' George
Klapners, Suppori of Bask Resrarrh by Imlusin (St. Louis, Mo.:
Industrial. Research Instilute. Research Corporation,
p. 17.,
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of Federal basic research funding since -basic
research, perhaps more than ever before is being
-vieVved as an investment in the Nation's future.
This..concept has been enunciated in recent
Federal budgets, and reinforced in a Presidential
Message to the Congress which noted, that new
technologies depend upon a supply of knowledge
derived froMbaslc research. The funding activity
by the Federal Government is particularly
important because it provides more than two-
thirds of all funds for basic research. The-Nation
relies on universities and coHeges to perfoem
more, basic research than 4-iny ()them sector.
Cc. siderable (*cern has been expressed re:
ga ding the lever of basic esearch activity in.

ft

.

.

,

industry -because of at he declines in spending, in
constant dollar terms:that occurred. from tke
mid-1960's to the mid-1970's. Since 1975,
however, basic research'. spending in %this sector
'has- grown slightly. The reason.sjor the earlier
decline arc reported to include greator interest in
short-term returns frotn research activities, .

Government regulations, reductions in
governmental femds for basic research, the
.availa6ilitjvf a storehouse of knowlqigq.-from
previouF: :lc research progr'ams rrt.M-ead for
Iürt her development, and the need for research
to protect and improve existing product lines. Ih
addition, industry may eelyipg more than
previously on university-bask research.

11.

c.
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INDICATOR HIGHUCHTS

Indust nal R&D ;xpend.it from all
sot, %yeti, no Of all u.s.
R& I) expenditures in 1077 and were above
t he low' point, invconstallars, Ihat
occurred in 1075. C.,Lowth is expected 4-)'
continue through I 079, _surpassing the
previous high e,x,perienet.d in 1909: This
retutil to priokitis high funding levels should
relieve smilt. 1, the t.oncern. that -has been
expressed about a decline in industri,il R&D.
(See 1. 80-8,1.) ,

,

o The rekia wernment's constant collar
spport for .1.:& industry began to
increase in 1970 afte reaChing M..30075 its,
lowest level since 1904..1-his was largeiy
because of increased interest in en'ergy.and in
the Taco' program. However, lederal sup!
port ih not expected toreturn won't() t he high
levels of tIit I 900s. The Federal component
of R&D ex pendit ti,re I Ii indust r,y dropped

ft . t ront.more than.half in the early 1900's to 35
pment in 1977, mainly because of decreaseb
in military and aerospace! programs. I )eclines
inSederal suppot't led to a 20 percent drop in
the R&D-to-net7-sales ratio for all maiiufac-
luring industry f rum 1967...to 10.77. (See. pp,
8.0-81-, 82-84 .)

o CoMpany funds tor R&D have incrifrased .

almost every year from 1900 to'i 977,iit an
.i.verage annual ra t eof-4 .0 percent in-constant
dollars. Fluctuations in this investment...wen)
to be'parallel to fluct uat 1011S in the tnatttac
t tiring industry component Qf theGD1). The

. ratio of company-generated R&D funds to
net sales remained virt Lolly .the same, a't 2
percent, from 1907 tt9 1977Arrhis took' place
while-net.sales and R&D expenditures both
increa...-ted signtlitantly, (See pp., 80-8 I.)

o A.bout 85 percent of rederal R&V funds to
indmtry have consistently gone to develop-
ment. The share of company _R&D funding
Koing to development has risen from .00
percent in the early I 900's to 74 percen't in

k.)77. SFAce the mid-0 9e0's, there has been a
drop in compahy support for basic research,
in cvnslant dollars, though there hasbeen a
partial recovery sini-e 1975:Company' of I

78

.

86

. , .

*-2.cials claim that-..Thi 6.-00 -iilipa#06.2-1-..
new,m an ageinph t emphaSis On phortqc-ferM
and :safer inveStments Much concern haN

---hrenpreersed
trial- basic vsearch, becUuse,sUch a droptnay
imply dweakening in thi. Nat toiN:'s long-term'.
capability fgr significant technological in-
novation. Although industry's -suppOrt IOC

basic research tn other sectors has increased
since the mid-1960's, 83percent oFindustry'..s
basic wsearch funding was spent-within th'e-
industr y sector in 1977. (See pp,. 88-$9, 927.
93.)

(13 ln response to the energy crisis, industrial
R&D expenditurk,related to energy grew by
92 percent in current dollars from '1973 to

,1977. Increased Federal funding is going to
longrterm and untried technologies, sitch as
coal liquefaction and gasification' 5nd
geothermal energy. SQlar energy is, a.ttrac-
ting large expenditure increases frqm both
Government and private industry.
tectinitally and economicall attractive alter-

atiyeAmerg nitre. R&T) elated to oil and
as and tOynexrgy conservation and otiliza-
tion is mainl) company-supporta_ Both
solar and geot kerma! gources are expected to
cohtinue their sharp yearAu-year increases
in tNal R&D funding, but'the principal
pentfit u res will ritm'ain in the areaS of nriclear

4

energy and fosSil fOeist: (See pp. 96-08),

R&Dcosts devoted to meeting the prObli
abatethen,t are mainly bornt by

private industry. In constant dollars,'!;'pend,.
Mg declined From 1.97\1 to 1975, Kut sharp
incr('ases occurred in 197'Ykand 1977.,M Ost of
the- activ y conc:e.vneit air pollution,
specifically automolive ert\isjions. (See.pp...
98-99.)

..

o total numhevol patents granted annual,
lv tot) .5. in ven torii generally increased'IrOrn
1'400 to the early 1970's but shoWed a steady
decline from I 971,to 1 P77 because oh decline
in new patents owned by 11.S:korporat.ions.
Complex in Hilences on't he level of patenting
make analysis of patent la ta dif ficuft; con-
sidi.rttion of the caveats describ'edin t he tex t

r
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national needs, on its own or in Cooperative
arrangeenentith the Government. Federal
policies- and regulations affect almost -every
aspect of industry R&P, with impacts ranging
froM encouragement and direct assistance to
disincentives end stUltiftcation. Universities are
int_erested in industry support for academic
t'esearch and in industry R&D job OpportUnities
for graduates and tenurtv,blocked junior faculq
members."2

In using such measures, questions Of quality
a re-not4onsidt.r The-e4 ft-c-tivenessofi2arious
expenditures is ot disctissed, awl no effort -is
made to decide whether funds or perSons areuAkd
more effe6ively in one situatioti than InanOther.

Total .ExpenditureS for R&D

As. figure .4-,1 shows, total_expcndifOres. for
indu rial R&D-were $Z0.8 billion in 1977, ani.1

Shapky and. DI Phillips, 1rcflrII ami DeVelopmeni:
MAI; Rept, flit the thInal BudgraY 1979. H6p, Indusirk.
dud the lanicony (Was tingion: American Assoctation (or the
Advancement of, Sciencir, 1978), p. 51.

`11A ,
A "1 . fro?

\1`er ,

,4`ed ;..ck%tt
'',..11)NX111.'<tV(;14e 447, 1

f.}? Sc-0 45,$. .w).
P4T.,,, .44,!.

,

pereent increase from 1976. R&D expenditures
in all sectors of the U.S.. economy were $42.9

P billion in 1977,); industry performed 69 percenfof
all U.S. I,&D by this measure. By comparison, an
estijnated $33.5 billion was spent on ativertising
in 1976, although at least half of that was
probibly spent in wholesale and retail trade and in
other industries that perform little R&D.
Similarly, manufacturing industries spOnt $40.7
billion for new plant and equipment in 1976.5
These comparisons suggest that R&Drepresents

_a_ _considerable_invesin n_initus_try; cum-
parable tt Other major indus ial expenditures.
Figure-4-1 also shows thfiliron iderable increases
in industrial .R&pending are estimated for
1078 and 1079., (Th6'testimates will bed,iscussed"
in detail later. in this chapter.).

Sec Appendix tabk 2-1 and:the Chapter on Resources fOr
Research and Oevelopment.

' 90001 MONO of the Unitni Statrs."r r9 77 , U.S. Department.
of Commerce,-Nreau df_the Census, p0-. -844; 847..

5 Grueral .tilptisHo, pu 104strial Geoups .and Indu'stri6,
Depart metjeof CoMtherce; Bureatt of the Cemmo, DocumOt

'M76(ASW1, p.

t.
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'The. R&D pictute is different if the effects of
inflation are allowed for, as shown in'figu re 4-1.0
In theselerms,industried R&Dexpenditures rose
Hotn 1960 tO 1969, after which they dropped 10
percent to their 1975 value. An-1 1-percent
increase occurred from 1975 to 1977, snafu rt her
increases are anticipated, to new highs in.) 978
and 1979. If this occurs, some worries that have
lven expressed about the weakening of hid ustrial
R&D" should be assuaged, at least to the extent
that they are based on levels of expenditure.

inceqtives for this kind of investment may be
insufficifuv.9

1074ederal support for itulustrtal R&D
was 35 pertent of the total (figure 4-1). However,
beforel 968 the Government paid for more that\
half of all R&D performed in industry. Since
1968, Federal support has diminished, particular-
ly in military and aerospace areas. In 1975,
funding reached its lowest constant dollar jevel
Since 1964; gradual increases haveept.Turred since
1975: .

1nyon-t r-as4,--company-f unds-for-R&D-have
Sources of Funding for Industrial R&D

,R&D performed in industry is supported
pfimarily by tWo sourc&: industry itself and the

Federal Government. Federally funded R&D is
performed for purposes.differentfrom indust ry-
funded R&D, and thusdilferent ecOnomic effect s
may result. Industry's objectives are basically
commercial. The Government has three objec-
tives in funding R&D. Firstiit supports R&D in
the private sector to develop prodocts for its own
use in public'sector functions, such as defense and
space exploration. Because of the speciAcharac-
teristics of the products required for these
functionS, many program results have no com-
mercial application,. although 'effoyts are being
inadi, to increase ,sLich transfers. Second, the
Federal Government supports R&D to develop`
products for use in the private sector that will
help fulfill national goals for which the Federal
Government has e,xplicit responsibility: health,
energy supply, environmental protection,
transportation, agriculture, anti edn+.7ation.8 For
these kinds of,R&D -projects, -commercial and
other ec6Quimc conSiderattons are_ important,
but 'they aee p ypririViry. concern. Third, _the
Federal Governmtint funds R&D for the general
4vancenwnt of siSence and teChnology; private

LI

...h3" .tke absence. 'of a completely adequate deflator tor
indttstrial R&D efirilditures, this reporl uses the'GNP
implicit price deflator. For one effOrt to develop an Indust ry-
ppecif it deflator, :iec Probable of Re.:ohpahlinars in q 7a
Foremsi and Ana/yo!, (Columbus, Ohio: Battelle MemOrial
Institute, 19781, pp. '13-16. OECD has also studied this
problem. See, for example, Organisation for 1:x011(1111k Co-
operation and 'Development. (ommittee for Siientific and'
l'echnological Policy, Trend, in Iniliottial Rt.,1) in Selected M(L)
Member (outitrht,14)1)7. I 97.5, SI11(78)-20,Annex 11, September
1'978, pp. 3.-12. Also see the discussion ()Filet lators for R&D

'expenditures in theResotirces for Research and Developnwnt
chaptee of this vol(lme. .

C1ne statement of I he problein f roll) rn Industry Verspei
tWe "IEEE Sueaks Out on R&D," Of Spanum, vol. 12

,(September 1075), pp. C6.70.
8 One altnect of.this activity Is discussed in W.S. Baer, 1..1..

John:mil, and 'FAN. Meirow, '''Government -Sponsored
Dgmonstrations of New Technologies,"Nlyncr , vol. ! Oti (tvlay

251, 1977),-pp. (5810-957. 1

AO%

.
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increased almost every year in this 1960 to 197Z
period, even, in constant dollars. Company
funding seems to var r

component of the Gross
in close relation to the

manufacturing ind
Domestic Product GDP). COmpany funds in
constant dollars increased 113 percent from 1960
to 1977, and the deflated MGDP also rose, by 87
percat.10 Moreover, constant-dollar company
funds for R&D dipped below the previous year's
value in 1970, 1971, and 1975; the deflated
MGDP dipped below-its previous year's value in
1970, 1974, and 1975. Hence, theCommitnient of
company money tg R&D setlbs to depend on the
state of. the economy, as expressed by the
MG DP.ii

R&D Pxpenditures in Individual Industries ,

Industrial expenditures for _R&D from all'.
sources for the industry in whiCh they occur are '.
reported in a survey conducted bk the Bureau of
theCensus.0 Industries are classifkedin terms of

') On the subject of Federal t.itiPport for R&D, settIso the
President's Science.and Technology Message to I he Congress,
March 26, 1979, pp. 2-3, and Mt Of Demonsiranom in Waal
R61) Poh,y, Office of Techno gy Assessment, 1978. See also
the papers in a colloquium o elationships between R&D
and Economic coowFfill'rodu it y," heIdNovember 9, 1977,-
and forthcoming as an NSF 0 hot ion.

1,' Thr National hum. and PriVilin I Ai-counts 01\he Um s.

1Q20- 7.1: Statistical Tables. U.S. Departinent of Com ierCe,
Bureau of Economic Analytlis, pp. 18-19; SurPri at urrela.

. nusine, U.S. Department Of Copmerce, Bureau of Eco oilliC
Analysis (July 1978). .

1 i The coefficient of determination (0 for the linear
correlation bet 'NMI MGDP and cOntpany R&Dexpendi t tires
ih constant dollars is .94 for the periO4060-76.

12 Reported in Researrh and 'Development oi Industry, I9711';

National Science FoUndat ion (NSF.78-314). Another, source
,of data of R&D spending by inaividual industry is Ow
response to the Securities and Exchange CoMmission's Form
10-K statement's that corporations are required to file. Tlw
most recent. results .ire shown,sby individual compapy; in
ihniness Went (July ;3,I1978), pp. 8811. Unfortonatek, the data
are aggregated Op tohstry groups different (roll the SIC'
groups ried.19:0*.ci,fio-s- gureati It'urvey so that no direct
compa rn-is ;polls*. An analysis of these data is Riven in A
Comparison ,0 14#1,0nal lhaustrial R&D Estimates with
Act thilNSF40,94:00! Ripirws.ot Data on ,Sireme Roolme,,
National ScienaqOU'ildat ion (NSF 78-303).

.
:. .
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the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) for
industrial establishments.

. .

Figure 4.-2 Shows expenditures from 1Q00 to
1977 for Ihe eight industries with thle. greatest
R&D expentlitures.13 These data show the
concentration of industrial R&D perfortylansce in
a few industries. The first two, aircraft and
missiles and electrical equipMent .and com-
munications, together accounted for 44 percent
of industrial R&D in 1977. The first 4ive
indust ries accoun fed for 79 percent.

play different but cpmplementary -roles in the
process of technologiCal innovation.1('

Figure 4-'3 alsoshows that lust-four companies
spend 20 percent of all industrial R&D funds in
the United States. As Appendix table 4--J shows,
20 companies together account for over half of all
funding. Some individtial industries are, of
course, much more concentrated than others. In
most industries (at the highest level of aggrega-
(ion, which the figure shows), at lew half of all
R&D expenditure is in four companies.,

a

In current dollars, all industries- kave ex-
perienced a fairly steady rise in R&D expend-
itures, with the exception of .the aircraft and
missiles industry. In constant dollars, .this
industry has shown a sharp &dine in funding
from the mid-1%0's, due to a drop, in Federal
support. From 1%6 to 1977, for example, this
industry experienced a decline of $Z.Z billiOn in
1972 dollars. Declining Federal support also
accounts for the similar but less dramMic decline
in electrical equipment and c.ommunication
(particularly in its largest component°, .(xml-
munication equipment and communication).

Concentration of industrial R&D
The .preceding discussion mentioned the

concentration of R&D expenditUres in .a few
industries. Industrial R&Dbis also highly concen-
t rated ill certain companies, as figure 4-3
indicates. Although the estimated, number of-
R&D-pe dor m ing companies in the Un i tod Slates
ranges from 10,400 to 15,700," the bulk of the
work is dyne by a much smaller number of large
curporations. These large corporations are the
organizations that report most of the R&Deffort
discussed in this chapter. Small companies,
though not significant in this sense, may be
j4ssential contributors to the success of industrial
R&D as a whole. I!' Large and small firms eem to

I ' Ot herMdust ries and disaggregations of t hese industries
are shoivn in the corrosponding Appendix table 4.2.

" National Science Foundation,,prehminary data.
I On the rfnportImce gf small high-technology companies

and their Nirrent probleins, see: N 0 0 li 1;11 4 7 L I.pot. o, . Ai' ... . . as.. . at co onfpVent utv and iity Capital fin Small MIN: nos , Small Busin CNN
Administra n, 1977; innovafets a ml I id:op:mews An 1 n
dame: ed Spo'nk:', prtsen t a t ions a t,... ttt Technical Seussm,

' Thirteenth Annual Meeting, ovember 10,. 1977
(Washingt on: National Academy of Lngineering,'1.978,):,and I
Capita/ lot minion, hearings before the belect ,Committet. on
Si9all Business, United States Seffate, February, 8 and 10,
1978.
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R&D Expenditures in Relation to Net Sales
The fact that ohe industry conducts more R&D

than another, as measured by R&Dexp,enditures,
may be largely. the result of,differences in their
total resources or volume of bUsiness. For some
purposes,1 one would prefer to have an intensity
measure for an inclpstry's R&D. Such a measure
would put Indust ries of dif ferent capacities on.the
same footing by showing the share of its volume
(fblii.siness that each industry chodS.es topu.tinto)

P.
One measure available for this purpose is the

ratio of an indostry's R&D expendit ures to its net
sales, for th e same yea r, as shown on table For
manufacturing industries taken together, there
was a drop from 1967 to 1 977 in the overall ratio
of R&D funding to net sales. The .82-percent
inerease in inch:is-trial R&D expenditureS
1967 to 19771.8 was less than the 152-percenr
increase in manufacturing industry net sales."
The reason for the decline in their ratio seems-to
bra decline in Federa I support for R&D in military
and aerospace technology. Thascompany sup-
port for indnstrial R&D increased 142 percent
over this period, while Federalvpport increased
only 25 percent.z.o As a result of thelarge increase
in company support, the rafio of company-
funded R&D to net sales for all manufacturing
industry remained virtually ',unchanged from

-

t"

1' I. lewkes,' U *owers, and R. Stillerman, thu Sour e 14

Invention. 2nd ed , (New York: Norton, 19(,O);'M I Kamien ond
. Schwartz, Ma: Ad Si: ut tut e and Innovation: /1.5ion.ey .Sumnuiry

(1,vanston, Ill.: Northwestern University, 1974),
I For example, see the IIS v of R&D intensity as a variable in

low Indnatins I 'tit!, Nat ional.Science Board (NS1177-1), pp.
119-125. , .

..
6'Is Sec Appendix table 4-1.

\ I " ror net sales, see Roca ir,- 11 if nd Oevelonnent in Inilety! I q(1 4/
National Science Foundation (NSF 6928), .ft c10; and
Nationat Soetu el oundatIon, pi elilmnaly data, ,

.!0 See Appendix table 4.1. This 'table includes R&D in
nonmanifacturing.industries s well, but the ef fect of this
inHusion is negligible. * .
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Figure 4 3
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1967 to 1977 at 2: percent.n Table 4-1 also
provides a. way of arranging industries on a
spectrunl from high. R&D-intensivenesg to low
R&D,intensiveness.

.Sourc. of Funding for R&D in
Individual Industries.

Trends in R& D funding in individual industries
can be better understood -if funding by the
Government is distinguished from-: funding
urnishedbyindus t ryit self. Table 4-2 shows t he

changes in company and Federal funding in
constant dollars over a 10-year period. In these
terms, Federal funding dropped at a n average ra te

rn
of 3.5 percent per year, while industry's own
funds increased by an average of 3,0 percent per
year.

More than half of all Federal R&D funding
went to one industryaircraft and missilesin
1967 and -1977. This indastry also has the largest
shore of all its R&D supplied by the Government,
mainly by .the National Aeronautics and Space

Sc400cOj Indicalins 1978
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Rrwarch and Drveloment in /ndustty. 1 70, Nationarcience
Foupdation (NSF 78-314), p. 4 1, and preliminary data,
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Table 1-2, Company! and Federal funding of indinitrial R&D in constAnt dollArs2, for sektird indontries: 144,7 and to77

(Dollars in millionbi

1077Qo7

,-

Indust l y

L.

cotnpanyi
funding

Federal
funding

Petcent
Federal
of total

Companyl
funding

Total
Clwrnit als and alliedProducts

. Industrial chemicals .,
$10.149 ,

1,641
Qin

$10,580
200

.2.LQ

37
20
10

1

8

407
2,900
5,734

739

47

192
490

51
14 .

-

4

3
1

124

80
35
30

35
00

$13,073
2,099
_835_
1,245

592 4.'

354
1-70

174
243

2,390
2,299
1.117

882
210

024.
363

..._,.....,..------
Drugs, medicinetvnd other chemicals

Petroleum refining and extraction .

P rimary nwt alb. t

lei rous incl.+, and products
Nonferrous metals .md produc t

Fabricated nwtal produc ts
Nonelettrical machinery
I: let It it al equipturnt and communication
Alt t I 111 .111d nuttsilus
Professional and IICientif it. instrumerits

Scientific and mechanical measuring instruments
Optical, ',mgtt al, photographic., md ot her

inst ruments
Non manu Luluring indubtries #

_

048

9''21040

170
127
191

1,271
1,988
1,440

447
85

302
218

_

I Includes all soda es other than the Federal Governnient.
.1 (NP implicit price deflators used to nonvert current dollars to constant

falTRINCF! Appendix table 4 -4

Atlilunn,t rot ion ( NA!-1A) and the I )(port mcnt
I )tlcow (I)( )f)).:-' 1 hc hot (oh( -rankinp, indue,try,
both in I ('derol ) Jolla r,-; d ihl in I ederolsha re
of ..111 I ) Ill .1 1- , (lc, I nit Al .111(1

011111111111C.ItRin, Whit'h e-, largely f unded by
DOD. l'he,e two indte,ti toget he! ot count tor

oll ot the drop in t oin,tant lit)11.1 r ol
itI ) und,, to indu5t rv. NA.SA and I ( )1 ) both
de( reased their mipport, it ow.t an t dollar,., to
thelSe

Nonrnanuf at tuning indun.trie,; va,-, the (Abet
group :showing an overall conqo lit dollot drop
be, mew o decre.P,ing I Odet a l t raw t ions. 1 hn,
drop may be. due.4r, o de( reasing amount of
I. ont rat tinr, 1vith k onlin('! ti.1I 1:tKi ) labora tone',

indte,t riel, where I ede ta -,upport
kirt)pred, company luiiidtn g till re,thed by at lea:t
the same amount. ill coirr,rant dollars. rhe one
e"k (Toon indusirial I 11CMIL ak., Ill \\,Anch

111(1 Na I 1011.11t 11In OtIllti,1110111,1 111111111AI ,';_
d 11.1

9

1972 dollais.

A

Per ell
Federal Ftleral
funding of total

$7,,21(187

. 9 4

35

100 is2r

8

11

52
18

4014
32

407
1,004
5,881

110

103
300

7
12

15

45
84
11

- 3
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there v.e, a do( l('aw.in RIK: )1unclinr, Ii cla both'
'.t)tiii. ('s, liii., wcinstt airc raft and missile',
were tbe_only indu..,triC1,to show .1 tick.rea,,c in
coinponV I tinkling I rom I Oc.17 to 1.07

In a few Indust ries. large ink com(ol
1:(14 I ) 1 unding o« uri ed how too.; to 10'
Noncled UR .11 111.1t 11111(1V C0111p.1111CS, 101: _0\ .1

plc, have yet en tly e\ Nnded their Ri(4 )cIft.n
importont new tet h/nologie5. it h4'

nuniaturuation elet I ronR t

(Tease!, ill cOnpany undiny,riv('t I. kt) notable in
the drug indtn,try.'. ,

1.st imates K&I) Uxpendiitures

S:evcra) e!-,t1111.th`: for yea rs
subse_quent to those f or which. d.jt have becn

ted (in .the.,-Lhopter, f tut yea'r,.lf ter 1077)
1 lii disk-w,;,ion vonsidet the c..tiinote,. tul

I III1111.1.1Illoi HIM ton oo And 111,111,111w.

L'i obldiiird horn tliv Imir. I )It'voolI
Sk !itticlies f\,;olional ',twilit. 1



industrial R&D. funding published by the
National Science Foundation,21

NSF publishes estimates of total R&D funding
in inditstry, subdivided according to source.
Figure 11 contains such estimates for 1978,4nd
1979.Ls Preliminary data for 1977 show $19.5
billion tor company funding and $29.9 billion for
total funding-11 percent above 1976 expriend-

it tires.-!,. Increases are expected in 1978 and 1979,
both in current and in constant dollars.

N-Slihas published projecl ions for 1 a lid 2 years
beyond actual data since 1968 in its National:

Pattern:. 01 Rf:.oun es series. The mean absolute
errors ot these projections (see Appendix table 4.-
5) are considerably smaller than the change's'
projected f rom 1977 to 1978 and from 1977 to
107

Mil' also projects a 3-percent increasein overall
industrial R&D from 1978 to 1979, to $22.0
billion, in constant dolLirs, NSF has also projected
that $27.3 billion in constant 1972 dollars will be
spen t on indust rial R&D in 198,5, with $9.7 billion
of this coming f rom the GoVernment and $17.6
billion froni private industry.28

Overview
Industry's 1977, expenditures for R&D ac-

minted foc ofj p'prcen 4.4 all R&D performed in
the Unitea States. These expenditures are
comparable to the amount spent by industry for
advertising or for new plan Land equipmen t; thus
it seems that industry cOnSiders R&D a major

I he estimates of ultimo \ pendu tires made by
'the National St ience I otim,kii ion, by NIL Cro lull

Publication,. t.ompany, and by mielle Memorial institute
ha% t. been t hecket1 against falbsequent act tial NSF LIM.) lor the
veal., 101 vs:huh the prediL tams were mode Fhe results are
slimy', in Appentli tablv 4-5. Mvan vrrors'are

I v , thv avvrage ot the yearly perk entap,t. eli op., with
eated positive ntimbei .(.omp,Irison is bump, nia.dt.'

with the NS1 Liam shown ill /\ pp(vtlix torth. -2 It

notk.d thot thv,. data ha veheen adnisted Ii timu theiroriginally
eporied values t&ii the VIM I'S I lt LIVA

Inillpst I 1,11 Spentlinp, Reat li&i lidlion lii pr,;.0_,-

Ris..irow. 111;111,.017,, Nati inal icience Foundation (Nil.
7tt-3010 IVith the older numbers, .the errors are sligliiTy
lower. Art ea,th('e uninpat alive analysis of varisitis Industrial
R6.., I) L..ftimates is Hulot] in "A Compat ison ol National
Industrial R ) rstimates h Actual ensus I Ilia,-
Rerieri.,0 Datil Rolm!, Nat tonal SLUM( I' I otindation
t N51 78-303)

Oil the t (instant dollat hart,. the ( Nr implit it pi ice
deflator has also been pr(ule( ted tor I trtt and

Soo Alpelidi tdillt..1
l)li the other hand, theyarea considerable I rfit !Juno( the

ayei age ve,ar- to.yeat 11.111g5' %VON o perk rot

loi total I ands, open Nit oniliany I timkmul 1 pvrt tilt loi
eliCrah hinds during this period

lilt lording pmf ion:, National St iem o I otindAtion
N1 ',7t. 3 p. 2.0.
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investment. In constant.dolrar terms, 1%9 was
the yvar in.which the most support was availahle
for industrial R&D from all sources.There was a
low point in funding in. 1975, but steadily.
'increasing levels of support are expected to
continue to.new highs in 1 978 and 1979. lede al
support was more than half the total from ie
early 1960's to' 1967. Thi.' spport began to
.slacken in the mid-1960's,`.m. inly becaust of
decreases in the DOD and NA A budgets or
ex t ramtiral R&D; these figures % still lowet in
constant da-ars, t1ii I1WT7vakis. y

con t rast, company funds for R&D aveincrea. d
almost every year since 1960, onstant dolla
This investment seems tot , rand fluctuations
the manufacturing industry component of GDI
which may mean that a generally healthy and
expanding economy is necessary for increases in
industrial R&D from company funds to occur.
NSF projections for total industrial R&DIfund-
ingind for industry and Federal sufip-ort,
indicate steady increaseS in 1078 and 1079,

Industrial R&D expenditures are heavily
concentrated in a small nuniberof voInpanies. Of
the estimate 0,400 to 15,700 companies that
perform"R& 20 together do more than half.

dust ries tt fer greAtly in their degree t'if R&D
cot -en tra in. For all manufaeturikindustries,
the t tio of R&D to,net sales dropped from
percent to 3.1 percent betw?en 1967 to., 1977
because if the drop in Ft:del-al funding. Th'e
aircraft a d missiles int+ustry still spends four
times the , ver 0., in Mahon to net,gales, wkile
some othe ,,. spend much .lessivtlf,in the average.
Compan jIu nds as a percen I age of net s,aJes forall
manufac uring industries remained 'level at 2
percen t from 1967 'to 1977.

: DISTRIBUTION OF INDUSTRIAL R&D
AMONG BASIC RESEARCH,

APPLIED RESEARCH, AND DEVELOPMENT
Industrial R&D comprises a wide variev of

activities, ranging frvuntresearch that cmi tributes
to the advancement of science and is published in
academic journals, to the development 61 new
products and proctssses, to the 14.%strng ,nt new
industrial processes in pilot plants. Trends in
R&D, therefore, cannot be understood unless the.
R&D effort is separated into it s Kmiponents. The
dist ribtlion sCheme, should he applicable
throughout industry as well as idlitho.othtsr R&p-
performiiig sectors. The categories of basic
research, applied research, and development.!')

dehnililinf, eti th141t rchcon. h, applied t and

development, see krcioti twit PrecrTmcnt rn ind'uqq,. I

National lit ienie Foundation (Nil 75--3 4 4'p I.

.1 ,

I: ,



are the most widely accepted for this purpose and
are generally used in national data gathering.

Basic research is tilt component of industrial
R&D that givvs the performing firm thegreatest
difficulty in cavtu ring the ret urns, It also requires
the greatest length of time to pay off. It is
particularly difficult to demonstrate a payoff
from basic research because it typivally is either
long-range work leading to improved knowledge
of an unpi'edictable nat ure or medium- or short-
range.work contributing in some unquantifimble
waTt o a miduatiT proces-g-duvelopment7Thus-;

Industry will not support basic research exten-
sively unless it is .willing to make a long-range
speculative investment. However, it ha's long
been accepted that modern technology is heavily
dependent on basic research and, indeed, that a
high-technology industry cannot continue to
grow and remain competitive without constant
infusions of knowledge generated by basic
research. The role of basic search- in
technological innovation has been the subject of
renewed interest. The discussion is made more
intense by the fact that Ah i. proportion of
industrial R&D expenditures going to basiC
research has been declining, as the IcIllowing
discussion shows. This declinel, has caused
voncern about the future ability of U.S. industry
to compete 'with foreign high-technology im-
ports.30 On .the other hand, U.S. industry may
benefit from basic research performed in other
sectors of the economy.

Total Expenditures for Basic Research,
Applied Research, anil Development

The trends in t&al industrial expenditures in
these throe areas since 1960 are shbwrron figure
4-4. In 1977, ctevelopment received 78 percent of
the total, applied, research received 19 percent,.
and basic research, 3 percent. In terms-of dollars
expended,"the industrial R&D system is ma inVa
development systeni.

In current dollars, industrial basic research
expenditures. increased each year from 1960 to
1%8, declined .rom 1968 to 1972, Nid have
increased steadily .since 1972. The constanedolIar
picture is slightly different. In those terms,
industrial basic research expenditures began to
decline, as early as 1967. There was a 27-percent
decline from 1966 to 1972, with an apparent small
recovery beginning in 1975. The turnaround in
the mid-1960's evidently cannot be rela teid toany
changes in the ia tiona I -econoiriy. One explana-

"o See the chapter oi this rvport On Inft4national -;cit.,nkri.
ana Technology. .., ..

Wren! dollars

Ctoslant 1972 dollrus'

Basic research

tion comes :from a recent stucly sponsdred by
NSF.3I Based on extensive in te*Views with
industrialk&D managers, it'ca me to the follow-
ing conclusions. Top industrial management in
the 1950's had placed .a great ailitiunt of faith in
research for its own sake, a n attitude Which can be

GC, Maniwrs, Swgvr, and II k. Nason,!,upportol
RiNeanh by InduNtry,(*t I ouis, Mo.: lydnst.nal Reseattri

Institute Rettear(h Corporation, 1078), pp..1 It)

A ;



traced to the prestige that science acquired in
World War II. In the dnid-1960's,. however,
industry 'began loinanale R&D aS a Corpeirate
function with a goal-directed emphasis. Thus, a
new breed of managers entered the picture, and
structures were established in industry that
made'the R&D efforts more.cost-accountable. In
this environment, the high basic researCh ex-
penditures.of the past did not .seem justified to
managers. Other possible reasomi are discussed
below in connection with the More detailed
treatment-of-basic-research in industry.

Applied researchexpenp ores also shoWed an
increase in the 1960's (a! 43-percent- rise from
1960 to 1968, in (onstant dollars). Since 1968,
however, fluctuations have been relatiyely small.
Development funds seem fo be highly dependent
on the state of the general. economy, witli
decreases in con's- tant dollars in 1962, 1970, J974,
and 1975. Most.of these were yelirs of business
slowdown,n and hence, years in which indystry
would hle been pessimistic about its prospects
for saland- profits and inclined to cut costs,
Since 1975, both applied research and develop-
ment have shown sign's of constant 'dollar
recoveries, reaching new highs in '1977 cir 1978.

Fetreral and ,Company Support for Basic
Research, Applied Research, and Development

,These three ty-reg of activity cairbe analyzed
according tg-their sources of funding to show the
different Federal and company objectives in their
support of industrial R&D. T.hy, figure 4-5
shows that the Government pro de's, a greater
share of development cOMs than ap )lied reSearch :

)sts, and a greater share of apPlied research than
ba's research. He\21ff, sharp declines -in thi:
Federashare oi supportin both anplied research
and deve ( uent. began about 1963 and con- ..

tinued to-19 This reflects a decline .in the
Federal contrib ion to industrial applied
research and deve_ men t while compan-
,originated funt.iing inci ised. Thus, the le,eIS Of
applied research and dev«)pment effort seen in
figure T-4 ha vp been sustaii !din the I 970's.imich
more by industry -than by th Government.

In basic research, the Federal share of supicort
has dropped from the 30-pet:cent levels of thc
mid-1960's to approx Ulla tely 20 percent...in-
creased fiederal,jr)terest in,* rvgy apd space has
led to .sniall. increases -in the Federal share..since

. - .) -
,-a.. .1 - z .

V
,

1 As measured by the MCDP; See I he,- Nah ln I )ea.. .11, Ow and
Nod:4i A, taunt, (11 Ihe (.)ni f ed Yales,I102.,.1 7.1 NZ:4 rLa I JAI iv., il S:
Department of (-)filmertv, fitire;lu of Eiolibmi( Anal4y4ior-pp.'"..
18-19, anti stiurvey III Curren?. Iinqiite,... U.S. .Pepartment of
(nmmercO, Byreau of Economit Analysis Otily 1077), p, 20.
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\
Federal comoofiont\ of applied tosotoch

RAW& component-
of bassearch

1973, and theSe hicreaseS! are .expected
. Continue. In ctiriwnt dollcir terms, Fedfral fund-

inghas returned to the level of the rn,id-,60"s, after
reaching a hkw point in.1972. Company funding

has inereased steadily since the eatly f94sQ.'s..
However, in (:onstant dollars, funding fro'rn both
sources has depped §ince the mid-196.0's,. Thtl're
was no such drop in eompany funding in the caso
oftapplied researA and!development.

. Thedifferent 6bjectives heldby the s'ourc'es Of ,

induorial R&D fundhig atv edent from figkre
4-0. The Federal Government places'except 41,11
emphifshi on industrial devNlopment as'oppoged

1.

Ae.

1 '

e
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Applied research

Basic relreh 'Pt.!
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to applied research and basi researCh. Although
there have been small fluctuations, the distribu-
tion of _Federal .funds.to. the three types of work .

has not Changed greatly over time.
in the case of company expenditures, the

emphasis on developMent is less, but it has
increased froalt 66 to 74 percent of theiotal since
1e64, Both applied abd basic researa have
de.clined, in, percentage terms, in favor of
1-levelopment. Both, of course, have increased in
current dollar funding (Appendix tal;le 4-7). in
onstanti_dors,company qupport for bask_
research rose 1 percent .froon 1962 to 1977 but
increased 50 Percent for applied. research, For
development, the incredse was 122 percept.

Several reasons have been given for this trend
'away from basic research, which has been th
discussed extensively. One study33 suggests the
following reasons, based on extensive interviews
conducted in 1977 and 1978 with company
officials:

1. Invehtions made in the laie140's have led to
current needs ,for development with an
emphasis on exploiting possibilities that have '
already opened up.

2. The relative profitability of private ,entd--
pris'e has decreased since the mid-194541s,
making less discretionary money available
for investmen t in basic research.

3. Government regulationa have...increased,
thus diverting research 'funds to efforts

-designed (o coniply with the regulations.
4, . More R&D funding is going to applied

research and development fOr energy-conser-
. ,va tion, which promises a' relattiy quick and

easy return on investMent.

Another possible explanation suggests that .the
trend toward development is due to the expecta-
film that InflAtion will continue. The increasing
business unceollinty resulting from high infla-
tion rates leadstOligher return targets for future
years and, therefore, to investmentein projects
that have a-higher probabi4ity for shorter-term
returns.`

0 41.

Federal Funding in Individual Industries.

For a few industries.; it is possible to show the
Federal share of funding for thc three types'of
R&D activity (table .4-3). Such informAtion is
helpful in seeing wifere the levelinge.off of
current dollar Fet al funding and the
reallocations of m n V funds have occurred, In

o

Manperii, lc and I 1.K K. Nason, "Tremh.1 in Industrial
Research," St ience (forthcoming),
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/nearly every industry shown, the Federakompo-
nent of support is greater for applied research
than for basic re'Search, and greater foodevelop-
ment, than for applied reSearch. BetWeen 1g67

. 9Q 7?

and 1977, the Federal share of fundingfor each of
the three types of R &Ddecreased in almost every
industry for which data are available.

a

Basic Rese..arch in Industry

The.recent shift in company funds fyóm basic
research to development has caused concern
imong those interested in national sciencepolicy.
Basic research, whetWer perfôrmed in industry or
elsewhere, underlies- and kat& to the applied
research and development that is then phased
into commercialization by the private sectór.34
However, it is important to, know -Ww the
knoWledge produced by basic research is useful in
the Greation or improvement of commercially
signiftcant processes or Products. Some* well:
kociwn studies have addressed this problem.35.

According to a simple and commonly used
modeLbasic resea rc,h, applied research, develop-
ment, and commercialization are distinct events
that follow one another, tvith each stage causing
thearxt. This m6del has been highly criticized
recently,36 but it still has Validity in certain high-
technology industries, such as electronics and
chemicals. Such industries look fbr definite

-discoveries from basic research, which are
pushed through the subsequent stages and are
embodied in commercial products. The discovery
of theAransistor is an example. Indueries of this
kind lye the ones most likely tc4erform.

:substan tial amounts of basic research in-house.37
However, riot all technological innovations are

related to basic researchin this way. In fact, much
), of technology is."self,-contained" in the sense that*
ft exzloits knOwledgee that, has been prodticed

4 Frank Press,"Towards New National Policies to Increase
Industrial Intwveition," Research Management (July 1978), p. 12;
and F.H. Healey, "Industry's Needs for Basic Research,"
Rmarde Managemint, vol. 80 (November 1978), pp. 12-16.

Technnlosy in Retrospect and Crine al EvilaN ii Slime (Chicago:
irr Research Institute, 19138); Internam% of Science. and I echnology
iii the Innoeat lee Process: Some Case Studies (Columbus, Ohio:
Battelle Memorial Institut% 1973); Proied thwisight final Report,

DepAtment of Defense, Office of the Director of
Defense Research and Engineering, 1969.

36 See, for example, E. Layton, "Conditions of .

_Technologival- Development," ii Ina "Spiegel-Roesing and
Derek de! Sol la Price (eds.),St ieme, 1 n h miogy, Ad Sot iety: 1 Crow
Disciplihary l'ersped ive (Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage Publications,
1077), pp. 203-207; Derek de Solla Price, "An Intrinsic Value
Theory for Basic and 'Applied'. Research," in J. Haberer (ed.)
Science' and Tee hnology Perspectives and Developments s(Lex-
ington, Mass.: D.C. Heath.81. Co., 1977), pp. 25-36.
' W.1-1. Shapley and D,F. Phillips, -Rewrite and Development :

frA AS Report 111. R6.,b in the Fetkral Budget: FY I V79,.Rti D. Industry,
amV.) he Economy (Washington: American Association for the
Advabcement of Science, 1978), p. 71.



within technology, not knowledge imporred
from the scientific world."

Even when.basic research does not provide ttie
centpl idea t at comes to be eml.)odied in a
technological i ovation, it can help the innova-
tion process in any indirect ways.3° klowever,
since researcb outiide industry can also provide
this assiStance, many industrial managers in fat
feel that basic .research should be performed
mitside itidustry, prefer* at universities.40

Thus, the question arises as to how much basic
research should beperformed in Mdustiy. On the
assumption that higher levels a c iesearch
erformance in industry are des able, soMe

Government policy options to ac ieve these
levels have been suggested.4
,Jable 4-4 shows that industrial basic research

ilkoncentrated in a small number of industeies.
Of the $869 million spent on industrial basic
research in 1977, 39 percent was spent in
chemicals and allied products.alone. Another 21

. percent was spent in electrical eqpipment atid
communication. Comparison of this table with
figure 4-2b shows that basic research is mo,rf
concentrated by industry Nan isstotal R&D.
Table 4-3 shows that in 1977 thesol,ko industries
had 25 percent or less of their basic researeh
supported by the Government. Hente, tirir large
basic research efforts are mainly chie.to private
industry's own funding. These ttvo industries
appear to be the ones that most often turn in-
house basic research discoeieries ointotechnological innovations.

Table 4-4 also shows that 'the chemicals
industry has a ratio of basic reseatai tO net sales
nearly twice as great as any otheis industry. This
"table can be compared with tattle 4-1, which
shows the ratios of all R&D tointt sales for each-
inaustry. The aircraft and missiles industry leads

" See N. Rosenberg, "Thinking abolliTechnology Policy
for the Coining Decade," in 11.S. Econotitk Growth from 1070 to
198b: Prospects. Pro,.e./ems. it nd t ter Us: Mil 9 hoobweia1

Change, studies prepared for the use of the Joint Economic
Committee, Congress of the United States, January 3, 1977.
Also see E.T. Layton, Jr., "Technology as Knowledge,"
Technology and Culture', vol. 15 (lanUatl 974), pp. 31 -4 I .

3" M. Gibbons and R. Johnston, ie Roles of Science in
Technological Inn4ations" Reseanh Policy, vol. 3.(1074), pp.
220-242.

40 G.E. Manner's, Jr., J.A. Steger, and H.K. Nasbn, ttloport of

Bask Research by Industry, (St. Louis, M(i: Industrial Research
Institute Research Corporation, 108), pp. 184Q; W.H.
Shapley and D.I. Phillips, Researchand Petidopment: AAAS Report

R6D in the Federaf Budget: FY 1979, R6p, Industry, aml the
Lamm)/ (Washington: American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, 1978), p. 35.

" Government Involvement ie the hmovative Process. Office of
Technology Assessment, 1918.

in total R&D as A percent of net sales, but not jn
basic research as a percent of net sales!

In terms of the distribution of basic research
expenditures by' field of science (figure 4-7),
chemistry is the single poSt important field. In
1977, chemistry received 31 percent of all
expendituresfor industrial basic research. This is
consistent with the heavy_ expenditure for basic
research that occurs in the chemicals'tndustry
(table 4-.4). In terms of constant dollars, almost all
fields of scivice haveeen a drop in funding s.ince
the late 1960'g, although there seems to be a new
-upward trend Aince 1975.42 For example, funds
for basic research in engineering' dropped 35'
peicent from 1967 .to 197., with a 16 percent
recovery.from 1975 to 1977. Funding for physics
and as.tronomy first dropped 61 percent and then
rose 18 percent. In contrast, funds for basic
research in the life sciences remained relativelY
steady up to 1975, after which they also in-
creased'.

I 2 These.chita series have'undergonOeveral revisions since
they, first hegan in 1957; small' differences should be
interpreted with caution. . .
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One reasoh ind LI s t ry has cut baa on its pwn
constant-dollar fundillg of basic research nwy be
a conviction that bask resea ic h.should be done in
outside loboratifric-s instead. Thus, it,is useful to
know whether industry has at the sanw time
increased its support for bask research in' other
sectt;N, alid.to what e\ tent. .

From 1000 to I 96o, industry perf ormed-about
87 percent ot Us own basieresearchs lf igure
This share then dropped to 82 percent in 1972,
and: has remained fairly stable since. In terms of -
constant dollars, .industry's support tor basic

...-..;r:e.search in all sectors dropped from $05 million
in..1-00b-to $503 million in 1077, or I I perogit..11

11 int ludi thU ba.lt rewaith that one indwa
(4.1m:cm orni, wadei anti.n t with anothei

II Some of the ntriithyr .4111.141w i. 4 ,irnl Appcndi. lahlr 1
1 2 at mime, Catetkan nectled In Intel prchng detailed
ti end,

.

' 11`

This decrease occurred despite.a 29-percent
conAant dolkw increase in support to the other
sectors, einiversities and colleges in particular..
'Hi us, when allowance is made- fOr inflation, the
increase in indus.try's bask' research support to
ot her sectots is not enough to compensate for tile
decrease in its within-industry funding. While
industry fundiwg for R&D performed in industry
has increased from its 1975 low, t here has been no,
tignificant change, in constaptclollars, in funding
to other sectors. No significant diange in
industry's funding to any sector is 0(pected from
1077 to 10,8.

Overview
Industrial R&I) funds have traditionally been

allocated so that development rece,ived by far the
g rca 1 t till,11T, and basic research the smallest
share. Basic research evendit Lifts, in constant
dollars, have declined trOm their peak value in



..... ....
rpm. Nonprofit

institutions

1966, but have remained stable since 1972, with
an apparent upward trehd sfnce .1975. This

. decline may be due to an increasingly critical
attitude toward basic research within industry,
which demands more evidence of tangible payoff
in the shvrter term in a period of high inflation.
Applied 'rckearch and tevelopment had peak
funding values, in constant dollars, in 1969.
Applied research funding exceeded its 1969 value
in 1977md development is estimated to have
done so 'in 1978. Continuing increases are
expected. Levels. of development expenditure.
4eem to depend on the state of the general
economy.

Federal support of R&D in industry is heavily
skewfd toward development, even more so than
i

. .
0, s ustry's. support. The Federal component of

applied research and development expenditures
dropped considerably between 1963 and 1977

4 because Federal suppbrt remained fairly level, in
current, dollars, while industry lunding in-
creased. TheFederal component of the support of -;
industrial bask research rose frbm 20 percent in
the early 1960's to 30 percent in the mid-1960's,
and returned to 20 percent in the early
1070's. Again, federal current dollar expend-,

itures for bask xesearch have returned to the
level of the mid-1960's, after reaching a low Oint
in .192. Company.'R4p funding has increased
steadily since the earldy 1960's. 'increasing federal
interest in,energy an space has proiceddslight
increase in the Ftkieral share of basic reseirch,
applied research, and development in the last few
years. The Government supported 23 percont of
industrial basic research .in 1977, 24 percent of
applied researchAnd 38-percent of development.

Company funding has gradually been shifting
in the direction of development. Both 'applie and
basic research have received declining percentage
shares..Besides the increasing demand for visible
payout4 this trend is atttibutlible to (1) the need io
deveLop inventions made Ih the late 1960's, (2)
lower profits and hence less discretiona.ry gluey
for basic research, (34 the need for more apPlied
research to comply with ipereasing Qwernment
regulation, (4) easy and altractive payouts from
applied research and. development for 'energy
conservatiOn, and (5) industry demand for
shorter term and more certain payoff/from
investments because of worries about Tuture
inflation.

-This trend has caused concern because gasic
research is considered the foundation for much of
the Nation's technologic .innovation. Innova-
tion in turn influences, the level of industrial
productivity, the balance 4f rayments, and other
aspects of the economy. However, basic reiearch
is not always necessary fotiechnical innovatioti;
when it does help the process, it can do so in
various ways. Since 1966, industry has decreased
its own funding for Wasic research, in constant
dollars, anti has increased its support for basic
research in universities and colleges and in
nonprofit institutions. However, the -net effect,
in constant dollars, is an overall decrease -in
industry's support of basic rvearch. Again, there
are signs of an increase gime 1975:

.APPLICATION AREAS FOR R&D

The indicators in t'his section show the specific
technological -areas to which industrial R&D
efforts are directed. TheSe data are of interest
because they show the product yields in the
private economy where cdrporate management
has felt that investment was desirable. These-
indicAors ma.y help in forecasting the areas in
which future technological ;innovations will
occur, The data.show the effect of Government
decisions, e.g.., in the balance between .the
military/space and the civilian comppnents of
Government R&D expenditures inj industry.
They also show the effect on R& D of eyents such

N



. as the 1973 oil embargp aild the environmental'
mo(Tment; which have led to special geL D efforts
relatdd to energy and pollution abatement.
Finally, they can help to show the, areas of
technology in which more.(or least R&D may be
needed. Governmerit pdlicy can affect these

' levels of effort through direct fudding or thratio;
indirect incentives and disfucentives

Applied'Researih and Develotimenk by
Product Field

( 1 1 LI ii penditures-areard=
ing to Mdi:riduat inclUstries was discussed earlier
in this chapter. WJep R&D expenditures are
classified by industry onljr, all of the R&D of a
large, div,ersified company is assigned,to thesame
industry. This method does nOt show the actual ;
ai.eas of tecKology that the corntany is working
dn.! Another mode of analyzing industrial R&D
expenditures is also available, i.e., according to
product ffeld.45 R&D expenditures by product
field represent a finer breakdown than those
according to performingindustrY. However, data
are harder to obtain by product field, and many 9f
the data1presentations possible by performing
industry cannot be made by product field Hence,
the two kinds of data complement onf another.

Figure-4-9 shows the distributionfof applied
research and deAlopment (AllatD) expenditures
in U.S. industry acording to prpduct field..10 The
first four product, fields shown together ac-
counted for about half of all inclustri' AR&D. To

' the extent that technologicatinrtvaj.ion depends
on levels of R&D expenditures,/ t ese are the
areas of technology in which future technological
developthents in the United States can be
expected io be concentrated..

Information is alsoavailableon Federal support
for most of the major product fields (figure4-10).
The 'Government's product field interests can be
compared With-those of private'industry. Clearly,

The taxonomY of product fields corresponds qv
proximately, but not .exactly, with the manufacturing
industry taxonomy used earlier in this rhapw. Both
consumer products and intermediate products sold to other
organizations are included.

46 Basic research expenditures are not fncluded because, by
definition, they are not ditected to specific product lines.
Figure t1-9 stiows only major product fields; i.e., thoSe at the
highest level of aggregation'. Data on the more disaggregated
product fields can be found in Appendix table 4-13.

47 A summary of the extensive lit6rature on.this relation--
ship cah be found in C. Reeman, "'Economics of Research and
Development,", in Ina Spiegel-Roesing and Derek J. de Solla '
Price (eds.) Science, Technology, and Soddy:. A Cross-Disciplinary
Pospettive.(13everly Hills, Calif.: Sage Publications, Ltd., 1977),
pp. 23-275.
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Figure 4-9
.

Applied Tesearch and development expenditures --
by major product field: 1977

(Billions o('defiers)

Communication equipment
and electronic components

=tionelectrical
machinery

CID

Aircraft
and parts

Guided missiles
and spacecraft

Motor vehicles and Other
transportation equipment

Chemicals, except
drugs end medicines

Professional and
scientific instruments

Fabricatefl
metal products

Drugs and
medicines

Electrical equipment,
except communication

Petroleum refining
and extraction

Rubber and miscellaneous
plastics products

Food and
kindred products

Primary metals

Ordnance, and accessories
not elsewhere classified

Stone, clay, and
glass products

Textile mill
pioducts

0 .5 IA 1.5 210 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5

't

.1

1 1 1' .1 1 1 I .1 I 1

NOTE: Dila ire I/Whinny.
RTTERENCE. Appendix table 4 13 Science endicatore-1918
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the Government is niainly interestedin space-
and defense-related products. Industry iSvirtual-
ly self-sufficient in its sup-port of AR&D in the
last four fields shown, which are directed
primarily to the civilian economy. In terms of
t9tal dollars, most Federal money went into
guided missiles and spacecraft, communication
equipment and electronic components, and
aircraft and parts. Most company money went to.
th e. nonelectrical maChinery, communication
equipment and electronic components, motor
vehicles, and chemicals product fields (see

Appendix table 4-13). "Thus, only the commu nica-
tion equipment and electronic components field,
which has both civilian and military aspects,
receives heavy suPport from both sectors.

. . ,

It is also important to look at changes in R&D
eXpenditures by product field over time, in order
to observe any shi(ts of emphasis that may have
occurred, in industrial AR&D. Table 4-5 shows
the broad product fields With the greatest
changes from 19Z1 to.1977.48 Defidite decreases
from 1971 to'.1971took place in product Welds
.related to aerospa&, where tI4 Government's
share o,f overall suppbrt wis the highest.49 The

.`

1 8 Appendix Able4 -14 shows the percentagechanges f6r all
prtiduct fields. Funding levels by product field for 1977 are
shown in Appendix table 4-13!

4" Recent shifts in the Government's support for R&D in
these fields are discussed in the chapter on Resources for
Research and Development.
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rapid decreases in these product fiefCls do. not
. imply, however, that Federal support for all
industrial R&D has dropped-31a comparable rate.
As figure 4-1 shows, Federal funding for indus-
trial R&D increased from 197.1 to 1977, even in
t'onstant dollars. .

The product fields showing the greatest
increases from-1971 to 1977 are, almost without
exception, the ones'that depend least on Federal
support. There is not enough information
available Po explain all these changes. However,
sales in the instrument fidd, 'where AR&D is
mainlY, company-supported, seem to go up and
down witkothe economy as a whole. Instruments
ate usual sold to other industries, and -their
purcWalse can be postponed When times arc bad.
Accqrding to discussions with industry offiZ:ials,
an increased coMmitment,of company money to
this prodlict field, which has occurred in recent
years, may reflect optimism about the economy.
There has been an increased R&Deffort indrugs,
in part because of increasingly stringent
regulations put forth by Ahe Food and Drug
Administration that have required increasingly
high company expenditures for the safety and-
effi&cy testirfg of products. .The increased
AR&D in petroleum is closely related to the
increased interest in energy technologies and
recent increased sales in theretroleum industry.
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Increases in the nonelectrital Machinery field can
be traced to' some of its subf)eids (see Appendix
table 4-14). Outstanding among these are farm
machinery .and equipment and t ngines and
turbines, Which had a .sreater AR&D increase
than any other subfiels1 id the 1971-77 period.
The increase in engines and turbines was due
largely to 'efforts witlain the motor vehicles
indu4try to develop improved diesel engines.50

Energy-Related II&D

Interest in energy as a separate area of
leAnology has been intensified by several recent
well-known events, in particular the 107.3 Arab
oil embargo. Since that time, both private
industry and tlw Federal Government have
sought to dimini0 U.S. imports of petroleum by
developing domestic supplies, developing- and
adapting to alternative energy sources, and
practicing -conservation. R&D has been an
important part of. this efforts! In 1977, $1.9
billion were 'spent, on .energy-related R&D in
industry (table 4-6 and Appendix table 4-15) . This
expenditure was 6 percent of all industrial R&D.
It was also 44 percent more, in constant dollars,
than the energy R&D expenditure in 1973, the
first year in which such data were collected.
Almost half Of this amount was proVided by the
Government. However, the following discussioh
shows that emphases and trends have been
different foi- public and for private-funding.

Much of the increase in energy R&D funding
since 1973 has been in the nuclear technologies,
which have consistently taken up about half of
the total funding and ap even larger portion of the
Federal share. In 1?73, 95 percent of Fecteral
moneys for energy-related industrial R&D went
into nuclear technologies; even with increased
"Vederal,insterest in other technologies, the share
was 73 percent in 1977. The Government has
traditionally taken the major responsibility for
nuclear energy R&D largely because' of its
military connections, but also because the lasge

4.

5° Further information on individual product fields can be
_I'dbtained from the Industry Studies Group, Division of
'Science Resources St ies, National Science Foundation.

51 A general disc sion of energy-related R&D and
innovation can be fou in "Innpvation in Energy Systems," in
K.F. Gorden (ed.), Tr nological Innovation and Economit Devdop-

rent.; Hhs Me LI.S. Lost he Initiative?, Energy Re*earch and
Developnient AdminiAration, 1.976. For the Federal
Government's cuyrent int6rests in basic research in this area,
see Special Analyses: Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year
1979, Office of Management and Budget, p. 317. For the
definition of energy-related R&D used in this chapter, see
Research and Development in Industry. I 9Th , National Science
Foundation (NSF 78-311), p. 70
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Table 4-6, Total Industrial expenditures fot ettergy Rid) and Federal component .

. ...,
.. byprimary energitechnology:197.3.78 .., ./

Iirimary energy technology

!Dag WI millions]
_

1973 1974

All technologies `
1

Fossil fdel
Oil
Coal
Gas
Shale
Other (ossil fuels

Nuclear . 4

Fission, -rt
Fusion

Geothermal
Solar
Conservation and utilization
All other energy technologies

I.

$1,004 $1,213
433 507
297 $25

49 65
51 74

7
29

501
476

25.
1

2

1.67

13
30 '

,650,18

34
27

76

All technologies 38
Fossil fuel 2

Oil 1

Coal 14
Gas
Shale

J.Other fossil fuels
Nuclear

Fission
Fusion

Geothermal
Solar

- Conservation and utiliz,ation
All other energy techhologies

NA = Not available.

REFERENCE: Appendix table 4-15.

73 #
73
72

133

112

mounts of capital required, and the long time
ti . ore payoff made various technologies unat-
t
p

ctive to private industry at various times.'
However, private industry funding in this area
has also li*reased in recent' years, so that the
Federal share has been approximately.constant.
The industry thAt performs the most energy-
related R&D and receives the !mist Federal
support is electrical equipment and communica-
tion.52 Much of this expenditure is for the

. development of large nuclear facilities to produce
electric power. Energy R&D in tilis industry

Research and' D:Telopmeni in Indusiry, 197(1, NatioaiAl Science
Foundation (NSF 78-314), p. 44, and p.reliminary data..

. .

1975 1976 ' 1977
. .

Tcital expenditure

$1,374 $1,606 I .$1,19i0
532 695
321 368 420
109 127 177, .1,141,

66 68 78
14 lb 13.
23 A

Y00 799 906
659 741 823
.41 58 83

6 13. 24
19 43 63
52 83 124
64 85

'Federal exOenditure as a percent.of total

4d- 44
34 8 .

1 2
14 29

74
74
68

.33

40
18

77
76
90

19
28

%

75
74
V.3
62
60
20
27

ItT
.7'978 (eat).

. $2,146
,

1103
443
246

23
7,

943
867

70
26
1/0

170

,

134" .

1 '47
19
4

49
20

74
72
93

'38
, 66

26
28

NA
NA
NIA
NA
NA
NA'
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

.increased by 26 percent from 1975 to 1976 alone.
Electrical industry spokesmen attributed this rise
to projects evolving from research into the more
costly development stage.5z3 . An additional in-
creaseof 20 percent occurreckfrom 1976 to 1977.
, Most support for nuckar R&D'has traditional-
ly gone into fission technologies, which are the
only nuclear technologies in operation. Nuclear
fusion has seemed a arelatively long-range
possibility, but recent public and governmental
concern with fission technology has caused .!

increased interest in the slowly developing fusion

" "Industrial R&D Spending Reached $.26.6 13111km in
1976," Science Resource's %dies Highlights, National Science
Foundation (NSF 78-106), p. 1.

I.
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technologies and greatly increased Federal sup-
-port.

.fossil fuel technology receives the next largest
amount of Rig, funding, which also, Increased
considerably from 1973 to1977. The petroleum
industry performs the secoiiV largest amount of
energy-related R&D, mostly in connection with
oil and gas, although some companies have
moved into less traditional areas. Energy-related
R&D in this industry amounted to $531 million in
1977, 58 percent of its total R&Dexpenditures.5!

_Unlike the nuclear technologies, oil receiyes very
little R&D support from the Federal Govern-
ment, and the same is apparently true for gas and
shale. The petroleum industry built up a strong
R&D effort early in its history, and has main-
tained it largely without Government involve-.

4ment.
New technologies are being developed in coal

so that domestic coal reserves can begin to be
substituted for oil and gas. Thus, some Federal
R&D fundiog has begun to go to this traditional
field, with -1rn especially large increment oc-

- curring from 1976 to 1977..
Other alternative technologies aregeothermal

and*solar energy. These are long-term ap-
proaches to the energy problem that probably will.
not soon make a large dent in oil i Mpor ts. Thus,
the share of Federal suppat- is fairly high. Solar
energy is particularly attraCtive as a non-
polluting, renewable, and widely distributed .
energy souret as a result, solar technology is
attracting intrea4ed Federal and private funding.
Industry officials indicate that expenditures for
these energy sources will remain small in the next
5-year period, in comparison with fossil fuel and
nuclear vnergy, but that the sharp year-to-year
increaseS will undoubtedly con tinue.55 This
e4lectation applies aJso to conservation and
Oilization, much of which has to do with the .
energy efficiency of industrial processes and is.a
matter of considerable interest to private in-

" dostry. This interest may help to.aCcount for the
-almrt eightfold increase in -company funds for
this area of R&D from 1g74 to 1977.

1 c.

R&D for Pollution Abatement:
Pollution abatement is a task that industry has

been required to assume primarily for the sake of
,public health and safety, though this effort
sometimes leads to newtechnologies tha t Provide

)'5-1 National Science Foundation, preliminary (rata.
"Industrial R&D SPending Reached $26.6 Billion in

1976," Science Resources Studies Highlights, National Science
Foundation (NSF 78-306), p. 4.

IAisiness for private industry mid add to the
GNP.50 The amounti' spent for pollution abate-,
ment R&D_ are Less than those'ppent for energy-7.
related R&D (tables 4-76 and 4-7), although the
amount spent iq 1977 is still greater than the
AR&D expenditures for many product fields
(Appendix table 4-13). The increase in R&D
expenditures-for pollution abatement from 1973
to 1977 was not quite enough to keep up with
inflation. However, there were substantiM
increases from 1975 to 1976 and from 3976 to
1977. MOst of these increases-can be attributed to
R&D on automo i e emissions. ,

Another-conclusion to be drawn from table 4-7
is that, the Government bears a much s.maller
share of the R&Dcosts in this areathan in energy.
The area called "All other types" of pollution,
which receives the largest percentage share of
Federal support, includes such areas as`radiation
and.noise pollution. With regard to radiation, the
Government is,especially inVolved in the problem
of disposing of radioactive waste. Noise abate-
ment is a problem for the aircraft, industry
because of public concern over noise in the
vicinity(of airports, and the.Government shares
in 'the costs. 1[1.1977; the Government spent $8
million on all pollution-abatement R&D in the
aircraft industry, 14 percent of its exFrenditures
for pollution R&D.57

By far the greatest share of pollution abate-
ment R&D is direct& to the problem of air
pollution (table 4-7). The great bulk of these,-
funds is directed to motor vehicle emissions
(Appendix table 4-16); 53 percent of all pollution-
related R&D performed in industry in 1977 was
in the motor vehicles industry. The next most

. impacted industry, is chemicals ,and allied
products, which spent $84 Million in 1977 on
R&D to control its wide variety of effluents.

4 PATENTED INVENTIONS

R&D activities have many results or products
which, if they could be measured, would gauge
the aggregate success of these activities, Ideally,

m For a definition of pallution abatement R&D, see Research
and Development in )ndustry, 1976, National Science Foundation
(NSF 78-314), p.`70. A broad discussion of industry's response
to the environmental problem, -as seen from an industrial
viewpoint, can be found in J.T. Long, "-Long and Short Term
Impacts-of Environmental Regulations on Industrial Research
and DeFelopment,- paver presented to the annual meeting of
AAAS,1February 15, 1978. An academic study of the effects of.
environmental regulations on one industry" is G.E.
Schweitzer, Regulations and innovation:The Case of Etwirontnental
Chetnimls (Ithaca, N.Y'.: Cornell University Program on.
Science,.Technology, and Society, 1978).

57 National Science Foundation, preliminary data. .
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Table 4-7. Total industrial R&D expenditur r pollution abatement and aderal
------shareofvpendftUrerby-type pollutiony1e73.78

.
Year

1973 Expenditure
Federal share

!Dollars in milliunsI

Type of pollution
\
,, All
types

Water
or Solid

Air Oaste
Another

types.

$603
6%

.$461
2%

$86 $56
5% , "38%

1974 Expenditur
Federal share

1975 Expenditure,
Federal shat$

.4 1976 Expenditure
Federal shave

657
8

647
e.

759
7

918

508 74

478 94
3 4

571 108
5 7

75
,39

75
31

80 .
21

1977 Expenditure 100
6Federal share 3

1978 Expenditure
.

1,050 " . 787 144 S.19
(est)

685 133
11 20

.ROEREINICE: Appendix table 4-16.

such measures, or -output indicators,- would
provide enough inf titillation to enable
policymakers o ut I.ecide whether the level of IZ&.1)
effort p; adequate and is producing what is
e\pected, in view of the inputs it receives.
Actually, the output indicators .t hat can be
offered aiT few and imperfect. They are select6d
primarily because...they are measCirable, are
prod uct-s of R&D activity (though also al f ected by
other influences), and are believerd to I-Provide

..partial information abopt the varying amount
and success of that activily.

, VOunts of Oatents granted by the U.S. Patent
and. Trademark Office fall into this category.

serv-e. as an indUator of the rate of
production of inventions, which are largely an
output of R&D ef fort s..' These patents are based
on 'malt dt m. in all sectors of the economy, nOt
only in industry. Nevertheless, industry is
responsible for mos t.of t hem, and molt patents
that are used are ultimately used in industry.

I hi. lot 'Itly('nlittit... ul
lth.lition 10..1 ,111,11It'l 11111111)(.1 Itil tic,igit" Mid ii h(11.1111t.11

HOW', I h1,4 hapter iII 11111Sidel

a.

a .r"

4

Relation of 1.)3tents to, Applied Researdi and
,Dtivelopment

. ,

( ompared wit hot her ou tput mdii atop., patent
counts present relatively few problems of data
collection or of sample and populat ion definitron..
Indeed, national patent offi.«s contain what is
probably the most omplete. the most detailed,
and tlw longest running recordof mformati mon
technical ac tivity in industry.. In theuonven ional
scheme whereby R& I) is divided intO . bask
research-, 'applied resvari h, and dcvelopnwnt,
patents arise mainly I rom a.pplied rosca ri h work
and from development 'Ihus, the "'input"
categories to be related to patent -output-are the
,combined inputs in tq applied -recart h. and
developmvnt. In some industries Mueller -found
strong correlations between input data for
developmen1 work by individual industries and
lagged-patent data;.in others, he found a stronger

I ce11.1.111. liti.0,0,11111d1 31[7,111.0 1\1 Ii11,:m,f I t;'i
ha ri 11.1".11-Nt ke11:i. ran I 'NY -,( 1000. 1, 20
111111 I it hitlit' i 111.., divit.1 I lmcd txcly
plOVIdvd liv hint", I hill,. V I hilt11,11). I thinind h midis

t'llh P.1%
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.. .
correlation 19r a'.pialied risearch and lagged ..: 2,, ,Economists hive also found interindustry
patents.60 Somein venti ve work" is done ou tvide .

'
differenoes that support the notion thar

.the organized R&D syStem-altogetner.---2- - `,..iiiihg,-. 'patents cau be_ .an index: of,lechndlogiqd
The patent system leaps the inventor (orllis Ilir :, change. Annual patenting and net sales were 4

employing firm) free to determine when in the ' fotind to be slrohgly correlated kir high-
process he wishes to apply for a patent. The tecimology industries anil weaklivrrelated_
patent system does, however, 1:lace strong for low-techrfoktgy industries.63 .

incentives on an- inventor to apply as soon as he 3. Economic research has found that the
^k .

believes he has a .patentable. result, for two production of patents reflects the typical
reasons. tiro, the inventor's rights can be cut off prodtiction phenomenon of increasing and
by the activities of othersin ways thathe cannot then decreasing returns (or decreasing and

.l.

loresee or control Their publication or use in the then increasing costs). As an industry ',.
public domain will activate the time limitations of. matures, the rate Of patent activity.first rises
the patent statute. A patent cannot be filed for an at an increasing rate, then at A decte.asing
invention more than one year after its finst,- rate, arid finally patent activity declines.04
publication or public use. Second, the patent Research has also indicated that the numbers
application date is important in any subsequent , oknew patents in relation to the numbers Of
contest over priority, with a strong prima facie expired patents, coupled with the ages of
advantage going to the first applant. Thus, _ . patents cited by a given patent, reflect thae life_
although a patent may reflect an"invention" that cycle and the rate Of progress of a
'ranges anywhere from a preliminary laboratory technology.05 T'hus, patent counts can be
result to'a fully commeraalized product, the'se used to aid in Analyzing the life cycle of an
incentives inSure that most patents will come industry or a single technology.
early in the process. A commercialized invention 4. Anotfier analysis has used patenting by
will usually.incorporate not just one patent, but a foreign countries in the United States as a
whole string of patents emanating from each means for coMparing their national teChnical
stage of the invovation process. " ,

. . efforts. Patent counts are said to_ shoW the
. .-.- -,-. ,....: technical Strengths- arld-weaknisses':of

Past Use of Patents-as Output knclicAtOw.,.. `.., .A. ; vah404 Countries in Various industries, and .,-4:r.-'
_ .,,. ..- ,,,.. -..-, ,:- -4 N'..i "- .1.. "P177. th(Pisaillaeused

There have been a ndin. ber of detaileaecon6trik's - ..,, e ri.at terris'of4.: .0;-'
A studies using patein (9u-Ufs, which'underscore ' *.'.- .--.. '. 91lowiN4 .fir -14-1404a1.101

ries:6countf ; 4,..4 ..,'their potentill value as output indicators. Voir 'Y.( '-'
se ... .

.._

\ 5. An important applicatio 4410nt'01.a.fistios...- :

example: . /
1.

...
Has. been Sat mookler'Sarguinilitthat_inv'en-:-. ..:...4._

Economi (ts have found a high correlation live .activity in several major .6dPital goods.% .- !
between value added in an industry (i.e., the . , % . Austries was demand-induced: -fie-foin,': -

dollar varue of sales minus the dollar value of .
. pared the 'lqng-run waves in successfUllr' T. i.

inteemediate goods andiervices) and the patent applications witli indicators of outptit -: '"

number * atents for inventions on capital in the same inclUstries and. found .a high ,p
goods oducts.61 Similarly., seVeral degree of correlation...He also found that
researchers have shown that a rather sttong trends for the 900important -inventions"
statistical correlation ekists between such that he analyzed exhibited these sail*
inputs As. R&D activities by a firmfand the features, His,findings, according.to Freeman,
numbers of patents acquired.6,2

4P

00 D.:C. Mudler,"Patents, Research.* Developnwnt,und .
the Measurement of.l.n ventive Activity," Journal ot Industrial
Economics, vol. 151Roven:iber 1940), Part L, pp. 26-37.

01 Jacob Schmookler and Zvi Griliches, "Inventing and
Maximizing," American Economk Review, vol. 53 (September ,

. WO), pp. 725-729. Alsp see /act+ Schmookler, Inverifum and
Lconomir Growth (Cambridac,Mass.: Harvard University Press,
-19b6), p. 184.

" Frederic 'M. Scherer, "Corporate Inyenfive- Output:
Profits and Growth," Ion ma/ of Political Lionomy, vol. 73 (lune
1975), pp. 290-297. Also see IN' ham S. Comanor 4nd Frederic
M. Scherer, "Patent Statistics s a Measure'of Technological
Change," Journal al Pornical somy, vol. 77, (MayOune 1969),
pp. 302-398.

, 100

" Frederic M. Scherer, "Firm Size, Markel Structure,
Opportunity, and the. Output of Patented .lnvimtiyns,"

; American [(ono:* Review, vol. 55 (December 190), Pp. 1097-
"g

Edwin Mansfield, The Eronamirs a/ Teilinologkal Change (New
York: Nortom'1968),.p. 36. .

Richard S. Campbell and Robert McGinnis, Pohmts ami
Other Indiralors of Applied Scientific Productivity._ Udpublished
paper; D.J. de Soli,' Price,"Ci ta tion Me.isurelof Flied Science,
Soft Science, Technology and Nonscience, in (:ommunicat tons
Among Scientists and Engineers', C.E. Nelson arid D. Pollack (eds.)
(Lexington, Mass.: D.C..Heath an-d Co.), pp. 3-22:

Po Keith Pavitt, "Technical Effort and Economic Perfor-.
mance: Some lnterna tional COmparlsons" (in preparation).
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provr eamplefustification an the catkul useN

pof pitent statistics in .economi, anal is67

---- --Weaknesses of -Patent Counts of; 1-,
Output Indkitors

I.,

The tendency of.a company or an.rndustry
...refraip frdm paten4ink its inventions inay affect

inventions -produce in:. industry. enerally,1
the Validity-of patent counts as a measire oi the.

ii
"comparl polky. with respect -to'invetitions is
reflectect\in the balance between relianieby the
company on tr#de 4Crets and its dependence on
piAtents. ntpn efr-rn-) fiEtori May faVor reliance

.
Other iactors may fivor patentirioldioWever.

Opciwtrade secret is Made ptiqic, s getT-ally
no longer protectable. 'A confidential disclosure
of a ttade secret is more difficultto protect legally
than *a pateqiilf a firm . does nOt cont?ol the
romplerbent Ytesonrces necessary to carry
inventiOn ward to ,comnwrcializatipn, the
propensity. oisatent will aim!) ,be increised. A
Company rinbt negotiate with another organ-
izatiQt fo venture capital wtthout disclo;ing
whal technology it plans to,exploit, and it cannot
do this without4pplying for patent prptectiOn.
Thusrsmall-firms-andsindividitatinVentors-have a

.higher propensity to patent than do large firnistknde secrks. A company has to decide
' whqher the u4e-of the matter 4isdosed by. a

patehrtan. be policea, whetheratlecpisite clairns
can be obtained,.and whether.the litikation costs

,are worth the gain. Another pertinén t considera-
tion is thai trade secrets;.if,theY,can be guarded,

.are a means of gaining eidusivity quickly4
especially In fieldg -61 rapid teclinical- change,
without disclosing the new technology. In such
cased, the technology may by obsolete before a,
patent can be obtained. Sot& research findings
suggest-that trade secrets are-esplcially impor-
tant for isrocess patents Necause it is difficult to
protect processes from imitatiOn even with
patent protection.64

There are also sOme differences in the"proeen-
sity to patent" between different industries. This
propeeisity is highest in indUstries in which a
technical advance can very easily be copied by
competitors without much inclependentdevelop.,
men t work; an example is ihe drug industry. The

_propensity -to -patent is lowest in industries ih
which technical advances can be copied 'only witii
great -difficulty and with much -independent
design and development lasting many years, or in
44hich_Governnient contracts play a large role. In
such. cases, . technical leadership .may often be
maintained without Wong patent protectkin.ln
other cases, differences in the patentability oF
technical developments may seriously affect
comparisons between industries. For example, in
the compuler Industry advances in hardware are
usually patentable, but those in software are
not.6"

1.7 C. Freeman, Measurement ot Output ot Research ;>'Experimen-
Sal Developnwnt: A Review Paper, UNESCO, 1969, p. 23. The
report Utilization of Scientific Literature by U.S. Patents (Cherry Hill,
N.J.: Computer Horizons, Inc., November 30, 1978), discusses
a different way of ,using patent information. The citations
from recent patents to the scientifie journal literature are
analyzed to determine citation patterns.

T.H. Noone, "Trade Secret vs. Patent Protections::
RescarckManagemon, Vol. 21 (May 1978), pp. 21-24.

6° C. Freeman, Measurement Output (I Research and EAPerimen
tdi Devetopment: A Review Paper, UNESCO, 1%0, p. 22.

...firms that dpminateik, particalar areal:4 te.chnolo,
gy.

A number Ot\additional points can be made.
about the limitati6hs of patent counts when used
as output indicators:

. ,

-1.. patent statistfcs do not seParate ortgination
from developmenL A brilliantldea or concept

I. contained in A single patent may be a more
significant inventive output thanare-subse-
quent patents tliat develop the initkal idea.
.The 'latter inventions may simply modify or eslightly improve the original concept.70 Since .
patents differ in their technical significance,
the use of patent ptatistics eombodies , the.
assumption that m,or'e 4ignifie"Apt an11.-Jess
significant patents are evenly- d6ti9bpted. -,

2. Competition -can -)nduce firms., to airline.
patents on inventions that the Owner. li'm no
intention of using. Of courSe; lt isimpossible
to know from the ptatent docurn, t whether
it was obtained forprotdction in mercial
use or whether it was obtained to stablish or
to protect a patent position, for reasons of
prestige, to reward an emproyee, or for some -- .' ,

other noncommercial motive. HOwever,
some patents that are not usecicommercioilly
serve to defend patents that are used,- or are
used by the owners in bargaining with
competitors; and-therefore are still valuable
to their owners. ..

3. Patents owned by 'the tovernment- and
patents resulting from Government--
financed R&D, whether owned by Govern-.
ment employee inventors or by private,
contractors, .haVe a much lower incidence of
commercial Lilt than patents arising finonj,
private R&D. For patents arising frum
Government-financed R&D, the rate of
commercial use appears to be between 7 ati)d

.r.

O ).E.S. Parker, The Lconom ics of Innovation: rhe National II nil
Multinational Lnterprise in Teihnologital Change (London: Lohgman
Group, Ltd., 1974), pp. 33-34.
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13 percent. This percentage uompares with a
rate of coinmercial utilization 'for patents
arising fromprivateRRED monyof about 50
percenti,7;

4! In pddi tion,to tAe fact that patent statistics do
not distinguish .rhajor from trivial
technological advancypatent statistics do
not tiike note of the varyingecmomicquality
of inventions. Tbk economic value of a
patented irtvention only materialims after
innovatiori 'takes place, and innovation is
inextricably_ linked with.tiorket forces. Some
argue thilt the economic polent al orthany, it
not most, patented .inventionls is conjec-
tural.'n

(
.

The various successful ues of patent statistics
e

eir,being4sed eff.?ctively. Still, these
aheir limitlio thw ;Attt ions and drawbacks do not

limitatiohs must be taken seriously. Because of ,

therm, ea.& specific ilse of patent.statistics must be
eXamined to seethat the limitations do_ not
compromise the validity of the conclusions-being
drawn. This situation commonly arises in using
output indicatdrs.

Sit

Inventors and Owners of Inventions Patented in.
the United States

The rate of -domesiic patenting by American
inventors generally increased from 1960 to the

. tiai-40-970's (figure 4-11) but it has shoWn
steady decline kom 1971 to 1977.73 Foreign,
patenting i.n the United States increased more

71 Donald S. Watson, Harold F. Bright, and Aithur E. Bu.rhs,
"Federal Patent Policies ih CoNracts for Research and
Developnwht;" Phtent, Trademark, and Cavyright Journal, vol. 4

^ (Winter 1060), p. 342; Ric:1prd I.. Sandor, "The Commercial
Value of Illtouted Inven tiorts,".bled, vo415 (Winter 1971-72),
pp. 557-50; Mary A. -Holman, "Concentration, Monopoly,
and Economic Control," The Political Economy of the Spine Program

(Palo Alto, Calif: Pacific Books/ 1974), p. 299; and R: Solo,
t Policy fortovernment,-Sponsored R&D",14n,vol.0

(Summer1966), pp. 143-206. .

72 Simon Kuznets, "Inventive Activity: Problems of
Definition and Measurement," in The Rate and Ditectioa
Itnytitier Activity: LiAlomic ii ml .`3or fa/ Aldo, (Print e ton:
Princeton Unisersity Press, 1962), pp. 19-43.

73 WKen a ['Molt is granted, a certain individual orgroupof
individuals is desiinated as the inVentor. Ordinarily, an
Owner (or "assignee") Is also designated. This can be the
inventor, especially &he or she is self-employed. OtheNise, it
may be the employeel corporatioirthat has the konntactual
right to the invention or the Government agency that
supported the research at a university or in induitry, or
perhaps a financial liacker to whorn the inve,n tor aSsigns the
rights. The addresses of the inventor and the owner are botht
filed with-. trle patent. The pdenting by various forean
countries in various product fields is discussed in the chapter
'on international Science-and Technblogy.
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steadily, and at thel4"same t-ime increased ifs share
of total U.:patenting froth 16 percent in1960 to
36 percent'in 1977. A more extensive discussion
of foreign patenting in the United States can be
found in the international chapter.

The decline in patenting by U.S. inventors since
1971 has several possible causes. trom figure 4-
12 it is e%/ident that tthis drop is mainly related to
patenting by, persons.,:employed in U.S. cor-
porations. A possible reason is that inven tions are
not,needed as much as they once were because
many inventions made in the 1960's remain to be
explpited commercially before any new ones are



needed, or becatuie lower ptofit margins have
. nia ide it unattractive to expand product lnes,

, through new inventions, r Another possible
expiration is that industry has a large c,ornmit-
ment in capital to existing products and procesAs
and is not looking for Arms tot:lunge them. Or,
U.S. corpOrations may be less inclined to patent
their, inventigns and may be depending more on
t rade secrets. Some indust ries may be cont rolling
the costs of ^obtiining patents by screening
pa tentable ideas mare severely. If true, this would
imply that the quality and economic promise of

Thir 1EV ci1Uun I t-1-

However, these liictors operate to different
extents in the Various product .fields. Sim:se ihe
drop in 'patenting a her 1971 is seen in\almost all
product fields,74 it does not gem to be primarily
a t t rtburaibl'e 1-41!tinj, of these.factors but may-well
indicate a dektease in the rate of production ot
inventjons in U.S. industry.

Figure .1-12 shoWs the patents due to US.
inventors, divided, according to their owners or
assignees. , I n 1977, 7.1 percent of all patents
were assigned to U.S. corpora tions.74 The annual
number of granted_ patents owned by cor-
porations has been decreasing in rece.nt years; it
declined 27 percent from 1971 to1977. Individual
owners and the Government have not experienc-
ed the decline of patenting that occurred in
corporate industry.

Patent Grants by Field of Invention

The Patent Office has a classification system
whereby any patent issned in the United States is
placed within one Of 95,000 possible clagses on the
basis of the type of device, material, or process
that is being patented. In addition, each patent is
cross-referenced:to as many other Patent Office
classes,as are judged to be pertinent to t he subject
matter of the patent. The Patent Office classes

U S. Patent and Trademark Of fice, Of lice of T4hnology
.Assessment and Forecast, Indkaiors Ihr Patent Opipui 11.5.
Industry. III I Ive.i.;'71. lune 1978. There are some important
ext eptions, e.g., in the product fields related to chemkals,
drugs, and aircraf t.

Some patents de assigned to owners after t he gran t date
Op are transferred from one ywner to another. Such
transactions are iwt captured in tlw present data. tiowever,_
recent studies have shown that fewer than I percent of all
patents change owners, and fewer than 3 percent of
unassigned pateps are later assigned.,See J.F. O'Bryon, "A
Urofile of Users of the U.S. Patent System: 1968 and '1073,"
M.S. Dissertation, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
(onpuhlished), August 1975.

This Aare was mainly Composed of patents taken out by
employees of those companies, but it also pcluded some.
inventions created by private individuals and sold to
corporations before the patents issued.

4
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correspond to structural elements of the devices
and materials invented and to their' process of
preparation, regardless of the field of technology
to which they apply, Hence, patent counts
distributed according to this system Are not
suitable for the .study of patenting activity in
various areas of technology.

For this reason, the Patent Office, with NSF
spons-orship, has doveloped a con'cordancet at
relates the Patent Office Classification (' t2C)
system to the Standard Industrial Cbssification
(SIC). The SIC is divided for this purpose into 55
technology groups, and each Patent Offkeeldss is'

F.
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correlated with one or more of these sroups. An
SIC group is assigned to.a Patent Office class
according to the judgment of Patent Office
personnel as to the type of establishrnera that
would be engaged in producing the product or
appiiratus encompassing the structuraf features
represented by that .patent classification oc in.
carrying out the process steps included in the
patent classification." The classes of patents
produced by this concordance correspond ap-
pr,oximately to the product' fields treated earlier
in this chapter.78

1 0
77 Tr; hoology Apessmera and Forrost: eth Report , U .S.Patent and

Tradevnark Office, Of fich of Technology Assessment and

Forecast, 1976, p. 158.
The cqncordance allots more than olie SIC gi.oup to some

Patent Office dasses. The result is that when theconc&lance
is apAed to the patents granted in a certain year, some patents
will fall'into mory than one SIC group, and thereby will by
counted moxe than once. This multiple counting leads to
difficulties when patent counts in SIC groupS at lower levels
of aggregation are added to make up a higher-level SIC group,
or when the highest level SIC groups are combined to show
the total patenting for some year. A patent can be counted
more than once in the various subgroups, but in the higher
level group it will be counted only once. Hence, such additions
will not work in general.

The patenting in the various product fields can
be studied in terms of the distribution of patent
ownership. Corporations, private individuals,
and the Government own different shares of the
patents in the various fields becauseof important
differences between the technologies themselves
and between the objectives and capabilities of
these three classes of owners. Patent counts 'by
individual product field are described in table 4-
8.7u In the areas of highest corporate ownership,
corporations hpld nearly all the patentsover 90
peicent. All five of fhe highest areas in 1977 are

-rekted-tothemieals. Ea rlier-in-this-chapter-ritwas
vied that the chemical industry 'is particularly
R&D-Mtensive, that it supports an excepikmally
high level of basic research, and that applied

'9 These data are obtained by applying the concordance to
patent counts, distributed accordiiig to the 'Patent Office
classificatir, in such a way that each patevit is identified by its

one principal POC class (its"original reference") only. It is also
possible to count each patent under all of its cross-referenced
POC classes. This thethod would lead to counts 'and
distributions, in terms of the Standard Industrial Classifici-
tion, slightly different from thae in this chapter. ,

, ',;1!1=:.;?.i.',Z,

Table 44. Ownership of U.S. patent, dke to 1U0S...inventorei,
c. I '; .14.)'A

Produci-fleld

Rohm share n*nt.d. by U.S. corPoratioPl:
Plastics Matedil and synkilttic resln
Indnatrial organkcchanikair , .. .....
eetioleum and natural gas exttactinn and, .

,

petrOleurn ;
Drugs and looKlicin , .

. Alum detergerk'ta, an leaning preparations,
.perfnmes; Ostnetics, k4 pther toilet
preparAtions

Hlghs !hare owned4by,ps.,...Qpyeing,Tientt
Ordnance, except inlfallfa '
'PP* Mtratlea and vio .vehlelar snit Part.

y e

p!ktents in each
- prodtict field

,

ow,ned, bY 1.041v/.000.:2
Sh1Pin Pqat ..?

Varr,a6d garden,machinery -iria *Ammo,
motot 000citil.and,mcitor:vithicte lquipinent,L.

nftInj 'Oterisl handling :
4 4n1. e94)ptimq!A;',-, ,

IrSrift t. ,s.'

4PeteptPatent.grani,
Vretii4!1.04,itlilP44

",
REFREN,C.E.: APpeodix tahle 449. '

, : ,
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research and development in the. chemicals
product. field receivedm exceptionally high share
of their support from indtkstry rather than from

"the covernment.
From ,19671.0 1977, industry's share' of

patenting in agricultural chemicals increased,
accompanying an increase in total patenting in
this p"roduct field,(see ApPendix table 4-20).This
May be due to the increasing importance of
pre-emergence herbicides and growth
regulators.

The fields of relatively low corporate
ow net-Tiliip stilt show F yiTh percefiTagelevels
of such ownership. The percentages ciropped
from:1967 tp 1977,,which is consistent with the
overall decline in :corporate ownership, as'com-
pared with the other sectors (table 4-8). These
fields are related hi machinery or transportation..
The interest-of the Government and individuals
in patenting in these product areas is also shown
in table 4-8.

Government owntrship of U.S. patents shows
an obvious concentration in military and space
product fields that is consistent with the concen-
tration of the Government's R&D support in
these areas, seen earlier in this chapter (fi'gure 4-

. 10). Federal qupport,fOr R&D is 'also,high in the
aircraft product field, although few of the
resulting pateiits are granted to the Government.

fable 4-9 shows the product fields in which
patenting has increased or decreased the most

..:. 'jlijiii: 4-9, P.ervOtth_sit. 0.,n ,4int'ilonts*U.S,.
010011,40,P0141 U.V. ...WA ..1444tettgt ohansay

'f'1','. * 4>4.19047 ;5:!11. no ., :,i, ''
i 'f' ' ':,k,Z sl, .! .- : .. ' x ,

.%-,;:.7.'t:"4;,',..'i'y,:'.': ,.:,,'':...,, -;.i,: .','' , ' .'',', c .., .1/4\

4:k14 Decreas.sof:3D30 pafteilt*mor0 .' ' . eekent
011 ,9 . i P IA*Ot 0: i.;i...., iv. '. , ikbit..1.1\ ;49.'"...Plail''''v''''''.'"Al'

Ifgt44Eht.tittiilltiiParati*Tk..',..;.-..."...I., '. :48 :
Poi*yforooiir.oduthOea.:-:-.;-....- .._',; ,47.,

,VOttelcilliiiinti*On *td..atwiribiitiWr.
er4i, - --Lko &:. ..,,..4,...'t ...t: t W.Vnt 1', t.l, 3!1.,c*NiAilititt--...4) r,q.ik.1.,..,',?,.. .. '

ymft titlOwAr0,7**.,;11444try moch4wry, ,, -)4
541114 mitintion ;OPIc!N,P.Oicks.:.0 paTto ., I .,r!:

P910_01. 4901***140:4In 910 '''' '"'"
pttkatirt titry; Oa it,i..ttql1:::

o seiit:or more
u,.iura iitticts'-' ,.,:i.,:7.-*.....!,......47,,,...,,,,..wl.,.;m

.pitiiiiiixacit-4itiii.virir'f',kAO.',Iii,i*WA,;-P4i..a, ,..... .,,,,..,,,,,,,......,.....,..,4L.,,,,,,i.
4i0A.- 1 'Ill:(01);91ktr,:t:qa 'eltri,

00 N.,,...,-.k., .1..,!...,s,...
..i..plx.ks,t4.,,17,34.0...,

411 fii .:. V 4 l 4," -a 1; '''i...1...T. 1" '

"t;ViT*; 117" , .

E sERENCglikppotAx iibie"4
...?' -1'441,x14-40'7,4i..,. !,,,,,...;..,,,:p4.o.,,.... 74.4

'-
over the period from 1967 to 1977. For all product
fields taken together, there was a19-percen t drot)
in patenting (Appendix table 4-20). However, a
few fields showed substantial gains. These were
in areas relattd to chemicals and to aircraft. Most
of the large decreases were in areas related to
electrical or nonelectrical machinery.

Overview
. Q

A tnimber of inqstigatots have shown that
patetyt counts are useful inthstudyofindividual
industries. An especially important stutly related
patented inventions to capital goods output and
thereby argued that inventive activity in some
Lndustries is demand-induced. Some'considera-
tions limit the utility of patent coi.Mts as output
indicatprs. individual patents vary greatly in their
technical and ecOnomic significance44 uch of the
R&D'supportedlpy the Governmentqoes not leld
to patents, and Ma4 of the patents that do result
are never wotked comtherciallY.

The number of patents granted annually to
American inventors generally increased from
1960 to the early 1970's, but showed a steady
decline from 1971 to 1977. This decline was in
patents owned by U.S. corporations anciseems to
indicate an actual decrease in the rate in which
these corporations are producing inventions.
However, patents owned'by the U.S. Govern-
ment and U.S. individuals did not decrease in
number. The drop in U.S. corporate inventions
may be due to inventions created in the 1960's
that have tiot yet been exploited commercially
and constitute a backlog that makes new inven-
tions gess attractive. A large commitme'nt of
capital to existing products and processes may
also reduce interest in new inventions. Reliance
on frade4ecrets, which the patent data would not
show, may be increasing. However, the
wholesale decrease' in corpcirate patenting across
almost all .product fields suggests a genuine
decline in industry's production of inventions
during the 1970's.

,U.S. corporations hold the tnajor share of all
U.S. patents and are particularly dominant in the
chemical technologies. These technologies re-
quire particularly high.levels of investment.and
technical ability in order to produce new inven-
tions.*They are also technical areas in which high
levelSbf corporate basic research produce results
that are maved along. through company-
sukorted applied researdi andAevelopment to
commercial application. Governmtnt-owned
patents are tpainly in ordnance and space tech nol-.
ogy.
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UTICTS OF, It&D FUNDING

he economic returns from industrial R&D
,nid innovation are important enough,to be
treated in a chaptei- on industrial R&D eveli
tlfough, in the present state of knowledge, very ,
few Oa ni ita live indicat (vs can,beVresented.
place of a set of indicators, the results reportea in
the most recent literature will be summarized.
Tdie econornic and social results of industrial
RAD are importlant because, in ,principle, they
should provide the ultimate output indicators.

-The TIS. R&T"TerW.iThrise benctiTThe public ii
part by way of the technNogical improvemen h
that it promotebs in 'U.S. industry. Output
indicators'are needed to measure mit only.thrse
technical improxements but, beyond these, the
economic and other benefit s t hey bring to socie ty.
Spine work has been doe on the, rate of
production cif technologieal innovations in in-
dustry.as an indicator ol7t-hf Output of industrial
R&D." The econbmic beilefik ak'y discussed
below. The noneconomic benefits to the_ public
present an especially diffieult problem. They haves
hot yet been defined adequately, and no s.atisfac-
tory methodof measurement currently exists..

Recent research has reinforced e.irlier find--
ings that tilt contribution of R&D to economic
growth and productivity is high. In addition, the
research on industrial R&D. suggests the con-
tributions differ by Mdustry and by Source of,
funding (e.g., Government versus privater Also,

, the research.shows.t hat the economic benefits to,
society exceed substantially the returns received
by the firms producing the R&D -gutputs.
However, many problems remain in measure--
ment and modeling.8i

A well-known investigation of long-term U.S.
economic performance has indicated that about
34 percent of measurable U.S. economic grbwth.
'between 148 and 1969 derived from advances in

owledge.82 This computation does not take
.account improvements not measured by

-

ta See Science Indicators-197o, National Science Board (NSB
77- 1), pp. 115-125..

81 For a general review of this problem andtf attempted
solutions, see M.G.. Boylan, "The Sources' o Icciko0
Innovations," in Bela Gold (ed.), Resi.arch, 0.4 t 11.

amt Ionian n Analysts (Lexington, Mass.: Lexihgton Books,
-1970.

82 Edward F. Denison, flucouintin o, U ited States Lomom'k
Growth, 1929 1969 (Washington-, D.C. The Brookings
Institution, 1;974), p.128. ElsewkiN it has b n estimated tiNat
technol9gical innovation was resticinsible fo pervnt of the
Nation's economic growth belween 1,129 d 19o9. See B.
Ancker-lOhnson and D.B. Chapg, U.S. lei lined( y Polny: A Droll
Study, U.S. Depaytment of Commerce, March 1Q77.
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national income accountinA teehniqucts. Ex-
amples of these-exclusions are major qualitative
changes M products (e.g., computer perform-
ance) (If developments of new frifmg -Of business
organizpion self4ervice stores apd super
markets in retail trade).

A recent study of selected U.S. industries
slums a strong -association between the ratios of
their R&D spending to sales and their growth of
labor productivity and output. The rekilts of that.
study (table 4-10) show that industrie§ thdt have
high R&D-to-sales ratios (e.g., chemical's, .elec-
trit-al mativilteryi-experieneektbm-afttiftily-highe.
growth of 'productivity and output than in-
dusiries tlrat have low- ratios (e.g., textiles).83 In
additidn, whet- empirical research studies /have
demonstrated substantial increases In output
associated with expenditures for R&D afteue.,
allowing foe increased inputs of_ labor and

" However. sush studies cannot dymonst rate that high
ratios of R4D ewenditures to salestaioe these benefits.



capital.8i These. studies show $30 to $50
increases inannual output associated with a $100
investment in R&ER.--These findings come from
studies of- chemicals; petroleum refining, and
agriculture.

Other studies of individualiproduct and process
innovations indicate a high, but higikly...yariable,
averdge return from the developmeneof new or
improved technologies by firms. Results from a
number of recent attempts to measure the
returns to the innoVating firms from their
expenditure.s to develop neW ot improved'.

ro4uctstrocesses s-how-thatTon-the-a-vvage-,
firms earned 25- to 35-percent returns for each"
sample of such investments studied." These
rates Cf earnings are higher thitn average rates of
re't urns from other types ofinvestment-outlay.
However, the results of ffie ayiiilable studies alt3p,
show that'in a Substantial fraction of the cases
studied the fkms earned little or no return from
their invesownt in- technological innovation.
This high variability in returns suggests a large
degree of uncertainty i predicting the likely
profitability of investment in R&D.. .

InVestments in R&D.not only result in greater
productivity and output for art firms developing
thi neW or improved technology, but for the
b4ers as Wellt Thisdiffusion of benefits has been
noted especially for machinery (e.g., computers,

.electrical generating equipment) andNfor
materials (e.g.; plastics) or, components (e.g.,
semiconductors), Onereueut 'at tempt toquantify
these&nefits estimated that for mantturing
during the 19(10's, the average pro uctivity--
returns -to R&D condu ed in an industry
amounted tO about 30 p cent per year; the
benefits accruing to firms purchasing from the
producers of technological innlvatiosis were
about -so percent." Another study of 17 modest
te,chnological innwtions showed that more
than half of the measurable economic returns

"." "4 For a summary and assessment of these studies, see

. mil Proceedings of a Colloquium , N.akional Science Foundation
eseardi and Development arid Len ilainit Grqwth/Prodiutivity: ['ape's

(NSF 72-3'03).
85 Edwin Mansfield, er al., "Sodal and Private Rates of

RM urn from Indüstrial Innovations," Quarterly Journal of
tonomn, vol. 91 (May 1977), pp. 221-240; Grabowski .and
Mueller, "Rates of Return on Corpor'ate Investment," 197
(unpublished manuscript); James Tewskbury, et al., No Rate of

. Ret urn on Innovation:. (Washington, D.C.: Foster ASsocia tes., Inc.,
1978), +John Beyer, etal.,N1R1 1 R ie. ...a.es ?, ..e.urn ou hrtrovations,
(Washington, D.C.: Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc., 1978).

" Nestor E. TePleckYj,"Effects of RAt Don t he Product ivity
Crowth of Industries: An Exploratory Study," (Washington,

. D.C.; National Nanning Association, 1974).

from these innovations went to the buyers and
sers .$7

All of the abovelindings relate to spending,by
private firms and do' not include GOvernment
.expenditures for R&D. Estimates of refurns from
Government-funded R&D are generally un:
reliable and have not produced acceptable
statistically significant results." One major
difficulty in attempting to assess such a relation-
ship is that Federal R&D spending is concen trated

indu*stries whose products are subject toa high
rate of technological change which is difficult to
measure. Awl-t-her is apt- therp is gerwrally-no-
competitive market price _by which to mii4pure
the value of the Products resulting from Gofern-

` men1 R&D.
The're.are antm mber of difficulties in obtaining a

moreprecise measurement of the covibution of
R&D and technologOl'innovation to econoinic
progress. Since it is currently im'possible to, .

measupe fullyehanges in the quality of goOds and
'services produced, there is rtb way to assess
properly -4he influence of 'new- or 'improved
technology. On quality. However, there is good
reasop to believe that if qualitative factorS were

jncl4ed, the measured returns woUld be
higher.89 Second, there is the problem of tracing
the technology's contribution to economic
progress. Bringingout new or improved pro`ducts
arid prOductibn processes involves a, number of
complex, interreiated tasks. Third, thereis-a lack
.of information and technique to measure, assess,
and properly adjiist productivity. figure$, for the
change in the level of harmful abyproductS of
technology that result from .R&D activity.

Thus , there is persuasive empirical evidence
(iilthou.gh suirounded by significakt lithitations)
that.R&D and technological innovation have had
a significant positive effect on economic growth
and productivity increase-in the United States.

"-' Edwin' Mansfield, et al., "Social and Private Rates. 61
Return from Industrial Innovations," Quarterly /output of
Lcanamks, vol. 91 (May 1977), pp. 221z240.

tre Michael Evans, The ['Jimmie Iwpart of NASA Re.,DSpendlng...
(Bala Cynwyd, Pa.: Chase Econometric Associates, 1970;
NASA Repo! I May 'Overstate the Lonomii l3ene/ it of Resedri h and
Development Spending, U.S. Ceneral Accounting Of fire, October
19.77; Zvi Cailiclws, "Returns to Resehrch ,ind Developnwnt
Expenditures in the Private.Sector," riaper presented at the
Conference on Research in Income and Wealth, National
/Iureau of Economic Research, Washington, D.C., 1975.

For a summary and assessment of these studies, see
Rescah h and Development and Li onomh Grou7th/Produrtivay, Papers
and Proieedrugs of a Colloquium, National Science Founilation
(NSF 72-303), p. 3. /
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Scientific and Engineering Per4onne1

INDICATOR HIGHLIGHTS

The utilization level of scit:ntists ad
engineers (Sirs) is improving when com-
pared with the growth of total U.S. employ-
ment and the lev'el of mmomicactivity. (See
pp71 t 11.3.1

net As the economy recovered fropi a recession'
between '1974 a nd19'76, eMployment.of S/E's
increased at a faAter rate than Ontral
ecolTOIllic activity or total employment. lrr
contrast, over the .1970-74 period, employ-
men( of S/E's g.rep more,slowly tkan134ieral
economic indicatOrs, (See p. 113.)

o ;-About three:fifths of all S/E's were employed
in private industry in 1976. Howjver, a
declining ratioofS/E!.s tO tdtal support:staff in
selected iridustries s gests that the relative
need for StE's in th e industries may be
declining. (See pp. 113'-114:)

) a Available labor market indicators suggest
that the supply of scientists is more than

-ample to satisfy the current deMand in most
occUpational fields and that,thedemand for
engineer is in rough balance with the
available surply. (See pp. 118-123.)

o Projections developed by the National Sci-
ence Foundation and others indicate that the
supply of S/E's in 'most fields will be more

1._ tAan- adequate to meet anticipated demands
,through the 1980's. (See pP. 123-125.) ..

a Question, have' recently been raised con-
. cerning a decline in the quality of the SIE-

. work force. These questions arp difficult to
answer, sin(.w. there are-nod ireet meaAires of
-worlf force, quality. powever, two related
measures suggest that the quality of SWs has.
not decreased; experienced S/E's continue an
Ondiminished participation in training pro:
grams; and test scores for prospective S/E
graduate students on both ate -verbal and
quantitotive cOmponents of the Graduate
Record Examinatic2n reMain high andnun-
changed, both absolutely ana 'relative to
nonscience fieldsr($ee pp. 125-129.)

a Receht employMent 'or doctoral level SIE's
has increased at a faster rate than total 6/E
employment, and by this measure thequality-

.
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of the S/1:1 work force is increasing.(See p.
126.) ;

o In the contex t o( science and engineer*
. markets; equity can be interpreted with

respect to employment and satary-Prartices
-for individuals of comparablf skills. Dis-.
parities in labor market variables ivrween

,
'men and women, and boween racial
'minorities and ,others, can be indiCators cif

ineqiiity. However, such indicators, alone
may na be S'ufficient to warrant the ìt-
ference of inequity because these disparities
may also bedue todifferences inoccupational
preferences, age, work experience, a4nd other
such factors, (See P1). 129-130.)

Although the empioyment of worne9 in
science and engineering has been increasing
at a fairly rapid rate (12 percent between 1974
and 1976 compared to a 5.percent increasefor
men), women are still underi.epresented
science and engineering. Miles' women
constituted abOut 8 percent of all employed
SIE's in1976(197,200), about .40percentofall--
employed persons were women.(See p. 131.)

o Both the numbWand pOpOrtion of women
-ei -. receiving degrees in science arid engineering

have increased significahtly. At the doctoral
level, the number of degrees in science.;and
engineering awarded to womenincreased by
about 00 percent (about 1,500) between 1970
and 19,7, and almost 20 percent (about 500)
between 1974 and 1977. Among men, the
number of degrees awarded, declined by 1.1.
percent (about 1,800) over the 1970-77
period, and about 9 percent. (almost.'1,500)
between 1974 and 1977;.(See pp: 133-134.)

o The number .of employed minority group
mernbers in science a nd engineering (98,200)
represt.nted .4.1 .pereent of the total in 1976.
Qver 40 percept of the emplOyed
minorities were bf!.Asian extration, with
blacks represepting aft 'Additional 34 percent.
Since 1976, Kowever, minorities 'have con-
tinued to be underrepresented in science and
engiheeringoabout 11 percent of all employed
persons are members of racial -minority
groups. (See p.r. .134-136.)
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Employment of minorities in science, and
engineering has been increasing at a faster
rate than for whitd. Among doctoral\ level
SW's; for eiample, employment of iilacks

\ increased l)y 354ercent (up .700) between
1973 and 1977, while the increase for thoseof
'Asian extraction was about 70 percent, or
6,300. Tho comparable increase for whites

,s.
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was E6 Percent, or 52,600. (See pp. 135-1,36.)

in Blacks continue to be underrepresented in.
scierfce and engineering, since in 1976 they
represented aliout 9 percent of all employed
persons but only about 1.4 percent (33,000)
of the employed doctoral-level scientists and
engineers.*See Appendix Jable
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leaching as their primary 'work activity and
te§OarchaS a secondary activity. Readers wishing

., to understand the indicators and their !invitations
morefully 4re, urged to consult the primary data
sources listed in.the appropriate references apd
Appendrx tables: Finally, no single indicator can
adequatr4 describe the current status or even a
major aspect of tlje SIE personnel scene. Thus,
Conclusions should 'generally not be based on
sin* indicators, but sather on a series of
indicators grouped under each majot theme. ..

Lstimates of the number of scientists and
engineers in th. United itates are derived by
integrating -eleinerits from severalsources
representing the following three groups:

Group 1Experienced scientist§ and
engineers (excltiding holaers of doctorates),
defined, first, .as having worked as a scientist
or engineer or in a related occypation, at the
time of the PUO Decennial Census- of
Population; second, must have passed two of
the following three criteria to have been
included in es ates.subsequent to,1970: (a)
occupation ii sc ce or -engineering, (b)
highest degr held in sciemeor engineering,
(c) professional identification as scientist or
engineer.°-

Group 2New entrants to science and
'engineering, defined as having received,
after 1970, a master's degree in mathematics,
biological science, psychology, economics,
sociology, or other social science; or held a
bachelor's degree in any of these fields and
was employed in SIE; or held a baccalaureate
in any of the other SIE fields.

Group 3Doctoral scientists and engineers,
defined as having received a doctorate in
science or engiheering, or [loving received a'
db.ctoratein nOn-SIE fields but employed in
an SIE position.

SUPPLY AND UTILIZATION

This.section deals with the ctirrent utilization
of scientists and engineers, and the projected

-,utilization and supply of scientists arid engineers.
Several indicators can be used to assess, in

normative terms, the adequacy. of current
utilization patterns of SIE's. These include
compari§ons of SIE employment with thegrowth
of total U.S. employment and economk activity,
the priority of scientirk and technical activitiesin
industry as measured by the ratiosOf SIE'S tototal
industrial support staff, and tf* work activities of
SIE's---"especially data on the number and propor-
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tion engaged in R&P and the number working
outside of science and engineering. The lp-
dicators do not include-ameoseisment of the !vie! 4

of scientific arid technical (S&T) activity because
there is no consensus on what constitutes an
adequate level of such activity. In principle, the
current SIE workforcaprobably Is not adequate,
sincjthere are many worthwhile S&T activities
tJx1 could be catried out if both the financial and

e personnel resources were available.
Assessment of the current supply of scientists

%and engineers can be based on such empirical
evidence as unemployment rates, whilepr6jec-
tions fEi-future supply of SIE's are related to
anticipated requirements.

The following indicators suggest that S/E
-utilization is risinkivis a vis total U.S. employment
and total economicgictivity. The employment of
SIE's in R&D, however, has not kept pace with the
increases in total SIE employment. Private
industry seems to be devoting a declining
proportion of its human resources to scientific
and technological activities. It appears that the
dirrent number of scientists is more than
adequate to meet demand, but that requirements
.for engineers equal, or exceed somewhat, the
current supply. NSF and others projeo that the
aggregate future supPly of SIE's will generally be
adequate to meet anticipated requirements
through the 1980's.

Comparisons of SIE employment with other
employment trends and with changes in national
economic indicators are useful in that fhey can
reflect whether de facto national priorities are
changing. However, such comparisons cannot
determine whether national priorities are "cor-
rect." If SIE employment increases leSs rapidly
than total employment or other economic
indicators, the comparison suggests that society
is giving higher priority to nonscientific activities
at the expense of scientific ones. If S/E employ-
ment increases less rapidly than national
economic indicators, a possible explanation to be
eiplored is whether or not the productivity of
scientific and engineering work is increasing.

Ci.owth in SIE Employment

From 1970 to 1976, employment of scientists
and engineers grew at about the same rate as
overall economic activity and more rapidly than
total employment. During this period, employ-
ment 6f SIE's increased at an average annual rate
of 2.7 percent (6.2 Percent for scientists and 0.4
percent for engineers), while total emOloyment
increased only 1.9 percent per year. ,Real gross
national productanother indicator of overall

11 9



economic activityincreased at an average
annual rate of 2.9 ire i5ce n t (figpre 5-1). The
relatively rapid grow* in scientific employment4. was strongly influenced by the rapid growth in
employment of social scientists (including psy-

. chologists) and of computer specialists; these two
groups accounted for approximately 60 percent
of the grgiwth in scientific employment over the
1970-76 period..

Excluding the social scientists and computer
specialists, scientific employnient increased at an
average annual rate of 4.1 percentsahile
combined SIC employment inceased by 1.5
percent per year. This combined scientist and

- engineer entpl4fment growth rate is below tbose
recorded for total employment and overall
economic activity over 4he 1970-77 kriod.

Figure 5-1

Average' annual percent increases in science
and engineering employment and in other
economic and manpower variables: 1950-76

19503 1963.70 1970-76

' Excludes data for psychologists, social Scientists, and computer sptcialltls.

'Nonfarm wage And salary Workert.

' Gross national product (In constant 1972 dallar.

lifFERDICE. Appendix table 5.1. Science indicators-1978

z

Employment of SIE's reached almost 2.4
million in 1976, about 5.7 percent above 1974
levels1 (see Appendix table 15-2). Scientific
employment in this period grew significantly
faster than engineering employment, 9. percen t
and 2.3 percent, .respectively,_ continuing a
general trend since the 1950's. The slower
growth of the number of engineers employed,'
tompared to scientists, largely reflects relatively
slow growth or declines in those industries
employing significant numbers of' engineers.2
Em loyment increases for SIE's betWeen 1974
and 1976 reflect primarily the economic recovery,
that started in 1975. However, the fact that R&D
funding in 1976 (as measured in constant donars)
wa slightly. above 1974 levels proliably also
contributeil to the employment gains.3 More
recent data suggest that a turning point may have
been reached for engineers, since the employ-
ment of engineers increased by 6 p rcent
between 1976 and 1977.4

Not all fields of science shared equallk in the
recent overall growth in employment (see figure
5-2). Physical and life scientists, who c,onstitute
about 45 percent .of all scientists, contributed
almost 65 percent of the- tot'al growth in science
employment betwen 1975 and 1976.

Prioriti, of Scientific and Technical
Activities in Industry

Private industry, the sector employing by far
the largest nuinber of S/E's in the U.S. economy,
accounts for three-fifths of all persons working in
science and engineering. Of these, about 7 out of
e'very 10 are engineers. Available., data indicate
that since 1967, nontechnical activities5 have
been growing at a faster rate than, technical
activities. This conclusion is based on com-
parisons between employment of SIE's6 and total
employment of persons not directly engaged in

Scientist and engineer population and employment
estimates for 1974 ha ve been revised substan ally from those
-appearing in earlier editions of Science Inakators reports.

2 See, for exaMple, various issues of Employment and _arnings,

U.S, Department of Labor, for trends in industriaremploy-
ment. Information On engineering employment, by industry,
can be found in"Scientific and Technical Personnel in Private.
Industry, 1900-70 and 1975," Reviews ol Data on Science Resorpies,

National Science Foundation (NSF 78-302), p. 9.
3 National Prinerns of R6D Resources. 1953-1978-79, National

Science Foundation (NSF 78-313), p. 36. .
4 Employment and Training Report of the President,U.S. Depart-

.,
Ment of Labor, 1978, p..230.

Noniechnical activities . iticlude tnanageMent, sales,
accountinh, Clerical, avd similar functions.

° Excluding social St kntists and psychologists, for whom
data are unavailable.

...
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production work in six inthistries that are major
employers of Sit personnel, and for which
consistent estimates areavailable over time (see
figure 5-3): In each, industry ex&pt fabricated
metals, the proportion of scientists'and engineers
slywed a significant increas* fbrough the mid-.
1960's, after which, each industry showed A

decline, to 1975. Thus the number of employed
SIE's, while generally increasing for these
industriesapparently is not growing as rapidly as
the support staff, and more 'resourses re going
for nontechnical activities and relatively leSs for
technical emieavors. This trend could have
negative caritequetwes since SIE's contribute
significantly to general economic growth and to
increases in productivity in the US,. eConoMy.
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Figure 5-3

Employment of.sclantls and engineers as an
average percent of total4uonptoduction workers,
for seleited Industries:193245 'y
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Activities of Scientists and Engineers
The work being done by ,scientists, and

engineers, including the Aiumbei, proportion, and
.diStribution of those doing R&D, indicates the
level`of current science aqd technology activities.
The number of R&D personnel mAy be a leading
indicator of -the. Nation's overall science and,
teChnology effort that depends heavily on
innovation which, in turn, is frequently based on
R&D. Another indicator of current effort is the
proportion of employed scientists and engineers

2,1
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holding lobs outside of -science, and engineering
fields. A growth in this proportion mayIndiCate
that The Nation isanoti adequately utilizing these
highly trained perkirm0. On the other hand, the
activities of these. S/E's outside of science and
engigtering may be productive from a social
viewtint, resulting in no social loss but a loss to
science and technology.

R&D Activities. Althotigh* FTE (full-time-
equivalent) einployment of SIE's in R&E) has
increased each year since 1973; the 1969 Itvel was
not exceeded 'until 1977 when a new high (Tir--
571,000 %Vas. reach'ed (see figure 5-4). Between
1974-and 1976, FTE eMplOymentoeSIE'stn'R&D
inciyased by almost 5 -percent, while total S/E
employment gr6w by .5.7 'percent.7. ThuS', the
proportion of SIE's. in R&D declined slightly

*between 1974-And 1976.

Work Activities of Poctoi.alAevel.Scientists
and EnginOers. The professional -work activities
of all S/E's can indicate the huMan resources input

,

7 Detailed Shitistieal ientith and Engineers: I Q 7 ,

National Science Fouridaiitni(NSF 79-305), pp. 33, 50..

vO?

to the American scientifilc' and techniCal enter-
prise; yet the work ,activities of SIE. doctorate
holders are of special interest, beCause dottoral-
level S/E's prOvide 'Much Of the lieatlerghip'in-
scientific endeavors.

The work patterns of doctoral 'SIE's Are :

undergping cbange (figure 5-5); but these ov.erall
patterns differ signifiontly among empl4ment-

. , .

sectors,0 In ,educational institutions, there7has,
been a relative declinein teaching activities;With: 'y
corresponding gains in R&D and other activities.
In contrast, other employment sectors hdve seen."

$ "Work Activities of Doctoral' Scientists' and Engineers
Show SubStantial Change Between 197;1 and 1977," Srience
Frources Stinlies.liighlights, National Science Foundation (NSF
78-316)

Figure 5-5

Distribution of employed doctoral scienti
and engineers by primary work
ac/ivity:' 1973 end 1977
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a relative shift from R&D to non-R&D work
activities. These shifts are somewhat compen-
satory, so that the overall proportion of doctoral
S/E's -primary engaged in --R&D activities re..`

kmained stable between 1973 afid 1977.
Although the proportionofdoctoral-level SIE's

primarily engaged in R&D remained constant,
some changes did occur in the character of the
R&D work over the 1973-77 period (see text table
5-1). The number of doctoral StE's in develop,
ment activities increased ai *a substantially
greater rate than that for basic and applied

search-(-59-percen-t-betweert-197aanal 977 for_
- development, compared tO 27 percent each for

basic and applied research). To some extent, this
. shift to development reflects the growing
number of doctoral-level S/E's in private in-
dustry, where development activities
predominate. ,

The amount of R&D 'participation by the
growing mirk force of -doctoral-level S/E's
-assumes added significance when R&D expend-
itures during this 4-year-time frame are exam-
ined. Thirs, while the nuMberof.doctoral SIE's
primarily engaged in all aspects of R&D work

conStant dollars showed much smal er increases,
increased substantially, R&D experditures in

between 1973 and 1977.4 Also, between 1973 and
1977, the number of full-tipte-equivalent scien-

& tists and engineers in R&D, at.all.degree levels,
increased by .14111 10 percent, a growth rate
considerably be ow that of d6ctoral-levelS/E's in
R&D. The increasing participation of this level of

9 During.the period, total R&D expenditures increased by 5
percent, a did basic- reseaech expenditures, National Patterns of
R&D Resources, 1953-1978-79, National Science'Foundation
(NSF 78-313), pp. 36, 38.

-t

3..

,

V.

A

S/E's in R&D suggests that employers are
enriching their R&D staff by taking advantageof
the greater availability of Sir's holding the'
doctorate.

The number of employed doctoq-level S/E's in
the United States increased by 29 percent
between 1973 and 197.7. This overall increase was
accompanied by little change in the distribution
among types of employers (see Appllindik table 5-
6). Educational institutions continued to provide
the greatest number ofjobs fordoctoralS/E's (see
figure 4-6). However, the proportion of these
SIF's shifted slightly from academic to non-
academic employment over the 1973-77 peilod. '
Small incremental changes in the proportion of
S/E's in different emplOying sectors may 'be
significant, inasmuch as a fairly substantial
absolute change is required to affect^oportions
in the short run.

As would be- expected, the movement into
nonacademic employment wa'S most noticeable'
among new doctoral recipients. For example,
while about one out of six new S/E doctorates Of
the 1972 classobtained industrial emPloyment,
this ratio rose to about one out of five for the1976
class. AboutIO percent of the new 1976 doctoral .

redpients who entered industrial empl9yment
were involveld primarily in R&D activities.
However, the proportion of all industrially
employed, dOctoral-level SIE's engaged in R&D
declined from 71 percent in 1973 to 66 percent in
1977,10 Theta rges t component of this decline was

4

10 "Work Activitiei Of Docto.ral Scientists and Engineers
Show Substantial Change between 1973 and 1077," SA- ience
Resources Studies Highlights, National Science Foundation (NSF

78-316):
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Figure 5-6

DiStribution.of doctoral scientists and
engineers by type of emplOyer: 1973 and 1877

(Permit)
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sbme emploVers,P according to NSF's Industrial
Panel on Science and Technology.

Is the shift in the prOportion of doctoral-level
SEE's, especially new degree rdecipients, from
academia to other employing sectors good Frani
national point of view? The answer depends, in
part, upon shifts in the work activities of these
S/E's. Within R&D, for example, applied research
and. development predominate ih industry,
whereas basic research predominates in univer-
sities and collees.

Mink( Appendix table 5.6. Sclenci Indleatort-1976

the managem9nt of R&D. The proportion
primarily engiged in the management of non-
R&D actiyities and sales/prpfessional services
increased Silbstan tially.11 These changes suggest
that in industry, hew doctoral-level SEE's are
relatively more active in R&D than their-more
senior colleagues, who are movihg out of R&D
'activities. The increased hiring of young doc-
. torates by industry has not produced anyeig-
hificant probleMs in qnderutilization as judged by

.
it Detailed Stwtisiical Tables. Characterisias of Doaoral Scientists and

Engineers in the United Stales, 1977, N'atinrial Science Foundation
(NSF 79-306), p. .

WorkingOutsideWEFields. Not, dti
employed SEE's are working in science and
engineering jobs. For.many reasons, some .,take
jobs not only outside thclir fields of training, but
also outside of science and engieeering
altogether. Of the SIE's employed in 1976, 12
percent reported that they were in non-SEE jobs.
By field, the proportion in non-S/E jobs ranged
from about 3 percent of the mathematical
scientists to 30 percent of the enviigOnmental
scientAts (see figure 5-7). Some S/E's ehobse to
work in non-SEE jobs, for higher pay orfor other
personal reasons. Fof example, only about 10
percent of those experienced S/E's yha were in
the labor force in 1970 and who were in non-SEE
jobs' in :1976 indicated that they believed that SIE
jobs were not available. About three-fifths, on
the other hand; indicated they were in non-S/E
jobs because of personal preference, promotions,
or higher pay. The proportion of the experienced
5/E's "involuntarily" employed outside of science
and 'engineering varies sothewhat by field (see
text table 5-2).

As might be expected, emplOyment
science and engineering occurred to a lesser
extent among SIE's holding the doctorate than
among all employed S/E's. In' 1977, about 8
percent of the employed doctoral-level SEE's were
in nonscienct jobs, up from about 5.5 percent in
1973.1.3 Fields with an above,average proportion
of S/E's inil6nscience jObs in both 1973 and 1977
include the physical and social sciences.14 Physical
and social stientists represented about 55 percent
orall doctoral-level SIE's employed in nonscien e

: 12 '.'Utilization of Science and Engineering Doctorates in
Industrial Research and Development,"Science Resources Studies
Highlights, National Science Foundation (NSF 78"-301).

"Work Activities of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers
Show Substantial Change between 1973 and 1977," Science
Rtsouries Studies Highliihts, National Science Foundation (NSF
78-316). .

Charaaeristks of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers in the United
States, 1973, Appendix B, National Science Foundation (NSF
7.5-312-A), pp. 14, 23.
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. jobs in 1977, but they accounted foronly about 35
percent.of all employed doctoral-level SIE's.15

The Current Supply of Scientists
and Engineers.

Recent concern about thelaCk of suitable job
Opportunities and past concerns about shortages
O( scientists and engineers suggests a need for

a.

See Appendix table 5-10.
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indicators for iissessing the supply/demand
balance. Such assessment depetids on several
faritors, including, the perspective of thos4
concerned with .the condition. (employers, the
Government,. and individual scienlists and
engineers); the.definitions used; ond the methods
used in the asseisment analyses.I0

The work. "shorage" requires careful con-
sideration. Some Ivould say that there is a ,

shortage of S/E's if the number availitk for
employment is less than the number req,,d to
meet some social goals. From , an economic
view oint, however, this definition is not viable,

ecause t ere Is no s eman un ess emp oyers are
willing tti pay for the services of as many SIE's
are needed to meet such social goals. A more
realistic definition of an S/E shortage is that the
qiiiantitrdemanded tt prevailing sAaries exceecis
the available quan tity supplied. A frequently used
definition,implies thit there is a shortage of SIE's
when the number available (supply) increases less
rapidly than the number demanded at salaries
paid in the recent past.17

Several labor market indicators frequently are
used to assess the relative overall "balance" in the
marker/or scientific and technical personnel---a
shortage or surplus situatiOn for SIE's. These
indiCators include unemployment fates; the
experienCe of recent graduates seeking to enter
the labor force, and relative salaries. Further-
more, special studies shed light on thesituation in
selected areas of concern, such as ehergy. The
indicators examined suggest a possible surplus of
scientists in general; they alscitouggeSt that the
Supply of engineers is in approximate balance
with demand.

Unemploymentiftates.Unemployment rates, one
indicator of inp skible problems in the labor
market,' Only par ly measure thee supply/de-
mand balance. These ates do not indicate the
degree of possible underutilization of S/E's in
positions requiring skills beioW those that the
jobholders aFtually possess. In addition, un-
employment rates- in most instances do not
measure the difficulty or length of time required
to obtain employment for those S/E's first
entering the job market.or by those changing
jobs. 'Also, "hidden unemployment," may exist;
for example, qualified persons may have involun-.

ie See W. Lee Hansen, "The Economics of Scientific nd
Engineering Manpower," louional o I !ninon Resouri es, vol. 2
(Spring, 1967), pp. 191-219.

I. See or example, David M. Blank and George J. Stigler,
I be Den ml arid Supply ol Silent:lir Personnel, (New York: National
Burea of Economic Research, Inc., I057), p. 24.
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tar.ily accepted jot)* outside of science or
.engineering. However, data indicfate thal only
about l'percenfof the S/E's who were in t he labor
force. in 1970 were involuntarily employed in
non-5/E positions in 070.18

Relative to both the general labor.force and to
all professipnal and technivl workers, scientists
and engineers have shown a relatively trong
labor market position (see figure 5-8). In 1971, t he
unemployment rate for engineers was similar to
t hat for all professional and technical workers. By
1977, the rate for engineers had fallen to less than
half that Tor all professional and technical
workers (see figure 5-9)..

In i 970, the on eilloyment rate for SIE's,was
10 percent 2.1 percent for engineers and 4.0
percent for scientists (see figure 5-10).m In
general, natural scientists had lower unemploy-
ment rates than did social sciehtists. Economists,
with an unemployment rate of only about 1
percen t, were a noticeable except iOn among sodal
scientish;,.. It is .noteWorthy that many of the
scientific occupations showing below-average
unemployment rates --economists, computer

" lia,t,d on data f rtim Surycy of
\ Penent rd S. will isf and I. ngineurs

Nienti../.. and I 1,r'r
National St nlic.t, Foundation (NSF- 70-:305)p II

4

specialists, and medical scient is. tsare those that
arc less dependen t for employment oppurtunit ies
,on faculty appointments and levels of R&D

.,

funding.
Uoemployment rates for doCbral-level S/E's

generally are lower than those for all scientists
and engineers. As with all S/E's, uneMployment
rrit es for t hose with doctorates vary considerably

.4 field (see figi.fe-k10).
.

These unemployment rates suggest some
imbalances in the supply/demAd condition for
scientists below the doctoral level'. At about 1
percent "iii 1976, the unemployment rate for all
scientists suggests that the supply may 'exceed

-demand, especially in such fields of science as
psychology and sociology. Thy rate for vngineers
(about 2 percent in 1970) sugges,ts A rough
balance, although, demand probably exceeds
i.ipply; . unemployment generally cannot be

I reduced to zero because of "frictional unemploy-
ment" resulting from iieople changing jobs and
entering an4 reentering the labor forc e.(' For
doctoral-level S/E's as a group, the unemploy-
ment rates indicate no significant problems .'

Thu Iowtkyi OV(I,mff nd holmt uncinpitlynIVII t FM(' ret orded
sum.' 10.10 was 1 I Our( cnt (scasonally adinqed in April 10.1,1,
%own I h Nohnn loboi
mai ko dun ny. tvai tune.
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Figure 5-9

Unemployment rate.s for engineers
as a pprcent of the rates for Rofesiional
and technical workers: 1967-77
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terms of supply/demand balante. Nrevertheless,'
the individual unemployed scientist or engineer,
of course, undergoes considerable hardship.

IP

Experience of Recent Science and Engineering
Graduates.- The ex'perience of recent S/E
graduates is another indicator of the degree of
market balance. In general, if ihe demand for
S/E's is greater than the supply at existing salary
levels, the 'proportion of recent graduates who
obtain jobs in science or engineering wilt be
relatively high. Those proportions, hoWever,
could vary considerably by degree leveli.

Only 30 percent of those who earned bac-
caldreates in science and engineering in 1974
and 1975 wereemployed in S/E jobs in 1976, while
i6 percent held jobs outside of science 'and
engineering (see figikre 5-11),2t However, a
significant proportion '(24 percent) of these new
graduates were attending graduate school on a

21 "Employment Patterns of Recent Entrants MI6 Science
and Engineering," Review of Data ou Scictue Rrsourtes, National
.Science Foundation (NSF 7$-:3 lc)), P. 5. .



Figure 5.10

Science and engineering unemployment
rates by field: 1976-77
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full-fime basis. When these students are excluded
from the analysis, a somewhat differeut picture-
develops; for those employed, about 45 percept
had jobs in sciencg and engineering, with wide
variations among fields of science. Those with
degrees in the natural sciences and engineering
showed a significantly greater propensity to
obtain joKS in science and engineering fields than
those. with degrees in the social sciencip.

'These data clearly indicate the degree yof
relative supply/demand balance. They allo
suiltee that, .for some 'fields in today's job
maiket, thebac-calaureale may not be considered

1974 and 1975
baccalaureate

recipients
(100 percent)

Employed

Employed 1974 and 1975
. baccalsureate.recipients°

(100 percent)

ln S/E
(45 percent)

Outside S/E
(55 percent)

11,

sufficient for entry into scientific eitiploythent.
The decline of the baccalaueeate as an entry
degree is consistent with ti,_:alternative ex-
planations. First, the nature .of scientific work
may have become more compleX,' requiring
advanced degrees for those entering such work.
Second, there may be"oviOtedentialing'."; thdt is,
employers may be requirng advanced degrees,

' not because of the complexity of the work but
because those with advanced s may,be
more readily available.

The proportion of recent graduates with
master's degrees who found work in science or
engineering is higher than those with the
bachelor's degree. Overall, more than three-
fou rths (78 percen t) of employed master's degree
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holders were .workit% in S/E jobs, and the
variation by field was not as great as that for those
with only the baccalaureate (see figure 5-12).13y
i.Vay of compvison., about 92 percent cit new SIE
dodorates arr employed in science and erigine&-
ing positions, ic

The data on receq graduateS who are new
entrants into the labor' market suggest that, in
general, the quantity of scientists is More than
adequate to meet the cu rren t quantity demanded.
For"some of the science occupations, such as social
scientists, demand Could increase substantially
before sho,rtage situations would 'develop. For
engineers, however, demantd supp y seem-to-,
be roughly in balance.

Relative- SliarieS.. Another indicator of labor
m-Srket balance is salary trends. If SIE's are in
short supply', theirsalaries would be expected to
increase relative to some g6neral salary
measure,22 as employers increase their salary

" Hourly or weekly earnings of production workers are
frequent ly used indicators of general Orage trends.
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offers to attract the available suppli. If salaries of
SIE's increase at the same or lower rates than do
general salary levels, the inferenceis that the
available supply is equal to or greater than
current demand. .

'Care must be exercised in using relative salary
dala aOndicators of labor market balance since
,the earnings of professional and technical
workers in general have not kept pace with those
for other workers. Nonprofessional wages have

.Thrreased more rapidly for a variety of reasons,
including increases in the minimum wage and
union efforts to obtainpay raises for produCtion

-anti-kg-Med-workers. As a-resu-147-for-ex-amplert he
earnings of male operatives23 increased by 65
percent between 197O and 19, while those for
male professional and technical workers in-
creased by 49 percent.24 '

" includes transportation and semiskilled metalworking
occupat ions.

24 Based on ealuings of year-round, full-time workers. See
Cur mu Populatioanmorts, Series ys D, epartment of,
Commerce, Bureau of the Census, No.86(1971), pp:117-118,
and No. 11b. (1978), p. 13,

-I .29
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he median mOnthly salaries of R&Dscientists
add engineers did not keep pace with increases in
the hourly earnings of production workers in the
1970's (see figure 5-13). Salaries of SIE's in R&D
(measured in current. dollars) rose by about 37
percent betweem1970 and 1976, earnings of all
male professional workers increased by 38
percent, but prod0ction workers.' salaries in-
creased 4,2 percent. Salaries of doctoral-level
SIE's in R&D increased Wy about 36 percent-over
the same period. While indicating stronger
demand for doctoral-level SIE's than for scien-
tists and engineers with less.education, the data

also int icate 71- rough balance tirtte,upply/de-
mand condition for doctoral-level SIE's in R&D.

Starting salaries ..for .new .hires of inexperi-
enced-engineers (and presumably scientists) may
reflect the market situation for that occupation,-25
Data developed by the Colle0 Placement Council
indicate that starting salary offers for scientists
and engineers have increased since the 1973-74

2' See, for example, W. L. Hansen, "The Shortage of
Engineers," Review of Lemmas and Stati.gics, vol. 43 (August,.
1961),Ipp, 251-56; and Richard Heeman, The Overeducated
Ammon (New York: Academie Press:1976), pp. to- lb.

R&D scientists
and engineers

recruiting period. However, cautiob must kw
exercised in inferring that a "shortage" situation
is developing for S/E's from the moderate
increase in starting offers (29 percent for
engineers from 1973-74 to 1976-77).0 When
adjusted fdr inflation, little increase in starting
salaries is indicated. The data suggest, however,
that the market for cultural scientists and
engineers is improving relative to tbat -for
graduates in business and the humanities and
social sciences (see figure

Special Areas. Special situations concerning SIE
9-tipply-may exist -1-11--specific occupations.. For
ekample, one study27 has indicated current
shortages of energy-related perSonnel in selected
fields such ifs nening, petroleum engineering, and
chertcal engineering at the doctoral level..The
market, however, appears to be resPonding to
this situation-1978 bachelor's degrees in these
fields are up sharply froM mid-1970 levels.

Projected Supply and Utilization of
Scientists and Engineers

Doctoral Scientists and Engineers. Projections
are indicators of possible futures which are
generally used as -planning tools to anticipate
potential problems and to develop a better
understanding of the dynamics of the systems
that are being analyzed. SinceTrojections are
sensitive to assumptions Sbout behavioral
relationships and future values of critical
variables, they should be used wth caution and
several caveats are pertinent.

Projections are conditional forecasts incor-
porating a number of assumptions about the
future. If these assumptions are changed, the
results of the projections will be altered. In
addition, all projection techniques are Subject to
inherent difficulties. For evmple, an obvious
hazard of trend extrapolation is that tendencies
may be altered by unexpected events. Similarly,
in, projections based on econometrk! Aodels,
pertinent factors that may have been omitted,
either through oversight or because of data
limitations, are assumed to have stable
rthtionships with factors that have been con-

26 See CPC Salary Su rwy Final Report (Bethlehem, Pa.: College
PLicement Council, July 1976 and 1978), p. 3.

27 Hugh Folk, et al., Silentlfk and Technical:Personnel in Energy-
,Rilated Activities: Current Situation and Future Requirements (Urbana/
Champaign, 1ll. Center fbr AdyanCed Computation, Univer-
sity of Illinois, 1977), pp. 73-76!See also"Current and Fulure
Utilization of Scientific and Technological Personnel in
Energy-Related Activities," Reviews of Data on ,5( ience Resources,
N`ational .5cience Foundation (NSF 77-315).
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Figure 5-14

Percent change lo average monthly salary
offers to bachelor's degree candidat!,

. by selected turrIcula: 1273-74.to 1976-77
(Percent)
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AUFFIENCE: Appendix table 5.14. Science Indicatais-19711

sidered. These relationships could be altered in
the future. In view of these limitations, a false
Sense of precision should not be attributed to the
numerical forecasts. Instead, attention phould be
focused on broad features of the projections.

A final caveat concerns the level of aggregation
of projections. Each major area otscience and
engineering- includes specific disciplines fe.g.,
physics, economics, electrical engineering) that
#n differ from the hggregate iri RS supply and
'utilization balance. Thus, it must-not be assumed
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that the projections for brdad areas of science
(e.g., physical sciences) are necessarily applicable
to their individual disciplines.
_The nnuilintmbet.Qf tawiti

science and engineering has declined sliglItty each
year since 1973, the first such declines experi-
enced pince the. mid-1950's. These declines,
couplecrwith reduced employment oppbrtunities
for scientists and engineers in the academic
sector, raise policy- issues regarding future
supply/demand relationships, market adjust-
ments to imbalances, and potential implications
of these ftyr the. future vitality of scientific
research and development in the United States
patticularly in the academic sector.

Independent Orojeclionsprepared kthe
National Science Foundation (NSF) an the
Bureau of labor Statistics (BLS), which are
discussed more fully in Appeadix 1indicate that,
in general, the supply of doctorate scientists and
engineers is likely to be more than ample to meet
anticipated demand.28 Depending on the model
examined, from 185,000 to 210,000 students pre
projected to recekie science and engineering
doctorates from American universitie% roughly

'.ever the next decade.29 Based on these projec-
tions and estimates of attrition., an SIE docforal
labor force of 410,000 to 420,000 is'projected for
the mid-1980's, as compared to 340,000 to
350,000 p,rojected to.be in SIE-related (or
traditional) activities.

The-difference between supply and utilization
- in the mid-1980's is projected by BLS and NSF to

be in the 60,000-to-80,006 range. This difference
represents an estimate of doctoral S/E's who are
likely to' find it necessary to accept non-S/E or
nontraditional employment. Based on historical
evidence, it is likely that only a small proportion of

" For models of supply and utilization covering scientists
and engine&s, see Projedions of the Supply and Utilization of Science
and LAgim,ering Doctorates. 1082 .and 1987, National Science
Foundation (NSF 79-30.3); Douglas Braddock,"Oversupply of
Ph.D.'s to Continue Through 1985,- Mmilhly Labor Review
(October 978). Other models related to more general
markets fdr highly trained labor, or to particular sectdrs of
this market (such as the- a6demic sector) can be found in
Richard Freeman, The Overeducated American (New York:
Academic Press, 1976); Projections of Eliwalioa Statisiirsto I 986-
87. U.S. Department of 11ealth, Edacation and Welfare,
National Center for Educittion Statistics.; Roy Radner and
Chariot te V. Kuh, Presrrvia$ a Lost Gemation: Policies to Assure a
Steady Flow of Young Scluilars Until the Year 2000 (Lferkeley,Colif.:
Carnegie Cound on Policy Studies in Higher Education,
1978).

2" Them! projections are adjusted to reflect the' inter-
national flows of migrating scientists and engineerS.Thel3LS
projection (185,000) is for the period 1976-1985; the NSF
pr9jection (210,000) is for the period 1977-1W, .
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this group will actiially be unemployed. By
contrast, only about 23.,000 doctoral S/E's were in
full-time, non-SIE positions in 1977.-

Howeyer, the m6aels produce so.The
differences in 'projected supply/utilization. fin-
ding2 when the data are classified by broad SIE
fieldk. Mathematics is expected to encounter the
largest imbalance, with anywhere from 21 to 30
percent of its doctoral SIE's projected to be
engaging int non-SIE activities. Social sciences
followa closely behind mathematics, with-
anywhere from 19 to 27 Inrcent of its doctorates
projected 'n non-S/E activities. Problems are
expected'to be somewhat less severe in the life
sciences (with 16 to 20 percent projected to be in-
non-SIE activities) and in the physical sciences
(wheye only 9 to 10 percent are projected in non-
SIE,attivities). The projections for engineers are
more divergent. The NSF model projects 19.
percent of the engineering doctorates employed
in non-S/E activities;, whereas the BLS model
projects a shortage of roughly 8 percbnt in the
labor market for doctoral engineeYs. This
difference is primarily duelo considerably lower
projections of doctorate degrees -by BLS. The
congruence Of the projection findings in the
,aggregate thus appear to result froni offsetting
differences in findings among major fields.

These projectioq- suggest that, strictly on the
basis of the availability of human resources with
scientific and engineering training at the doctoral
level, the United States May not be constrained
from engaging in new initiatives in R&D and
other technological efforts. The projected grow-
ing disparity bej.ween supply and utilization, for

toral scientists, and engineers, however, may
cause for concern since there may be some
ect loss for the next .several years of the .

\s-ubstantial resources invested in the specific skin
,training of these scientists -and engineers by
'virtue Of their working in nonscience or .non-
engineering activities.

All Scientists and Engineers. In general, the
Bureau, of'. Labor, Statistics estimates. that the
supply of scientists through the mid-1980's will
be more than adequate to meet demand in most
fields. For engineers, siipply and demand are
expected to be in rough balance. Projections
developed by BLS indicate that engineering
graduates in most sPecialities will face ,good
employment opportunities through the mid.7
1980's:30ln the.Bureau's terminol thephrase

0 See jilt, Job Outlook I Briel,"..0copat;ontil Outlook.

Quarterly (54,pring 1978), U.S. Deeartment of Labor, 13ureap of
Labor Statistics.

VP.
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"good employhient opportunities" means that
demand and supply will be roughly balanced.

The outlook for scientists varies considerably
by field and lyel of training. Favorable ethploy-
ment opportunitil, are projected for geOlogists

.and geophysicists, reflecting increasing explora-
tion for petroleum andother minerals. However,
the number qualifiedlo enter thegeophysics field
may fall short of requirements &current trends
continue. In the physical sciences, favorable
'opportunities are projected in the nonacademic
sectors for chemists and physicists. The situation
is expected to be-less favorable for those seeking
employment-as"astronomers. The nuMber o
degrees granted in astronomy will probably
continue to exceed available 'openings. Ap-
proximately three-fourths of total employment
of chemists is expected to be in private industry,
primarily in development of new products. The .
generally favorable outlook for nonacademic
physicists reflects primarily An anticipated
decline in the number 'of graduate degrees in
physics rather, than a significant increase in
demand. .

Those seeking employment as mathematicians
are likely to face keen competition throughout
the mid-1980's. Opportunities, however, are
expected tobe best for advanced degree holders in
applied mathematics seeking jobs in government
and in private industry. Employment oppor-
tunities for, life scientists are'expected to be good
for those with advanced degrees through the
mid-1980's, hut those with lesser degrees may
experience morecompelition for av,Ailablejobs. In
the social sciences, Anthl-opologists are expected
to face keen competition for jobs, while
economists With masters and doctoral degrees
are expected to have favorable nonacademic
oppartunities. Those with training in sociology at.
all degree levels-may expect keen competition for
available jobs. For doctoral psychologists, .

prospects wilt be bkightest for those trained in
applied areas such as clinical counseling and
indusfrial psychology.

QUALITY

Reeently, there has been increasing specula-
tion on ,a possible . decline in quality of the
scientific and technical woik foree. Suckspecula-
tion is difficult to cial with, since no direct
measures of overkll work force quality yet exist..
However, several indicators may be used to
assess the quality of the S/E work force..jhes.e

,include changes in the proportion of dott4ates
. held by persons in the SIE work rorce, aptitude

test scores of prospective graduate students, data
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on nonformal training activities of experienced
SIE's, and distribution of researchers by age.
Though rited, the data presented below
indicate t thequality of the SIE workforce has
not declined, and by some measures quality has
actually improved. For example, the proportion
of scientists and engineers holcring the doctorate
has increased, and the proportion of experienCed
scientists and engineers obtaining further train-
in4 has remained stable through the 1970's. Also,
test scores of prospective graduate students in
science and engineering continue high and
_unchangeLrelathze_to the scores of graduate
students in non-S/E fields. The relative decline in
the proportion of the SIE doctoral -workfosse
Which is under 35 yearikof age may produce some
dimunition ip the vitility of science. However, 'a
change in the age distribution may reflect a
return the normal after an unusual situation
pi'oduced by the rapid expansion of the system in
the 1960's. The changing. situiltion is already
producing a considerably slower infusion of new
investigators into the academic/sector.

Rising Proportion of Doctorates in the
SIE Work Force

From '1960 to 1976, the number of dostoral
degrees awarded in SIE fields increased at an
average annual rate of 6.8 percent, slightly faster
than the annual rate of 5.7 percent for bac-
calaureates. The number of persons .in the SIE
work force who had earned doctoral degrees
grew by 3.3 percent a year, somewhat faster than
the 2.8 percent annual groWth of the total SIE
work force over the 1974-76period. Consequent-
ly, the proportion Of SIE workers who hold
dOctorates also increased. For ,natural scien-
tists,31,the proportion doUbled from 1960 to 1976,
and f6r all SIE Workers it increased from 1Q.6
percent in 1974 to 11.4 percent in 1976. The
higher yercentage of workers having more
advanced education implies higher average
quality. As pointed out ea rlien(some increase may
have resulted from hiring new entrants with
doctoral degrees simply because they Were
available, and not because their positions had
previously required that level of education.

Test Scores of Prospective Graduate Students

From 1970 to 1977, the quality of prospective
S/E graduate studentsas measured by test scores
on the verbakand quantitative components of the

31 Excluding social scientists and psychologists, for whom
data are not available for the earlier years.
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Graduate Record Examination (GRE) remained
-high and, unchanged with respect to the actual
scores and relative to the average scores of
graduate student5 in nonsclence fields (Appendix
table 5-15).

The mean scores are available for the years
1970 to 1977 for five broad SIE fields (see figure
5-15). In verbal ability, scores fo:r science and
nonscience candidates did not differ significantly,
but engineering can-didateS' scores averaged
noticeably *lower than science candidates'. In
quaIntitative, ability, candidates for admission' to
SIE fields averaged more than one standard
deviation above candidates in nonscience
but there were large differences separating
candidates in engineering, mathematics, and
physics from those in the life ana social scienCes.

The 'absence of any significant decline in
averagte scores mayseem surprising in view of the
expansion in numbers, and in yiew of the decline
in average stores of students seeking admission
as college freshmen. However, from the 1930's
until well into the 1960's, a very large increase in
the percen tage of young people attending college
was' accompanied by an increase in average scores
on tests of intellectual aptitude;32 as colleges
expanded their enrollments, they also becanle

'more selectivt. This situation could not continue
indefinitely, and it is widely known that the
average aptitude scores of high school seniors
seeking admission to college have declined in
recent years.

However, the applicants for admission to
graduate school, whose average scores are
plOtted in figure 5-15, are froni an earlier college
generation; many of them entered college before
the recent decline in scores, and through 1977
there has been no, drop in this measure of the
quality of graduate students in scienCe and
engineering. Not only has the quality of prosper,.
tive graduate stUdents remained constant, but
the proportion of doctorates gran ted by top-rated
departments for selected fields has been relative-
ly stable frOm 1967 to 1977. Although the
number of doctorates granted in SIE has declined
Since the early 1970's, the downward trend in the
number of doctorates awarded by those
departments with a "distinguished" Roose-
Anderson rating has proceeded at a slovvkafte
than the trend in lesser rated departments.33

32 Paul Taubman .and Terence Wales, Mental Ability and
Higher educational Attainmeht in the 20th Century. (New York:
National Bureau of Economic Research, 1972).

Summary Report 1977: Doctorate RecipieNs From United States
Universities (WaShington, D.C.: National Academy of Sciences,
1978), p. 9.
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Continuing Training .

Another indication of the quality of experi-
enced SIE's is the proportion who participate.in
training -programs, both formal and infOrmal.
Surveys sponsored by the NSP4-permit study of
individuals who were employed in science and
engineering at the time of the 1970 Decennial
Census of Population. Data from these surveys
show that experienced scientists and engineers
continue tb participate in education and training
programs. For example, the ,proportion of
doctorate-holders receiving thi.tafri3ng climbed

percentin 1972 to pers.enLM_1926.
Over the..same period, however, the proportion
of masler's degree holders remained relatively
constant at about 22 to 23 percent. The propor-
tion of SIE's obtaining nonformal training
remained highover 35 percentfor each of the
years 1972 through 1975. "On-the-job training"
and "courses at employer's training facilities"
were the two most frequent types of supplemen-
tary training cited by participants in the study.4
Thus, the established S/E community is taking
advantage of opportunities to maintain and
improve its level of competence

Young Scientists and Engineej

One indicator of the vitality of t1ie science and
engineering work.force is the age distribution of
active SIE's and, in particular, the status of
"young" investigators. Frequently, _research
activities in the years immediately following the
doctorate are characterized by innoyative ap-
proaches.35 Thiee indicators of this aspect of
quality, are the age distribution of doctoral-level
SIE's, the number and' proportion of universite7
faculty who are "young," and the flow of recent
doctoral-level recipients into R&D. .

Age Distribution of Doctoral-LeVel SIE's. In
1977, about 22 percen,t of the employed-doctoral-
level SIE's were under 35 years ofage, compared
to 25 percerit in 1975 and 27 percent in 1973, The

'age distribution of doctoral-level SIE's varies

.,

34 Characteristics of the Natienal Sample of Sisientisti and Enginiers
1974, Part Demographic and Educational, National Science
Foundation (NSF 75-333), pp. 42-45; and Characteristics of
Experieneed Saentists and Engineers, 1976. Detailed Statistical Tables,
National Science Foundation (NSF 78-305).

35 See, for example, Report of the National Science Hoard to the
Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology of the Committie on,
.ience.and Technology, U.S. House of Representatives Regarding Peeil
Review. Procedures at the National Science Foundation, (N§B 77-468):.
November 11/77, p. 11-2; and "Decline in Recent Sciente and
Engineering Doctcfral Faculty ContinUes into 1976", Science
Resources Studies Highlights, National Science Foundation (NSF
79-301).
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somewhat by type of employer and by primary
work activity, e.g., R&D and teaching (see figures
5-16 and 5-17). In 1977, for example, .about 22
percent of the -doctoral-level SIE's in .41--year
colleges and universities and in imiustry were
under age 35, while in the Federal Government
the comparable figure was about 19 percent: A
significant fraction of those under 35 ye`arsof age
in colleges and universities hold postdoctoral
appointments.30

t
'36 NationaLScienc_e_Notutation, unpublished data.

Universitjes and 4year colleges
usiness and industry

Federal Government'
, ,
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The relatively high proportion of young people
holding doctorates and working in industry
reflects, in part, the large number hired for R&D
activities between 1973 aikci 1977.37 Projections
develop4d by NSF indicate that young peOple
with doctorates increasin8ly will find jobs in
industry, but not necessarily in R&D.36

. .

47 "Utilization of Science and Engineering Doctorates in
Industrial Research and Development,"&inin Rroutirs Stuflies

Highlight$. National Science Foundation (NSF-300.
Jel Projection$ of the Supply arid thilialtiou of Science awl Engineeriv

Dodorates, 1982 and 1987, National Science Foundation (VSF
79-303): .

liesearch and development

Teaching
Management
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Young Investigators. The 6ntinued vitality of
research depends on many factors, and the steady
infusion of new investigators is particularly
importAm. Utliyersities,,whigh, perform inuch of
the Nation's bask research, have experienced
recent- marked reductions in the numbers of
young doctorate-holding faculty" (i'e., 7 or
fewer years from receipt of the doctoral degree).
Over the 11-year period 1968-197§, while the
total number of doctorates held by faculty in'
selected.stience and engineering fields increased
by 14 peicent, the number of young people with
doctorates has dropped and their total percent-
age has declined from 42 percent to 24 percent.40
In theopinion of department heads, 30percent of
the full-time doctoral faculty should be in the
young category.4 In 1978-79, doctoralAevel
departments .in 10 representative science and
engineering fields exOect to hire 2,980 full-time
doctorate-holding faculty, of whom 70 percent
are expected to be of assistant professor rank. At
most universities new doctorate holders :enter_
'the faculty as assistant professors.42

research activity of full-time science arid
engineering faculty in universities, expressed as
the proportion spending' 20 percent or more of
their time in research, increased slighty between
1968 and 1974. In both years, about 91 percent of
the young doctorate-holding faculty were includ-
ed in theresearch-activ,e group.43

-Flow of -SIE's Recently Awarded Doctorates
Pato R&D. Availabledata show that almost half of
the S1E's recently awarded doctoral degrees are
engaged in R&D.f.iri the 'years ifnMediately
following receitit of their degrees (see figure 5-
18). This concentration, inlarge part, reflec.ts two

,factoi.s. First, to capitalize on the most advanced
concepts and techniques, industry often employs
young doctoral-level Sit's in the laboratory for
their first assignments. Many will move out,

cot-

AlthoUgh not all scientists are young when they-receive'
the doctorate, !post of those who have held the doctora te for 7
years'or less are in fact young. In recent years; the median-age
fok new sdence doctorates -has been about 30 years.

41' "Decline in Recent Science and Engineering Doctoral
Faculty Continues into 1Q78,"Science Reourus Studies 1 tighli3Oits,
National Science Nundation (NSF .79'-aol

41 Frank J. ellelsek and Irene L. Gomberg, Young Dothmrte
Faculty in Selected Si ience and Engitwering Departments. 19 7 5 and I 980

' (Washington, D.c.: American Council on Education, 1970,
p. 9: :

12. Frank J. Atelsek .and Irene L. Comberg, Young Doctorate
Facully in St iemicand Engineering: Tronis In composition dad R6ea n h

Mipify (Washington, D.C.: Ainerican Council on Education,
I9,79).

4i Young and Sfnior Science and Enginwing Faculty, 1.974, s
National Science Foundation (NSF 75:307),

40-

9 ,,Z404.73
Ciefir-allailittalelOctrifits)

, , ,

)V.X,140.01,!ito.t,1*..vi:110011.01,11144 fi'thtoc
". 4r0P1114-4ffs0"..:01419.1..ii

however, into management and-other non-R&D
poAitions. Sficorid, in'creasing 'nurribers of those
newly avialded doctorates do nottake per manent
positions after graduation but stay at univer,sities
in postdoctoral positions. Not all who hold'
.postdocto 1 appointments, however, seek or
find per l'inent jobs in R&D.

'EQUITY

Womfn and minOrities in science and 'engineer-
ing are receiving increasingAttention, reflecting

.
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two separate but related concernii to 'attract the
best students into 'science and engineering

4 regardless of sex, racial group, or ethnic status in
order to maintain and'improve the quality of
scientific -And -technical -effort; --and -16- ensure
equity of opportunity for women And minorities
to participate in science arid engirleering.

The concept of equity (or fairness) can be
defined as equal treatment of equals. In the labor
market, this mspns equal treatment with respect
to employment and salary practices for in-

, dividuals with comparable skills. A separate but
related issue involves equity in the acquisiton of
skills . Inequitiesinemploymentandsa lary

Women in Silencea-11d -Eng-Mewing-

- Population ankl Labor Force Participation. Of
the. approximately 2,7 _million in the'1976 SE
population, about 9 percent were women. Only
about 3 percept of :these women were -in
engineering fields, and about three-fifths were in
the life .and social sciences, alml irychology. In
contrast, more than half the marnwere engineers
rather than scientrsts. The concentration of
women in science rather than engineering may
partially reflect occupational stereotyping, on the
part of both s 'ety and women themselves. The
distribution of me mong thevariovisscience
held); may in pa ect society's atraditional'
expectation of women. For example, the general
public may view life sciences as health,related,
and they may see health, along with psychology,
as a helping occupation. Following their,
traditional roles as wives and mothers, women
might be encodraged ancl/Or pressured in
helping fields. The current occupational distrib
tion within .science. may also reflect limited
opportunities for women In the physical sciences
in the past, and few female role models.

Between 1974 and 1976, the numberofwomen
S/E's increased at a pace almost twice that for men

The more rapid(15 Trcedt versus 8 percent).44
Incr ases for women, both in the stock of the SIE
population and in the number of degrees granted,
may partly be .attributed to affirmative action
programs arid increasing female awareness of
opportunities in science and engirteering,The
number of science and engineering degrees
awarded to wogien has ivreased more rapidly
than those awarded to /len recently, and an
increas'ing proportion of women so trained are
.seekingtareers in science and engineering. These
indicators suggest that employers may be more
willing to hire women for S/E jobs.

Abou t 85 percen t of all female S/E's_ were-in the
labor force in 1976that is, employaor seeking
emPloyment. Of those S/E women not in the
labor force,' almost one-quarter were social
scientists. Ninety-one percent of the males were-
in the labor' force in 1976. The participation of
both maleand female S/E's in the labor force is
greater than the participation rates of all males
and all females of working age.45 The labor force
participation r'ate for all working-age women was
47 percent in 1976, and for working-age men, 78

,z

practices in thelabor market have differen t polity
implications from.inequities in skill acquisition,
particularly in labor markets requiring substan-
tial amounts of formal (as opposed to on-the-job)
training,

Labor market and training inequities are issues
that merit serious policy concern because of the
resource costs they impose on society (as a result
of maldistribution of resources they produce) and
because of the financial and psychic costs they
impose on the individual4 who are subject to these
inequities.

Disparitiesbetween men and women and
between racial minorities and othersin labor
market variables (such as employment and/or
salaries) or in skill acquisition variables (such as
enrollments in science and engineering programs
at colleges and universities) can be indications of
such inequities. However, such indicators,
although necessary, may not be sufficient to
justify an inference of inequity. In principle,
observed disparities among these groups in labor
mirket variables can alSo reflect voluntary
differences in laborket behavior among
groups (such 'as career choices, occupational
preferences, etc.) or di fferenceg among grotips in
socioderriographic characteristics (such as age,
work experience). To the extent that these
nonequity-related factors are operating in labor
markets, they mean that observed disparities can
overstate the degree of inequity that exists.

The indicators presented below ,suggest that
both women and minorities are under-
represented in the science andengineering work-
frce. But wothen may be improving their
representation, as eyidenced by their increasing
fraction of the degrees granted in science
engineering. This increased relative "flo
new women entrants is slowly altering the s
composition of .the stock of scientists an
engineers. In contrast, among Minorities, black
appear to be making little progress in improvin
their representatia
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44 Detailed Statithcal Tahlts. U.S. Scientists and .Engineers: 1976,
National Science Foundation NSF 79-305); pp. 14, 46.

45 Employment and Training Report of the President,. 1478, U.S.'
Department of Labor, 1978, p. 182. Working age k defined as
16 years of age and older,
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percent-The difference between-WE worn-01.0d- --c

, all women is striking and suggests a duch
stronger labor force commitment by SIE women.

Women constituted 10.4 percent (31,673) of
:the_cloctoial-leveLSIE's_in .1977, _up _frone.9.5

percent in 197, and 8.7 percent in 1973. The
irpresentation of women in the differen t fields of
sciencevaries considtrably. Of all doctoral-level
women SIE's, 34 percent were in the life sciencei

N and inother 27 percent were in psychology.46
As might be expected, the lalior force participa-

toil rate of women holding th 'doctorate in SIE
fields (90 percent) was schmw t above the rate
of all female SIE's (85 percent .4 The relatively
high labor force participation of women holding
SIE doctorates (and women SIE's in general)
reflects more interest in SIE careers, favorable job
opportunities for women in science and engineer-.
ing, and the geheral tendency for labors force
participation to increase with educational attain-
ment.

Figure 5-19

Employed women scionties and engineers as
percent of total Silt's: 1976.
.Employsd women doctorate scientists and
engineers as percent of total doctorates: 1977

(Percent)
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Employment; The number of employed female
SIE's in 1996 (197,m0) represented about 8.3
percent of all errititbyed SIE's, up from 7.8percent
in 1974. Between 1974 and 1976, the employment
of w?men scientistsvd engineers increased at a
ktruchIas ter rat012 percent) than that for men (5
perCent). Arnpng science occup'ations, eploy-
ment of women increased by about 1.1 patent,
while the number of employed male scientists
increased by almost-10 percent. In 1976, women
rtpresented about 17 percent of all employed
scientists, up from about 8 percent in 1968.48

Women are still underrepresented in S/E jobs.
,In 1976, women represented about 40 percent of
all employed persdhs, and a slightly higteerv,/
proportion of all professional and techn

-workers (42 percent).49. This latter group includes
occupations, such 'As nursing and teaching, that
traditionally employ large numbers pf women.

_The various science and engineering fields vary
widely in the proportions accounted for by
women (see figure 5-19).

Of the 284200 employed doctoral-level SI E's in
1977, 9.7percent werk women. The employment
of women doctoral-level S/E's has been in-
creasing, both absolutely and jrt comparison to

46 Detailed Statistical Tables."&araeteristics of DoctoraleScientistsand
Engineers in,the United States, 1977, National Science Foundation
(NSF 79-306), pp. 24-25,

47 Detailed Statistical Tables. U.S. Scientists and Engineers: 1976,
National Science Fotindation (NSF 79-305), p. 14.

46 AmerkanScieny Manpower, 1968, National Science Founda-
tion (NSF 69-38), pp. 69, 253.

" Employment and Training Report of thr President, 1978, U.S.
Department of Labor, 1978, pp. 1797180,205.

t
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' Includes faith sclenNls, acoevolIphels. Intl Anotphellc sgintlits
RiffRtNCE Appemllx 14ble 5 19. Science Inclicilors-1978 v..

that of men. Between 1973 and 1977, for
example, the employment of women doctoral-
-level SIE's increased by 62 percent, and the
comparable increase for men was 26 percent.
Thus, the female portion of the employed
doctoral SIE's went from 7.7 percent in 1973 to
9.7 percent in 1977.

Unemployment Rates. Unemployment rates
are one 'indicator of potential labor market
problems. Higher unemployment rates for
women suggest that they face labor market

,
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probleins different from those of males in the
scientific and technical work force. The un-
employment rateforfemale SIE's in 1976 was 6,8
percent, in contrast to the 2.7Vercent unemploy-
ment rate for rhaleStEis,50 and almost double the
3.5 percent- rate for Women in the overall labor
force withit or more years of college education.51
The latter comparison should be treated with
caution, since the.S1E unemployment rate is not'.
strictly comparable to the unemployment rate for
all women with 4 years or more of college. FOr the
latter population, persons who report they are
not working and looking for work must indicate

.speeffieactiens takentofindemPloyment;
otherwise they are counted as not being in the
labor force. NSF surveys, however, do snot
contain this screening step. Hence, more SIE
women would be counted as unemployed than
would be the case if they had had to indicate
specific job-seeking activity.

ApproxiMately 35 percent of all women with 4
or more years of college were nt in as, labor
force in 1976, whereas only abour15 percent of
women 5/Us were so classified. Also, a significant
proportion of employed women with 4 or more
years of college are not in professional oc-
cupations. In 1976, for example, almost one-third
of the employed.women with 4 Or more years of
college were in nonprofessional jobs; of these
women, about half were in clericlloccupations.n
Higher unemployment rates for women SIE's, 'as
compared to their male colleagues, also reflect to
some extent the concentration or women ih the
behavioral and social sciences, fields whiCh
usually have above-average unemployment
rates... In general, however, . women have had
higher unemployment rates than men regardless
of field of science. Excluding psychology and the
social -sciences, the unemployment rate for
wOmen scientists was 4.1 percent in 19 6
compared with 2.4 percent for males in the s me
fields. The sex difference in unemployment
remains even after years of schooling are taken
into accoun t.

Among doctoral-level SIE's, the unemploy-
ment rate in 1977 for women (3.4 percent) was;
considerably above that for men (0.9 pettent).
With the exception of economists, the unemploy-
ment rates for women Were higher than for men
across all fields of science.

" Dan 1W Statistical Tables. U.S. Scientists and Engitwers: N7o,
National Science Foundation (NSF 79-305), p. 14.

tlacational Attain mental Workers. Mart b. 19711, Special Labor
Force Report 193, U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 197o.

" Ibid.
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The above data suggest that considerable
improvements are needed to achieve parity with
respect to unemployment rates. However, as
mentioned earlier, lack of parity does not
Recesiarily imply inequity. No one knows to
what extent the observed lack of parity refleCts
voluntary decisions on the part of women to
forsake particular employment opportunities for
more attractiv* opportunities. For exampk, if
some ofthe Women SI E's reported as unemployed
have strong location preferences, because of their
husbands, or because they have young children

- and cannot find satisfactory child-care arrange-
entsT the4n-ferenees-aboutequity-that-migh-t-be

drawn Trom the observed disparity in unemploy-
menrrates would be weakened considerably.

Salaries. Salary similarities between men and
women SIE's could be another indicator of equity
in the SIE wbrk force. However, differences do
nOt'necessarily imply inequity. Salary dkfferen-
tials can reflect manyilifferences In variables
including field, type of employer, higher degree,
age, work activity, and years of work experience.
Thus, for eZample, in 1977 the median age for
maIe doctorate holders in SIE was 41 years and for
women, 39 years. More importantly, in 1977,
men with doctorates averaged 13.6 years of
professional experienCe, while the'average for
women with doctorates was 9.2 years. In
addition, a greater proportion of men than
women were engaged in management, the work
activity generally paying the highest salary.

Among doctoral SIE's, women had lower
average salaries than men in 1977. Thus, for all
fields, men with SIE doctorates earned $26,000
annually; the comparable figure for women was
$20,700. This same generalpattern shows across
all SIE occupations (see figufe 5-20) and acrOss
types of employer and work activity (see Appen-
dix tables 5-20 and 5-28 through 5-31)."

Part of the overall difference in salaries is
attributable to differences in average age and
experience, the different fields in which men and
-women have tended to concentrate, and other
differences.The salary gapnarrows when com-
parisons are made between men and women with
the same educational level, of the sameage, in the .)

same field, or holding similar jobs. For example,
among doctoral SIE's, women under 30 years Of
age had salaries only about 7 percent below those

53 Appendix tables 5-28 anti '5-29 show salaries for all
doctoral SIE's rather than for men .only. However, from

. Appendix table 5-21_ it can be seen 'that salaries for men are
quite similar to the combined data for men and w.omen.
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Flgure 5-21

Midian annual salaries of women doctoral
scientists and engineers
as a percent of those for Mit 1917
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for men of. ,the same age, while for all ages
combined the difference was7approximately 20
percent (see figure 5-21). As the career paths of
men and women scientists become more similar,
sallydifferentials shpuld continue to narrow.

$riefice and Engineering Majors. Significant
increases have.occurred in both the number and
proportion of women receiving degrees in the
sciences and engineering..For example, between
1970 and 1976, the number of women receiving
bachelor's degrees in .science and engineerihg

0
NI Over 60- 55- 50- 45- 40- 35- 30- Uadtf

ages 64 64 59 54 , 49 44 39 , 34 30

RIFERDICE. Ap9andlx hi* 5.21., Solna. Indltators-1971

increased by almost 40 percent, from 69,000T")
96,000. For men, the. increase was less than 1
percent (195,200 to 196,600). As a proportion of
alrbachelor's degrees in S1E, those awarded to
women increased from 26 pereent in 1970 to 33
percent in 1976 (see figure 5-22).

Doctoral degrees in science and engineering
awarded to men declined by 11 percent (or about
1,800) between 1970 and 1977, primarily in the
physical sciences and engineering. In contrast,
the number of women receiving doctoral degrees
in science and engineering increased by'more
than 90 pefcent over the 1970-77 period, with
increases noted in all the major-fie,lds of science
and engineering. As a proportion Of all S
doctoral 'degrees, those awarded to wo en



tecent Male ST biikalaureatés WAS 96 percent;
for women, the rate was 91 percent. The labor
three participation rate for women was con-
siderably higher than the 65 percept reported for
all working-age women with 4 years of college in
197 .55 Clearly, women S/E graduates do seek

Pem )yment and are a signifieantrfactor in the
sup ly of new scientists and en ineers.

T te women baccalaurrates, however, had a
higher unemployment rate (10.9 percent) than
men (7.4 percent) in,1976. The higher unemplby-

A;ment rate for women may be related to the fields
of study in which they major. Two-thirds of the
women SIEbaccalaureates receivqd theii'degrees

increased from almost 9 'percht in' 1970 te18
percent in 1977 (see figure 5-23).

Transition from School to Work. Do the
relatively immediate posteducational labor force
experiences of men and women with science
education differ? Data from a 1976 survey of
1973-74 and 19114-75 graduates at the bachelor's
and master's degree levels help illuminate this
issue.54 The labor force participation rate for

3 4 'Employment Patterns o( Recent Entrants into Science
and Engineering," Reviews of Data on Science Resources, National
Science Foundation (NSF 78-310).
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tn the social sciences (includink psycholpgy), in
which the unemployment rate was 11.4 percent.
In contrast, only 1 percent of the women majored
in engineering (compared to 27 percent of the
men), which had an unemployniew rate of 3.5
percent. Of the recent S/E gradt6tes who found
employment, the proportion of men finding jobs
in science And engfneering was significantly

-greater than that for women-7-51 percent for
, men but only 29 percent for women. This
isparity reflects, to large degree, the fields in
which women major. In :the physical sciences,
roughly, the same proportion of women (61
percent) and men (59 percent) found jobs in
science and engineering. A similar finding was
noted for engineering graduates (see figure 57
24).

The indicators presented above suggest that
there has been An underutilization of women in
science and engineering. Sex differentiali in
unemployment rates and salaries may be evi-
dence of con tinuing problems, especially for older
woolen SIE's. However, fhe increasting propor-
tion of SIE degreei. awarded to women, the
increasing proportion of women in the SIE work
force, and the narrowing of the male-female gap
in starting salaries suggest that the problems may
gradually be diminishing,

Minorities in Science and Engineering
Population and Labor Force Participation.

Only about 4 percent of all SIE's in 1976 were
members.of racial mimarity graups.56 By way of
contrast, about 8 percent of all professional and

Educational Attainment of Workers, March 1976, Special Labor
Force Report 193, U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 1976.

t.0 InclUdes blacks, American Indians, Asian-Americans,
and all other minority grqups,,as well as those not reporting
race. Of the estimated 112,000 members of racial minority
groups reported in 1976, about 9;500 or 8 percent were those
who had ndt reported their race,
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related Workers,in 1976 'were members of racial
minority groups: About 40 percent of the
minority S/E's were of Asian extraction, while
blacks represented about 36 percent of all
minority S/E's. Becauseof differences in d tribu-
tion by field and educational attainme among
blacks, Asian-Americans, and other norities,
treating racial minorities as a single tot may be
quite misleading (see figures 5-25 and 5-26). Any .

analysis of minorities in science and engineering
. should distinguish, whenever possible, between

blAcks and persons of Asian extraction.

The need for separate treatment is clear; the
scientists and engineers of Asian extraction
include a diskinctly higher proportion twith
doctorates than is found among the White
majority, while the proportion of blacks with
doctorates is somewhat lower than tbat of whites
(see text taPle 5-3); In recent additions to the
doctoral-level S/E work force, the number of
blacks grew more rapidly than the number of
whites from 1973 to 77-35. percent increase
versus 26 percen tbut. these increases.w.ere far
below the 20 percent increase for Asians. These
and other data show that Asian-Americans are

t. well represented in the S.IE work force and need
no special attention. Because of data limitations,
however, it is no known whether or not ,
general statement applies to all the subgroups
within the Asian-Aynerican category.
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Miiio ity roproiontation among scientists
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. \
Blacks present a quite different picture.

Although blacks who become SIE's fare about as
well as 411eir white 'colleagues, the number
acquiring the qualifications to enter the SIE labor
force lags badly. Thei976 labor force participa-4tiqn rate of black - 1,,,s (89 percent) was quite
similar to that for t. cwhite Counterparts (91
perceht)57 and was co, siderably above the-1076

" P1)11.141 Statisfkal Tables. U.S. Scientists and Ensittes,r. 1970,

Nktitima Science Foundation (NSF 79-305), p.
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rate for all blacki in the general population (about
59 percen 0.56 Of those black S/E's not in the labor
force, about twol-fifths were social scientists. At '.
the doctoral level, the labor force participation
rate for blaCk sCiehtiSIS antte-tig-ii-feers in1977 wat;----
somewhat above that for their white colleagues
(97 percent versus 95 percen 0.5°

Unemployment Rates. Unemployment aMong
black S/E's is significantly higher than among
whites. In 1976, black S/E's had an 8.3 percent
unemployment rate; Whites3.0 percent; and
Asian-Americans, 2.8"P'ercent. It is interesting
that more tharrhatf-of-the unemployed-blacks
Were social scientists, primarily sociologists and
anthropologists. Thus, the relatively high un-
employment among blaCk scientists and
engineers reflects to some extent the distribution
of blaCks among the various fields of science.
When psychology and- the social sciences are
excluded frodithe analysis, black SIE's show an
unemploy ... ent rate of 4.9 percent versus 2.5
percent for hites.

At the doctoral level, black S/E's in 1977
showed an unemployment rate (0.7 percent), ,
somewhat:lower than that for whites -.(1.1
percent); while Asian-Americans reported a rate
(1.5 percent) someWhat higher than that fOr
whites. This general pattern was .noted across
most major fieldstof science.

Salaries. .Among Aloctoral-kvel_ 51.Es, both
.blacks and Asian-Americans reported 1077
salaries that averaged 7 percent lowe r. than those
for their white colleagues. With some exceptions,
this gen ertpattern held across the major fields of
science. lack biological scientistsAnd
Sociologists/anthropologists reported fiigher
salaries than both whites and Asian-Americans in
the same fields. Among psychologists, the
highest annuaLsalaries were reported by Asian-
Americans (see Appendix 'table 5-20). .

As previously stated, salary differwes can--ttreflect many variables including' **years of
experience, fiela, type of emplO. :, (industry,
government, academia, etc.), and Primary work
activity (R&D, teaching, etc.).

Science and Engineering Majors, In 1977, only
about 350 blacks reCeived the doctorate in scienCe
and engineering fields, up from about 26$ in

" Linpioyineni and:Training Repori of the President, 1.978, U.S.
Department or Labor, 1978, p. 193.;

!`) Nailed Appi;tulix Tables. Characteristics. 0/ Dociond Scientistsand
Engineers in lhe United Alio, 1977, National Science Founda tion

.. (NSF 79-300, p. 24.
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Prcent dietrIbution of employed scientists
and engineers by field, for selected minority groups: 1148
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Table 5-3, Percent distribution of scientists and engineers
by highest degree and minority group: 1976

Level Tot White Black
Anierican

Indian Asian
Other

minorities

, Total 100 100 100 100 100 100
Doctorate 11 10 - 7 15 . 33 , 7
Masters 24 24 24 15 27 21
13iccanlaureate 62 63 , 68 38 40 70
Other' 3 3 2 12 1 - 1 --

lIncludes professional medical degreeSociate degrees, and others.

'NOTE: Percents -may not add toL.100 becaus,e'of rounding.

REFERENCE: APpendix table 5-27.

,o.
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1974, In 1977, blacks constituted about 11
percent of the total U.S. population but received
only about '2.3 percent of all doctorates in science
and engineering awarded to U.S. citizens.00
Moreover, black-doctorate recipients are concen-,
crated in .the social science0 and psychology. In
1977,for example, about two-thirds of the blacks
whd received doctorates in science and engineer-
ing earned their degrees in social sciences and
psychology; in contrast, the social sciences and
psychology proportion Of S/E doctorates earned
-by all U.S. citizens was about 38 percent.

In 1976, bracks represented about 9 percent of
all students en roltalitv-inTtltutions df higher
education. Among science and ent$ineering fields,

11

00 Including nonciiizens on permanent visas. Of the 350
blacks earning SW. doctoral degrees in 1977, about 40 were
noncitizens on permanent visas.

I.
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however, black representation was below
average. For example, blacks repiesented ."6.6
percent of those enrolled in the biological
sciences, 5 percent of those in engineering, and
4.3 percent of those in live phyoical sclentema

The ii4dica tors presented above reveal that,
blacks are underrepresented in science and
engineering. The data also show that blacks have
made progress toward achieving equity in the SIE
work force. Nevertheless, substantially in:
creased representation will require considerable
time since it dependkon more extensive develop-
ment of the background skills needed for science
act v ties pri-or-to-ctdkge-erttry:te

1/4
Fall Ehrollmon hi Higher Ethication,1976, U.S. Department of

Health, Education and Welfare, National Center for Educa-
tion Statistics, 1978. A

" See Wornrn awl Alinoritirs ill Science arid Enginerring, National
Science FoUmiation (NSF 77-304), p. 14.
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Thble 1-1. National expenditures for porformance of R&D as a
percent of gross national product (QNP) by country: 1N1411

Year -.
West United United

Prance Germarcy Japan- Kingdom States -4- U.S.S.R.

Ratio of R&D expenditures to Gross National Produott

1961 1.38 NA 1.39 2.39 2.T4 NA
1962 1.46 1.25 . 1.47 NA 2.73 2.64
1963 1.55 1.41 1.44 NA 2.87 -- 2.80
1964 1.81 ,s, 1.57 1.48 2.30 2.97 2.87
1965 2.01 ) .73 1.64 NA 2.91 2.85

,
1986 , .... . 2.03 1.81 1.48 2.32 2.90 246
1967 2.13 1.97 1.53 2.33 2.91 % 2.91

1968 2.08 1.97 1.61 2.29 2.83 NA
-----9-69- 1794 2.06 1.56 -2:2i 2.74 -303

1970 1.91 2.18 1.79 NA 2.64 3.23
1971 1.90 2.38 1.84 NA 2.50 3.29
1972 1.86 2.33 1.85i 2.06 2.43 3.58
1973 ..... . 1.77 2.32 1.89 NA ,' 2.34 3,86
1974 1.81 2.26 1.96 ,' NA 2.32 3.64
1976 1.82 2.39 1.94 2.05 2.30 3.69
1976 1.78 2.28 1.94 NA . 2.27 3.55
1977 1.79 2.26 NA NA

.
2.27 3.47

. 1978 NA 2'N NA NA 2.25 NA
.

Index of R&D/GNP (1961 = 1.00)
.,

1961 1.00 NA 1.00. - 1.00 1.00 NA
1962 1.06 1.00 1.06 - .' NA 1.00 1.00

'N 1963 1.12 1.13 1.04 NA 1.05 1.06
, ,1964 , 1.31 1.26 1.06 ''' .96 1.08 1.09
- '1985 1.46 1.38 S.11 NA 1.06 1.08

1966 1.47 1.45 1.06 .97 1.06 1.09
1967 1.54 1.58 1.10 .97 1.06 1.10
1968 1.51 1.58 1.16 .95 1.03 NA
1969 1.41 1.64 1.19 - - .93 1.00 1.15
1970 1 .38 1.74 1.29 NA !96 1.22
1971 1.38 1.d0 1.32 NA .9.1 1.25
1972 . . . . - 1.35 \ 1.86 1.33 ..86 .89' 1.36
1973 1.28 1.78 1.36 NA .85 . .1.39

Ei
1974 1.31 1.81 1.40 NA :85 1.38
1975 1.32 1.91 V 1.40 ',86 , .04 1.40
1976 k 1.30' 1.82 1.40 NA .83 1.34
1977 .1.30 1.81 'NA NA . ' .83 1.31

1978 NA 1.82 NA NA . .82 NA
f'

(continued) .
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Mb le 1-1. (Continued)

Year

.3

France

1961 ,_ 4,5
1962 5,4
1963 6.4
1964 8.3
1965 9.8
1966 10.8
1967 12.2
1968 13.1
1969 . 14.2
1970 15.0
1971 16 6
1972 18.3
1973 19.8
1974 23.0
1975 26.2

..- 5
1978
1977 3.5
1976 298

NA 0
____........

...._

1961 328.3
1962 367.2
1963 412.0
1964 456.7
1965 , 489.8
1966 532.0
1967 574.8

. 1968 630.0
. 1969 734.0:

1970 783,6
1971 873.1
1972 .

q81.8
1973 .. 1,115.1
1974 1,274.3
1975 1,441.0
1976 1,675.4
1977 1,870:3
1978 .. .. . NA

.11h

' Calculated from unrounded figures. .

2 GrOss expenditures for performance of R&D including associated capital expenditures except
. for the United States where total capital expenditure data are not available. U.S. eStimates for the

--. period 1972-77 show that the incluaion of capital expenditures would have an impact of less than
one tenth of one percent on the R&D/GNP ratio.

, ,

West
Germany Japan

expenditures (national

United
Kingdom

United
States-

billions)2

U.S.S.R.

currency in

NA 275.5 ' 0.66 14.3 NA
4.5 319.3 ; NA 15.4 5.2
5.4

.
3683 NA 17.1. 5.8

6.6 438.1 .77 18.9 6.4
7.9 508.6 -14A 20.0 6.9
8.8 576.6 .89 21.8 7.5
9.7 702.5 .94 23.2 8.2

10.6 877.5 1.00 24.6 9.0
12.2 ,

14.8
1,064.7
1,355.5

1.05
NA '

25.6
25.9

10.0
11.7

18.0 1.,632'4_ _NA 26.6- -13.0---
192 -1,791.9 1.31 28.4 14.4
20.5
2t.-3

2,215.8
2,716.0

NA
NA

30.6
32.7

15.7
16.5

24.6 2,974.6 2.14 35.2 , 17.4
25.7 3,320.7 38.6 17.7
27.1
29.2

_____ . .................__________.__......,

. NA
NA .

1.................. .-
"`

....

42.8
47.3+- ,

.....-

18.3
18.9

.-- .a-....,- ______

Gross National Product (national curreney in billions)
v

27.5 , sy

c

523.3 NA3)3.0 19,852.8
360.5 21,659.5 28.9 563.8 197.2
382.1 25,592.1 30.8 594.7 206.8
419.6 29,661.9 33.6 ---." 635.7 223.2
458.2 s 32,985.8 36.0 688.1 . 242.1
487.4. 38,876.0 38.4 753.0 260.1
493.7 . 45,901.3 40.4 796.3 282.0
535.2 54,582.1 43.6 868.5 NA
597.7 64,520.8 46.8 935.5 329.6
679.0 75,529.5 51.5 - 982.4 362.6

, 756.0 83,167.9 57.5 1,063.4 394.8
827,2 96,888.4 63.6 1,171.1 ' 401.8 .
920.1 117,277.3 73.6 1,306.6 429A
986.9 139,256.5 83.4 1,412.9 453.1

1,032.9 153.118.7 104.1 . 1,528.8 471.8
1,127.9 171,342.7 123.5 1,700.1 498,6
1,198.7 190,134.5 139.8 1,887.2 g27.6
1,278.3 ' NA NA . 2,100.0 NA

14

NA = not available.

NOTE: The latest data may be preliminanfor estimates. The French gross domestic pioduct Is
provided in place of the GNP for 1977.

.
SOURCES: Organisation_for Economic Co-operation and Development, .International Survey

of the Resources Devoted to R&D by Member Countries, international Statistical V'earst 1963/64,
1967, 1969, 1971, 1973 and 1975. International Financial Stetistics, Vol, 30 (May, 1977),i Vol. 31_
(May; 1978); Vol. 31 (August, 1978); and Vol. 32 (January, 1979).

France: Delegation Generale a la Recherche Scientilique et Technique, unpublished statistics.
japan: Scientific CouncelOr Embassy of Japan, Washington, D.C., unpublished statistics.
United Kingdom: Science and Technology Department, The British Embassy, Washington, D.C.,

unpublished statistics.
West Germany: Bundesministerium fur ForsCheng und Technologie, unpublished statistics.
United States; Science Resources Studies, National Science Foundation, unpublished statistics.
U.S.S.R.: Robert W. Campbell, Reference Source on Soviet R&D Statistics, 1950-1978, 1978.

See figure 1-1. Science Indicators-1978
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.
71b1 1-2. O.E.R.D. In national currency by source of funds: 1907-75

National currency (in millions)

1967 197i 1973 1975

Percent

1987 1971 1973 1975

Franco 12,37513 16,006.4 19,788.8 26,203.1 100.9 100.0 100.0, 100,0
Total domestic

-(lietnees
11,965.0 15,427.1 19,116.0 24,847,4 96.7 96.4 98.6 94.8

, enterprise 3,896.5 5,728-.1- 7,553.7 10,2:i4.0
Government and other' . 8,068.5 9,699.0 11,532.3 14,6t3.4 65.2 60.6 58.3 55,8

From abroad 410.8 579.3 , 672.8 1,355.7 3.3 3.6 3.4 5.2
Japan 606,293.0 1,345,919.0 2,147,726.0 2,974,573.0 100.0 1000 100.0 100.0

Total domestic 605,841.0 1,344,929.0 2,146,344.0 2,972,591.0 991 99.9 99.9 99.9
Bu iness enterprise 380,794.0 893,380.0 1,318,670.0 1,706,861.0 62.8 66.4 61.4 57.4
Gqiernment and,other . 225,047.0 451,549.0 827,674.0 1,265,730.0 37.1 33.5 38.5 42.8

Fror abroad 452.0 988.0 1,381.0 1,981.0 .1 .1 ,1 ,1

Unite4 kingdom' 941.8 1,081.9 1,322.6 2,152,2, 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Tot I domeatic 905.5 1,042.4 1,251,4 2,047.1 " 98.2 96.4 94.6' \ 95.1

usiness enterprise 405.2 461.9 -' 571.71 873.0 43,0 42.7 43.2 40.8
overnment and other . 500 580.5 679,7 1,174.1 - 53.1 53.7 51,4 54.6

Fr ni abroad - 36.3 39.4 71.3 105.1 3.8 3.6 5.4 4.9
Uni eclatittes2 22,453.0 27,527.6 30,410.6 36,895.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 r

tal domestic 22,453.0 27,527.6 30,410.6 36,695.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Business, enterprise . . . . 7,356.0 10,813.0 12,890.4 15,98511 32.8 39.3 42.4' 43.0

, Government and other . 15,097.0 16,714.6 17,520.2 20,909.2 67.2 60.7 57.6 67.0
From abroad NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

West Germany 8,337.3 15,609.0 19,232.0 22,969.0 100.0 100.0' 100.0 100.0
Tbtal dompstic 8,297.4 15,470.0 19,019.0 22,461.0 99.6 99.1 98.9 97.8

Business enterpriie :. 4,794.0 8,572.0 9,357.0 , 11,514.0 57.5 54.9 48.8 50.1
Government and other , 3,503.4 6,898.0 9,661.0 10,947.0 ,,' 42.0 44.2 50.2 47;7

From abroad 39.9 139.0 213.0 . 508.0 .5 V.1 2,2

al

, )
All 1971 United Kingdom figures are from 1970, and T973 figures from 1972.

'4
2 United States 1967 figures are from 1966.

NA not available.

I
NOTE: Dotall may not add to totals because of rounding.

.a

SOURCE: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and DeVelopMent, international Survey of the Resources Devoted to R & D by
Member Countries, Internatiopf Statistical Years 1967,,,1971, 1q73,sand 1975..

r

,

See figure 1-2.
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labia 1-3. Sclantista and onglneral intgagod In R&D per 10,009 labor forc. population, by countrY: 1965-78

1.?

Country 1965 1966 . 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
.......

Soientistsand engineers' engaged In R&D per 10,000 lab& force population- ....4. .....*...

1977 1978
. ..._. - _

1; France 1 21.0 23.0 - 25.3 26.4 . 27.2 27.3 27.8 28.1 -28.4 28.8 29.3 29,9 NA NA
West Germany 22.6 ' 22.3 23.9 25.9 28.8 ., 30.8 33.5 ' 35.7 37.4 38.2 39.4 40.0 40.5 NA
Japan . - 24.6 26.4 27.8 31.1 . 30.8 33.4 - 37.5 38.1 .42.5 )44.9 47.0 48.4 49.9 NA
United Kingdom .21.4 NA .. NA .17.2 NA NA NA . 27.8 NA NA 30.6 NA NA NA ki
United States 64.1 .66.1 66.1 - 66.9 66.1 63.6 60,6 58.3 56.8, 56.3 56.4 68.7 57.4 58.0
U.S.S.R. (low est) '44.8 47.1 50,7 53.5 56.5 58.4 63.0 66.6 73.5 74.5 78.2 80.7 81,9 NA
U.S.S.R. (high eat) 4 48.2 51.4 552 58.8 62.1 64.2 69.1 73.2 81.5 82.9 87.5 90.9 92.7 NA

.,
Scientists and engineers engaged in R&D (in thousahds)

France 42.8 47.9 52.4 ' 547 57.2 58.5 60.1 61.2 62.7 64.1 65.3 . 67.0 NA NA
West Qerrnany 61.0 60.0 63.0 68.0 76.3 82.5 90.2 96.0 101.0 102.5 103.9 144.5 105.5 NA
Japan ..... ...... .. . .. 1176 128.9 138.7 157.6 157.1 172.0 194,3 198.1 226.6 238.2 ' 255.2_ 260,2 272.0
United K ingdom 54.6 NA NA . 43.6 NA NA NA 77.1 NA NA 78.8 NA NA '-
United States 494.5 521.1 534.4 550.4 556.6 546.5 5264 515.5 517.5 525.4 534.8 549.9 571.1 595.0
U.S.S.R. (low est) .521.8 ill 556.5 607:8 650.8 698.8 t 7332 804.2 862.5 966.7 995.8 1,061.2 1,113.7 1,147.8 NA
U.S.S.R. (high est) 561.4 607.6 662.6 715.2 767.5 . 806.9 881.8 950.1 1,072.1 11108.0 1,187.6 1,254.5 1,299.1 NA

.

(. r ______ . ,
Total labor force (in thousands)

France , 20,381 20,522 20,676 20,744 20,696 21,465 21,638 21,817 22,083 22,282- 22,310 22-,4-4-0-: 22-,4-6-8----- NA
West Germany 27,034 26,962 26,409 26,291 26,535 26,817 26,910 26,901 26,985 26,797 26,397 26,148 26,051 NA ;,
Japan .. 47,870 48,910 49,830 50,610 50,980 51,520 51,060 52,000 53,260 53,100 53,230 53,780 54,520 NA

United Kingdom .0e. 25,498 25,632 -25,490 25,378 25,370 25,g0 25,123 25,194 25,545 25,602 25,795 26,093 26,327 NA

United States 77,178 78,893 80,793 821272 84,239 86, 3 86,929 88,901 91,040 13,240 94,793 96,917. 99,534 102,537
U.S.S.R. 116,494 118,138 119,893 121,716 123,584 125,612 127,672 129,722 131,610 123,600 135,767 137,987 140%140 NAi'

42.

Includes.all scientists and engineel3engaged in R&D on a full-time-equivalent basis (except for.Japan whose data Include persons prImalily employed in
R&D and the United Kingdom whose data includwonly the Government and industry sectors). -

NA = Not available.
'000?

NOTE: Estimates are shown for most comries for latest years and for the United States for 1966 and 1967. A range has been provided for the U.S.S.R.:
Y%because of.the difficulties inherent in comparing Soviet scientific personnel data.

SOURCES.: OnlanIsatIon for Economic Co-operation and Development, Labor Force StatiatIcs, 1965-1976 (Paris: OECD, 1978), p. 23, and August 1978
Quarterly Supplement; Department of Labor, Employment and 'fralning Report of the President, 1978, p. 179.

Prance: Delegiation .Generale a la Recherche Scientifique et Technique, unpublished statistics.
Japan: Scientific Councelor Embassy of Japan, Washington, D.C., unpublished statistics.
United Kingdom: Science and TechnOlogy Department, The British Embassy, Washington, D.C., unpublished itatistic§. v
West Germany: Bundesministerium fur Forschung und Technologle, unpublished statistics.
United States: National Science Foundation, National Patterns of R&D Resources, 1953-1978-79, (NSF 78-313), 1979, p..45.
U.S.S.R.: Dr. Robert W. Campbell, Referenot;Sourbe on SovletIR &D Statistics, 1950-1978, 1978Land Steven Rapawy, Estimates add Projections of the

Labor Force and-Milian Employment In the U.S.S.R., 1950 to 1990, Foreign Economic Report NO. 10, (Washington, D.C.: Department of Commerce,
1976), p. 19.

See tigure
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Table 1-4. Estimated ratio of civilian R&D expenditures' to
gross national product (GNP) for selected countris: 1961-76

West United United
Year France Germany Japan Kingdom StatesV

Estimated Civilian R&D expenditures as a percent of GNP

1961,
1962 ,' ,,

1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968 k1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

.0.97 NA 1.37 1.48 1.10
1.03 1.14 1.46 NA .97
1.10 1.26 1.43 NA .81

1.34 1.38 1.47 1.46 1.02
1.37 1.53 1.53 NA 1.00
1.40 1.82 1.47 1.58 1.,.10

1.50 1.70 1.51 1.68 1:23
1.54 1.72 1.69 , 1.70 1.37
1.49 1.81 1.64 . t.69 1.47
1.47 1.96 NA NA 1.52
1.37 2.16 NA NA 1.41

1.39 2.13 NA 1.49 1.44
1.30 2.01 NA NA 1.47
1.34 2.27 .1.,9t NA 1.46
1.41 2.20 Ntfl 1.50 1.42
1.42 2.09 . 'NA' NA 1.39

Estimated civilian R&D expenditures (national ,currency in billions)

3.2 NA 272.3 0.41 5.75

, 3.8 4.1 316.3 NA 5.49
4.6 4.8 365.7 NA.,. 4.81
611 5.8 434,7 .49 6.50
61 7.0 504.0 NA 8.90
7.4 - 7.9 570.5 1 .61 8.27
8.6 8.4 695.4 .68 9.82
9.7 9.2 $71.9 .74 11.89

10.9 10.8 1,056.1 .79 13.74
11.5 13.3 NA NA 14.91
12.0 16.3 NA NA 14.98
13.6 17.6 NA .95 16.81,
14.5 18.5 NA_ NA 19.16
rri 20.4 2,663.1 NA 20.60
20.3 22.7 NA 1.56 21.68
23.7 23.6 NA NA 23.66

144
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Table 1-4. (Continued)

.0.
r West United United

Year Frame Germany Japan Kingdom States
..:

Gross national product (national currency in billions)
1961
1962 . __.

328.3
387.2-L-

333.0
380.6

19,852.8 27.5 523.3
21,689.6----28,9 -66,y

1963 ,., 412.0 " 382.1 25,592:1 30.8 594.7
1964 456.7 419.0 29,661.9 33.6 635.7
1965 489.8 458.2 32,985.8 36.0 688.1
1966 532.0 lA487.4 38,876.0 ''' 38,4 753.0
1987 574.8 493.7 45,901.3 40.4 796.3
1968 630.0 535.2 54,502.1 43.6 . 868.5
1969 734.5 697.7 64,520.8 "46.8 935.5
1970 783.6 879.0 75,529.5 51.5 982.4
1971 873.1 756.0 83,167.9 57.5 1,063.4
197.2 981.3 ,827.2 96,888.4 63,6 1,171.1
1973 1,145.1 920.1 117,277.3 73.6 1,306.6
1974 1,274.3 896.9 139,256.5 83.4 1,412.9
1975 1,441.0 , 1,032.9 153,118.7 104.1 1,528.8
1976 1,669.3 1,127.9 . 171,342.7 123.5 1,700.1

' National expenditures for R&D, excluding Government funds for defense and space.
'2 Gross expenditures for performance of R&D.including associated capital exbenditures, ex-

cept for the United States, where total capital expenditure data are not available.
r

NA = Wit available

N : The latest data from these sources may Ike preliminary or estimates.

SOURCES: Calculated from Appendix table 1-1 and Organisation tor Economic Cooperation
and Development,Changing Priorities for Government R&D (Paris: OECD, 1975), and OECD,
International Survey of the Resources Devoted to R&D by Member Countries, International
Statisticat Year 1973: The Objectives of Government R&D Funding 1970-76 Vol. 25 (Paris:
OECD, 1977).

See figure 1-4. $clence Indiators-1678
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A Table 1 -5.. *Waled distribution of Government Mk 0 expentlitures
amofg selected national oblectivsi by country: 1061-77

- ,----------7-----.- Adyancement

National Energy Economic Community .V, of

.)
defense Space production development Health services kr1owledge2

. .

).

12.7 592,3
---81,0--- _1,758 1

France
.

National currency in millions
,.

1961 1,310.0 16.5 735.0 231.6 13.0

-196'7- V -3;0/32:0- 1'7- -522.8 1,723.2 1T381.0- 1-16,1

1972 3.050.0 730.0 1,6004) 2,200.0 200,0

1975 5,000.0 942.2 .1,453.0 4,329.4 6%2.2
1976 V 5,200.0 907.4 1,505.2 4,031.1 755.9

1961 44
1967 35
19724 28
1975 30 -

1976

Japan

1961-62 3,162.0
1965-66 4,495.0
1969-70 6,523.0
1974-73

_
15,809.0

1961-62 4
1965-66 3
1969-70 V 2
1974-75 . ..... . . . . , ... 2

1)3, ited Kingdom

961-62 248.6
966-67 260.4
972-73 336.8

1974-75 503.1
1975-76 553.5

1961-62
1966-67
1972-73
1074-75
1975-76

146 .

Percent distribution

170.0 . 2,800.0
328.7 4,072.2
398.4 4,432.6

25 8 (3) (3)
VV

6 20 16 1 1

7 15
V

20 2 2

6 9 26 4 2
V

.419, 5 9 '
23 . 4 2

Nation,nrcurrency in millions

20
20
26

V 24,
26

'Az

-
141.0

2,083.0
311390.0

(3)
1

5

2.7
21.4
15.3
22.5
27.0

5,881.0 25,446.0 724.0
4,944.0 .44,898.0 3,679.0

'22,539.0 69,987.0 5,492.0
59,409.0 '161,796.0 21,424.0

.

Percent distribution

7 30
3 27 2

8 23 2
8 23 3

. .... ., _ .

National currency in millions
. _ .

56.6 37.9 - 5.7
65.2 70.9 13.3
69.6 182.8 39.1

68.6 230.6 22.6
87.0 283.3 31.8-

-

1,071.0
2,818.0
7,254.0

18,129.0

1

'. 2
'' 2

3

47,321.0
103,163.0
185,376.0
388,700.0

56
63
61
55

4

s

.s 0.7
2.2
8.3

13.1
17.9

26.0
58.4

. 121.8
214,9
237.1

._ . ..._ .. . ...._ _ ._ . . _

Percent distribution

65 / 1 15 10 2 (3) 7

52 4 13 14 3 (3) 12

43 2 9 23 5 1 15

47 2 6 21 2 1 , 20

46 2 7 20 3 2 20

(continued)
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UM* 1-5. (Continued)

United StateSb

1961-62
_1966,67_

National
defense

7,338.5

Space

1.225.9
_5,307 0

Energy
prodaction

. National

755.0
_____1175.07_92

Economic
development Health

currency in millions

339.1 500,6
3 968.8

Community
services

99.9
321.1

Advancement
Of

knowledge2

308.6
1971;72 8,584.7 2,957.6 838.0 1,322.1 1,379.8 729,2 465.4
1974-75 9,620,9 2,511.3 1,163.9 1,784.2 2,247.4 954.6 761.9
1976-77 11,987.1 2,940.3 2,097.9 2,058.5 2,351.9 1,097.1 954.7

Percent distribution

1961-62 71 12 7 3 5 1 1

1966-67 49 32 5 5 6 2 2

1971-72 53 1 8 5 9 5 3

1974-75 51 13 6 9 12 5 ,4

1976-77 51 13 9 9 10 4

West Gormany

1961
1966
1971
1975
1976

National.currency In millions

381.0 267.0
803.0 1177.0 ..6930

1,180.0 1122.0 1,230.0
1,405:0 . .539.9 1,342.9
1,490.5 600.8 1,411.9

1961 22
1966
1971
1975 11

1976 12

4

5

16
16
104
11

.11

NA
NA

1,057.0
1,729.5
1,721.1

Pörcent distribution

NA
NA

13
14
13

NA
NA
195,0
414.6
448.1

NA
NA

3
3
3

NA
NA
133.0
748.7
670.8

NA
NA .

2
6
5

639.0
1,488.0
3,190.0
6,430.7
6,614,5

37
35
41

51
51

'4

I See Appendix table 1-6 for the components of these objective§:
2Excludes general university funds for the United States.

. ,,3Less than 0.5 percent.
\4Later estimates indicate that 'French defense-related R& D exOendltares in 1972 were about 32 percent and space R& D, 6

percent of the total goyernment exponditures. .

5Function categories are not the same as thosb of Appendix table 2- 16; e.g., "Advancement ckf knowledge" does -not equal
t"Science and te hnoiogy base."

NA - Not av liable. so.

NOTE: Percents may not total 100 because of exclusion of the category "Not specified" and/or due to rounding.
4,

SOURCE: Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and DOvelopment, ChangingrPriorities for Government R& D (Paris: OECD,
'1975), and OECD, International Survey of the Resources Detypthd to R& D by Member Countries, International Statistical-Year =. .

1973: The Objectives of Government R &.D Funding, 1970-76 Vc4. 2E3 (Paris: OECD, 1977).

See figure 1-5,
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AM* 14. Clasellimidon of Government RAD-expeodltoree shown In Appendix table 14.

77-ategory
National dfense R&D directly related to military purposes, Including apace and nuclear energy activities of a

military character.

Components

Space Civilian space R&D such as manned space flight programs anctecientific investigations ih
space.

Energy production R&D activities aimed at the ;supply, production, conservation, and distribution of all forms of
energy except as means of propulsion for vehicles and rockets.

c Economic development R&D in a wide range of fields Including: agriculture, forestry, and fisheries; mining ahd
manufacturing; transportation, telecommunications (including t!ateillte communications),
construction, urban and rural planning, and utilities.

Health tower&the
protection and improvement of human health. .

.

Community services R&D for such purposes as environmental protection, educational methods, social and
.. development services, fire and other. disaster prevention, planning-and etitliitics, recrea-

nen and culture, law and order.

Advancement of knowledge R&D of a general nature or spanning several fields which cannot be attributed to specific
objectives; it consists of R&D eipenditures of soience councils and private nonprofit
institutes. General university funds are Included for all countries except the United States.

Table 1-7. Industrial R & D expenditures as a percentage of the domestic product of
industry: 1967-75

(Natio9a1 currency in millions)

EtEfIl5/DPI
(in percent), ..... .

2.49
2.12
1.98

..
/

United States
'1967
1971
1975

United Kingdom

Country BEAD'

$16,385.0
18,314.0
24,164.0

DPI2

$659,200
862,700

1,2,23,200

1967 604.5 30,212 2.00
1971 697.4 ' ' NA NA
1975 1,340.0 76,739 1.75

West Germany , .

1967 5,682.9 444,070 1.28
1971 10,521.0 ,, 682,350 1.54
1975 14,469.0 412,660 1.59

France t
1967 6,292.0 442,700 1.42
1971 8,962.1 695,297 1.29\_ 1975 ' 4? 1,140,204 1.37

--Joon
.15,617.0

r-,

1967 -- , 378,969.0 , 45,316,500 .84
1971 , 896,020.0 80,914,400 1.11
1975 1,684,846.0 141,173,000 1.19

148

' Business enterprise R& D (total industrial R &D expenditure.)
2 The domestic product of industry.

NA - Not available

NOTE: The industrial R&D ex0anditureS (BEIRD) and the domestic induStrial product (DPI) ,

figures are shown In millions of national currency.

SOURCE: Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development, International Survey of
the Resources Devoted to R&D b4Member Countries, International Statistical Year, 1971, and
special tabulations, 1978, unpublished.

See figure 1,6. Science indicntor-1978



Mb le 1-8. R& D performed in the business enterprise sector by source of funds: 1967-75.

PercentNational currency (In millions)

Count!), ,...._.. 1967 1971 - 1975 1967 1971 1975

,.s Franle
,

ibtcil domeshq'
6,713.b
6,422.5

8,962.1
8,439.9

15,616.5
14,393.5

100.0
967

100.0
94.8

100.0
92,2,

Business enterprise , 3,819.1 5,525.6 9,966;8 56,9 61.7 ,63.8
Government
Private non-proNt

2,602.3,
1.1

2,939.9
21.0

,4,376.8
16. 47.2

38.8
(1)

32.8
.2

28.0
.3

Higher education .. .... 7,4 3.7 0.1
Foreign 291.1 468.2 1,223.0 4.3 5.2 7.8
0

Japan 378,970,0 895,020.0 1,684,847.0 10Q.0 100.0 100.0
Total domestIC 378,890,0 894,192.0 1,683,201.0 100.0 99.9 99.9

Business enterprise 375,112.0 876,607.0 1,65'1,984.0 99.0 97.9 98.0
Government 3,288.0 17,506.0 28,649.0 .9 2.0 1.7
Private non-profit 374.0 2,514.0 .1 .1

Higher education 11k0 - 64.0 (1) (1)
Foreign 8 .0 827.0 1,647.0 (1) .1 .1

United Kingdorn2
I

624.4 697,4 1,340.1 100.0 100.0 100.0
Total domeMic 601.1 664 8 1,255.4 96.3 95.3 93.7

Business enterprise 387.6 433.8 841.3 62.1 62.2 62.8
Government 200.9 227.7 . 414.1 32.2 32.6 30.9
Private non-profit
Higher education

12.6- .-.1 3.3- -- 2.0 .5
15'

Foreign 23.3 32.6 84.7 3.7 4,7 6.3

United States' 4
.

Total domestic
.

15,541.0
15,641.0

18,314.0
18,314.0

24,164.0
24,164.0

100.0
100;0

100.0
icati

100.0
100.0

Business enterprise 7,254.0 10,643.0 15,559.0 46.7 58.1 64,4
, Government 8,287.0 7,671.0 8,605.0 53.3 41.9 35.6

Private rion-profit - -
Higher education

Foreign

West Germany 5,682.9 10,521.0 14.469.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
-Total domestic 5,04.1 10;383.0 14,005.0 99.5 98.7 96.8

Busines's enterprise 4,652.3 8,449.0 11,397.0 81.9 80.3 78.8
Government 986,8 1,915.0 2,596.0 17.4 18.2 -17.9
Private non-profit 15.0 19.0 12.0 .3 .2 .1

Higher education - -
Foreign 28.8 138:0 464.0 .5 1.3 3.2

-

' Less than 500.000. - -
2-United-king-dri11-071 figures are from 1969/70.
3 U. 1967 figures are from 1,966.
4 Current ekkenditures plu depreciation only.

NOTE: Details 1114 not a to totals because of rotinding.

SOURCE: Organisation Of EconoMiCCo-operatlon and Development, International Survey of the Reaources Devoted to Fl& D by
Mehiber Qountries, International Statistical Years, 1967, 1971, and 1975, Total Tables: (Paris: OECD).

5

See figure 1-7. Science Indicators-1978
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lEble 14. U.S. End world scientific End technical articles' by field: 1979-77

ROW 2

All fields
Clinical medicine
Biomedicine
Biology
Chemistry
Physics

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977
.

U.S. articles as a percent of all articles

39 - 39 . 38 38 - 38
43 43 43 43 43

' 39 38 n , 39 39
46 46 45 44 42
23 22 22 22 -, 22
33 33 32 31 "N 30

Earth and space sciences 47 47 44 46 45
Engineering and technology 42 42 41 4 b 40
Psychology 76 75 74 74
Mathematics 48 44

-U.-S.Number of art de 3

All fields 109.31'7 105,760 102,432 105,262 102,955
Clinical medicine 32,638 31,691 31,334 32,920 33,516
Biomedicine 16,115 15,607 15,901 ,16,271 16,197
Biology .11,150 10,700 10,400 113,573 9,904
Chemistry 10,474 9,867 9,222 9,337 8,852
Physics 11,721 11,945 11,363 11,502 10,995
Earth and space sciences 5,591. 5;371 4,975 165,537 5,197
Engineering and technology 11955 11,088 10,431 110,346 10,081

'Psychology 5,540 5,694 5,155 5,292 5,102
Mathematics 4,134 3,797 3.652 3,484 3,112

Number of cAarticles

All fields 278,819 272,679 267,783 274,525 270,576
Clinical medicine 76,209 , 74,509 73,485 76,599 77,597
Biomedicine 41,155 40,632 41,244 41,891 41,388
Biology 24,047 23,414 23,260 23,905 23,767
Chemistry 45,004 44,529 42,502 42,773 40,734
Physics 35,864 35,708 35,104 36,902 36,057
Earth and space sciences 11,977 11,479 11,356 12,011 11,531
Engineering and technology 28,617 26,600 25,664 25,146 25,063
Psychology 7,306 7,549 6,875 7,171 6,877

S.

Mathematics 8,639 8,259- 8,293 8,127 7,573

' Based on the artiole§, notes, and reviews in over 2,100 of the Influential Journals carried on the
1973 Science Citation Index Corporate Tapes of the Institute for ;Scientific Information.

2See Appendix table 1,10 for the sublields included in,these fields.
3When an article is authorized by scidhtists and engineers from more than one country, that

article is prorated across thetountries Involved, For example, if a given article has several authors
from France and the United States, it is split 1/2 to France ancl_Y2 to the United-states, regardless of
the number of actual authors from these countries.

NOTE: Detail may, not add to totals because of rounding.

SOURCE: Computer Horizons, Inc., unpublished data.

See1able 1-1 in text. Science Indicators-1978
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Table 1-10. Nelda and eubfleideut International selontiflo literature
1

Clinical me4cine
General and internal medicine
Alla*
Anesthesioloby
Cancer
Cardiovascular system
Dentistry
Dermatology & venereal diseases
Endocrinology
Fertility
Gastroenterology
Geriatrics
Hematology,

1-mmunology
Obstetrics & gynecology
Neurology &neurosurgery
Ophthalmology
Orthopedics
Arthritis & rheumatism
OtorhInolaryngology
Pathology
Pediatrics
Pharmacology
Pharmacy
Psychiatry
Radiology & nuclear medicine
Respiratory system
Surgery
Topical medicine
Urology
Nephrology
Veterinary medicine

'Addictive diseases
Hygiene & public pealth
Miscellaneous clihical medlcinD

Biomedical researth
Physiology
Anatomy & morphology
'Embryology ,

Genetics & heredity
Nutrition & dietetics
Biochemistry & molecular biology
Biophysics
Cell biology, cytology & histology
Microbiology
Virology
Parasitology
Biomedical engineering,
Microscopy
Miscellaneous biomedical research
General biomedical research

Biology
General biology
General zoology
Entomology
MiscellaneouS zoology
Marine biology & hybrldology
botany
Ecology
Agriculture & food science
Miscellaneous biology

CheMistiy
Analytical chemistry
Organic chemistry
Inorganic & nuclear che atry
Applied chemistry
General chemistry
Polymers
Physical chemistt'y

Physics
Chemical physics
Solid state physics 4,

Fluids & plasmas
Applied physlcs
Auusflcs
Optics
General physics
Nuclear & particle phy4its
Miscellaneops physics

Earth and space science
Astronomy & astrophysics
Meteorology and atmospheric science
Geology
Earth & planetary science
Geography
Oceanography & limnology

Engineering and technology
Chemical engineering
Mechanical engineering
Clyil engineering
Electrical engineerihg $ i electronics
Miscellaneous engineering & technology
industrial engineering
General-engineering
Metals & metaliprgy
Materials science
Nuclear technology
Aerospace technology
Computers
Library & information science-
Operations research & management science

Psychology
Clinical psychology
Persaplity & socialpsychology

.DevdIkmental & child psychology
titperiMental psychology
General psychology
Miscellaneous psychology -
Behavioral science

Mathematics
Algebra
Analysis:it functional analysis
Geometry
Logic
Number theory
Probability
Statistics
Topology
Computing theory & practice
Applied mathematics
Combinatorics & finite mathematics
Physical mathematics
Generartnathematics
Miscellaneous mathematics

Science Indicators-1978
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Amble 1-11. Citation ratios to U.S. scientific and technical articles' by field, from U.S.
and non-U.S. authors: 197347

-4-

Field 2

All fields
Clinical medicine
Biomedicine
Biology
Chemistey -

1973

Ratios

1.28
1.31
1.36
1:13
1.54
1 40

.1974 1975 1976 19714/-

for all elides citing U.S. articles 3

1.30 1.30 1,29 1.30
1.30 1.29 1.29 1.28
1.38 1.36 1.36 1.35
1.1'3 1.12 1.15 , 1.17
1.65 1.66 1.58 1.57
L41 1 40 41_1,41

1.25 1.28 1.24 1.28Earth and space Sciences 1.25
Engineering and technology 111

1 4
1.20 , 1.14 1.18 1.18

Psychology 1.02 1.04 1.01 1.06 1.06
Mathematics 1 4 1.16 1.18 1.18 .

for U.S. articles citing U.S. articles
_ .

All fields 1.51 1.51 1.50 1.50 1.51

Clinical medicine 1.50 1.47 1.45 1.45 1.44
Biomedicine 1.49 1.49 1.47,. 1.47 1.45

Biology 1.36 1.35 1.33 1.36 1.41

Chemistry , 1.94 2.04 2.06 1.99 1.97
Physics 1.60 158. 1.59 1.61. 1.61

Earth and space scynces 1.38 1.36 1.39 1.35 1.40
Engineering and teZhnology 1.44 1.49 1.42 1.45 1.45
Psychology 1.05 1.07 1.04 1.08 1.08
Mathematics 1.25 1.27 1.28 1.28 1.32 -

Ratios for non-U.S. articles citing U.S. articles
. .

All fields 1.11 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15
Clinical medicine 1.16 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 ,

Biomedicine 1.26 1.28 1.27 1.27 1.26
Biology .94 .96 .96 .98 1.00

Chemistry 1.3Q 1.48 ' 1.49 1.42 1.42 %

Physics 1.28 1.31 1.30 1.29 1.31

Earth and spaceaciences 1.12 1.14 1.15 1.12 1.16
Engineering and technology .91 1.00 .97 1.02 1.02
Psychology .97 .98 .95 1.00 1.01

Mathematics 1.03 3 1.05 1.08 1.09 -1.11

7 Based on the article% notes, and reviews ih over 2,100 of the inffuential journals carried On the
1973 Science Citation index Corporate Tapes of the Institute for scientific information. When an
article is authored by scientists and engineers froM more than one country, that arlicle is prorated
across the countries involved. For example, if a given article has several authors from France and
the United States, it is split 1/2 to France and V2 to the United States, regardless of the number of
actual authors from these countries.

2 See Appendix table 1-10 for the subfield's incitided in these fields.
3A citation ratio 61 1.00 reflects no Over- or under-citing of the U.S. scientific and technical

literature, while a higher ratio indicates a greater influence than wouid have been expected from
the number of U.S. publications alone. In the case of chemistry, for examOle, the United States
received 57 percent more citations from the 1977 literature than could be accounted for by its
share of the world's chemistry literature.

?

SOURCE:.Computer Horizons, Inc., unpUblished data.

See table '1-2 in text. Science Indicators-1978
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Table 1-12. U.S. patent granted to inventors from selected countris,
by date of grant and nationality of inventor: 1946-77

Country 1966 1967 1968
--r

1989 1970. .1971- 1972- 1973 1974
-----,----

. 1975-- 1978---------1977
- -

ibtal 88,408 85,852 59,103 87,580. 64,432 78,320 74,813 74,148 76,281 72,029 70,223 85,218
UnItedStates 54,636 51,27,4 45,783 50,398 47,077 55,979 51,519 51,509 50,848 48,731 44,281 41,452
Foreign 13,772 14,378 13,320 17,162 17,355 22,341 23,294 22,839 25,633 25,298 25,942 23,766

West Germany 3,981 3,766 3,442 4,523 4,434 5,519 5,728 5,588, 6,157 6,039 6,178 5,533
Japan 1,122 1,424 1,464 2,152 2,626 4,032 5,153 4,939 5,889 6,353 6,537 8,211
United Kingdom 2,674 2,800 2,481 3,178 2,4 3,488 3,170 2,854 3,145 3,048 2,991 2;651
'France . 1,435 1,558 1,448 1,808 ..1,,n2 2,215 2,231 2,143 2,585 2,367 2,408 2,107
Switzerland , 983 948 822 1,058 1,112 1,281 1,305 .1,326 1,453 1,457 1,475 1,346
Canada 938 991 897 994 1,065 1,326 1,244 1,345 1,326 1,296 1,192 1,219
U.S.S.R. 86- 415 95 159, 218 334 355 382 492 421 426 394
Other E.E.C. countries' 783 "921 744 937 928 1,203 1,194 1,157 1,294 1,073 1,292 1,150

' Other European Economic Community (E.E.C.) countries included here are Belgium, Denmark, Ireland, Luxembourg, and the
'Netherlands, Data for Italy are not comparable for use in this indicator.

SOURCE: Office of TeclInology Assessment and Forecast. U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, Special Report: A Profile of U. S.
Patent Activity, 1963-77, 1978.

See figure 1-8. Science Indicators-1978
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Mb!. 1-13. Number of U.S. pattonts granted to 616ctvl forolgo cOuntrlost
by product field for Us podod 1963-77.

? Country

lbtal
United States
Foreign

West Germany .....
Japan '
United Kingdom
France

'Switzerland
Canada

.

Sweden
Netherlands
Italy

.- Belgium
& U .S. S.R.

Austria
Australia

, . Denmark
Mexico
Other fOreign7

Tbtal

1,183,210
849,512
333,698

83,2.20
61,510
51,822
33,696
19,931
18,251

12,737
10,614
10,569
.4,115
4,166
3,506
3 005
2,377,
1;335

12,543

I

11,750
8,399
8,351

463'
1,150'

358'
236'
164
200'

109
180'

94
32
33
28
38
55
26

185

II

10,887
7,331
3,556
1,018'

829'
641'
276'
342'
128'

98
7+7

121
45
16
23
30
20

6
85

III

158,276.
103,458
54,818

'15,790'
10,492'
7,087'
5,094'
.5,577'
1,840

734
1,664
2,352'

794
487
314
353
25d
415

1..348

Product field

IV V -, ;4y.l VII., VIII IX X ,. XI XII XIII

118,009 63,801
87,096 45,379
30,913 18,422
6,061' 5,141'
8,806' 2,667'
OM* `.3,447'
3,428° 2,438'

967 690
1,408' 1,136'.

842 839'
2,128' 289
' 594 497

325 .131
313 114
233 144
158 144
132 47

18 42
705 ` 651

t"-,

Xli'
21,642
14,273
7,369
2,050'
1,3'40'
1,560'
1,015'

139
289'

231'
102
180
25
63

.53
51
23
18

236

_XV

110,800.
80,308
30,492
7,594'
7,593'
4,025'
2,541'

' 1,868'
1,233'

1,082
872
652
740
383
318
285
238
'68

1,209

20,593 1,3,44 6.43,60 24,475
11,977 31.6107,a1,2170.18,469*
8,616. 1:62e-1444e4'" 6 6,
1,902' 324,0381i., 1
1,29' -, 2433' 42,51/1.* 1 ,..tt
1,076*';i i443' ,30 ' 1,A
1,074' 1fit' -1,31110' 053'
1,072' 38 574 197

322 -241' 921* 375"

205 '44 31 616* 304'
243 144' 375 178
4`35' 36 442 147
105 23 176 146

62 40 60 68
53 13 168 70
46 , 154 67V
84 '7 .124 61

336 2 38 12
347 70 .54t6, 221- t

13,370
8,690
4,680

975*
% 991'

661'
451'
202

-338'

242
74

123
69

119
128
64

4 10
16

-216

'135,333
104,531
30,802
7,147'
4,189'
5,321', 3,234'
1,535
2,570'

1,770'
838

, 858
343
252

401
328

96
1,476

316,532
225,057
91,476
23,967'
13,138'
14,270'

:, 8,754'
-.6,055'
5,803'

4,560
2,453
3,194

953
1,593
1,339 .
1,021

769
217

4,356

10-9,441
61,551
271890
.6,484'
5,523,
4,507'
2,952'
1,521'
1,447'

1,074
1,197

836
- 208

563
211
184

.226
. 35

. 912

'CotiitrieS wore selected on the bdsis of Ming in the top 10 of at least one of the Standard Industrial Classifications. ,.

'Indicates ranking among the top six foreign countries in this padicular product-field.
2Qther foreign Includes patents granted to foreign countries not shown separately. ' N.0

I Food and kindred products
II Textile mill products
III Cheniicals, except drugs and medicines
IV Drugs and medicines
V Petroleum and gas extraction and petroleum refining
VI Rubber and miscellaneous plastics products
VII Stone, clay, glass, and concrete products
VIII Primary metals
IX Fabricated metals
X Nonelectrical machinery
Xl Electrical equipment except communication eratIpment -
XII 'Communication equipment and electronic coinDonents
XIII Motor vehicles and other transporiation equipment except aircraft
XIV Aircraft and parts
XV Professional and scientific instrumtfnts

SOURCE: Compiled from information in Office of Technology Assessment and Forecast, U. S. Patentand Itademark Office, Indicators of
,the Pati3nt Output of U.S. Industry: Profiles of Patent Activity in 55 Standard Industrial Classification Product Fields, 1983-77, 1978.

See figure 1-9.
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We I-14. TOON granildin solioctid cciunTrIes by nedkmallty 6T11W4M610:1116646

United States
Total
Granted to nationals-- ......

Country

Granted to all foreigners
. Foreign patents granted to U,S.'
West Germany

Total '22,598
Granted to nationals 13,095
Granted to U.S. 3,733
Granted to all foreigners 9,503
U. S. patents as percent of foreigArs .. 39.3

Japan
Total 26,315
Granted to nationals 17,373
Granted to U. S. 4,688
Granted to all foreigners 8,942.
U.S. patents as percent of foreigners 52.4

United Kingdom
.Total 37,272
Granted to nationals NA
Granted to U. S 14,117
Granted to ail foreigners NA
U.S. patents as percent of foreigners .. NA

1966

68,406
. .54,634

13,772
49,098

Fraace 43 . . .

Ttital ( 43j0
Granted to nationals 14,881
Granted to U.S. i , 9,807
Granted to all foreigners 29,069
U.S..patents as percent of foreigners 33.7

Switzerland
Total . . , 22,507
Granted to nationals 6,174
Granted to U.S. 3,468
Granted to all foreigners 16,333
U:S. patents as percent of foreigners 21.2

Canada
Total 24,417
Granted to nationals 1,222

tiff
Granted to U.S. . 16,614
'Granted to alf foreigners 23,195

r U.S. patents a ent of for4igners 71.6
Other EEC countr

Total . 25,505
.Granted to nationals 2,423
Granted to U.S.' 6,483

. Granted to all foreigners3 23,082
U.S. patents gs percentof foreigners 28.1

t9&P1968 1969 't . 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

65,652 59,102 67,557 64,427 78,136 74,818. 74,139 .76,275 11-,994 7b,236 .

51,274 -45,70 50,395 47,073 55,088 "51,515-51301--50,643 46,603 .4062--
14,378 13,320 .17,162 17,354 22,328 23,293 22,638 25,832 23,391 26,074
47,982 48,229 50,852 48,807 49,849 49,628 43,326 39,990 39,300 34,798

19,871 21,169 22,623 12,887 16,149 20,600 23,934 20,539 08,290 20,965
11,520 12,143 12,432 6,386 8,295 9,642 11,191 9,793 9,077 10,395
3,406 3,804 4,483 2,882 4,393- 4,575 4,949 3,913 ,4 3,1 40 3,333
8,351 9,026 10,191 6,501 9,854 .10,958 12,743 10,746 9,213 10,570 .

40.8 42.1 44.0 44.3 44.6 41.8 38.8 36.4 34.1 31.5

20,773 27,972 27,657 30818 36,447 41,454 42,328 39,626 46,728 40,317
13,877 18,516' 18,787 21,403 24,795 29,101 30,937 30,873 36;992-32;485-
3,432 4,903 4,657 4,774 5,709 5,948 5,486 4,432. 4,918 4,029
6,896 9,396 8,870 9,475 11,652 12,353 11,391 8,753 9,736 7,852
49.8 52.2 52.5. 50.4 48.0 48.2 48.2 50.6 50.5 51.3

38,999 $3,038 38,790 40,995 41,554 42,794 39,844 37,808 40,689 39,797
!NM NA 9,807 10,343 10,376 10,116 9,357 8,971 9,120 8,855

13,676 12,588 12,678 12,728 12,682 13,001 11,717 10,976 '11,497 11,024
NA NA 28,893 30,652 31.178 32,678 30,487 28,837 31,569 30,942
NA NA 43.9 .5 40.7 39.8 38.4 38.1 36.4 35.6
.

46,995 47,990 32,020 2 ,297 51,456 46,217 27,939 24,725 14,320 29,754
15,246 15,627 10,288 17,758 13,696 10,767 10,817 9,282 4,962 8,420
10,911 10,794 6,943 5,664 11,973 11,206 5,047 4,719 2,801 6,171
31,749 32,363 21,732 8,539 37,760 35,450 17,122 15,443 9,358 21,334

34.4 33.4 31.9 66.3 31.7 31.6 29.5 30,6 29.9 28,93

21,850 17,450 16,775 1Z,575 16,079 14,921 13,680 12,970 13,700 12,300
5,388 4,277 4,260 4,452 4,165 3,942 3,959 3,647 3,794 3,482
3,632 3,126 3,110 3,090 2,736 2,528 2,140 2,1,01 2,070 1,847

16,462 13,173 12,515 13,123 11,914 10,979 9,721 9,323 9,906 8,818
22.1 23.7 24.9 23.5 23.0 23.0 22.0 22.5 20.9 20.9

25,836 25,806 28,981 29,193 .29,242 29,295 21,2'216 21,297 20,544 -2'1,750
1,263 1,263 1,461 1,395 1,587e 1,551 1,218 1,368 1,208 1,301

17,583 17,583 19,147 18,663 17,992 17,289 12,964 12,785 12,220 12,411
24,57 43 27,520 27,798 27,655 26,144 20,028 19,919 19,264 20,449

7 .6 69.6 67.1 65.1 64.6 64,7 64.2 63.4 60.7

24,133 24,627 26,263 28,124 24,322 24,752 25,280 23,341 22,276 NA
2,337 .2,089 2,233 2,078 2,023 2,156 2,074 1,869 1,759 NA
6,253 6,225 6,777 6,670 6,346 6,287 6,011 5,783 5,455 NA

21,796 22,538 24,030 24,046 22,299 22,596 23,206 21,472 20,517 NA
28.7 27.6 28.2 27.7 28.5 27.8 26.2 26.9 26.6 NA .

cludep patents granted to U.S. inventors by all the countries shown here (West Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, Switzerland,
banada, nd -other EEG countries"). Patents granted by France are not included due to the wide fluctuations in French patents granted to
foreigners. . .

.

20ther European Economic Community (E.E.C.) countries included here are Belgium, Derinark, Ireland, Luxembourg, and the
No' therlands. Comparable data for Italy are not available. .

3 Based on.each country aa a unit rather than the group of nations 'as a unit. For instance, patents granted to Denmark by the Netherlands
are considered as non-resident or foreign patents tiere.

i
. .

NA not available. $tik.

SOURCE: World Intellectual property Organization. Industrial qroperty Oeneva: WIPO, December it
1977.

See figure 1-10.
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'Table 1.15, Rlativ change In productivityl In manufacturing Industries
of selected countris: 195077

-

,
lIndex: 1967 141

UMW
States

78.9

France,
68.7 i

4W6-St ---"
Germany Japan

, 67.8 52.6

- United
Kingdom Canada

4 "

Year
_ .
1960 76.6'4- 75.1
1961 , 80.8 71.9 71.4 59.3 77.4 79.2
1962, 84.6 75.2 ,, 75.8 61.9 79.3 83.3,
1963 90.5 79.7 79.3 67.1 83.6 86.5
1964 , 95.2 83.7 85.2 75.9 89.7, 96.3

1965 98.3 88.5 90.7 79.1 92.4 93.7
1966 99.8 94.7 93,9 67.1 0,7 96,9
1967 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1968 103.7 111.4 106.9 112.6 107.1 106.8
1969 , 104.8 115.4 113.4 130.0 4 .108.4 113.1

1970 104.4 121.2 116.1 '146.5 108.6 - 114.7
1971 1 110.1 127.6 121.4 151.0 112.9 122.9
1q72 115.7 " 135.1 128.7 162.3 121.2' 128.5
1973 118.8 142.5 136.6 181,2 126.2 .134.3
1974 112.6 146.5 145.0 ,1 1.7 1F76 136.6

1

1975 , 118.2 150.3 150.4 1 1 4.6 124.2 133.3
1976 ._ 123.2 164.0 162.8 188.7 128.4 139.4
1977 (prel.) 126.1 172.6 169.6' 199.2 126.3 146.1...._

Output per worker-hour.

SOURCES: Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Stat)stics,"Office of Productivity and Tech-
nology, "Output per Hour, Hourly Compensation, and Unit Labor Costs in Manufacturing, Eleven
Countries, 1950-77," November 29, 1978, mimeograph.

See figure 1-11. As, Sclencelndicators-1978
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Uhl* 1-16. Ral Gross Domstic P
for selcted coUntries compared wl

_

duct pr employed ()Mien,
th United Stats: 1960-771

United States .° 1001
eMs

Year
...

United
States France

Nest
Germany Japan

United
Kingdom Canada

1980 100 55.4 52.4 24.7 51.1 88.6
1981 100 57.0 53.1 27.2 49.8 86.8
1982 100 58.0 53.1 27.6 47.9 85.6
1963 100. 59.0 53.246 29.6 48.5 86.2
1964 100 60.0 55.2 32.1 49.1 86.0

..64.

1965 100 60.8 56.2 32.2 48.2 85.6
1966 100

-TOO-
61.2 58.1 33.4 47.4 83.5

-6374- -57-.3 -36781967- --WO 8374-
1968 100 64.2 59.5 40.0 49.7 84.6
1969 , 100 67.6 63.2 43.9 50.4 86.2

1970 100 71.4 67.0 48.7 52.6 88.6
1971 100 72.9 67.5 50.8 s 53.9 90.6
1972 100 74.8 68.5 53.9 53.6 90.7
1973 100 76.4 70.2 56.5 54.8 90.8
1974 100 80.0 74.3 58.0 56.0 93,0

1975 100 81.2. 74.7 69.5 55.4 91,9
1976 100 83.1 77.7. 60.8 55.6 92.2
1977 (prel.) 100 84.7 79.1 62.2 55.1 91.6

' Output based on international price weights to enable comparable cross-country compari-
sons.

SOURCE: Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office of Productivity and Technol-
ogy, "Comparative Real Gross Domestic PrOduct, Real GDP per Capita, and Real GDP per
Employed Civilian, Seven Countries, 1950-77: June 1978, mimeograph.

See discussion following figure 1-11. Science indicators---1978

Table 1-17. U. 4. InternatioLl transactions in royalties
and fees; 1966-77

I Dollars in millions]

Year..

1966
1967
1968
1969

1970
1971
1972
1973

1974
1975
1976
1977 (prel.) -,,

Balance
. .. ,

$1,378
1,581
1,682
1,797

2,106
2,304
2,471S
2,840

3,475
3,827
3,873
4,278

Receipts .
.. .... . .. .

$1,516
1747,

1,868 1

2,019
,

2,331
2,545
2,770
3,225

3,821
4,300
4,352
4,725

Payments
..:. . .

$116406 '

.186
222

225
241
294

. 385

346
473
479
447

SOURCE: Based on Appendix tables 1-18 and 1-19:

See figure 1-12. gcience Indicators-1978
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Tabla 1-1a. U.S. rocalpte and payment* of royalties and

\
Investment abroad: 1966-77

(Dollars in millions)

$ for dIrsot

1967 1968 1989 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
977

(prel.)

Net receipts'

1966

Total $1,163 $1,364 $1,431 $1,633 $1,768 $1,927 $2,115 $2,513 $3,070 $3,543 $3,530 $3,787
Developed Countries 854 982 1,027 1,101 1,289 1,429 1,609 1,949 ' 2,388 2,770 2,793 3,029

Western Europe 496 579 594 651 755 848 971 -1,180 1,428 1,765 1,702 1,850
Clinada 246 266 285 287 336 355 377 416 - 541 566 631 670
Japan 43 55 59 66 80, 96 114 170 211 223 260 300
Other developed " .

countries2 69 83 88 97 118 131 147 183 209 219 200 208
Developing countries 279 352 377 393 428 452 453 519 630 72. 686 695
International and

unallocated 29 20
,

27 34

fj 40 46 53 46 51 61 51 43
Net payments'

Total t 64 62 80 101 1141 118 156 209 160 287 293 253
Canada 41 43 47 56 62 " 64 60 73 46 139 137 126
United Kingdom 12 11 21 25 19 11 15 20 17 26 8 22
Other European countries ... 10 8 9 16 23 39 78 113 157 132 157 134

Japan 1 1 3 4 4 1 1 1 -47 -26 -94 -38
Other countries (4) (4) (4) (4) 3 3 1 1 -13 -14 26 10

' Represents net receipts of payments by U.S. firms from their foreign affillatesfor the. use Of intangible property such es patents,
techniques, processes, formulas, designs, trademarks, copyrights, franchisee, manufacturing-righte, management fees, etc. .

2 Other developed countries included here are Australia, New Zealand, and the,Republic of South Africa.
3 Payments measure net transactions between U. S. affiliates and their foreign patents. Affiliated payments are not further detailed

because in many cases the amounts are so small their publication would disclose individual company data.
4 Less than $0.5 million.

NOTE: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.
.

SOURCE Department of Commerce. Bureau of Edonomic Analysis, Bevis
1976: Survey of Current Business, June 1975, June 1976, and August 1978.

f

See f)gure 1-13

1 58

Data Series on U. S. Direct Investment Abroad, 1966-74,

I 6 '?

N..

1

I
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'fable 1-19. U.S. receipts and payments of royalties and fees for unaffiliated'
foreign residents: 1966-77

!Dollars in millionsl

2

1966 1967 1966 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 19'74 1975 1976 (prel.)

Net reee4pts
Total $353 $393 $437 $486 $573 $610 $655 $712 $751 $757 $822 $958

Developed countries 304 342 375 426 506 547 575 633 '646 640.. 684 793
Western Eurdpe 166 190 196 222 247 268 270 297 321 343 350 413
Canada 30 33 31 26 33 32 30 32 38 38 46 48
Alcon

.
70 95 *30 155 0 202 223 240 273 249 219 246 269

Other developed
countries7 18 24 18 21 23 24 27 31 38 . 40 43 43

Developing countries 50 50 59 59 64 62 72 74 94 60 120 132
Eastern Europe 1 4 2 4 9 6 5 .11 : 14 19 33

Net payments
_.

Ibtal 76 104 106 120 114 123 139 176 186 186 - 186 104
Developed countries 72 100 102 .. 116 107 119 134 166 176 178 182 186

Western Europe 67 93 94 107 99.7 110 121 146 156 160 160 163
Canada 2 3 4 4 4 5 6 6 7 9 9 9
Japan

c--3
, 3 4 4 4 4 4 6 13 12 9 13 15

Developing countries 4 3 4 5 7 4 5 9 8 4 6 6
Eastern Europe (3) (3) . (3) (3) (3) (3) .1 1 2 2 1 (3)

Re sents receiptg and payments between J.S. residents and residents Or governments of foreign countries fat thttlise otintatIgIbie... _ .

pro rty suc atents, sopyrights, or manufacturing rights. Excludes fees and royalties related to foreign direct-investments and film
rentals.

2 OtheRieveloPed countries acluded here are Australia. NeWlealand, and the Republic of South Africa.. 3 Less than $0.5 million.

110TE: Detail may not tidd to totals because of rounding.

SOURCE: Deptkrtryienlof Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis tabulations, June, 1975 and Survey of Cilrrent Business, June 1976,
and June 1978.

-Sea figure 1-14.

,446

1;5, ,!.;"
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Table 1-20, U.S. direct investment abroad in manufacturing
for selected nations and Industry groups: 1966-77

..IMillions ol U.S. dollarst

Country _1956, 1967 1969 . 1970 1971 1972 1973 19761968 1974 1975

.-.All.Countries (T) $20,740 $22,803 $25,160 $28,332 $31,049 $34,359 $38,326 $44,370 $51,172 $55,886 $61,061
. .

CheMical Products 3,840 4,541 . 5,068. 5,539 5,865 6,51.9 7,253 8,415 10,172 11,107 12,183
Machinery 5,033 5,455 5,986 7,012 7,842 8,930 10,096 11,811 13,992 15,595 17,091

Developed Countries (T) 17;214 18,912 20,721 23,285 25,572 28,320 31,558 36,550 41,973 45,427 49,768
: Chemical Products 2,8fif 3,396 3;803 -4,184 4,419 4,959 5,500 6,468 7;621 6,471 -9,,295

,
Canada (T) 6,697

4,47S.,.. 47.;086566 -- 6,223 6,931

1.146
8,404
1,297

8,971 9,504 10,491 11,755 13,460 14,691 15,965
7,907 -8,917 10,259 12,003 13,231 14,338Machinery

,-- Chemical Products 1458 1,320 1,453 '1,583 1,767 2,049 2,268 2,462
Machinery 1,345 1,424 1,508 -- 1.743 1,773 ; 1,891 2,111 2,325 2,682 3,042 3,248

All Western Europe (T) 8,906 9,867 10,940 12,372 13,619 15,1328 17,529 20,777 23,990 26,013 28,766
. Chemical Products 1,523 1,793 2,058 2,271 2,451 2,792 3,146 3,818 4,767 5,161 5,756

Machinery 2,681 2,930 3,226 3,829 4,383 5,097
France (T) 1,260 1,812 2,107 2,441

-6,743
1,162 1,303 1,464

5,727 7,971 8,774 9,550

Chemical Products 164 215 226 266 299 330 390
Machinery 443 .

.

443 _--, 456 503
- . 453

620 744 834

2,943 3,844 3,997

1,011 1,415 1,405
592 608

Chemical Products 591 't608 632
4,909 5,427 5,77 6,611 . 7,37113

-702 819 870 1,042 1,221 71,25652571,373274
UnitedKingdom (T) -. 3,568 3,751 4,159 4

Machinery 1,049 . 1,148 1,197 1,590 . 1,744 1,853 2,008 2,293 2:3420t53 2,500
GermanY (T) 1,748 1,956' 2,149 2,681 2,675 3,107 3,637 4,442 4,814 6,706

..Chemical Products 179 , 200 .,-,., .239 ' 259 295 373 425 578 691 .770 915
Machinery 526 583. -'.... 692 906 976 1,172 1,388 1,683 1,949 2,101 2,436

-.-- Japan (T) , 36_6 442 . 527 645 768 978 1,185 1,399 1,520. . 1,557 1,691
.... Chemical Products 87 103 ' 131 161 180 209 244 301 327 360 374

.

. Machinery 222. 266' (D) (D) (D) 511 633 732 775 787 862.

. Developing Countries (T) ,525 3,891 . 4,439 ,,, 5,047
1,264 1,375

5,477 6,038 6:75637 7,820 9,200 10,459 11,395
Chemical Products 983 1,145 1,446 1,561 1,927 2,351 2,636 2,888.

aceryMhin 560 , 589 669 789 910 1,023. 1,178 1,552
. .

1,989 .2,364 2,752
! ... _ .,

. (T) - Total manufacturing. .
(D) ,-, Those data are withheld by the Commerce Department to avoid disclosure of data for individual companies.

. .
, SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, &acted Data on U. S. Direct Investment AbroadJ9,66-76. 1977; and Ralph

Kozlew, John Huller and Patricia Walker, "U.S. Direct Investment Abroad in 1977," Survey of Current Business, vol. 58'(August 1978), pp. 16-38.

See discussion precdding table 1-15.
.

G

ci

1977
(prel.)

$65,604 .
13,374
18,379
53,364
10,135
15,408
16,6W,
2,350
3,420

. 31,390
b.02

10,237
4,138

700
1,496
8,872
1,679
2,749
6,993
1,000
2,628
1,889

399
995

12,239
3,239
2,971

. Sciente Indicators-1978
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Table 1-21. U.S. trade balance' In R&D-Intensive and non-R&D-Intensive manufactured
product groups: 1980-77.

(Dollers In millionsl

-R&D intensive

Balance Export

Non R&D intensive

Balance Export..,. .Year
.

Import Import.

1960 $ 5,891 $ 7,597 $ 1,706 -$179 $ 4,962 $ 5,141
1961 6,237 8,018 1,781 -12 4,730 4,742
1a62 . 6,720 8,715' 1,995 -691 4,940 5,631

1963 6,958 8,975 2,017 -, -765 5,284 6,049
1964 7,970 ,10,267 2,297 -678 6,121 6,794
1965 8,148 11,078 2,930 -2,027 6,281 8,308

,

i 1966 7,996 :12,174 4,1711 -3,325 6,913 10,238

1967 8,817 13.407 4,590. -3,729 7,437
.

11,166
..

1968 9,775 15,312 5,537 -6,501 8,506 15,087

1969 10,471 16,955 6,484 -6,698 9,830 16,528

1970 11,722 19,274 7,552 -8,285 10,069 18,354

1971 11,727 20,228 8,501 11,698 10,215 21,913

1972 11,012 22,003 10,991 -15,039 11,737 26,776

1973 15,101 29,088 13,987 -15,370 15,643 31,013

1974 23.873 41,111 17,238 -15,573 22,412 37,985
1975 29,344 46,439 17,095 -9,474 24,511 33,985
1976 28,964 50,830 21,866 -16,499 26,411 42,910

1977 27,627 53,169 25,542 -24,378 27,284 51,662

Exports less imports.

SOURCE: Department of Commerce. Domestic and International Business Administration,
Overseas Business Reports August 1967 April 1972, April 1977 and June 1978.

See figure 1-15, Science Indicators-1978
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Table 1-22, U,S. "trade balance, In selected R&D-Intenslve manufactured productiroups: 1960-77

"Dollars in millionsI

Product groups
_

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Chemicals,
Balance $955 $1,051 $1,104 $1,294 $1,662 $1,634 $1,718, $1,044 ..$2.15.8_ $2,155. $2,378 $2,224 $2,118 $3,286 _$4,801
Export 1,776 1,789 1,876 2009, 2,364 2,403 2,675 2,802 3,287 3,383 3,826 3,836 4,133 5,749, 8,819
Import 821 738 772 715, 702 769 057 958 1,129 1,228 1,450 1,612 2,015 2,463 4,018

Nonelectrical machinery3
.

Balance 2,948 3,288 3,547 3,674 3,989 4,115 4,101'. 4,218 4,280 4,838 5,583 5,268 5,325 6,904 10,826
Export -3,386 3,743 4,087 4,209 4,860 5,275 5,778 6,181 6,560 7,460 8,686 8,772 9,864 12,556 .17,298
Import 438 455 540 . 635 871 1,160 1,677 1,963 2,280 2,622 3,103 3,504 4,539 5,652 6,472

Electrical machinery' .

Balance 804 891 6 1,074 1,222 1,020 890 962 792 729 728 512 321 533 1,680
Export 1,090 1,225 1/ 61 1,493 1,665 1,680 1,900 2,098 2,284 2,677 2,999 3,067 3,698 5,032 7,019

. Import 286 134 ' 15 419 443 640 1,010 1,136 1,492 1,948 2,271 2,555 3,377 4,499 5,339
Aircraft

Balance 970 766 . 857 726 791 990 824 1,271 2,015 2,140 2,382 3,049 2,580 3,556 5,258
Export 1,024 903 980 eg 7 874 1,130 1,097 1,5,19 2,309 2,423 .'2,656 3,387 2,995 4,119 5,766
Import 54 137 . 123 .91 83 .140 -273 248 294 283 274 338 115 563 508

Professional and scientific
instruments

Balance .
Export .

214
321

' 241
358

266.
411

290
447

306
504

389
610

463
724

522
807

530
872

609
1,012

653
1,107

.

674
1,166

668
1,313

822
1632

'1,308
2,209

Import 107 117 ,. . 145 157 198 221 261 285 .342 403 454 492 645 810 901

' Exports less imports.
2 Includes drugs and Other all" products.
3 Includes computers. s

4 Includes communication equiliment.
i t

SOURCE: Department of Comnprce, Domestic and International Business Administration, Oversees Business Peports, August 1967,
April 1972, April 1977 and. June 19/8,

See figure 1-16.

1975 1976 1977

$4,995 $5,187 $5,395
8,691 9,959 10,827
3,696 4,772 5,432

14,574 14,814 13,635
21,633 22,8'35 23,140

7,059 8,:0 31 9,505

2,671 1,854 1,853
7,582 9,278 10,285
4,911 7,424 8,402

5,617. 5,670 5,265
6,136 6,104 5,866

519 434 601
.

1,48;00,104614 1,479
2,39 2,654 3,051

910 1,215 1,572

-
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L.

kl.-ST trade 4ftiftneel-witti-aeleeted-nations-fer-FlarD-Intenalve-manufeetured-produetw,-1-966-7-7-

Country

Developing nations2
Balance
Export
Import

Western Europe'
Balance
Export
Import

Canada
Balance
Export
Import

Japan
Balance
Export
Import

West Germany
. Balance .

Exports
Imports . .

!Dollars in millions I

19731966 196 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1974 ,1975 197411 1977

$3,441 $3,677 $4,430 $4,455 $4,928 $5,087 $5,277 $6,642 $10,656 $14.727 $16,052 $16,013
3,682 . 3,923 4,822 5,002 5.679 5.996 6.765 8,966 14,024 17,701 20,104 20,993

241 246 392 547 751 909 1,488 2.324 3,368 2,974 , 4,052 4,980

1,890 2,283 2,566 2,986 3,942 3,599 3,089 .4,125 5,983 6.700 7,060 6,918
3,865 4.359 5,020 5,655 6,927 6,861 7,345 9.596 _. 12,622 13,540 14,648 15,712
1,975 2,076

,
2,454 2,669 2.985 3,262 4,256 5,471 6,639 6,840 7,588 8,794

1,800 1,760 1,719 1,914 1,684 1,865 2.333 3,001 4,242 4,833 4,732 4,530
2,838 2,983 3.142 3,478 3,513 3,914 4,678 5,741 7,419 8,136 8,831 9,182 -%

1,038 1,223 1.423 1,564 1.829 2,049 2,345 2,740 3,177 3,303 4,099 4.652

-133 -115 -200 -324 -224 -516. -971 -848 -550 -1.021 -2,754 -3,460
661* 772 930 1,180 1,536 1,520 1,639. 2,218 3.007 . 2,389 2,601 2,792
794 887 1,100 1,504 1,760 2,036 2,610 3,066 3.557 3,410 5,355 6,252

(4).. (4) (4) 81 2E17 190 -56 -205 -198 64 _ 581 -73
(4) (4) (4) 912 1.277 1,295 1,340 1,579 1,931 2,143 2,346 2,674

(4) (4) ('') 861
i-

990 1,105 1,396 1.784 2,129 2,079 2,288 2,747

' Exports less imports.
2 Includes the Republic of South Africa in 1966 and 1967.
3 Includes West Germany,
4 Included in the totals for Western Europe but not separately available,

SOURCE: Department of Commerce Domestic and International Business Administration, Overseas Business Reports, May 1972, June
1974, October 1976, and October 1978.

See figure 1.-17.-
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Mble 1-24. Examples of possible areas of Increased
scientific cooperation with Western Europe

Bi ;logy
Genetic engineering, .

Seed protein ovelopment
Molecular bi ogy
Biomass util ation
Enzyme blo gy
Btochémic9i transformations/technology

aNitrogen fiation
Tissue an0 protoplast culture
Tropical biology

Bahaviertii-find-fieural-seienoes-

Neuroscience
Cognitive development
Linguistics (phonetics)
Social psychology

isual sciences

Englneeting

Combustion
Thermionlcs
Soil mechanics
MHD
Heat and mass transfer
Optical communication
Coal proCeasing and communication
Fluidization
Particulate processing
Biochemical engineering

Computer sciences

Software-methodology
Shared data banks
Computer-aided design
Fault tolerant cbmputers%
Large-scale systems
Control-system design
Theoretical computer science

(semantics, algorithms) .

Chervistry

Inorganic and organometallic catalysis
Electrochemical synthesis
Fast reaction kinetics
Oscillating reactions/dissipative structure
Excited-state reactions
Rarefied gas dynamics
Neutron scattering
Quantum chemistry and molecular dynamics
Solid state chemistry
Colloid chemistry

EarM and ocean Sciences

Genesis of energy and mineral deposits
Polar geology, geomorphology and glaciology
Permafrost research ;

Marine geology
Marine geophysics
Geochemical analysis
Rock magnetism
Coastal geologic processes

Materials sciences

High voltage electron microscopy
Raman spectroscopy
Resonance raman spectroscopy
Muon decay in solids
Statistical mechanics
Electron structure
Defects in solids
Ultra low temperature physics
Corrosion
Condensed matter
Synchroton radiation applications

Mathematics

Algebraic and arithmetic geometry
Nonlinear differential equations
Bifurcation theory
Mathematical organization theory
Minimal surfaces
Axiomatic set theory
Stochastic processes
Category theory
Statistical inference

,J

1.

4

Physics. .

Atomic and molecular physics
Plasma physics ,
Quantum electronics
Molecular aild colliding beams

Condensed miller physics
Neutron scettoVing
Solid state physics
SuperconducVvity

Nuclear physics'"-
Accelerator development

Elementary-particle-physics
Gravitational wave detectors

Theoretical physics
Gravitational physics
Mathematical physics
Atomic structure

Science education
Developmental psychology
Learning theory
Educational television
Use.of compUters with children
Environmental education
Curriculum modes and materials

Social sciencQs
International economics
Mathernatical economics
Political economy
Social psychology
Socio-economic systems
Family change
Technological Innovation
Location analysis
Sociology of law

NOTE. These examplwere generated by a surveyof NSF program officers. These areas of scientific activity ate those in which Western

European efforts are thought to be at a level of excellence comparable lathe! in the United States, or in which achievements were linked to

the availability of unusual instrumentation or facilities.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation Advisory council, "Expanded Scientific Cooperation with Western Europe," Mimeo, October 26,

1976.

See discussion in the introduction of the "International Interaction ancl Cooperation" section.. Science Indicators-1978 .
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Table 1-25. Distribution of undergraduate and graduate foreign studnts in science
and lechnology curriculums at U,S. unit/m.0111e1 and_colleges,

by field and region: 1975

-Fieici

,..

All fields

Scienhfic & technical ,

Engineering
Life sciences
Social sciences
Physical sciences
Mathematical and comRutor sciences

Total

100

57
36t 18

15
12
6

Asia

100

61
29
11

8
8
3

Africa

100

56
12
20
12
6

.3

Lath.
America

Percent

100

54
20
13
8
5
4

Europe

100

50
13
10
11

8
5

.....

Oceania

100

48
7

16
16
4

3

.... North
America

100

38
21
10
9
7
3

Psychology 3 1 1 2 2 - 1

Technical training' 2 1 2 2 (2) - 1

Non SiT fields . 43 39 44 46 50 52 62

Number

All fields 178.830 96,860 25,290 29,820, 14,400 2,740 9,720

Scientific, & technical . 101,980 ( 59.500 14,130 164 7,170 1,310 3,700
Engineering 37,080 28,270 3.020 6,070 1,920 180 640
Life sciences 17930 10,990 5,110 3,790 1,470 440 1,240
Social sciences 15,710 7,450 3,030 2,310 1,650 490 - 780
Physical sciences 12,310 7,590 1,620 1,540 1,080 120 360
Mathematical and computer sciences 5.860 2,920 710 1,250 660 80 220
Psychology , 2,660 1,040 260 720 300 340
Technical training, 2,300 1,240 380 490 70 120

Non 8/T fiekls ,, 76,850 37,360 11,160 13,650 7,280 1,430 6,020
-.----

1Includes business and commerce, mechanical and engineering, and natural science technical training leading to associate
degrees and other ewer& below/the baccalaureate. ,

2Less than 0.5 percent.

SOUFICE: Calculated from data from Institute of International Education, Open Doors: 1g75/76-197e/7, 1978, pp.106-108,

Sue table 1-6 in text

-4 -

.
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Table 1-26. Doctorafdegrees awarded to foreign stuthtnts as a percent of all doctoral
degrees from U. S universities by fiefkd: 1960,74

Field
1960-74
period

, ..
0-64. 1965-69 1970-74

All fields 14.4 12.7 13.9 15.3
All science and engineering fields 18.7 16.1 17.6 20.5

Mathematicians 17.9 16.2 15.3 20.4
Physicists 18.1 14.5 15.6 21.9
Chemists 15.3 12.6 13.9 18.2
Earth scientists 18.7 16.0 18.5 20.3
Engineers 28.1 21.6 23.8 34.1
Agricultural scientists 33.1 26,5 32.5 \ 36.6
Medical scientists 21.5 19.7 22.3 21.6

"Biosciefthsts 15.9 16.7 16.4 15.2
Psychologists 5.2 4.9 4.9 5.4
Social scientists 18.4 18.1 19.0 18.2

NOnscience total 7.4 ... 614 7.3 7.8

SOURCE: A Century of Doctorates (Washington: National Research Council, 1978).p. 47

See.figure 1-18 Science Indicators, -1978
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Table 1-27. Index of internatIonal cooperative research 2 by field: 1973-77

Field 2 1973 1974 1975.6 1976 1977

Internationally co-duthored articles as a pkcent of '-
all institutionally co-authored articles

All fields 12.7 13.2 13.9 . 14.7 15.0
Clinteal-modicine 6 8 7 8 7 5
Biomedicine 18.7 14.2 15.2 15.7 16.3
Biology 155 13.6 15.4 17.0 17.0

Chemistry 16.3 17.2 17A7 I 18.1 20.7
Physics 22.7 23.7 25.4 25.9 27.5
Earth and space sciences 23.1 22.5 24.6 27.7 27.5
Engineering and technology 13.2 14.0 15:5 14.0 16.2
Psychology 10.6 10.8 10.7 8.4 12.5
Mathematics 34.3 39.5 39,8 . .38.8 37.9

Internationally co-autOoredertkles_ . .

All fields 13,571 9,292 9,898 10,732 1 ,527
Clinical medicine 1,881 2,013 1,989 2,314 ' 2,440
'Biomedicine 1,454 1,581 1,775 1,1362 2,032
Biology 723 cr. 655 779 853 915
Chemistry 1,088 1 241 1286 1.384 1,546
Physics 1,570 1,757 1,031 2,142 2,320
Earth and space sciences 647 658 698 830 849
Engineering and technology 584 650 720 626 721

Psychology 151 178 158 171 188

Mathematics 473 . 558 557 548 515

Alt institutionally co-authored articles
. _ _

All fields 67,528 z0,174 71,051 73,251 76,7,117

Clinical medicine 28,617 28,974 29,078 29,564 32.643 g
Bi medicine 10,648 11,117 11,683 11,845 12436 '
B ogy 4.660 4,829 5,073 5,024 .5,405

hemistry 6,694 .7,224 7,264 7,632 7,485 *
Physics . , 6,897 7,410 '' 7,601 8,271 8,433
Earth and space sciences 2,798 2,920 2,832 . 2,994 3,085
Engiheering and technology 4,412 4.642 4,647 . 4,470 4,437
Psychology 1,422 1,645 1,473 2,031 1,504

Mathematics 1,379 1,413 1,401 1,420 1.359

' Obtained by diiiding the number of articles which were written by scientists and engineers from
more than One country by the total 'number of articles "jointly written by S/E's from different
organizations. This index is based on The articles, notes, and reviews in over 2,100 of the influential

o
journals cried on the 1973 Science Citation Index Corporate Tapes of the Institute for Scientific 1

Informati /
2,508 Appendix table 1-10 for the subfields inCluded in these fields.

SOURCE. CoMputer Horizons, Inc., unpublished data.

See figure 1-19. Science Indicators-1978:.
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Table 1-28. Index of international cooperative research' for selected countries: 1973-77

United states _,

Country2 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977.

Internationally co-authored articles as a percent of
all institutionally co-authored articles

13 Ft 14 1 14.8 15 5 15 8
Japan 16.4 16A ._. 162 15.2 16.0

11. U.S.S R \ _.--
9.6 10.8 13.3 14.2 17.3

France 26.7 26.9 29.8 31.3 32.7
Canada 37.7 38.9 37.8 38.8 39.0
United Kingdom 35.4 37.0 37.6 39.5 40.7
West Cermany 35.6

_

37.4 38.2 40.7
. .

41.3 .

.f Internationally co-authored articles
United States 4,920 5.182 5,378 5,815 6,131

14. Japan . , . 474 *4§5 547 558 038
U.S S R 288 318 381 432 '526'
France .. 1,135 1,215 1,464 1,597 1.796
Canada t v., 1,377 1,458 1,484 1,608 1,677
United Kingdom 2,065 2,260 ..-2,385 2,611 2,664
West Gelmany 1,289 1,534 '' 1,573 1151 1,930

a

All Institutionally co-authored articles,,.

United States 35,581 36,727 36,346 37,501 38,916
Japan ,

2,888 3,023 3,375 3,667 . 3,994
U.S.S.R. , 3,011 2,928 2,861 3,033 3,036

. France -4,24q 4,525 4,915 5,096 5,485
Canada t ^ .3,080 3,749 .3,925 4,145 4,99

d Kingdom 5,527 41106 -- Ai$350 6,614 -6,553
We nerrnany 3,618 4,104 4,118 4,307 4,669

9-10btained by dividing the numb,er cif articles which were written by &dentists and engineers froni
more than one country by the* total 'number of articles jointly written by S/E's from different
organizations. This index 11 based on the articles. notes and revievA in over 2,10 of the influential
jouMals carried'on trio 1973 Science Cite(ion IndefCorporgte Tapes of the Institute for Scierttific
Information. .

2When an arttcle iS authored,by scientists and engineers from more than one country, that article
Is prorated across the countries involved. For example, if given article has several aufhors from

. France and the United States, it is split 112. to France and IS. to the-United States, reOardlessOf the
:number of actual authors from.these countries.

SOURCE: Co uter Horizons. Inc., unpublished data.

See figure 1-2 'Science Indicators-1'978 ..
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, Table 1-29. Distribution of scientific and technical articles' in U.S. and foreign journals
by field: 1973-77

Field 2 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

articles 3 in foreign journals'

-All fields 19,941 9t71-t95.04 20,191 20,1-52

Clinical medicine 4,695 4,850 6,000 4,854 , 4,975
Biomedicine 4,124 4,092 4,098 4,544 4,306

Biology i 1,660 1,711 1,999 2,180 2,049

Chemistry 2,346 2.342 2,107 1,970 2,018

Physics 2,6 2,702. 2,513 2,516 2,742

Earth and space sciences 1,20 1,131 996 1,109 .1,126
Engineering and technology 1,382 1,338 1,195 '1,255 1,302

Psychology 784 695 591 728 779

Mathematics ,,
'

. 1,089 1,0 fo . 1,005 1,035 855

Foreign .article.s.ln U. S.,journals _.

Ali fields 29,270 29,761 31,242 33,355 33,953 i
glinicill medicine 6,794 6,867 6.882 7,560 7,923

Biomedicine 4,148 4,340 6,144 5,154 5,377

Biology 2013 1,889 1,865 1,603 -0471

Chemistry 5,484 5,700 6,270 7,062 6,583

Physics .
4,118 4,384 4,434 5,048 5,143

Earth and space sciences 1,04 1,204 1,108 1,170 1,146

Engineering and technology. 3,723 3,611 3,748 3,618 : 3,848 .s.

Psychology 845 85D 817 853 895

i, Mathematics -
861 . 907 . 974 1,087 1067. .

-- Balanpoc' - _ ._. . . .. . .. . .

,

All fields 9,329 9,890 11,738 13,164 13,801

Clinical medicine 2,099 2,017 1,882 2,706 2;948

Biomedicine 24 248 1,046 c10 . -1,071-

Biology , 353 178 - 134 -377. , -78
Chemistry 3.138 3,358 4,163 5,092 4,565

Physics , 1,457 1,682 1,921 2,532 .. 2,401.,
Earth and spade sciences 84 73 1,12 61 ''' 20 .

- Engineering and technology 2,341 2,273 2,553 2,363 2,546 1.

Psychology 61 164 226 125 116

Mathematics
..._

.-228 -103 31 : 5.2 - 212

' Based on the articiesnotes, and reviews in over 2,100 of the influential joyrnals carried on the
1973 SciepC6 Citatietn lndok Corporate Tapes of the InStitute tor Sqentific Information.

2 Soo Appendix table 1-10 for the subfields included in!these Heidi ; : -.

3 When an article is authored by scientists and engineers fron1mpre than one'country, that til:ticle

is prorated across the cpUntries involved. For example, if a given article has several authors from,
Frarlce elk! the .United States, it is gplit 0 to Frande.and 0 tO the United States, regardless of the

number of actual autlirs from these.countries. , ,

" The country of a journal is 'determined by Where It is published. .,-

SObtained by subtracting the number of U. S,- articles in foreign journals.,from the numtjer of

foreign articles In U.S. joirrnals,- 4:-
, . itzi _._ , . .,

SOUR , .: Computer Horizons, Inc:, unkublished data.

'See table. 1-8 In text.;

0--
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WA. 1-30. Participation in international scientific
congresses: 1000-77

_

Year
_

Number
of con-
greases

Total
partici-
pants

_

U.S.
paMci
pants

Non-U, S.
partial-
pants

1960-1962 .... q 23 33,082 9,033 24,049
1983-1985 28 37,984 10,012 27,952

49661968 .... 42 59,748 12,297 47,451
1969-1971 38 .55,711 12,956 42,755
1972-1974 .... 73 73,819 18,630 55,189
1975-1977 .... 52 59,658 12,767 46,891

Total_Jr 256 319,982 75,695 244287

;.

..e

tAC.

gAi

SOURCE: National Academy of Sciences, unput;Iiiihed
data.

See figure 1-21. Science Indicators-1978

no

Table 2-1. National Pap pxpandlinrdly i 980-T9
,

!Dollars ih billions!.

+

Year

1966
1961
1962
1963
1964

Current
dollars

, .

$13.5
14.3
15.4
17 1'
18.9

pefistant
*/ 1972
:dollars'

.p. -

. $1.9.7
,,.' .26.7
.. ;'21.8

.. .23.8
25.9

.

GNP implicit
price deflator2

0.6867
.6928
.7055
.7159
.7271

-1965 20.0 27.0 .7432
1966 21.8 2865 *7676
1967 23.1 , 29.3

-
.7902.

1968
,

. 24.6 29.8 .8257
1969 25.6 29.6 , . .8672

.1970 25.9 28.4 , .9136
1971 ..... ,, . 26.6 27.7 .96b2
19472 - 28.4 28.4 1.0000
1973 30.6 28.9 .1.050
1974 32.7 28.2 . 1.1602 .;r ..

1615 %. . . t ...... '. 32.2 27.7 112715
1976 38,8 29,0 . 1.3376
1977 (prelh). .... 42.9 - 30.3 1.416
1978 (est) . 47.3 31.1 1.5190
1979 (est) 51.6 31.8

'GNP implicit priee deflators Used to convert current (killers -
to constant 1972 doll,ars.

2Deflators for 1978 and 1979 emelt an inflation rate of 7.3,
and 7.0 percent, respectively. It is likely that actual inflation
rates will be substanttally higher; therefore, the constant dollar
estimates presented throughout,this report may LIM high.

` .
.SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Natiorial Patterns

of R&D.Resources, 1953-1978-79 (NSF 78-313), P. 36:'

See figure 2-1. Scionue Indicators- 78
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lable 2-2. National R&D expenditures as
of ONP by source: 1060-70:

Current dollars

All R&D by source

IDollars in blllions1 - .

. .

Basic 8
Rpplied

Veal GNP Total Federal Other . reStiar0 .pNP

...

rcent

--e-onst-ant
. -.. ..

-All R8,15-hy sou.;60
.

Total Fedora) Other.j.,

$.1.2,7 :

14.0 7.8'
-15.7 8.2 0,0
17.2 . 8.7 N. .

1960 $ 506 0 $13.5 $ 8.7 $ 4 8 $ 4 2 $ 736,9 .$19.7
196.1 523 3 14.3 9.2 5 1 4,5. 20,7 .

' 1962 563.0 15.4 5 5 5.4 799.1 . 21,8 .1
1963 594 7 17 1 114.2 5 9 .5,7 030 7 23.8
964 .. . . .. 635 7 18.9 12 5 6.3 6 4 874.3 25.9

1965 688 -1.2o .0 13.0 7.0 6.9 926.9 27.0
1966 753.0 21,.8 111.0 7.9 7.4 961.0 28.5
1967 796 3

-068
23,1 14.4 8 8 7.8 1,007.7 29.3

....1968 24 6 14.9 9.7 8.4 1-.051.8: .29.8
1969 25.6 14.9 10 7 8.8, 1,078.8 29.6

.
1970 9 2-5 9 14.7 11.2 ....9.2 1,075.3 28.4
1971 1.063.4 26.6 14.9 11.7 . 9 4' 1.107.5 27,7
1972 '1 .1,71.1 28 4 * , 15.0 .12.6 . 9.8 117144 28.4
1973 6 30.6 16.3 14.e 10.6 1.235.0 '29.8
197-4 1,412.9 2.7 16.8 16.9 11.5 1,217.8

. ..

.28.2

1975 .. 1.528.8 35 18.2 ,417.0 12.5 1.202.1 27.7
1976 ... . 1.700.1 38.8 19.6 19.2. 14.0 1,271.0 29.0
1977 (prolim ) . 1.887 2 42.9 21.6 . ?1.3.' 15.3 1,3327 -30.3
1978 (est ) 2,190.0 47.3 23.8 23.5 ' 16.8 1.382.5 31.1

1979,(est ) . 2,325.0 51.6 25.7 25 9
..

. 18 5 1,430.8 31.8

t

-
17.6 4.1 9.5 9.3
18.2 10 3 . 9.7

11.18.2 1N 9.9
18.1 11.7 10.2
17.2 1-2.4 10.1

16.1
15.5
15.8
15.4
14.4

14.3
14.7
15.2
15.7
15.8

Year

As a percent of GNP

All R&D by source

"fht al Federal Oth 1.

Basic &
applied

research

'0.831960 ....... 2.67 1.72 O.. 5 '

1961 2 73 1.7* , . 7 0,85 .
1962 2.73 1 41, 98 ' q 95
1963 2.88 '1.88 99 496
196,1 ....... 2.97 1.97 1.91.99

, 1965
..........._-,

2.91 1.89 1.02 1.00... , . , .

1966 2.90 1.86 \ 1.05 0.99
1967 2.90 1.81 .1.11 0.9* -
1968 2.83 1 7'2 1.12 0.97'
1969 ... 2 74 1.59 - 1.14 0.94

. . .
1'970 2.644 1.50' 1.14 9.94
1971' 2.50 . 1.40 1.10 0.88
1972 .. 2 43 1.35 1.08 0.84
1973 ' 2.34 1.25 ' 1.09 0.81
1974 . .... . 1 ...... 2.31 1.19 1,13 0.81

. . . . - . .

1975 2.30 1 1.19 1.1-1 0.82
' 1976 2.28 1.15 1.13 0.82

1977 (prelim.) 2.27 1.14 1.13 0.8i
1978 (est.) , 2.25 1.13 1.12 0.8,0
1979 (est.) 2.21 1.11 ' 1.11 0.80''

'GNP implicit price deflators used to convert current dollars to constant 1972.dollars.

_NOTE: Percents are calculated from unrounded figures. Detail may not add to total because Of roun

SOURcE: National Science Foundation, National Patterns of R&D Resources, 1953-1978-79 (NSF
Commerce, Bump of Economie Analysis, Survey of Current Business, and "Commerce News."

See figures 2-2 and 2-3

1 70.

12.3
12.2
12.7

' 13,5
13.8

13.4
14..3
15.0
15.5
15.9

10.1
9.8
9.8

10.0
0.9

9.8
10.4
10.8
1.1.0
11..4

ding

78-313) and Departmenfof

Science IndiCators -1978



National IiipertdIturee fOr tflif, by source; 194.0-19

4

17.

t's

1960
-1961
1962
1963
1964

1965
1966
1967'
1968
(69 .

1970
1971
102 .

1974

1975
1976
1977 (prelim)

.` 19'18 (est)
1979 (ffirp..

-

t 960
1961 ..

.-,.. 1962 .... . .

.

1964 .

1965
1966/' ..,1967
1968

3

-' 1971 '
19Z9-:-----
1973
1974

197..5

1976 ,
1977 (prelim)
1978 (est)
1979 (est)

35,200
38,816
42,902
47,295
51,630

. s-. ..$19)93.' 4112,725
, . 20464 13,361

. .. , 1.--1,820 14,048
.. ,-:.: . 23,829 ,i15,,651

'-, 25,930 17,241

, . .1 26.970 i 7,564f-: 26,460 :', 11198
29,291 18, 17.

°,, 1969 ........ -,,'. ..
9:798 ,

29,556 .. 48,77761,

Z

4 ..." -

28,346 16,055
27,697 15,509
2E1,413 \ 15,755
28,937 1-5,415
28,214 #4,440

27,684 14,276
29,01'9 14,674
30,296 15,288

- .31,1.36 1,5,6710

31,772 15,844

25,905
. 26,595

°?8,413
30,615
32,7,34

..

_

lOollers 10 fh1149111 -

-
Other

Poderal Universities nonprofit

-$10,523
14,316
15,394

. 17.059
18,654

Total UoVernment industry and c011eges1 Instltutlona

Current doillars

$ 8,738 $ 4,516 -$ 149
9,250 4,757 165
9.911 5,123 185

11,204 6,456 207
12,536 5,888 235

20,044
21,848
23,141i
24,604
25;631

7 "
- 13,012

13,969
14,395
14,926
14,895

14,668
14,892
15,796.
16,30-9
16,764

18;152 0 16,787 ,

19.628 .1, -11%04 . 81
21,649 19,739 893'
23.815 1,0Q0
25 71.5 . 24,050 .

-

Constant 1972 dollars2 ,

1 4

6,548
7,328
8,142
9,005

10,010

10,439
10,613
11,698
)3,278
14;854

..7.,262
7,621

- 8,098k-

. 8,81-1
9,547

10,3,03
10,906
11,543,
11,426
11,261
11,698
12,550
1 1893

12,416
13,310
13,939
14,336
14,800

267
303
345
391 -
420 "

461
529
576, 111..'615

\ 4

$ 6,576 ,$ 217
e313

262
289
33

359
3§5,'
437
474
484

505
551

A 57.5
581
584

_ 590
614
631
658
683

$1720
144
175
192
195

217
246
264
282
306

337
361
385
413
449

511
563
-621
700
755

-

$175
209 ,

248
268
268

292
320

1k334
1,341
\.353

69
76\3.

391
387

402
421
434
461
465

'Includes State and local sources
penffitures since-1970.

whiCh have accdunted for almost one-halfeee ex,

2GN'I3 implicit dellators used tO convert current dollars to constant 1972 dollars.
v

Nt3TE: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

SbURCE: National Science Foundation, Natidnal Patterns of nao Resources, 1953-1978-79
(NSF 78-313), p.36-

I.

See figure 2-4.

`
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Thble 2-4. National expenditures for RIM by performor: 1960-79

!Dollars in ifillilonsf

4
Year

1980 . ,

1961
1962
1963 ..
1964

Total

$13,523
:14,316

15,304
17,069
18,854

Federal
Government

$1,726
1,874
2,098
2,279
2,830_

.

1965 20,044 3,093
1966 . 21,846 . 3,220
1967 23,146 3,396
1960 . 24,604 3,493
1969 26631 3,603

1970 25,905 3,066
1971 26,595 1, 4.156
1972 28,413 4,482
1973 : 30,615 4,619
1974 32,734 4,815

1975 35.200 5,397
19 38,816 5,710
1977 (prinim) . 42,902 6,142
1978 (est) .. 47,295 6,565
1979 (est) . . '51,630 6,940

Universities
Industry _and colleges'

Current dollars

$4,509 $ 646
,908 763

11,464 904
12,630 1,081
13,612 1,275

Other
nonprofit

FFRDC's2 institutions

14,105 1,474 tp
, 1,716 I

. 16 385 , 1.921.
;17;429 2,149
- 10;308 2

18,0.62
18,311
19,539

"; 21,233
22,067

i.

2,335
2.500
2,676
2,940
3,0'23

24,164 3,409
26,906 3.730-
29,895 , 4,0
33,260 4: 85 .
36,750 4,965

"I%

' , s

,Consfant 1972 dolldrs'

1960
.

$19,693 $2,51,_ $15,304 $ 941. ....,.:
1961 20,664 2:71gi 15,745 1,101
1962 ... 21,820 2,974J 16.2419 1,281
1963 23.829 3,183 17,642 1,610 .`"*"

,

3,903 , 10,5831964 : .... . . 25,930

1965 . ... : 26,970 4,162 19,086
1966 . . . , . . 28,460 * 4.195 eh- 20,255 2,234 ?
1967 . 29,291 4,298 20,735 2,431 ^
1968 29.'?98 '4,2'30 21,1.08 2,603
1969. .. .. . 29,556 '4.,Q39

, -..^.
21,112 2,566

,I,
1970 .. 4,220 191770 . 2,556

, . 28:355
1971

e

27,697 '4,3 19,070 2,604
1972 . 28,4'13 4, 19.539 2,676 ,
1973 . 28,937 4.36 20,069 '. 2,7794:
1974 : .... A . , 28,214 t,15 19,710 2,606

*AL
1975-.\.. :.. : , 27,684

e. .i.;
4245 19,004 2,681-

N3191976 29,019 4 2,7269 \ 20,115 .. .
1977 (prelim) f. 30,296 4,337' '21,111 2,870
1978 (est) .... 31.136 4,322 . 21,889 . 3,348t.

$ .300
410
470
530
629

$ 282
361
468

-539
600

629 63
630 '-'733
sicf< 771
719 814
725 870,

737 916 -

716 -912
764 962
817 1,006
865 1.164.

987 1,243
1,147 1,323
1,384 1.4117
1,375 1.520
1,425 1.550

...
$ 524 $ 411 ,

692 .621-
666 649.-

. 740 753 :.

865 825

646 892 ,.

821. -9g5
852 976.
87) 986 %,

.836 1,003.

807 1:003
746 950- .

764. 962
772 961
746 , .1,003 .

. (4

7.76 . . 978.
8581 989',

_977 1,0(l1
- 905 1,001 , !

1979 (ost) .... 31,772 4,271 22)615 3,055' 877'- 0. 954. '1'.

.. . \ ..
-- ----t r-

. .

'includes State-and local sources. .. , . R

2Federally Funded Reoarchand Develop! er centers administered by unlyersities. . . .

:IGNI:t implicit price deflators used to convurnt dollars to constant 1972 dollars.
.- , ..

SOURCE: Ntitjonal Science Foundation, National Patterns of R&D 188sOrces, 1953-1978.79
.

(NSF 78-313),,p.N. ,

4

See figure 2-5.
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44.

*

Thble 2-5, Scintists and ngineers' employed lit R81D by sector: 1961-77

thousands1

4. Other
Federal . . .Universities , nonprofit

Year Total Government Industry and colle4es 'FFROC's2 Institutions

1961
c, 425.7 51.1 312.0 42.4 9.1 ;11.1

1965 494.5 61.8 .. 348.4 63.4 11.1 19.9
1968 0 550.4 68.1 66.0 11.2381.9 t. 23.2

.1969 556.6 69.9 385.6 68.3 11.6 21.2
1970 546.6 . 69.8 375.5 68.5. 11,5 21.2
1971 526.4 66,5 358.4 68.4 11.5 21.6

1972- 51876 -135-2 1531 -664- -1177- -2178
1973 , 517.5 . .62.3 357.4 63.5 .. 12.0 22.3
1974 t 525.4 65.0 . 359.5 65.5 )2.1- 23.3
1975 534.8 64.5 362.6 70.2 .. 12.7 24.8
1976 -549.9 65'.3 372.4 72.4 13.4 . 26.4
1977 (est) 571,1 64.5 390.1 75.6 14.0 27.5
1978 (est) 595.0 65.0 410.0 77.5 14.5 28.0

0-
1979 (est) 610.0 65.5 421.0 8 80.0 - 15.0 28.5

\,

'Full-ti o-equivalent basis, excluding those employed In State rd local agencies, and Calcu-
lated as t o yearly average for the industry sector.

:. . 2Federal Funded Research and Development Centers administered by universities.

.5OURCE: donal 'Science Foundation, National Patterns''orrt&D Resources. 1953-1976-79
..

...NSF a-313),,p. 45, and unpublished data.

See figure 2-6.,
0.*

Science Indicr;tors--1978

Table 2-6,\Expenditures for research and for development: 1960-79

I Dollars in nlillionsl

\
Raearoh UM

Year
Current
dollars

W evelopment total'

1,972 dollars' , t dollart
'Constant - Current

D

217, $ 6,1414\ 1961 6,446 9,8504,466
1960 $ $ 9,306

\,; 962 \ 11,389 7,639 10,005
. 963 , 707 7,972 11,352.

1\964 6 17 8,825
%

12,437

5 6,8 9,276 13,1.50
f9 '6 7,41 9,660 14,431

7,842 9,924 15,304
J . . 8.436 10,217 16,168

8,767 10,109 16,864

\

1967
1966 ..
1969

100 \ 9,226 10,098
1971 9,420 9,81b
1972 9,800 9:800
1973 10,564 9,976
1974 11,48B 3900

1975 .... .. ... : . , 12,474 9, 11

1976 ..., , \ 13 '966 10,4 1

1977 (prol
k

lm) , .15,320 10,81
1978 (est) . 16.770 11,041
1979 (est) '18,450 11,354 33,180

Cons ant
1972 dollars'

$13,552
14,218
14,181 '

15,857
17,1)

17,6
18,
19,3
19,581

_19,447

16,679 18,256
17,175 17,887
18,61'3 18,613
20,061 18,961
21,246 18,312

22,726 1Z,873
24,850 18;578 ...

27,682 '19,477 '
30.525 , 20,095

20,41 r-

1.(TIF, implicit price deflators used to conNiert cUrrent dollar to
\ \

. SOURCE: National SC(Etbe Foundation, National Patterns ol
(NSF 78-313), calculated !rem pp. 30-35.

Seeltlgtir\e 2.7. .

\

-constant 1972 dollars,
\

i".D..Res07/rCe$, 1953 1978-79

Sciekcelndicators-v \
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Table 2-7. Total research expenditures eource: 1980-79

IDollars in millionsl

Yoat
Federal ivorsIties Nonprofit

Government industry and colleges institutionsibtal

Current dollars
. .

1960 $ 4,217 $2.403 $1,568 $138 $108
1961 4,466 2.628 1,556 154 .1 128

1962 . 5,309 3,198 1,864 172 156_

(t, , 1963 5..707 3.436 1,908 193 170

1964 6,417 3,991 2.027 221 175

.174

,
._

1965 .. 6,894 4,333 2,115 252
1966 7,415 4,561 2.351 285
1967 7,842 4,901 2381 325
1968 8,43 5,155 2.660 373
1969 . 8:767 5,236 2,060 403

1970 . 9.226
1971 9,420
1972 9,800
1973 10,554
1974 11,488

5,527 2,954 448
5,548 3,039 515
5,725 3,177 555
6.114 3,494 582
6,485 '3,975 635

194
218
235
248
268

297
318
343
364
393

1975 12,474 7,114 4,207 703 450
1976 '13,966 7.947 4,752 771 496
1977 (prolim) 15,320 13,687 5,254 "834 545
1978 (est) 16.770 9,475 5,745 940 610

1979 (est) 18,450 . NA NA NA NA

Constant 1972 dollars'
,

1960 $ 6,141 $3,499 $2,284 $201 $157
1961 6,446 3.792 2,246 223 185

1962 7,639 4.533 2,643 , 244 219
1063 7,972 4,799 2,665 270 238

1964 8,825 -15,492 2,788 .. 304 241
-

1965 9,276 5,830 2.846 339 261

1966 . 9,660 ' . 5.042 3,063 371 284

1967 .. . 9,924 6,202 3,014 '411 297
1968 10,217 6,243 3,222 451 301

.1969 .. , 10,109 6,038 3,297 465 309

1970 10,098\ 1971 9,810s
1972 r 9,800
1973 9,976
1974 9,900

6,050 3,233 490 325
5,778 3,165 .536 331

5,725 3,172 555 343
5,779 3,303 550 344
5,589 ,3,426 547 338

1975 9,811 5,595 3,309 553 354
1976 . , 10,441 5,941 3,552 577 371

1977 (prolim) 10,819 .6,134 3,710 589 385
1978 (est) 11,041 6,237 . 3,782' 619 402

4979 (est) 11,354 NA NA NA NA
. .

,GNP imphcit price deflators used to convert current dollars to constant 1972 dollars.

NA - Notolellable. :,.r\ v

ipNOTE. Detail.nlay not add to totals because of rounding.

SOURCE: National Slience Foundation, National li'atterns of R&D Resources, 1953-1978-79
(NSF 78-313), calculated from,pp. 38 and 40.

See figure 2-8. 4 , Science Indicators--1978
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Table 2-8. Percent change In the number of scince and teohnology articles' by U.S.
authors by field: 1973-1977

Field2

All fields ..

Number

_
1977

102,433

Percent
change

6

1973

109,328
Clinical medicine 32,565 33,40 3
Biomedicine 16,120 18,186 (3)
Biology 11,151 9,904 -11

' Chemistry ... 10,566 8,976 15
Physics 11,710 10,987 6
Earth and space sciences 5,591 4,810 14
Engineering and technologY 11,954 10,078 r4,;-16
Psychology 5,540 4,949 11
Mathematics 4,126 3,112 . -25

'Based on articles, notes and reviews in over 2,100 a the influential journals carded on the
1973 Science Citation Index Corporate tapes of the Institute fclentificinformation,

2See Appendix table 1-10 for the subfields inclvdtad IktheWields.
3 Less than 0.5 percent. - t

SOURCE: Computer Horizons Inc., unpublaid datteoi.4"-
.1.-*

See figure 2-9.
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'noble 2-9. Distribution of scientific and technical articles' written by U.S. scientists and engineers by field and research sector:
1973 and 1977.

Universthes Univoisities

and Federal Nor oht . All and . Federal Nenprolit Al

-, Year Total colleges Gov't Industr0 Instil lons3 -'" FFIROC's1 others Total colleges Gov't Industry3 InstilutIons3 FFF1DC's others

Field'

All lands

Clinical medicine .

Biomedicine

A

Biology

Chemistry .

.

Physics

Ranh and space science .

. Engineering and technology

PsyChology .

Mathomtnics

.

1973

1977

1973

1977

. 1973

1977

1973

1977

1973

1977

1.973

1977'

1973

1977

1973

1977

1973

1977

1973

1977

109.328
102,433

32.565
33.425

16,120
10.184

11.151

9.904

10,566
8,976

11,710
10.987

5,591

4,810

.4
i 1,9164

10,078

5.540
4,949

4,120
3,112

72.358
69.319

20,781
22.120

12:320

-12.028.

7,733
7,169

7,23E'
6.276

7.238

6.772

3,769
3,347

4,718

3,870

4,783
4.295

3,702
2.842

11.607
10,150

.3,801
3.706

1,530

1,489

2.186
1.610

79e

630

1.032

854

883
631

1.080
908

252

181

109

81

Number

11,008

9.205

1,310

1,121

505
442

384
322

11:484157

11:870762

201

269

4,789
3,886

75,

75

109
-- 81

/
f

-,

7.300
6.854

,

'4.749
4,029

1.123

1,060

.

377

202

187

ilo
143

170

137

294

213

169

125

06

3.202
3,202

.

180

102

327
257

53

53

361

340

1,308
1.318

383
309

4823
715

7

9

32

33

I

.

.-.

.

3.713

3.623

1,738

1,627

314

310

416
448

129

122

276
226'...

105

59

452
384

254
264

28
17-

100
100

roo
100

100
100

100

100

100
100

100

.100

100

100

100 .

100

tO0
100

100

100

,139

es

64
60

76

78

09
72

66
70

62

62

67

70

39
:i8

. 06
67

92
91

11

10

12

11

9

9

20
re

7

7

9

16

13

9

9

5

4

3

3

.

.11

Percent

10

9

4

3

3

3

3

3

17

10

15

15

.'5
3

40 ,
39

1

t

3

3

7

7

15

14

7

3

3

2

2

I

1

3

3

2

2

3

p

2

2

3

3

I

2

("1

11

. 12

7

6

5

7

(.)
(")

i

3

3

5

1

5

3

1

2

2

2

2.

5

.5

5

5

1 Based on articles; notes and reviews in over 2,100 of the influential jourrials carried on the 1973 Science Citation Index Corporate tapes of the institute for

Scientific Infoaation.
2 See Appendix table 1-10 for the sublields included in these gelds.
3 Ehluding Federally Funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDC) administered by these sectors.
4 FFRDC's administered by universities.

%

5 Less than 0.5 percent.
i

NOtt:'Defail may not add to totals because of rounding.

SOURCE: ComputerHorizons, Inc., unpublished dikta.

See discussion following figure,2-8. Science Indicators-1978
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'fable 2-10. Index' of cooperative research based on scientific and technical articles' by field and selected
research-performing sectors! 1973 and 1977.

Universities
and colleges

Federal
"c3overnment Industry'

Fields 197.3 1977 1973 1977 1973 1977

All fields 35 39 43 51 22 .26
. .

Clinical medicine 52 55 59 68 36 40
Biomedicine , 34 32 ''- 46 49 31 39
Biology 26 30 32 39 27 38
Chemistry 19 21 22 27 . 15 16
Physics 31 35 26 34 20 23
Earth and space sciences 32 35 97 41 39 39
Engineering and technology 29 30 28 29 18 21
Psychology , 21 25 48 58 42 41
Mathematics 16 19 24 35 31 45

JIM 64

Based on artialmw6tes ahd reviews in over 2,100 of the influential journals carried on
Tapes of the Institute for Scientific Information.

2Consisting of the percentage of all ;articles which were written by scientisLpnd engineers
andther organization; e.g., If S/Es frorn one university co-author an article with /Es from ano
assUmed here that there was some degree of cooperative research performed:

3 Excluding the Federally Fundpd ResearctkandDevelopmersi Centers administered by this sector.
4 FFRDC:s administered by universities.
5Because the total number of articles wasless than 50, no index.percOntages are calculated.

State
Nonprofit3 .. and local
institutions FFRDC's4 governments

1973

57
63
55
37
33
38
45 fr

24
46
41

1977 1973 1977 1973 1977k

60 38 43 62 641
66 36 51 72 74 .
55 40 45 54 56
39 40 45 42 , 47
40 43 46 30 39
44 42 48 (5) (5)
43 - 40 46 (4) (5)

g
24 25 22 2'9
(5)

(5) 52- 56
el

47 (5) (5) (5). (5)

le 1973 Scionco Citattoti Index Corporate

a give% organdation with S/E's /tom ):
er uniVersityer corporatioNit is

SOURCE: Computer Horizons, Inc.:unpublished data.

See figure 2-10.
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lib!. 2-11. National R&D expondituris by charactor of-work: 196049

!Dollars In millions!

Develop-
meritYear ,

.

Basic
research

,

Current dollars Constant 1972 dollarSr-

- Applied Devetop-t Basic Applied
research ment research ri§earch

1960 .. . . $1,197 $ 3,020 $ 9,306 $1,743 $4,396 $13,552
1961 , 1,401 3,065 9,850 2,022 4,424 14,218

4446a . . r . . 3,665 1.11,005_ 2444 14,181.

1963 1,965 3,742 11,362
_5.125
5,227 15,857

1964 2,289 4,128 12,43 .148 5,677 17,105

1965 2,555 4,339 13,150 3,438 5,838 17,694

1966 2,814 4,601 14,431 3,666 5,994 16,800
1967 3,039 4,803 15,304 3,846 6,079 19,367
1968 3,274 5,162 16,168 3,995

,

6,252 19,581

1969 3,425 5,342 16,864 3,949 6,160 11,447
:

1970 3,513 5,713 16,679 3:945' 6,253 18,256
1971 3,577 5,843 17,175 3,725 "if085 17,887

1972 3,748 6,052 18,613 3,748 6,052 18,613

1973 3,877 6,677 20,061 37665 6,311 18,961

1974 4,144, 7,344 21,246 3,571 6,329 :18,312
^

1975 4,527 7,947 22,726 3,561 6,250 17,873

1976 . 4,881 9,Q85 24,850 3,649 6,792 18,578

.1977 (prelim) 5,440 9,880 27,582 3,842 6,977 19,477

1978 (est) . 6,045 10,725 30,525 3,980 7,061 , . ,., 20,095
1979 (est) 6,700 11,750 33,180 4,123 7,231 20,418

'GNP implicit price deflators-used to convert current dollars to constant 1972 dollars.

NOTE: The following definitions ap-ply to the character of work categoiles presented abOve.
Basic research. For three of ihe sectors-Federal Government, universities and colleges, and

other nonprofit institutions - the definition of basic research is directed toward increases of
knowledgep science with ". . a fuller knowledge or undbrstanding of the Subject under study,
rather than a practical application thereof." To taks accOunt of an individual industrial company's
comAircial goals, the definition for the industry sector is modified to indicate that basic research -

projects represent "...origimal investigations for the advancement of scientific knowledge...which
do not have sOecifiC commercial objectives., although they may be in fields of present pr potential
interest to the reporting company."

Applied Research. The following Is the coee 'definition in ihe NSF questionnaire sent to the
universities and oolleges "Applied researph is directed toward practical application of knowl-
edge." Here again, the definition for the industry survey takes account-of the Chiacteristics of
Industrial organizalions it covers "... research projects which !present investigations directed to
discovery of new scientific knowledge and whichhave'specific cOmMercial objectives with respect
to either products or processes."

Development. The NSF sunley, concept of development may be summarized as ".. : the
systematic use of the knowledge, or understanding gained from research directed'Ioward the
production of useful materials, devices, systems,or methods, Including design and developmen1 of
prototypes and processes." div

SOURCE: National Science Foundation:Nation& Patterns Of R&D Resources, 1953-1978-79
(NSP 78-313), pp. 39, 41, and 43.

See Nine 2-11,

)
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Table 2.12. Basic research xpenditurs by source: 1989-79

i; !Dollars in millions! 41?

Your

1960
. 1961

1962
1963
1964 ._._._

1965 .

1968
1967 .
1968
1969 ....
1970
1971
1972
1973

1974
4

1975
1976
1977 (prehm.)

.1978 (est)
1979 (e.st)

1969
1961
.1962 .
1963
1964

'1965
1966
1967
1968

.1969 .

19
1971 N
1972
1973
1974,

:1975i ''."

1976
1977 (prelim)
1978 (est)
1979 (est)

Total

$11,197
1,401
1,724
1,965'

.._..______2,289_

2,555
2,614
3.039,
3.274
3,425

3,513
3,577
3,7
3, 7
4, 44

4,527
4:48481

6,045
6,700

$1,743
2,022
2,444
2,745
3,148

3.438
3 ,666

. 3,846
3,96

-7- 3,949

3,845
3,725
3,748
3,665

'3,571

, 3,561
, ,649

42-
, 0

4,1 3.

'

.

Federal Universities
Government Industry and collogo'i

Curront dollar;

$ 715 $342 $ 72
874 361 g 85..

, i:131 394 102
1.311 425 121

_1_597 4_14 _ _ _ _144 _ _

1,809 461 164
1,979 510 196
2,184 492 43
2,314 535 276
2,425 540 2913

2.453
.

528 350
2,434 547 400

lit'. 2,553 563 414
2,640 605 408
2,826 649 432

.

3,087
.

. 688 479
3,355 760' 481
3,756 840 527
4,190 895 600
NA NA NA'

Constant 1972 dollarS'

$1,041 $498 $105
. 1.261 521 123

1,603 559 145.
1,831 594 169
2,196 597 198

, 2,434 221'620
-4

2,578 665 255
2,764 623 282
2,802 648 334°

. 2,796 622 '344

2,685 578 383
2,535 _ 570 . 416. ,
2,553 563 414
2.495 572 386
2,436 559 ,., 372

'2,428 . 541 377 ..
2,508 568 360
2,652 593 372

. 2,7_58 589 , 395
NA NA . NA. .4

..---

:;

Other
nonprpht

instialkes
-.111M,

$ 68
81
97-

408
114

.21
129
140
149
162

182
196
218
224
237

273
285

i317
'360

NA
. .

$. 99
41;

151
157
. ,

1

168
0

177
181
187

199
204
218
212
204

5 215
213
224

A 237
NA

'GNP Implicit price deflators used to convert current dollars to constant 197.2 dollars. '

NA Not ayaitable.
.14 .

SOURCE: National Spense Foundcition, Natidhal Patterns of R&D Resource 1953- /978-79
(NSP 78-3134, Ix 38.

See 4igure,2-12.
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Tibia 2-13: Appllid ressarch faxpondltursa by souro: 1980-79

IDoll;rs In mIllioksi

I .

,

- 421

t.

Year

1960
. 1961 .....

1962
1963 -

1964

Ibtal..

'
$ 3,020

3,065
3,665
3,742
4,128

kederal
Governmen1

.

$1,689
1,764
2,067
2,125
2,397

Industry'Current dollars

$1,236
,

1,195
1,470
1,48a
1,591 -

Univeraltles
and colleges

,
$ 4@

69
70 -
72
77 .

Other
nonprofit

institutions...._._
*..

$ 40 '
47
58
62
61

44

ft

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

1970
1971
1972
1973. 1974

1975
1976

,1q77 (prelim.)
1978 (est.)
1979 (est.)

4,339
41601
4,803
5,162
5,342

5,713
5,843
6,052
6,677
7,344

7,947
9,085
9,880

10,725
11,750

2,524
2,582
2,717
2,841
2,811'

3,074
3,114
3,172
3,474
3,659,

4,027
4,592
4,931
5,285
NA ,

.-1

1,6 4
1,841

,

1,889
2,125
2,20

2,426
2,492
2,614
2,889.
3,326

3,519
3,992
4,444
4,850
NA

88
89

402
97

105

98
,115

141
174
203

224
290
307
340
NA

'

73
89
95 ,
99-

106

. .115
122
125 _

140
156

177
211
228
250_
NA

180

6
- tor-Talent 1972 dollars'. e

1960 $ 4,398
_...... . ._

$1,786 $ 96
._

1961 1,725
$ 58

4,424,
$2,-458

2,531 100 68
1962 5,195 . 2,930 ' 2,084 99 . 82
1963 5,227 2,968 : 2,071 101 87
1964 5,677 3,296 \ 2,191 106 84

1965 .%`-' 4 5,838 3,306 2,226 118 98
1966 5,994 3,364 2,398 116 ' 116
1967 6,078 a 3,438, 2,391 129 120 , ...

1968. 6,252 117 120
1969 6,160.

3,441
3,242

2,674 ....
2,675. 121 .. 122

1970 6,253 3,365 2,655 107 126
1971 6,085 3,243 2,545
1972 ,2,614

120 127
6,052. 3,172 141 125

1974
, 33:215834 2,731 . 164 1321973 6,.121

6,329 2,867, 175 .134'
. ... .

1975 6,250 3,167 2,768 176( 139
1976 "'" 6,792 3,433 2,984 217 .

,

158
1977,(prelim.) 977 3,482 3,117 21'7, 'n, 16) ;... .,

1978 (est.)
6,
7,061 3,479 3,193 224 165

1979 (est.) .) 7,231 NA NA NA NA.,

',GNP implicit price deflptors used to convert current dollars to constant 197 dollars.

NA - Not available.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation; National Patterns of R&D F3fisources, 1953-1978-79
(NSF 78L313), p. 40.

See figure 212.
a
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Tebl 2-14, Development expendltures by sourc : 1960-79

(Dollara In millions)

Year Ibtal

-
Federal- ' Universitlek

GoVerrhent )ndustry and colleges

Current dollars

Other
nonprofit

institutions

-
1960 $ b,306 $ 6.335 $ 2,948 $11 $12
1961 9,850 6,622 3,201 11 16
1962 10,005 6,713 3,259 13 20 ,

1963 11,352 7,768 3,548 14 22
1964. 12,437 8,542 3,861 14 20

1965 13,150 8,679 4,433 15 23-
1966 14,431 9,408 4,97-7 18 28
1967 15,304 9,494 5,761 20 29
1968 16,168 6,346 17 34
1969, .. 16,864 9,659 7,150 '4 17 38

1970 16,679 9,141 7,485 13 40
1971 17,175 9,344 7,774 14 43
1972 18,613 10,030 8,521' 20 42
1973 20.061 10,195 9,764 33 49
1974 21,246 10,2t9 10,879 42 )56

1975 22,726 11,038 11,580 47 61
1976 24,850 11,661s 13,052 50 67
1977 (prelirp.) 27,582 12,962 14,485 69 76

%.

1978 (est.) 30,525 14,340 16,035 60 90
1979 (est.) 33,180 NA NA NA NA

, Constant 1972 dollar&
. .

1960 $13,552 $ 9,226 $ 4,293 $16 $17
1961 14.218 9,558 4,621 16 23
1962 ,,,,,,, . 14,181 9,51,5 18 29
1963 15,857 10,850

,4,619
4,956 20 31

1964 17,105 11,748 5,310 , 19 28

1965 17,694 .11,678 5,965 20 31

1966 18,800 12,256 6,484 23 ' 37
1967 19,367 12,015 7,290 25 37
1968 19,581 11,835 7,684 21 s 41

1969 19,447 ' 111138 8,245 20 44

1970 18,256 1 0, 006 8,193 14 44
1971 17,847 9,731 8,096 15 46
1972 .... 18,613 10,030 8,521 20 42
473 18,961 9,636 . 9,248 31 46
1974 18,312 8,851' 9,377 .36 48

1975 17,873 8,681 - *. 9,107 37
1976 18,578 8,733 9,758 37 50
1977 (prelim.) 19,477 9,153 10,229 42 64
1978 (est,) ...... . , 9,440 10,556 39 . 59 '

1979 (est.)' 20, 8 NA ; NA NA NA

' GNP Implicit prIc:e deflators used to convert current d(illars to constant 1972 dollars.
I °

NA - Not ava1lable.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, NetionerPetterns of R&D Resources, 1953-1978-79
(NSF 78-313), p. 42.

See figure 2-12
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V:

*obi. 2-15. Federal oblIgatIons forwil &D by major Neon:196041979

-
----,

Dollars in billions , . As percent of total obhgatlons

Year To I Defense Space Civilian . pefense Space Civilian
- - t ... . ..

1960 $7.6 $6.1 $0.4 $1.1 80 5 1 14
1961 9.1 7.0 .8 1.3 77 9 ' 14
1962 ...... ..... 10,3 7.2 1.4 1.6 70

. ,L,
14 . 16

.., 1963 12.5 , 7.8 2.9 1.9 / , 62 23 .. 15
. 1964 14.2 7.8 4.3 2.1 55 30 15

1965
.

14.6 7.3 5,0 2.3, 50 34 16
. 1966 A 1 5.3 7.5 5,1 2.7 49 '33 18

1967 16.5 8.6 . 4:6 3.3 52_ .20 20
1968 15.9 8.3 4.2 3,5 52 26 . 22

' 1969
1970 -,

15.6
15.3

8.4
8.0

3.7
3.5 ,

3.6
3,8

5642 ,

1

24
23

23
25

1971 15,5 8.1 2.9 4.5 52 119 29
1972 16.5 8.9 v 2.7 '4.9 . 54 16 30
1973 e '1,678 9.0 ..." 2.6 5.2 654 15 31
1974 17.4 9.0 2.5 " 5.9 . 52 14 34
1975 19.0 9.7 2.5 6.8 51 13 36
1976

. 20.; 10.4 2.9 7.4 . 50 14 36
1977 11.9 3.1 9.0 50 13 38
1978 !.. 26.2 .12.6 . 8.1 10.5. ' 48 12 49

., 1979 (est.) .... 29.4 14.1 3.6 11.7 48 12 40

Source: Special Analyses: Budget of the United States Government, riscal Year 1980,
p. 324.

NQTE; Detail mey not add to totals due to rounding. Estimateti given for 1979 may thange
significantly as the restilt of Congressional action on agency budget requests.

,

See figure 2-13.. Science indicators-1978
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lible 2-16. Federal obligations for R&D by function: 1269-79

IDollars' in millionsl

o

Tnte
National Defense
Space
All cMlian R&D

Health
Energy development

and conversion
Science and

technology base'
Environment
llansportation and

,communications
Natural resources .

Food and fiber
Education
Income security and

social service
Area and community

development,
housing, and
public services

Economic growth and
.productivity

Crime prevention
and control . ,

International
cooperation and
development

1989 1970 1971 1972. 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

$15,8611___110,340___S15,545 $18,414_446n0-$1-7-441-5-$48i988- -$20,7242319294

1978 1979
(est) (est)

2674-1-9-$27,9 i
8,356 7,981 8,110 8,902 9,002 9,018 9,879 10.430 11.884 12,786
3,7 2 '3,510 2,893 2,714 2,601 2,478 2,511 2,863 3,086 3,141
3,55 3,852 4,542 4,881 5,197 5,920 6,798 - 7,430 9,000 10,491
1,127 1,126 1,338 1,589 1,824 2,096 2,177 2,366 , 2,604 2,911

.

435 425 422, 475 535 665 1,186 1,43,9 2,301 2,862

436 449 483 543 550 641 713 785 901 988
285 322 134 503 i 620 659 795 847 954 1,088

. 458 590 779 615 630 703 641 636 7054 . 829
1.99 234 321 ,351 338 332 398 433 500 608
225 241 247 291 297 292 350 388 459 532.
155 147 186 191 . 214 173 14.9, 142 120 137

A

97 106 128 125 157 134 149 133 159 182

. 49 91 89 87 . 97 96 102 104 107
-4

56 eo '93 57 67 66 62 77 86
1.

5 9 10 25 35 36 46 " 36' 32

27 32 32 29, 33 27 30 44 72 . , 74'

,13,833
3,383

10,758
3,034'

t,827,

1,081 4

1,082 c
S40 -

tt jj A
- 837 ,-,:::...

644 ..ci'.

543,, ,,.tf :
lag ..
../ -,

007-

.

129

101

48

97

' Basic research obligations which canbe assod) iated with the agencies' missions are
appropriate functions.-'

.:
not included here but are giatributed across the

i
r k

NOTE: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding. Function categories aro not the shme as those of Appepdiir table 1-5, e.gls
"Advancement Of knowledge" does not equal "Science and technology buse.r Estirpajes given for 1979 may Change significantly as a result
of Crgressional action on agency budgetary requests. , .

. .
.

,.

.

SOURCE: National ScienceFoungation, An Analysis of Federal R&D Funding by.Function, 1969-79 (NSF 76-320).p. 6,
, . I iSee figure 2-14. Sc!ence Indicators-1978
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.1 I Table 2-17. Federal expendltures toeRSID plant: 1960-79

re.

!Dollars in MIllionsl 4

.

1,84

Current Constant 1972
. 'Year dollars dollars'

1960 $ 443.8 $ 631.7
1961 539,1 778.1

,.,1962 779.1 1,104.3
r1963 . ; 673.6 940.9

1964 948.1 ' 1,303.9-,
1965 1,077.4 .1,449.7

,1 966 1,047.8 1,366.0
1967 786.1 994.8
1968 , 715.9 067.0
1969 652.2 752.1

1970 578.b 633.6
1971 612.7 638.1
1972 564.4 , 564.4
1973

:
, 641.0 6b3.0

1974 . t'S'i 704'.2 607.0
..

1975 §29.9 6
1976 800.6

59582..67

1977 (esr) 800.2 565.1 ,

1978 (est.) 1,388.3 .914.0 1

. 1979 (est.) 1,403.8 863.9

' QNP implicit pride deflators used to convert current dollars
to egnstant 1972 dollars.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Federal FtirIcAs for
Research, Development, and Other Scientific Activitie.s, Fis-
cal Years 1977, 1978, & 1979, Vol. XXVII; Detailed StatcstIca1
Tables (NSF 78-312), p. 101, and earlier volumes.

..
See figure 245. Science Indicators-1978'
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Table 2-16. Fodor& Obligations fOr R&D plant by porfornuni 1962-77

(Dollars in millions) /

\ Federal Universities Nonprgfit
Year ...-Tbtal 'Government .Industry and colleges FFRDC's' institutions

1962 $. 779.1 NA
t1963 _. 1,168.3 . NA

1964 1,098.5 NA

1966 853.3 629.0

1967 , 620.1 239.0
1968 603.8 294.2
1969 . .., 669.0 260.4

. 1970 :
,,

524.4 166.0
1971 6114 200.0

, ' 1972 , 602.1 246.6
1973 7743 323.8
1974 766.3f 308.7
1975 820.7 346 8
1976 , 836.7 316.8
1977 , 1,367.2 ..- 711'.9

-.._.

1962' $1,104.3 NA
1963 1',631.9 NA
1964 .1,510.8 NA
1965 1.5.6 $1,228.5
19615 1,1.2 819.4.

1967 784.7
196Q 731.3 .

1969 771.4
1970 5741, 1.

1971 636.5

302.5
356.3
300.3
181.7
208.3'

1972 602.11 246.6
1973 73179 306.0
1974 658.3 265.2
1975 645.0 272.5
1976 625.0 236.6
1977 967.6 503.8

. .

N.....7

Current dbllar'So
NA
NA
NA'
NA--

NA
NA

, NA
$1-41,6' --$

NA
NA .

-NA
-641-2-

NA
NA
NA
NA

NA 162.9 31.1 NA

NA 111.7 138.8 NA
81.1 . 98.1 1C/1-.7 $20.9

141.7 .61.9 176.6 25-6
102.3 56.1 169.0 28.8
16r.4 49.2 178.7 . 5.8

142.4 45.3 130 4 30.0
221.8 42.6 162,3 18.8
294.1 25.0 118 4 8.3
291.9 35.9 131 8 14.1
279.6 35.2 189 15.6
319:2 . 33.7 277.8 N12.8

* Constant 1972 dollars2

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
$ 98.9

163.4
112.0
174.3

142.4 .,.
209.6
252.6
229.4
208.8
225.9

NA
NA
NA

$190.5
212.2

144.4
118 8
71.4
61.4-
51.2

453
40.3
21.5
28.2
26.3
23.8

NA
NA

" NA
$ 67.5

40.5

175.7
123.2
203.6

, 1850
186.1,

130.4
153.4
101.7
10.6

. 1415
196.8-4

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
$25.3

29.8
31.5

6.0

30.0
17.8
7.1

11.1
11.6

,
,9.1 4,

I Federally Funded Research and Development CeQters administered by tiniversities.
2 GNP implicit price deflators used to converf current dollers to constant 1972 dollars.

NA - not available.

NOTE: Detail may not add to tothls becauise of rounding.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Fedgral Funds Mr Research, Development, and
Other Scientific Activities. Fiscal Years, 177, 1978A 1979, Vol. Z(XVII, Detailed Statistical Tables
(NSF 77-312), p. 102, and earlier volumes.

. See figure 2-16. Sdiencg indicators:-1978
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Table 3-1, Das lc research xpenditures: 1960-1979

I Dollars In millions I
. 14

,
Gurretlt Constant___LINP-impfleit

dollars' price deflator'

$1,743 0.6867
2,022 .6928
2,444 .7055
2,745 .7159
3,148 , .7271 '

.,

.
Year

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

dollars 1972

$1,197
1,401
1,724
1,965
2,289

.06

1965 2,556 3438 .737.1, -

.

1966 . 2,814 - 3,666 .7676
1967 3,039 3,846 .7902 .

1968. 3,274 3,965 .8267
1969. 3,425 3,949 .8672

1970 3,513 3,845 .9136
1971 3,577 '0125 79602
1972 3,748 . 3,748 1.0000
1973, 3,-87-7-) 3,665 1.0580
1974 , . 4,144 , 3,571 1.1602

1975 4,527 3,561 1.2715
1976 401 3,649 1.3376
1977 (prelim.) . 5,40 3,842 - 1.4161
1978 (est.) 6,045 3,980 1.5190
1979 (est.) . .. . 6,700 4,123 1.6250

GNP Implicit prthe deflators used to convert current dollars
to constant 1972 dollars.

2 Deflator; for 1978 and 1979 asStime an inflation rate Of 7.3
and 7.0 percent, respectively. It is likely that actual inflation
rates will be substantially higher; therefore, the constanCdollar
estimates presented throughout this report may beloo high.

SOURbE: National Science Foundation, National Patterns
-of R&D Resources, 1953-1978-79 (NSF 78-313), p. 33.

See figure 3-1. Science Indicators-1978
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Table 3-2. Basic search xpondltus by sourcIO: 1960-79

!Dollars in millions!

Year Total
Federal Universities

Government Industry and colleges2

Current dollars

nonprofit
Institut!

Other

ns
I'

1960 $1,197 $ .715 $342 $ 72 $ 8
1961 1,401 874 361 i 85 81

.. 1962 1,724 1,131 394 102 97
1963 1,965 1,11 . 425 121 108
1964 2,289 1,597 434 144 .114

14365- . ....... . . -2555- - -1,809 -46-1- --IN 121
1966 . , 2,814 1,979 . 510. 196 129
1967 3,039 2,184 492 223 140
1968 3,274 2,314 535 276 149
1969 3,425. 2,425 540 V 162

. . .

1970 3,513 2,453 ° 528 350 182
1971 3,577 2,434 - 547 400 196
1972 - 3,748 2,553 563 414 218
1973 3,877 2,640 605 408 224
1974 4,144 2,826 649 432 237

.
.7b1975 4,527 3.087 688 479 2

1976 4,881 3,355 760 481 285
1977 (prelim ) 5,440 3,756 840 '527 317

1978 (est.) 6,045 4,190 895 600 360
1979 (est.) 6,700 , NA NA NA

.
NA 00

_ .

Constant 1972 dollars3

1960 $1,743 ' $1,041 $498 , $105 $ 99.
1961 2,022 1,261 521 4123 117
1962 2,444 1,603 ,....- 559 145

.:
137

1963 2,745 1,831 59( 169 151

..-----,

1964 3,148 2,196 597 198 157

1965 '3,438 2,434 620 221 163
1966 3,666 2,578 665 . .. 255 168
1967 3,846 2.764 623 282 177
1968 3,965 2,802 648 Ai 181

. 1969 , 3,949 2,796 622 344 187

1976 3,845 ' 2,685 578 383 199
1971 3,725 2,535 570 14 416 2Q4

. 1972 3,748 2,553 563 414 218
1973 3.665 2,495 572 386 212
1974 " 3,571 2,436 569 372 204

1975 3,561 2,428 54 t 377 215
1976
1977 (prelim.)

3,649
3,84/2

2,508
2,652

568 360
593 372

213
224

1978 (est.) 3,980 ' 2,758 589 395 237
1979 (est) - 4,123 NA

.
NA NA

.

NA
_ _

Over 50 perbent of the total basic research expenditures are accounted for by universities and
collerjes. Because data on indMdual non-Federal sources of basic research expenditures.are not
colledied by survey but are estimated by NSF, the expenditures in the last three columns cif this
table are only approximations.

2 Includes State and local government sources.
3 GNP implicit price deflator& used to convert current dollars to constant 1972 dollars.

NA - Not Available. .

SOURCE: National Science Foundation,-N-Mlonal Patterns of R&D Resources, 1953-19f8-79,
(NSF 78-313) p. 38.

See figure 3-22
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Table 3-3. Basic research expenditures by porformsr:1960-711.

Dollars In Mans)

Year

1960
1961 ,

1962
- 1963

if---1-96,4

.

4

,

.

,

.

\

Total

$1,197
1,401
1,724
1,965

-2289

2,5AV
2,8T4
3 ,039
3,274
3,425

, 3,513
3,577 t
3,748
3,877
4,144

4,527
4,881
5,440
6,045'

.

$1,743
2,022
2,444
2,746
3,148

3,438
3,666
3,846
3,965
3,949

3,845
3,725
3,748
3,665
3,571

3,561
3,649 .
3,842
3,980

'

,

'Federal
Governmeni
laboratories .

$160.
206
251
255

1965
1966
1967 .
1968,f 1969

\\1970
1971

.

1972
1973
1974

.

1975
' 1976

1977 (prelim'1S
19781est.)

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

1965
1966

.1967
. 1968

1969

1970
1971

'1972
1973t 1974

^,t, 1975
1976
1977 (prelim)
1978 (est.)

,

\

1

,

3111

364
385 '
418
410
516

541
491
538
537
611

682
719
868
975

. ._,

$233 ,
297
356
356
432,

490
502
529
497
595

592
511
538
508

. 527

536 1

538
612
642

_

0

Other
Universities : nonprofit

Industry% and colleges , FFMDC's2 institutions'

Current dollars

$376 $ ,433 $ 97 . $131
395 536 115 149 -

488 659 136 11)0

" 522 814 159 215
-5-49- t063, 1-91 232

592%
1,303

' 208 2531,138
624 227 275
629 1,457 250
642

1,°41°1

276 285
297

17618 275 305

602
1,147996

269 305
1590 260 . 322

..

.593 2022, 250 345
63t 2,055 297 357
699

.
2,153 ' 285 396

719 2,410 - 309 407
817 2,547 359 439

2,787' 906 402 .79
975 /3,185 410 520

...._____-
,

Constant 1972 dollars3 1

$548 ' i $ 631 . $141 $191

. 570 774 .. 166 215

,
91347 1931,3

289_692
729 222 300

75 1,379 263 319

797
1,6531

280 '340
813 197

1,844
296 358

76 '
1,997

316 361

1,973
778 334 360
713 317 352

,

1,966659 294 334

2,022
' 271 335614 1,993

5Q3' 250 345
598 1,942

1,856
281 337

602 . 246 341

565 . 1,895 243 320
611

1

268 328
640 1,9°9684 284 338
642 2,084 270 342,

' includes theassociated Federaily'Funded Research and Development Centers.
2 Federally-Funded Research and Development Centers administered by universities. t
3 GNP implicit price deflators used to convert current dollars to constant1972 dollars.

SOURCE: NatIonar 4clence Foundation, National Patterns of R&D Resourcei, 1953-1978:79, (NSF 78-313), p. 39.

Science Indicators-1978_510e ligurie 3-3.
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Table 3-4. Distribution of sclintlfic and technical articles' by U.S. scientists and
engineers by field and level of research: 1973 and 1977.

1 .
Pletd-andieverotresearch -1973 1977

Percent
-change

Clinical medicine Pi-
Basic research 12,596 13,088 4
Applied research 19,967 20,334 2

Biomedicine
Basic resbarch 15,481 15,538 (2)

4 Applied research .1 640 648 . 1

Biology ,

Basic research - 7,485 6,862 -8
Applied research ' 3,667 3,042 -17/

Chemistry
Basic research 9,861 8,418 -15
Applipd research 705 558. -21

Physics
01 1

Basic'research 11,293 10,500 -7
Applied research 417 487 17

Earth and space sciences'
Basic research 5,067 4,203 < -17
Applied research ,, 524 ... 607- 4 16

Engineering and technology *

Ethic research 879 / 919 5
Applied research 11,074 9,158 -16

Plychology
'Basic research , 2,332 1,893 -19

Applied research
Mathematics

3,207

/".
3,057 -5 ,

Basic research
Applied research t 3,650

476
2,728

384
. -25

-19

' Based on the articles, notes, and reviews In oyer 2,100 of the influential jodnals of the 1973
Science Citation Index Corporate Tapes of the Institute for Scientific Information.

2 Less than 0.5 percent.

SOURCE: Computer Horizons, Inc.,unpublished data.

-See figure 3-4. Science IndiclItors-1978
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'fable 3-5. Distribution of scientific and technical articles' by U.S. scientists and engineers .
by field and lvel of resarch: 19%.Vand 1977. '

.

field and level of research

Clinical medicine

a

Year Total

Univertsities

'colleges
Federal
Gov't industry'\ Number

Nonprofit
insiblutions

Basic research .f 1973 12,596 1460 ' 1,426 898 157
1977 13,088 9,088 1,518 756 . 1,233

tlie retSearch 1973 19,967 12,331 2,375 .414 9,492
1077 .20,334 13,03* 2,248 r 364 3,396

Bloinedlcine
Basic research

-
1973
1977

15,481
15,538

11,869
12,176

1,471,
1,427

490
424

r 1.,050
989

Applied research 1973 640 451 59 16 71
1977 648 a 451 ." 62 18 72

Biblody
Basic research . 1973 '7,485 5,474 1,281 .142 208

197 Z 6,862 5,218 9 150 266
Applied research 1973 3,867 2,259 7 243 80

1977 3,042 1,951 392 172 36

Chemistry.
Basic research' - 1973 9,861 7,046 598 1,573

1977 8,418 6,143 501 1,162 1

Applied research -1976 705 189 194 275 7

Physics
1977 558 . 132 129 254 16

.

Basic research 1973' 11,293 7,079 982 1,527 140
1977 10,500 6,574 772 1,506 136

Applied research 1973 417 150\ 49 179 9

j t977 487 198 82 .166 6

Earth and space sciences
Basic research

ApPlied research 1

1973
1977
1973

15,067
4,203

524

3,500
3,047

270

795 , '' 181
143

%100

53
116,

19
542

88
1977 607 300 12,§ 21

Engineering and technology
Basic.research 1973 879 318 197 \ 16

1977 919 287 102 218 1. 12

Applied research * 1973 11,074 4,397 990 4,592 178
1977 9,158 3,583 806 3,870\ 201

Psychology .

Oa* research 1973 2,332 2,061 106 27 65
1977 1,893 41,719 64 14 47

Applied research 1973 3,207 2,722 145 46 105
1977 3,057 2,976 118 61 - 79

MathematiCs
B'esic research 1973 \-1650 3,405 82, 85- 63

1977 2,728 2,523 88 58 53'

Applied tesearch 1973 476 377 27 44 3
1977 384 13 *- ,23 , 5

(Continued)

All other

567
, 493
1,355

, 1,293I
601
522
. 41

45

290
310
178
491

'459
444
30
25

1,565
1,612

21
85

436
355

49

257
300
917
898

I

4
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Tabl 3.5, (Continued)
li

.
and Federal

Field and level ofresearch YeaY . Total , colleges Gov't Industry Institutions All other,',...
,, . , ___r-

, 74 ,
.7-...... i 7 ......--. .

Nonprofit

Clinical medicine -, ,
Basic research 1973 100 67

.

4 1 , 7 10 5

e1977 100 69 12 '.-- 6 `t, * 9 1

. Applied research 1973 100 62 2 17 7
.. ,

1977 100 64 11 2
,

17 8 k
Biomedicine

Basic research 1973 100 77 10 3 7 ,a
1977 100 78 9 3 6 4

,
Applied research 1973 100 70 9 3 11 7

1977. 100 70 10 3 11 6
Biblogy . ,

. Basic research 1979 100 73 17 2 . 4 4
197, 100 76- 13 2 4 5 -

Applied research I 1973 100 62 '.' 25 7 2 .,, 4

1977 100 64 23 4 6 1 6 .

Chemistry
Basic research 19,3 100 71 6 ,. 16 2 6

1977 100 73 6 14 2 5
Applied research 1973 100 27 28 39 2 - 4

1977 100 24 23 46 3 4

Physics .-
Basic research 1973 100 63 9 14

1977 100 63 7 . 14
Apphedresearch °` 1'973 100 38 12 43

1977 100 41 17 34
Earth and space sciences

Basic research 1973 100 69
1977 100 72

Applied research 1973 1do 52
197; 100 49

tngineering and technology
Basic reseftrch , 1973 ,- 190 : .1, . , , , 36 li ,,,,-.. . 10 22'

--- -itr.0*
1077.-- i-2' 160 .

0
1,

r
.. ,31.1. 11 15*- 24

Applied research 4 ' 1973 , 100- -410,, ; 9.. 4t.
1977 100 :19 9 _ 40 '

Psychology -...,
Basic research 1973 100 88 4 N 5 f 1

*
1977 -- 100 1 91 3 .. 1 ,.

Applied research 1973 100 85 .6 .- 1 . 3
31977. 100 84 . , 4 T 2

. .

Matftematics s, .
..

Basic research 1973 100 93 2 2 2 . 1.
1977 100 92 4- , 2 2 i 2 ?

Abplled research "-'4, 1973 100 . 79 6 9 , 1 5
1977 . 100 83' 3 6- 1 7

. ,

' Based on the articles, notes, and revamS In over 2,100 of the influential journals of the 1973Scct;ce Citation Index Corporate
tapes of the institute for Scientific Information. . ---

16 4

13 3
17 19
15 4, 21

1

1

2
. 1

13
,15

5
7

3 8
3 0
3 9
3 12- .

. 302
1 3

. 3
' '

SOURCE: Compti Horizons, Inc., unpublished data.
Science lndleatOrs-1478
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fable 34, Index Of cOoperattve research1 based on sclantific a

and ;elected research-performing.;
I\

4.-.

...s

Field and level of re4earch

0-

.

'Univerpities
and colleges

1 .1977_.

47 t. 50
,55

.
58 .

`

Clinical medicine
Basic research
Applied research.

Biomedical
Basic resetirch 34- 37
Applied research . . , ... AO '.46

Biology
Basfc research 25 28
Applied research - 29 33

Chemistry
Basip research 19 21
Applied research

Physics..
21' 23

Basic research 31 45.
'Applied research 31 29

Earthk and space scienced
Basi8 research , 32 36 ,

Appliiid research 31 30
Engineering and technology

Basic research 35 33;,,
ApKedOsearch. 28 304

Psychology "
, Basic rassajc0 19 23
Applied research "-- ^ 23 26

Mathemetics
Basic research 16 18
Applied research 20 22,

%

technical snick's, by field, (will of research,
ors: 1973 and 1977 .

.

6
S.

.

° ,,,, State .

Federal . Nonprofit andkcal '
. ,

Government,. Industry2 institutions FFRDG's3 governmic0 IV
1973- 1977 1973_ tcaL . 1973 1.977-__1973_±19714973 ' 1977

68 , : 62
. '-

27 rav 34 61 6i 33 ,47 63 66
51 51 '-'64..\ 68 0 47' :6,2. /5 , 76

. 4

1,3 39 65 . 55 40 4E. t3 55
14) (4) , 51 51 , (41)

4.
(4) (4) (4)

, 4.

44 38 40 43 37 4r
28 33 . (4) 32 (4) 56 48 .47 :

16 17 34 . 42 43 47 33 42 .

10 9 (4) 44) (4) 14) (4) (4!

20 23 39 45 42 (4). (4)

16 18 (4) (4) (4) (4)
(1)

45 44/. 45 48 (4)

29 (4) (4) (4)' (4)
(4) (4)

(4) 19 39 (4) 1'6 . 20 (4) (4)

17 21 23 26 29 28 21 28

(4) (4) 42 55 (4) (4) 54 (1,
40 41 48 44 (4) (4): 51 , 51

33 48 42' 415 (4), (4) 14) (4)
28 (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) _ (4)

,
60 .. 72

46 49
'36 34 ,

34* 40
37

24, 44.

27 35
.20 29

38 42
33

33 -26
27 29

48 65
48 54

26 #32
(4) 45.

' Consistipg of the percentage'af all articles which were wiilten by scientists and engineers in a given organization with S/E's from another
organization; e.g,, if S/E's from one university co-author an article with S/E's from another university or a cdrpd'ration, it is assumed,hete thit

. there was sOme degree of cooperative research performed. . . . . ..,

2 Excluding the Federally Funded Research and Development Center* administered by this sector.
3 FFRDC's adminittered by universities.

.
i

4 Becauseihe total number of articles was less than 50, no index percentages ate calculated.
. - , . . . .

. .

NOTE: For this study, ovev 2,100 influential journals of the 1973 Science citation. Index Corporate tapes of the Institute for
Scientific Information for 1973 were assigned to t'Wo categories, the."more basic" am) the"more applied" research. From field to
field, this apsignment may represent somewhat differant concepts of:basic research," although for bach field the same cOncept
applies for both 1973 and 1977. For further information, see Francis Narin, Evaluative Bibliomotrics: The Woof Publication and
Citation Analysis in the Evaluation o/ Scientific Activity (Cherry Hill, N.J.: Cortuter Horizons, Inc.. 1976.). pp 198 199 ,

SOURCE: Computer Horizons, Inc., unpublished data,

See table 3-1 in text.
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Tab 1.3-7. Examples of journals classified as "thore basic" and "more applied" for Appendix tablas 3-4, 34 and 34.

The mime appliedField

Clinical medicine Journal of Clinical
f .

Investigation
---Journal of Neurophysiology

w Thp more basic

Biomedicine Advances in Human Gepetics
Journal of Biological/.

Chemistry

Journal of Economic
Entomology

Journal of. xperlmentals
Zoology

Chemptry , Journal of the American
Chemical Society

Analytical.Chemistry

Biology

,

r

Physics Reviews of Modern Physics
Physical, Review

'Earth and 4:lace ssiences Journal of Geophysical
Research

Journal of the Atmospheric
Sciences

Engine-Ong and-technology IEEETi-ansactions
on Nuclear Science

Journal of Chemical and
Engineering Data

Psychyogy Psychological Bulletin
Journal of Experimental

PsyChology

Mathematics Journal of the American
Statistical Association
ansactions of the American
Mathematical Society

Journal of the American
Medical Association

New England Joumal
of Meditine

Journal OtBlosocial Science
Journal of Medlchl Genetics

Journal of the Institute
of Brewing

Agronomy Journal

Journal of the American
Leather diemists Assoc.

Industrial Engineering
Chemistry Process Design
and Development

Photogrammetric Engineering
and Remote Sensirtg

IEEE ll'ansactions on7
Sonics and Ultrasonics

Solar Eneigy
AAPG Bulletin (American
Association of Petroleum

Geologists)

Journal of the Iron and
Steel Institute

AICHE Journal (American Institute
of Chemical Engineers)

Journal of Personality
and Social Psychology

Rirceptual and Motor, Skills

Quarterly Journal of
Applied Mathematics

SIAM Journal on
Numerical Analysis

11

-SOURCE: Compdter Horizons,, Inc., unpublished.

3
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Table 3-8. Federal obligations for basic research by agency: 1983-79

Dollars in millions'

I

,

Year

- 1963 . ... . . .

All
agencies

$1,152

o
USDA

$ 56

DOD

$231 A

HEW DOE'
. _

Current dollars

$236 $219

NASA

S210'

NSF.
.

$141

All other
agenoies

.

4..
_

..

1964 NA 68 241 ' 274 238 :W4 , "455 67
1965 .4 NA , 90 '263 30e -, 258 NA 171 . 78'
1986 NA 94 262 326 281 NA 223 94
1967 1,728 100 284 ' '372 302 `328 239, 103

'1968 1721 100 1 263 397 282 321 252 i 08
1969 1,77,9 , 107 , 276 371 286 380 248 .112 .

.1970 , 1',762 116 247 388 287 358. 24§ 121
1971
1972

1,779
1,974

118
137

262
270

397 27?
, 461 268

327
332' 47:3 138

126 ,
..

1973 I. k,001 143 258 458 275 350 392 126
.. 1974 2;076 ' 146 , . 244 56'1 270 1 306 415 134

1975 2,279 154 236 I 592 . 313 '309 4 486 189
1976 2,425 111 248 652 346 293 524 191
1977 , 2,894 204 295 -757 389 '414 210 .1
1978 (est.) ' 3,292 251 330 866 433' 46e 153 256.
1979 (est.) 3,637 . 267 371 . 982 4.68 520 755 274

Constant 1972 doliars2
_

1963 $1,609 $ 78 $323 $330 $306 $293 $197 $ 82
1964 NA 94 331 377 327 NA 213 92
1965 NA- 121 354 408 ' 347' NA 230 102
196 NA 122,. 341 425 366 NA 201 ,122
1967 2,187 127- 359 471 382 415 302 130
1968 2,084 121 319 481 342 389 306 128

.1969 2,051 123 318 428 , 329 438 .. 286 ---:, 129
1970 . 1,929 127 270 425 314 392 : 268 132
1971 1,853 123 273 , %413 28 341- 284 130
1972 ' 1,974 137 270 461 .2ft 332 368 138
1973 1,891 135 244 433 260 331 371 118
1974 1,789 , 126 210 484 233 264 158 ,115
1975 1,792 121 186 465 246 243 r 382. 149
1976 1,811 128 . 185 --1-87 258 219 391' 143
1977 2,048 . 144 209 536 275 293 442 149
1978 (est.) - 2,187 167 .., 219 575 288 311 457 170
1979 (est.) . 2,273 167 232 614 292 325 , 472 t- 171

' Data for 1963-73 represent obligations* the Atomic Energy Commission; 1974-76 represent obligations by the Energy
Research and Development Administretion; 1977-79 represent obligations by the Department of Energy.

2 GNP implicit price deflators used to convert current dollars-to constant 1972 dollars.

.

NOTE: Details may not add to totals because of rounding.

NA = Not available

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Federal Funds for Research and Development, Fiscal Years 1977, 1978, and 1979, Vol.
XXVII (NSF 78-312), p. 164 and earlier volumes.

See figure 3,5.
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Table 3-9. Federal obligations for beelerftseeroh as e percent &mach agency's Y1810 obligations by agency: 1963-79

rear
1

,

1903
1964 ..'
1965 ..
1966

-.

All
agencies

9
NA
NA
NA

USDA

33
06
40
40

1967 10 40
1968 . . 11 39
1969 . ... . 11 41
ltr0 11, 41

,
1971 ..
1972,. "1' 11

12
39
39

1974 . . . . 12 % 39
1975!, 12 37 .

, 1976 12, 37
.-- 14177

1978 (cist )

*.
. ,

12
12

.
.

37
r

I 9,79,(ost )
.45
42

. .
,13

1963 $1,152 $ 56
1964 .. NA oo

s., '1965
. NA 90

1966 NA 94
1967 ,1,728 16o

1968 1,721% 100
1969 1,779 107
1970 1.762 116
1971 s.' 1.779 118
1972 1.974 137

411r944jr- ......
2,001
2,076,

143
146

1975. . 2,279 154
1976 2,425 171
1977 2.894
1978 3,292

.204
251

1979 est ) 3,637 267

.., . DOD . HEW - DOE' AASA

Basic research as a percent of atl R&D obligations
' .

3 3.0 20 7
3 P NA

., 4 35 . 21 NA
4 32 3 NA
4 Q2- 4 7

'3 32 7

s., 4 29 .- 10
3 32 21 . 9
b . 21 , ' 10

N3 21 - 11

3 --25-* '20 11
3 24 18 10
3 25 15 , 10
3 26 14 i 9.

. 3 k 27 11 11
3 28 10 12\ 3 .30 11 12

. .

Fedoral obligations for basic researcn

$231
241
263
262
284
263
276
247
262

N2jo
2
244,
236
248
295
530
371

44.
, (Current dollars in millions)

c $1,078 \ $2,857
1,236 4,207
1,241 . 4,952
1.212 5.050
1,257 4.867
1.369 4,429
1.406 3.963
1,346 - 3,800
1,303 3,258

(---* 1,296, 3,157

(Current dollars in nall(one)

$236 $219
274 230

°
$2'10
NA

303 - 1 258,. NA
.--326 28 NA

372 3 328
397 2.0 ' 321
371

.
380

388 87 358
397 77 . 327

q 461 288 332
458 275 350

561 270 306
592 313 309
652 346 293
757 389 414
1366 433 , 46e
982 468 520

,
Fifderal obligations for all R&D

1°63 . .. . $12,495 $168 i 7,286 $ 656
1964 14,225 189 7262 777
1965 14,614 225 64797 859
1966 15,320 235 7,024 1,0 f 4
1967 16.529 253 8,049 1,147
1968 15,921 254 7.709 1,252
196 1564_1 260 ,696 \ 1,297
1.97 15,340 281 7.360 \1,221
1971 15,545 305 7,509 1,476
197 16,198 350 8,318 1,751
197$ 16.800 366 8,404 1,838
19 17,415 379 8,420 2,290
15 i) 18.988 420 9.012 2.363
976 20,724. 462 9,655 2,546

1977 s 23,929 547 10.963 2,787
1978 (est ) , 26.420 632 11,825 3.132
1979 (est.) 27,972 63e 12,838 3,271

All other
NSF agencies

. 92 20
91 22
91 22
91 17
91 16
89 17
91 15
85 12
81 9
8.1 12

-82 10
75

1,382
86 12

90 12
. 431 13
91. 13

' '1,363 3.061 ,

1,489 3,002
2.047 3.064
2.464 3'.447
3,536 3,703
4,196 3,876
4,175 4,192

$141
155

$ 59
6.7

171 76
223 . 94
239 103
252 106
24b. 1t4

245 121

273 125
368 130
392 126
415 134
486 189
524 191
625 210
688 256
755 274

$154 . $ 295
170 304
187 343
244 541
262 694
284 625
274 744
289 1,043
337 1.357
455 1.169
480 1.288
656 1.278
595 1.486
609 1.541
697 1;695
754 2,005

0 829 2,031

' Data hoir years 1963-73 are from Atomic Energy CoMmission; 1974-76 are from Energy Research and Development Administra-
lion: 1977-79 are from Department of Energy.

NOTE: Details may not add to totals because rounding

NA Not available.

SOURCES: Nahopal Science Foundation, Federal FundslfOr Ifiesearch, Development, and Offier Scientific Actiyities, Fiscal
Years, 1977, 1978, and 1979,. Vol. XXVII, Detailed Statatical Tables. Appendix C, (NSF 78-312), and earlier 'vojueles, and
unpublished data. .

See figure 3-6, . Scionco Indicators-1978 .
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'fable 3-10. Fedirel obligationi for basic research by field of science: 1963-79

[Dollars in millions)

N

. 1
,

Field 1063
.. 067 ,

.

1968 194N .1970 1971
o

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976. 1977
-

1978
(est.)

0979 9
"(est.)

-
I.

. All fields $1,152. $1,728 $1,721 '$1,779 $1,762 $1,779 $1,9N $2,1301 $2,076 82,279 82,425 -$,894 $3,292 $3,637
Life gdienco's 372 573 579' 539 554 574 668 669 737 797 81 1,021 1,167 1,299

Biological kith 346 375 403 407 429 515 556 586 633 70 795 913' 1,010
Clinical medical, 7 172 227 205 i36 143 100 128 98 138 141 147 , 198 222 254
Other life sdlences., (2) .(2) (2) . (2) 4 45 25 16 33 . 23 24 28 31 35

Environmthtal sclences3 164 209 199 235 256 180 291* 299 320. 339 355 456 512 507
Physical-sdences 4Q4 Q05 599 662 589 582 625 618 640 702 722 874 978 1,088

Chemistry 04 123r 1119 131 136 126 -148 15i 155 168 175 223 243 267
physics . 228 348 .352 ' 35Q, 320, 328 345 338 346 365 383 448 492 518
Astronomy 74 107 . 110 174 '129 122 125 119 132, .161 159 193 232 269

Othet'phOicarscienoet . 20. 27 18 H 7 5 . 7 8 10. 7 8 5 '10. 11 15

Psychology 35 60 55 53 56. 44 54 46 49 60 44 54 64 74

Mathematics and
'cornputer sciences ..., 40 65 67' 56 58 51 63 47 49 59 70 79 89 101

engineering 110 156. 156 180 169 186 204 190 234 240 303 346 374

Social sciences 25 , . 57 61
.151

71 84 70 80 78 73 73 85. 96 117 128

Other ectences 2 4 4 11 4 9 28 , 16 .15 33 7 12 20 25
,
..

4 See Appendix table 3-7 for definitions of what is,included In each of the fields presented above'. .
2 Less than $0.5 million. . ,

..

3 Includes atmospheric sciences, geological sciences, oceanography and other e vironmental sciences (gee also Appendix table 3-11).

a - 1 ,

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, rederafFundS for Research. end Develo ent,, riscal Years 1977, 1978, and 1979, Vol. XXVII (NSF
78-312), p. 51-66. #. .

,
.. .

See figures 3-7 and 3-8,

(s
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Table 3-11. Fisids and subfialds of Fulsral obligations for basic rassarch
shoJin in Figura* 3-7, 3-8 and Appindix tablas 3-10 and 3-13.

rielti of science

Life frciences

Illustrative pabfields

Etfological scienCes: those which, apartfrom the clinical medical and other medical sciences es defined
below,. deal Mit) th6 Origin, development, structure, function, and interaction of living things.

Clinical mediciji sciences: those concerned with the study of the patiogenesis, diagnOsis, or therapy of a
* particular disease pr abnormal condition in living human subjects under controlled conditions.

.

Environmental
.scierices

Other medical sciences: those concerne d with studies of tho causes, effects, preventibn, or control. of
abnormaconditions in.man_or in.hisenvironmapt.as they.relatelahealth, exceptforthezlinicalaspects____
as defined above.

Other life sciences: tnultidisciplinary projetts within the broad field and for single-dtscipite projects for
which a separate field has nOt Peen assignsed.

;
Atmospheric sciences: aeronomy; solar weather modification; extraterrestrial atmospheres; meteorol-

4

GeologickLsciences: engineering geophysics; general geology, geoClesy and gravity; geomagnetism,
'hydrology; inorganic geochemistry; isotopic geoc,flemistry; organic geochemistry; laboratory geophysics;
paleoMagnelism; pkontology; physical geography and cartography; seismology; soil pciences.

-,. s.""
, k

OceanographY. biological oceanography; chemical ocermography;. physical oceanography; marine
geophysics. . -

Other enyironniental sciences: multidisciplindry projects within the broad field and for single-discipline
projects for which a separate field has not been assigned.

Mathematics and .Mathematics: algebra; analysis; applied mathematim foundations and -logic; geometry; numerical
computer sciences 'analysis; statistics; topology.

Engineering

A .

Computer sciences: progi'amming langoages; computer and information .scienceS (general); design,
development, and application of computer, capabilities tO data storage and manipulation; information
sciences and systems; systems analysis.

Other mathematical and computer sciences: multidisciplinary projects within the broad field and for
single-diPcipline projects for which a separate field has not teen assigned.

Aeronautical- aerodynamics.

Astronautical: aerospace; space technology.

Chemicril: petroleum; petroleum refining; Process'.

Civil: arch4ctural; hydraulic; hydrological; marine; sanitary and environrnentaly,structural; transporta-
tion.

Electrical communication; eleCtronic; poWer''.

Mechanical: engineering mechanics.

Metallurgy and m erials: ceramic; mining; textile; welding.

Other engineering: ultidisciplinary projects within the broad field and for single-discipline prbjectp for
which a separate fie has not been assigned.
I

(continued)

e,
*7 .1Q7 ,
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X

Mb le 3-11. (Continued) _

Social soionees AnthropOlOgy: archaeology; cultural and personality; social and ethnology; applied anthropology.

Ecoriomics: econometrics and economic statistics; history of economic thought; international economics;
industrial, likkpond agricultural economics; macroeconomics; microeconomics; public finance and fiscal-
policy; theont economic systems and development.

. .

.

Political science: area or regional studies; comparative government; history of political ideas; interna-
tional relations and law; nalionalfolitical and legal systems; political theory; public administration.

. , . . .. . . . . _________. ,__________ ...___.______ -

II
.

.... , Sociolog : corn ar live and historical-Porn lex or anization; culture and social structure; demography;
grgup interactions; social problems end social .welfare; sociological theory. .

.

Psychology

Other social sciences: linguistics; research in education; research In hIstory;isocloeconomic geography;
research in law, e.g., attempts to assess impact on society of legal systems and practices.

. . -

Biological aspects: experimental psychology; animal behavior', clinical psychology; comparative psy-
cholock, ethology.

Social aspects: spcial psychology; educational, personnel, v,ocational psychology end testing; Industrial
and engineering psychology; deveidpment and personality.

.

Ott.ler psychological sciences: multidisciplinary projects within the broaC1 field- and for single-discipline
.- projects for which a separate field has not been assigned.

I .

Physical sciences Astronomy laboratory astrophysics; optiail astronomy; radio astronomy; theoretical astrophysics; X-ray,
,., Gamma-ray, neUtrino astronomy.

Other *nes
.

Chemistry: ino'ifganic; organo-tnetallic; organic; physical.

,Physics: acOustics:. atomic and molecular; condensed matter; elernentery prir11Cles; nUtlear StrUtture;
optics; plasma.

. ;
.

ther physical sciences: multidisciplinary project within the broad field and for single-discipline ProjectsO
or whih a separate Iiikid ties not been assigned.

..
.,-.

ultidisciplinary and interdisciplinary projects thet cannot be classified within one of the broad fields 61
science above.,

, SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Annual Survey of Fedora !funds for Research and Development, and Other Scientific
Activities, Fiscal Years 1977, 1978, and 1979, Vol: XXVII (NSF Form 818), pgp. 6-8..
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Table 3-12. Basic rsarch expenditures In .

uhlversItls and colleges by source': 1960-78.
!Dollars In mIllIonal

-----7-FT-deral --Ai-
Govern- -' other

Total ment Industry sources
a P .

Cdrrent dollars_ ... ,-'

..

Year

1960 N $ 433., $ 299 $24 $110
1961 ,' 536 382 25 129
1962 4 659 481 . 25 £, 153-
1963 614 610 - -25 b 179
1964 1,003 767 25 211

.

1966 1,303 1,009 27 267
1967 1,457 . 1,124 31. 302 /
1968 1,649 1,251 1 36 . 362
1969 1,711 1,279 ,49 393

1970 . 1,796 i1 ,26 40 460
1971
1972

, 1,9140 1,349 46
2022, 11421 53

519
548

1973 2,055 1,456, 57 542
1974 . 2,153 . 1,522 61 570

1975 2,410 1..694 - 72 1 644
1976 2,547 1,827 72 ' 4348
1977 (prelim) . , . . 2,767 1,992 82 713
1978 (est)

_
3,165 . 2,265 85

) ',
816

Constant 1972 dolta§ '

1960 $ 631 $ 435 $35 $160
1961 774 . 551 36 : 186
1962 934 682 35 217
1963 . f ,137 852 , 35 - 250
1964 , 1,379 1,055 34 290

I
1965 1.51 1,183 35 314/ 1966

.1967
1.697 1,314 15 348
1,844 1,422 39 382

1968 1,907 1,515 44 438
1969 1973, 1,475 45 453

.

1970 1,966 1,419 44 504
1971 1,993 -y 1,405 48 541
1972 2022, 1,421 53 548

0 1973 1942, 1,376 54 512
1974 1,856 1,312 53 491

4
1975 1,895 1,3'4 57 506
1976 1,904 1,366 54 484
1977 (prelim) 1968, 1,407 58 503

.1978 (est). . .. . 2084, 1,491 56. 537

0.°

---A S----
' Ov'er 50 percent of the total basic research expenditures

are accounted for by universities and colleges. 'Because data
, on Individual non-Federal sources of basic research ex-

penditureé are not collected by survey, but are estimated bx the
National Science Foundation, the allocation of expenditures
among the last two golumns may be only rough approxima-
tions.

2 GNP implicit .price deflators used to convert current dollars
to constant 1972 dollars. .

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, National Patterns
of R&b Res6urces, 1953-1978-79 (NSF 78-313), p. 314

See figure 3-9. $cience Indicators-1978
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Table 313, Federal obligations for basic resarch in universities and ciillegos by field of silence for selected agencies :

1973-77.
A

Field 1973 1974 . 1975 1976.. :

1977
:: ....

Average annual percent change

1973-75 1975-77 1973-7/

Life sciences , , .. $366.3 .$430.7 $451.5 $504.6 $566.5 11,0 12.0 11,5

Psychology . . . 29.0* 29.6 29.3 28.8 ,32.6 0.5 5.5 r 3.0

, Physical sciences 177.3 177.1 201.6 211.0 241.1 6.6 9.4' 78
Environmental SC4011COS 80.5 69.2 102.6 106.7 : 1144.1 12.9 18.5 )6.7
Mathematics and computer sciences 40.9 36.3 41.6 45.7 54.9 , 0.9 14.9 7.6 '
Engineering % , 75.5 76.6 94.4 101.4 123.5 11.8 14.4 13.1

-45,-7 -41,8- 40 1 _44,451 q -6.4 13 8 3,2
I

' Tite agenCies Iscluded hero are the Department of A9riculture. Department of Defense, Department of Heald\ Education, and.
elf are. Department of Energy and its predecessor agencies, and the NationalScience Foundation. The'National Aeronautibs and

iNSpace Aclministratjpn id nolOncluded because delft for all rars are, unavailable. The five agencies included iepresenteii approxi-
. ,

f mainly 93 percent of all agencies obligations in 1977. .
_..

.. # . -.. , .

,
SQUIRCE: National Science Foundation, Federal Funds fbr Researcli,Development and Other Scientific 6ctivities, Alscal Years

1977, 1978, and 109, Vol. XXVII, Detailed Statlitical Tables, Appendix C. (NSF 78-312) p, ill and earlier vdluThes, and unpublished
data.

..

See figure 3-10 Science Indicators-1978

1

'Table 3-14. Basic research expenditures in industry by source: 1980-78

(Dollars inmillionsl

/

,

Year

1960
1961
1962
.1963
1964

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

1970
1971
1972 :.

,1973 ,
1974

1975
1976 .1977 (prelim) .....
1978 (est) ..,,

,..

...
..

Current
dollars

$376
395
'488
522
549

592
624
629
642
618

602
590
593
631
69

719
817
906
975

Total

Constant
197

dont\

$5
570
692
729
755i
797
813
796-
778
713

659
611
593
596

...602.

565
611
§40
642

Industry

Constant
Current 1972
dollars dollars '

29
$433

$3147 453
345 489
375 524
384' \ 528

406 546
451 58.8
427 540
462 560
458 528

444 486
456 475
463 455
499 472
536 462

562 442
632 . 472
700 ' 494
7,50 ' 494

i

Federal Government

Current
dollars

$ 79
81

143
147
165

186
173
202
180
160

158
134

130
132
163

157
185 Ir206
225

Constant
1972

dollfs '

t ,,,,

l

; C

$11-
117
203

- 205
227

250
225
256
218
185

173
146
130
125
140

123
138
145
148

200

',46-
' GNP implicit price deflators used to convert current dollars to constant 1972 dollars.

NOTE: Detail may *add, tololals because of rounding.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, National Patterns of 138 D Resources, 1953-1978-79
(NSF 70-313), p. 31.

See figure 3-11.
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Rib le 4-1. Expend Rums for Industril R6,15 by sourceof funds: 1960-79

(Dollars in millions I

,
. Year _Total

1960 $10,500
196.1 .. 10,908
1962. . i 11,464

' 1453 1 12,630
. 13,5121964

'14,1851965
'" 15,5481966

1967 .. 16.385

18,308
1968 17,429

.
1970 -18,062
1971 A 18,311
1972 19,539

21,213
1974 22,867

-. 1975 24,164
1976 26,D06
1977 (prelim.) 29,895
1978 (est.) 33,250
1979 (est.) 36,750

-Current-4E41We --CoiWrit-11172-ddlars"

Federal Federal
Company2 Government Total Company2 GovernMent

$ 4.428 $ 6,081. $15,304 $ 6,448 $ 8,855
4,668 6,240 /15,745 '6,738 9,007

. 5,029 6,4,35. 16r249 7,1gi 9,121
5,360 ,7,270 17,642 - 7,4.87. .10,155
5,792 .:720 18,583 7,966 10,618

6,445 . 7,740 19,086 8,672 10,414
t

7,216 8,332 20,255 9,401 10,855
5,020 8,365 .. 20,735 10,149 10,586

1969 1 9,857
8,560

21,112 11,366 9,745
8.869 '6 21,108 10,741 10,367

8,451

- 10,283 7,779 19,770 11,255 8,515-
10,645 7,666 --- 19,070 11.086 7,984

78:60918711,522 8,017 19,539 11,522
/ 13,088 8,145 20,069 12,370

14,647 8,220 19,710 12,625 7,085

15,559 8,605 19,004 12,237 6408
17,561 9,345 20,115 13,129 6,986
19,476 10,419 21,111 13,753 7,358

11,750 7,785,21.500 21,889 14,145
23,750 13,000 22,615 14,615 8,000

lb

' GNP implicit price deflators used to convert current dollars to constant 1972 dollars.
2 Includee all sources other than the Federal Government

NOTE: Detail may not ad s! to totals betause of rounding.

SOpRCE: National Science Foundation, National.Pattorns of R&D Resoprces, 1953-1978-79
(NSF 78-313),, pp. 28-29.

See figure 4-1. Science Indicators-1978
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A

l'bble 4-2./110 expenciltures by Indisstry: 1960-77

..

lot a I

Fad'si and kindred pioduchi
. Thttaes and apparel

Lumber. Wood products
find 110111111111

Pgq)(11 and Iiiui1 plmluclo
Chemicals and alhod Odllt15

--IntftranntrhOrnirritE

1960

510.509

104
38

10

56
900

1062

$11,464

121

28

10

' 05
1.175

1964

$13,512

144
32

.12
77

1.284

1960

$15,548

164
51

12
117

1,407

lip

$47.42,94

104
58

20
144

1,589

---48- 738 -085 918 965-
MU) MIR11(1/1011 102 815 234 308 398

Other chemicals 152 - 242 185 181 226

Poutliourn retuning and .

extraction 296 310 393 371 437
Flubbor produils ' 121 141 158 188 223
Stone. clay & glass products 00 96 109 117 142

A
-Primary metals 177 171 195 232 251

Ferrous metals and products 102 97 110 - 139 135

Nonlorrous !Meats OM
products 75 74 79 ,4 93 115

Fabricated metal products 145 146 148 154 183
IslonotectrICre machinory 049 914 1.015 1.217 1.483

Office computing and
accounting machinus ( I) 0 / 11 11 (1)

Lloctneat egopment and
communication 2.532 -,639 2.972 3.626 4.003

. ..
Nada) and TV roconang

equipinora .42) (2) (2) 47 55
Electronic components (I) (I) (') (1
Communication anolp9100

and cOmmunicatiori-1. 1.324 1 591 1.072 2.249 2,520
Othor oloclacal apapniant 1,200 1,040 1,100 1,330 1.508

Motor vehicles turd Ohm
transporlation oquipmont \004 .: NU 1.182 1,344 1,499
Motor Golliclos and motor

A 'xelucle equipment (1)
1') (') (') (I)

Olhor transportation
uquipmont 1 0) (1 0) (1

Aircraft and rdissdris . 3.514 4,042 5979 5.520 5,765
Prolessibnahand

sporadic Instruments 329 209 331 400 05
Scronhhc rind mochanical

moataning instromonts 160 101 74 87 118

Optical surgical. photo
graphic. and other
urstrumonts 169 208 257 381 545

0111or mariolncluring
intlut;1119t.: 119

.
65 05 77 101

Nonmanutacturing industries 168 234 319 .197 603

202

5.

p.

1069 1970 , 1971 1972

Cur! (1011n0i in m11110418

$18 0,062. $18,311., $19,539

99 225 231 240
' 80 50 59 61

18 52
i 168 170

1,660 1,773

974 980
444 485

63 64
107 169

1.832 1,932

1973 1974 1975 1970

$21,23 $22,067 $24,184 $28.930

253 278 312 329
64 69 70 82

71 84 08 107
194 237 249 313

2,116 2,450 . 2,727i 3.017

1077

$29,907

366
91

127
340

3.267

942 --94-1-7.-999 17127-1400-023 1,460
649

242 30e 341

/
487
261
169
257

130

121

182
1,546

(1)

4,348

515 605
278 289
187 104
275 272

149 144'

129 128

207 242
1.729 1,860

(I)

4.220 4.389

57 70
(1 11

04
0)

2.971 2,604 2,739
1,620 1,548 1.588

1,569 1,591 1,768

() () (r)
.,

(' ) 14 (') -
5.002 5.219 4,081

742 744 746

123 131 133.

619 613 612

. , 104
(355

!cc/11011)19d)

128 131

705 704

W

607
364

.698
419

807
618

981
545

468 498 622 893
377 426 469 467
tile 199 217 233
277 307 368 443

140 103 181 215

130 145 177 228

253 291 313 324
2,158 2.549 2.985 3,11

1456 1.733 2.103. 2,220

4,680 4,902 5,011 5.105

48 49 51 50
330 '406 489 549

2.583 2,813 2,424 2.385
1,719 1834 2,047 2,121

2.010 2.477 2,476 2.430

1.54 2405 2,389 2,340
.

56 72 87 90
4,950 5.052 5,278 5.713

838 967' 1,075 1,173

183 . 186 221 266

; 675 . 775 854 907

146 . 158 177 205
707 715 768 735

. .

1,091 1,153
802 654

767 93
502 568
263 293
506 626

250 259

250 287

358 389
3.487. 3,970

2.4.02 2,758

5.838 5,952

52 58
691 751

2.5! 1 2,798
2,302 2,345

2,872 3,419

2,778 1,302

94 117

0,339 7,070

1,298 1,405

325 375

974 too

217 245
845 956
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Tlibte 4-2. (Continued)

Indjuit y

" Total #
Foori and londrod products
%Milos and nap/ma
Lumber, wood products.
, and tomato',
Papor and allied products
Chomicals and allied products

19130

$15.304

151

55

15

82
1 427 '

-470--
236
221

431
176
128,

258

149

109

211

1,382

C)

3.687

()
(I)

1,920
1.759

'1,287

4(')

CI
5,117

479

233

248

173
245

1962

$16;249

172
40

14

92
1,065

.1.046-
276
343

439
200
136'.
242

137

105

207
1.296

I.)

.3.741

(')
(')

2.255
1.405

1,416

()

r I
5.729

438

143

295

92
332

... . . ....
1964

$10.583

198
44

17

106

1.766

-1.190-
322
254

541
217
150
2611

160

109

204
1.396

c.)

4.087

()
(')

2,575
1.153

1.026

C)

i')
6.9114

455.

402

353

ID
-439

.. .. _ _

1960

$20.255

214
66

ali
1.833

-1190-
401
236

.

403
219 ,
152
:102

181

121

201
1.585

(')

4 724

.

61

()
2.930
1 733

1,751

C.)

I')
7.199

610

113

496?

100
64 7

.. _ _ .

19611

$21.108

223
70

24
174

1.924

1.169-
402
274

.

529
270
172

304

163

139

222
1,790

(I)

4.974

67
(I)

3.052
1.826

1,815

(')

I')
6,982

003

143

660

122
730

......-
woo iiiiii 19-71 -197-2

Constanl 1972 dollars in millions

$21.11$ $19,770 $19.070 $19.539

229 246 241 246
69 63 61 61

21 57 55 64
217 195 196 169

1.914 1,941 1,908 1932,

-1;12-3 -1,073 -901 941
512 531 572 607
279 337 355 384

539 584 526 468
301 302 301 377
183 163 171 163
296 301 283 277

157 163 150 146

140 130 133 130

210 227 252 263
1.763 (,093 1.937 2,158

(') (') (`) 1.456

5.014 4,619 4.571- 4.600

66 77 67 46
Cl (I) "0/ 330

, 3,080 2,850 2.053 2,583
1.868, -1.692 1.652 1,719

1.896 1,741 1,841 . 2,010

C) et (.7 1,954

I') I') 56
5.7(1'd6,783 5.083 4.950

856 814 777 038

142 143 '139 103

714 671 637 675

120 140 136 1443

755 772 703 707

-1973-1-97:-1

$20,009 $19710

*239 240
60 59

67 72
183 - 204

2000, 2,112

1975

$19,000

245
65

89
196

2.144

,r-4}44
771
429

545
367
183
348

169

179

.26'5
2,513

1,746

4.014

39
432

1.876
1,668

1.911

1.840

71

4.492

922

209

713

161

570

-1976 1977

$21.119

260
57

oo
240

2,307

$20.139

246
' 61

60
234

2,250

111433801111Ch0MICaltr
Dittos monowlicinos
Othoi chenucalfi

Potroloum rotating and
OXIlaction

Rubber products
Stone. cloy. 0 glass mor.fuels

. Pommy motals

Forrous minis and puittfrT..'
Nonfonous motals and

products ,

Fabricated motal products
Noitelochical maChillory

Olfice computing an(1
accounting machines

Eloctrical °common! and
communication i

Radio and TV rimming
°impotent

Eloctruaic components
Conmarnicoon ()commonl

and communication
electric.al ()common!

Motor vohiclos and othor
transportabon.ocummonl
Mo101 vOlUdOg and motor

vehicle oatapinont
Othor transportation

onumnionl , .

Aircraft and 1111.531103

Professional and
scientific instrumonts .

Sciontific and Mochrolical
moasuring instiumonts

Optical, surgical: phot0
graphic. and 011101
inshumontS

Other manufacturing
industries .

Nonmanufacturing indostrios
.

-044 -97-1
660 696
396 445

..,

471 636
403 404
180. 1 187

290 309.

154 .166

137 153

278 270
2.409 2.673

1.636 1.813

4.633 4.3.19

t .

46 44
384 421

2.470 2.089
1.733 1.7134

2,341 2.134

2,273 .2,059

68 75
4.775 4.549

900 927

176 196

733 736

. '149 153
676 662

-989
016
450

573
375
197
378.

.

191

, 250

21611

'2,607

1.796

.
4,214

39
517

1,877
1,701

?:4.47

2.077

rr4., 70
'4.739

970

243

728

162
632

.

1431
814
482

,

'
. 645

414
207
371

183

189

276
2.603

1.948

4.203

41

530

1.976
1,656

2,414

2.332

4.98983
t

992

285

727

173
671

' Data not tabulated ot this low)) prior to 1972,
1 Included in lho Other electrical equipment group

ONP implicit price deflators used to convort futiont dollars to constant 1972 dollars

NOTE Dotall may not add to totals boomed) of rounding

SOURCE -1960 and 1962 National Scianco Foundation. Rosunrch oru'l OnvolopmOnt in Industry. 1971 (NSF 73-305), p 28,1964-1975 Notional Scrpn'co
Foundation, Flosoarch and Clovolopmunt m Industry, 1976 (NSF 7(7-314). p 12, 1976-77 National Science Foundation. preliminary data

Soo figure 4-2

5
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Table 4-3. Concentration of total R&D eiipendltuees In the highest
ranking companies, by industry: 1977

Industry companies

( Percent
funds

Fitst 4

of total R&D
in industry

First 8
companies

First 20
companis

Total ,

Food and kindred products
-Textiles andipparel ;"
Lumber, hvobd products, and furriiture

20
25
30
67

( 34
40
45

. 76

53
-65
t36

86
Paper and allied produCts. 64 75

.
89

Chethicals and allied products 32 .45
.

69 ,

Industrial chemicals 67 82 97
Drugs and medicines 35 59 93
Other chemicals 54 67 82-

Petroleum refining and extraction 59 83 98
Rubber products 74 . 84 92
Stone, lay, and glass prOducts 55 74 89
Primary metals 33 48 .. 75

Ferrotis metals and products 49 67 88
Nonferrous metals and products 45 65 90

Fabricated metal products / ..36 54 71

Nonelectrical machinery 61 72 - 82

Offibe, computing, and accounting machines 83 92 97
Electrical equipment and communication 57 71 85

-Radio and TV receiving equipment , 185 90 99
Electronic components . 't3 80 - 91

Commtinication equipment and communicatidn ... 73 89 96'
Other el6ctrical equipment 83 88 94

Motor vehicles and motor vetikle equipment 94 97 ,99
Other tran6portation equipment .. 84 93 97
Aircraft and missiles 53 80 98
Professional and scientific instruments - 55 73 82

Scientific and mechanical measuring instruments , . . 54 63 ?"7

., Optical, surgical, photvaphic, and other
instruments wl - A .., l'i.. 85 93

Other manufacturing industries , 37 54 77
Nonmanufacturing industries 37 56 77

c

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, preliminary data.

See figure 4-3.

tp
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Table 4-e Company' and Fdral funding of industrial R&D, for selected Industris: 1967 and 1977

iDollars In millions)

Industry

Total -
a

Chemicals and allied products
IndustriaLchemicals_

Tata!

1967

$16,385
1,507

1977

$29,907
3,267
4,460_

Federal Company'

1967 ".110 1977
. .

Current &Altus
_

$8,365 100,545
210. w.
181

1987

$8:0 0
1,297

785

1977

.$19,362
2,973
1,182

Drugs, medicines, and other chemicals
-988
541 i 1,807

-272984

29 16 . 512 1,771
Petroleurn refining and extraction 371 913 16 74 365 839
Primary metals 242 526 8 25 234 501

Ferroua metals pndproducts ,.135 259 1 5 134 254
Ncrfertousametals and products ' -:-'107 267 6 ''-. 20 100 247

Fabricated metalprqducts 163 389 13 45 151 4 344*
0 NOnelecerical machineiy. 1,326 3:970: 322 677 1,004 3,393

tieerical tiquipment and dommurtIcation 3,867 5,952 2,296 2,696 1,571 3,256
Aircraft and missiles x 5,669 , 4078 4,531 5,496 1,138 1,582.
Professional and scientific iristrqments 542 1,405 189 156 353 1,244

Scientific and mechanical measuring
instruments 104 375 37.. 10/ 67 365

Optical, surgical, photographic, and
. other instruments 438 1,030 152 , 286 884

Other manufactur'ing industries 2,139 .6,457 393 745 ". 1,745 4,711
------..Nonmanufacturing industries 559

..
950 387 437 17? ;.--. 514

,
Constant 1972 dollars 2

Total , $25,200' $2-1,119 $12,865 $7,447 $12,335 $13,673
-Chemicals and Allied products '2,318 2,307 323 208 1,995 2,099

Industrial chemicals 1,468 ' 1,031 278 196 1,207 835
Drugs, medicines,.and other.chemicats 832 1,76 45 11 787 1.45

Petroleum Mining and extraction i 571 645 25 52 546 692.
Primarganetals 372 371 12 18 360 354

Ferr..0 metal&-and products 208 183 2 206 179
Nonferrous metals and products 165 189 g 14 154 -.174

Fabricated metal products 251 .275 20 ', 32 232 243
Nonelectrical machinery

..
2,039 . 2,803 495 1/4. 497 1,544 2,396

ElectriCal equipment and cornmunication 5,947 . 4,203 3,531 1,904 2,416 2,299
Airdaft and missiles 8,719 4,998 6,969 5,881 1,750 1,117
Professional and scientific ierstruments , , 834 992 291 110 882

Scientific and me,chanical meaSuring
instruments , 160. 265 57 103 . 216

Optical, surgical, photographic, and
other instruments 674 727 234 103 4 4 0 624

Other fnrufacturing industries 3,290. 3,854 604 526 1,544' 3,327
Nanmanufacturing industries if '. 860 671 . . 595 309 ..265 363

.. -1 Includes all sources other than the Federal Government.
.2GNP implicit price deflators used to conVert current dollws to constant 1972 dollars.

....,.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Research and Development in Industry, 1976 (NSF 761314), pp. 12, 15, 18; and
preliminary, data.

See table 4-2 in te'A. . Science Indicators,-1978
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'Table 4-5. Mean obsolete bercentega rrors of estimats of R&D expenditurelin
Industry made by sveral organizations

206'

Organizati6n and We,-
. of expenditures estimated

National Science Foundation:
Total R&D in all industry
Ihdustry-funded R&D' in all industry'
Federally funded R&D in all industry

Battelle Memorial Institute:
...mktal R&D inall industry

ihdustry-funded R&D' in all industry
Federally fUnded R&D in all industry

_

'es

EstimaNen-period

Years estimated beyond available data
,

One IWo Three
year years years

4

a

NA.
NA
NA

NA NA 4

NA NA 8
NA NA .8

" Year surveyed

Prior Current Three years
year year in future

McGraw-Hill Publicatiohs Company: .

Total R&D in all industry 3 5
Total R&D in individual industriea 14 17

_

' Includes all sources other than the Federal Governenepr

NA = Not available:'

Ii-
22

,NOTE: These percents result from comparing the various estiMates with the actual R&D
exPenditures subsequently reporlA by the. National Science Foundation. NSF data for some
years have been revised since their use by these organizations.

SOURCES: NSF perceni errors calculated from National Patterns ol R&D Resources: 1953-
70, National Science Foundation (NSF 69-3% 1969, pp. 26-27, and subsequent.volumes.

McGraw-Hill percent errors calculated from "Research and Development in American Indus-
try," McGraw-Hill Publications Company, May 6, 1966, and subsequent issups.

Battelle percent errors calculated from "Probable Levels of R&D Expenditure in 1969: .

Forecast and Analysis," Battelle Memorial Institute, December 1968, and subsequent issues-

Science Indicators-1978
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Uhl. 44. ,Industrilli R&D expenditures foubasic research, applied research, and
development: 1960-79

!Dollars in millions!

Year Total
Basic Applied%

research research

Current dollars

Development

1960 t $10,509 076 $2,029 $ 8,104
1961 , 10,908 395 1977, 8,536
1962 11,464 488 2,449 8,527
1963 ...-,

. 12,630 622 2,457 9,651
1964 13,512 549 2,800 10,363

.. .

1965 14,185 592 2,658 10,935
19661 15,548 624 2,843 12,081
1967,'
1966

16,385
17,429

629 2,915 ,
642 ' - 3,124

12,841
eiN4i6463

18,308 618 . 3,287 14, 03

19 0 , 18,062 602 3,426 14,034
1971 18,311 590 3,413

. 1972 19,539 593 3,512
.14,308
15,434

, 1973 21,233 631 3,622 16,780
' 1974 22,867 699 ' 4,284 17,884

1975 24,164 ---1719 4,576 18,869
1976 26,906 817 5,113 20,976
1977. (prelim.) 29,895 906 5,669 23320
1978 (est.) 33,250 975 6,250 . 26,025
1979 (est.)

`,..
36,750 NA NA NA

Constant 1972 dollars'
- : , . .. ..

1960 ' , $15,304 $548 $2,955 $11,801
1401 t 15,745 570 2,854 12,321
1962 16,249 692 3,471 12,086
1963 17,642 729 3.43 13,481
1964 18,583 755 3,576 14,253

(
1965 19,086 797 3,576 14,713
1966 . 20,255 813 3,704 15,739
1967 20,735 796 3,689 16,250
1968 .... 21,108 - 778 3,783 16,547
1969 21,112 713 3,790 16,609

.
1970 19,770 659 3,750 15,361
1971 19,070 614 3,554. 14,901
1972 4. 19,539 593 .' 3,512 15,434
1973 20,069 596 3:612 15,866
1974 , 19,710 602 3,692 15,415

,
1975
1976

. 19,004
20,115

565 3,599
611 3,823

14,840
15,682

1977 (prelim.) ' 721,111 590 4,003 16.468
1978 (est.) 21,889 642 4,115 17,133
1970 (est.) 22,438 NA NA NA

GNP implicit price deflators used to convert current dollars to cOnstan1 1972 dollars.

NA Not available.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, NationaINtterns of R&D Resources, 1953 71978-79
(NSF 78-313), pp. 28-35.

See figure '4-4.
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Table 4-7. Expenditures for industrial basic reeearch, applied research, and development by soure4W0-711

A (Dollars in5jfljonsI

crz

'

_
"Year

1960
1961
1962
1963 ....
.1964 ...

1965,
*68
1967 1",
1968
1969

1970
1971'
1972
1973
197A

1975
197.6
1977 (prelim.)
1978 (est.)

Federal
support

S. 79
81

143
147
165

186
173
202
180
160

158
134
130
132
163

157
185
206
225

Basic research

Company ederal portion
'support ' (Percent)

$29, 21.0
314 5' 20.5.
345 =il 29.3
375 28.2

#
384 30.1

406 31.4 1.

.
451 27.7
427_ 32.1 .

462 - 28.0
458 25.9

444 26.2
456 22.7 .4

#.

. 463 21.9
499 ,- 20.9
536 23.3

562 21.8
.632 22.6

-700 '22.7
750 23.1

Federal
support

$ 833
812

1,011
1,007
1,040

1,038
1,039
1,066
1,043
1,051

1,049
974
952
993

1,025

1,130
1,205
1,345
1,550

Applied research

Company Federal portion
support ' (Percent)

$1,196 , 41.1
1,165 41.1
1,438 41.3 ..

1,450 41.0
1,560 40.0

1,620 39.1
16804 36.5
1,849 36.6
2,081 33.4
2,272 - 30.9

2,377 30.6
2,439 28.5

.2,560 27.1
2,829 . 26.6
3,259 23.9

'
3,446 24.7
3,908 , I 23.6
4,324 23.7
4,750 24.6

Development

Federal Company
support support 1

Federal portion
(Percent)

$ 5,189 $ ,935
5,347 3,189
5,281 3,246
6,116 3,535
6,515 3.848

6:1616 4,419
7,120 4,981
7,097 5,744
7,337 6,326
7,276 7,127

- 6,572 7,462
6,558 7,750
6,935 8,499
7,020 9,760
7,012

---

)0,852

7,318 '11:551
7,955 t 13,021
8,868 14,452

10,025 16,000

.

-,

AC

,.

t

63.8
62.6
81.9,
63.4
62,9

59.6
58.9
55.3
53.7
50.5

46.8
45.8
44.9
41.8
39.3

38.8
37.9
384
38.5 .

' Includes all sources other than the Federal government. .
SOURCE: National Science Fdundation, National Patterns of R&D Resources, 1953-1978-79 (NSF 78-313), pp. 30-35,

See figures 4-5 and 4-6. Science IndiCators-1978
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1 4

........ _

V

t

84 5
85 5
86 5
86 2
85 5

Table 44. Percent distribution of total, Federal, and company Industrial R&D
xpenditures Into book, research, appited research, and development: 19430-79

Year

, 1060
1961
1962
1963
1964 .

,
Weil expenditures

Itent Basic researeh 'Applied research Revel. °omen!

100 0 3 6 19.3 77.1
100 0 3 6 10.1 , 78 3
100 0 4.3 21.4 74 4

.- 100.0. 1 .1 19 5 70 4
100 0 1 1 19.2 76 7

100 0 1 2 10.7 77.1
0 4 0 16 3 77.7

100.0 3 6 17 8 78 4
100 0 3 7 17 9 70.4
160 0 '3 1 ' 10 (/ 76 7

,

1985
1960. 100
1967 . .

1966 .., .

1969

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

lt10.0 2.4 13 4 84.2 .
100.0 2.1 12 5 85.5
100.0 2.4 12 7 84.0
100 0 -21 12.2 85.7
100,0 1 9 12 0 84,1

1970 . 100 0
1971 . 100 0
1972 . . 100 0
1973 100 0
1974 f 100 0

2 0
1 7
1 6
1 6
2 0

13 5
12.7
11 9
12.2
12.5

221

1975 100.0 1.8 13 1
1976 .. _ 100.0 2 0 12.9
19'77 foretell

,-,
) 100.0 2.0 12.9

19784(es1) . 100.0 1 9 13.1

6ompany ' expenditures

1960 100.0 6.7 27.0
1961 ' ft . 100.0 6.7 25.0
1962 100.0 6 9 28 6
1963 100.0 7 0 .... 27 1
1964 100.0 6 8 26.9

84 5
85 5
86 5
86 2
85 5

85 0
85 1
85,1
85.0

85 0
85 1
85,1
85.0

68.3
68.3
84.5
66.0
66.4

68.3
68.3
84.5
66.0
66.4

72.6
72.8
73.8
74.6
74.1

1665 100.0 6.3 25.1 68.6
1966 100.0 6.2 25.0 68.8
1967 100 0 5.3 23.1 71 6
1968 100.0 5.2 23.5 71 3
1969 100.0 4.6 23.0 72 3

8 ...

1974 . .. , 100.0 3.7 22.3

1970 . , ... 100.0 4.3 23.1..
.1971 , 100 0 4 3 22.9°
1972 . - 100 0 4 0 22.2
1973 ...... 100.0 3 8 21.8 ...

1974 . .. , 100.0 3.7 22.3

' Includes ell sources other than the Federal Government

NOTE: Detail may not add to totals because of NndIng

SOURCE: Computed fro,m date In ippendix table 47.

Soo figure 4-6.

1975 100 0
1976 100.0
1977 (prelim.) ... 100 0
1978 (01.) 100.0

3.6 22.1
3.6 22.3
3.6 22.2
3.5 22.1 .

' Includes ell sources other than the Federal Government

NOTE: Detail may not add to totals because of NndIng

SOURCE: Computed fro,m date In ippendix table 47.

Soo figure 4-6.

3.6 22.1
3.6 22.3
3.6 22.2
3.5 22.1 .

13 5
12.7
11 9
12.2
12.5

t

72.6
72.8
73.8
74.6
74.1

74 2
74 1
74 2
74 4

74 2
74 1
74 2
74 4

Science Indicators 1978Science Indicators 1978
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Unity 4-9. Sourelit suppert id bilk researeh, applied riiiiich and einidOpment in piddled Industries;1967 and-1977

.IDollars in millional

Industry

,Basic resenrch Applied resenrcp

Federal_
Company' Federal portiorornpany' Pederal

funds funds (Percent) funds funds
#

1967

Developraent

Company' . Federal
funds funds

Federal
portion

(Percent)

Federal
portion

(Percent)

( f Total $453 $202. 41 $1,915 $1,068 36 7 $5.864 $7,118 $56

Food and kindred products 10 0. -(1) 70 0 0 87 1 1

Lumber, wood propiucts, and
furniture \ . .1 0 (3) 4 0 (3) 9 %so (3)

Chemicals nnd allied products ... 150 42 ' 22 544 55 9 115 15

Industrial chemicals
'brugs,..medicloos_and

(2) (2) (3)
(2) (9 (3) (2) (3)

'
other chemicals (2) # (2) (3) (2) 13) (1) '17). (3) ;

Petroleum refining and extraction 31 1 3 190 4 2 210 33 14

Primary metats . $ 13 0 (3) 84 5 6 140 3 2

Fabricated metal products 3 0 (3) 37 2 5 112 11 9

Nonelectrical machinery 27 3 10 132 67 34 ,1 926 323

Office, computing, and IfCcountIng
machines (2)

(2) (3) (3) (2) (2) (3)

All other nonelectrical mechinery (2) (2) (3) V) (2) (3)
(2) (2) (3)

Electrical equ plirille t and
communication 92 32 26 254 237 48 1,221 1,970 82 '

Communication equipment and
communicatien 77 25 25 160 181 534 664 1,136 63.

All other electriclil equipment 15 7 (3) 94 56 37 557 834 60

Aircraft and missiles 37 33 47 238 493 67 1 783 3,984 - - 84

Professional equipment (2)
(2)

(3) (2) (2) (3) (2) (2)4 (11'

Scientific and mechanical
'measuring instruments (!) 0 (3) (2)

(2) 3) (3)
(2)

( )

Optical, surgical. photographic,
and other. instruments (2)

(2) (3) .(2) (2) (3)
(2) ( 2 )

Nonmanufacturing industries 9 44 83 59 158 7p 74 198 73

... 1977

.

Total $696 $214 24 $4,275 $1,377 24 $14,391 $8,954 38

Food and kindrod products 1, 9 0 (3)
(2) (2) (3) 222 0 0

Lumber, wood products, and
furniture 7 0 (3) 37 0 o; 83 0

Chemicals and allied, products 269 68 25 1,245 117 9 1,459 110 7

Industrial chemicals 83 ( 59 42 500 ,112 18 595 107 15

Drugs, medicines, and
other chemicals 186 9 5 745 5 1 864 3 ci

Petroleum refining end extraction (2) (2) (3) (2) (R) (3) " 454 38 . 8

Prunary metals (2,1
(2) (3) (2) (2). (3) 276 21 7

Fabricated metal products ... .. . : ..... 2 0 (3) 85 3 3 257 43 14

Nonelectrical machinery ' 56 3 5 15 1.40 10 3,032 434 13

Office. computing. and accounting
machinos (2) (2) ,(3) (2) (2) (3) 2.038 407 17

AN other nonelectrical machinery- (2)
(2) (3)

(2) (2) (3) 994 27

Electrical equipment and
communication 157 25 14 683 337 33 2,41.6 2,334 49

Communication equipment and
communication

I.
131 - 17 350 130 27 1,111 1,060 49

All other electrical equipment 26 \ 8 2 333 207 38 1,305 1,274 49

Aircraft and missiles 31 25. 4 338 423 56 1,214 5,048 81

Professional equipment 19 3 172 11. 6 057 142 12

Scientific and mechanical
measuring instruments ' (2) (2) (3) (2) (2) (3) 294

Optical. Surgical, photographic.
arid other Inskurnents

% Nonmanufacturing industries
(2)

7

(2)

35
(3)
83

''.: (2)
178

(2)
204

(2)
53

763
329

134
198

15
38

1 Includes all sources other Up the Federal Government.
2 Not separately available burincluded In total.

Percentage cannot be calcdiatbc1 with precision.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Pesoarch and Development in Industry. 1967 (NSF 69-28), pp. 66 and 67, and preliminary data.

See table 43 in !ex.!.
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Table 4-10. Expenditures for basic research and net sales,
by individual manufacturing industry: 197?

'Dollars in millions'

8.

Basic research
expenditures

Industry

Total
Food and kindrQd product
Lumber, wood products an urniture

ru-iic researcht
expenditures

$869
19

4. N e t sales

$946,748
95,282
16,507

per $10,000
of mit sales

$ 9t 2
4

Paper and allied products. 9 36,369 2
Chemicals and allied products 336 90,855 37

Industrial chemicals 142 41,141 35
Drugs and medicines 131 18,587 70
Other chemicals 63 31,127, 20

Petroleum refining and extraction 48 137,938 3
Rubber products 9 .t 23,970 4

4 Stone, clay, and glass products 41 ' 24,253 17
PrimaN metals 15 68,407 2

Ferrous metals and products 44,773 1

Nonferrous metals and products ...... 10 23,634 . 4

Fabricated metal products 2 32,298 1

Nonelectrical machinery 59 78,870
Office, computing, and

accounting machines 43 2;476 18
Elsctrical equipment and

communication 181 94;448 19
Electronic components 6 10,722 6
Communication equipment and r

communication 146 37,067 39
Radio and TV receiving equipment

and all other electrical equipment 29 46,659
Motor vehicles and motor

equipment 12 106,205 1vehicle
Aircraft and missiles 56 54,532 10
Professional and scientific instruments 22' 23,365 9

Scientific and mechanical
measuring instruments 10 6,764

Optical, surgical, ppolographt,
and other instruilients 12 16,601 7:

x All other manufacturing industries 53 63,449

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, preliminary data.

See table 4-4 in text.
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Tab Ie 4-11. ExpendIures for basic research In Industry 14 field of science: 1467-77

I Dollars In millions)

Field

1967 1968 1969 1970- 1971 1972 1973

'Current Oilers
. . .

1974 1975 1978 . 1977

1:1441-
%

$629- $642 $615 $602 $590 $593 -se31 $699 $719 $817 $910
Physical scib4cos

,.
308 317 324 297 281 277. 276 319 320 359 405

Chemistry 162 191' 213 195 180 183 193 229 226 263 286
Physies and astronomy

MAI-emetics r
146

12
126

13
111

13
102

13
101 94 83
'14. -q 14

90
13

92 106
14 18

120
19

Environmental sciences 14 11 11 fi 7 10 15 17 19
Atmospheric sciences (2) (2) (2) (2) 3 2 3 6 6 5
Geological sciences (2) (2) (2) (2) 3 -4 3 5 5 7 L 7
Oceanography. I (2) (2) (2) (2) 2 (2)

1 1 3 4 7
Engineering' 172 181 170 170 159 183 185 178 181 204 -*33
Life sciences 69 76 74 86 94 82 102 119 122 134 ,156

Biological sciences (2) 50 58, 51 57 61 \ 77 83 85 102 128
Clinical medical sciences (2) 26 16 35 37 21 25 36 37 32 28

Other sciences 53 43 26 28 34 33 47 60
. _

67 85
.

70

Constant 1972 dollars

Total .$796 $778 $659 $614 $593 $596 $602 $565 '$611 $892
Physical sciences 390 3-e4 374 325 293 277 261 275 252 268 286

Ctvrnistry 205 231 246 213 187 183 182 f 197 179 189 201
Physics and astronbmy : . 185 153 - 128 112 105 94 78 78 72 79 §5

Mathematics 15 16 15 14 15 12 13 11 11 13 13
Environmental sciences 18 13 13 9 6 7 9 12 13 la

Atmosphdric sciences (2)
(2) (2) (2) 3 (2) 2 3 5 4 4

Geological sciences (2)
(2) (2) (2) 3 4 3 4 4 5 6

Oceanography (2) (2) (2) (2) 2 .(2)
1 2 3 5

Enginpering' 218 219 196 166 183 175 153 142 I 153 165
Ole s'ciences

'Biological sciences
87
(2)

92
61

85
67

94,
56

98 82 96
59 61 73

103
72

96 1r 100
, 67 76

110
90

Clinical medical sCiences ' (2) 31 18 38 39 21 24 31 29 24 20
Other sciences , f 67 52 30 31 35 33 44 82 53 64 55

' InclUdes Metallurgy.
2 Not separately available but included in -total.
3 GNP implicit pdce deflators used to convert currdnt dollars to constant 1972 dollars.'

.. ,

: SPURCE: 1967-1975: Natibnal'Sciodce Foundation, Research and Development in Industry, 1976 (NSF 78-314), p. 51; 1976-77:
National Science Foundation.` preliminary data. '

\ I)
:See figure 4-7. '
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lab!. 4-12. Distribution of Industry's own funds for basic rassarch to various performars: 1960-1978

!Dollars in millions)

at'

current dollars-

n vers
and

colleges

$24
25
25
25
25

26
27
31
36
39

40
46
53
57
61

72
72

c 82
85

Expenditures idEercentages

Universities
- and

Industry colleges
.

-66.8 7.0
87.0 6.9
87.6 6,3
88.2 5.9
88.5 5,8

88.1
88.4

1..36

86.8 6.3
86.4 6.7
84.8 7.2

84.1 7.6
83.4 8.4
82.2 9.4
82.5 9.4
82.6 9.4

, ,,
81.7 10.5
83.2 9.5
83.3 9.8
83.p 9.5

z

Non-
profits

ties

,

-r---

Non-
profits

$21
22
24 -
25 -
25

29
32
.34
37
43

44 t'.

45
47
49
52

,

568

.60

Constant 1972dollars'

Universities
and ,Non-

Industry colleges profits
.

$439 , $35 ' $31
453 36 32
489 35 34
524 , P 35 35

. 528 34 34

546 35 39.,
588 35 42
540 39

.
43

560 44 46
528 45 50

486 44 48
475 48 47
463 53 47
472 54 46
462' 53 45

442 54 40
472 54 42
494 56 41
494 56 39

,

Year
.

1960
1961 . ,

1962
1963
1964

1965*
1966.. ,

1967
1968
1969

1970
1971 ,

1972
1973 .. ,, .
1974 <,

1975
1976
1977 (prelim.) ....
1978 (eSt.) .. .....

'''

a

..

.
inclustry

$297
314
345
375
384

406
451

.427
462 '

458

444
456
463
499

'536

562
632
700
750

_ -
6.1
6.1

5.9
5.8

6.3,
6.3
6.9
6.9
8.0

8.3
8.2
8.3
8.1
8.0

7.8
7.4
6.9
6.7

GNP implicit price deflators used to cosnvert current dollars to constant 1972 dollars.
*

NOTE: Perbents may not add to 100 because of 'Mounding.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, National Patterns of R&D Resources, 1953-1918-79 (NSF 78-313), pp. 30-35.

See figure 4-8.
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Table 4-13. Expenditures for applied research and development,

by product field and eource of funds: 1977

IDol4rs In milifonsl

Product field
'Thiel

funding
Company

funding'
Federal Federal portion
funding (Percent)

Total $28,997 $18M66 $10,331 25.6
Ordnance, and accessories, not

elsewhere classified 288 y 57 231 .80.2
Guided missiles and spacecraft . 3,035 ,.,304 2,731 90.0
Food-and-kindred-products- 350 () (2)-
Textile mill products 96 (2) (2) (2)

Chemical& except drugs and medicines 2,024 1,984 40 2.0
Industrial inorganic and organic chemicals 620 603 17 2.7
Plastics materials and synthetic

resins, rubber, and fibers 747. 731 16 2.1
Agricultural chemicals 236 234 2 0.8
Other chemicals 422 417 5 1.2

Drugs and medicines - 959 947 12 1.3
Petroleum refining and extraction 473 456 .17 3.6
Rubber and miscellaneous plastics

products , 378 (2) (2) (2)

Stone, clay, an Tass products 141 (2)
(2)

(2)

Primary met - 327 321 6 1.8
Ferry etais and products , 172 169 3 1.7
Nonferrous metals and products 055 152 3 1.9

Fabricated metal products 1;157 549 608 52.5
Nonelettrical machinery 3,57g 3,338 234 6,6

Engines and turbines 531 480 51 9.6
1 Farm machinery and equipment 222 ,(2) (2) (2)

Construction, mining, and materials
handling machinery 378 (2) (2) (2)

Metalworking machinery and equipment 126 (2)
(2)

(2)

Office, Computing, and accounting
machines 1,856 1,716 140 . 7.5

Other nonelectrical machinery 458 424 34 7.4
Electrical equipment, except comnnication 905 672 233 25.7

Electric transmission and distribution
equipment 225 128 97 43.1

Electrical industrial apparatus 299 213 86 28.8
Other electrical equipment and suppiies 381 331 50 , 13.1

Communication equipment and
electronic components 5,038 2,587 2,451 48.7

Motor vehicles and other transportation
equipment 2,611 2,415 19¢ 7.5
Motor vehicles and equipment
Other transportation equipment . 201 so 111 55.2

Aircraft,and parts 3,125 975 2,150 68.6
Professional and scientific instruments 1,260 986 274 21.7
Other product fields, not elsewhere

classified 3,209 2,073 1,136 35.4

' Includes all sources other than the Federal Government.
2 Not separately available but included in total.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, preliminary data.

See figures 4-9 and-.41o. Science indicators---1978
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lrle 4-14. Percent changes In constant dollar' applied research and
development expenditures, by product flold: 1971-77

:

Product field ,

4Percent
change Product fiel0

Percent
change

Total 11 Nonelectrical machinery (continued)
Ordnance and accessories, not Farm machinery and equipment 67

elsewhere classified . , 2 Construction, Mining, and a
GUided missiles and spacecraft -13 materials handling machinery 31
Food and kindred products 14 Metalworking machinery and equipment , 2
Textile mill products 10 'Office, computing, and accounting machines 39,
Chemicals, except drugs and medicines 2 Other nonelectrical machinery 17

Industrial inorganic and Organic chemicals `. 6 Electrical equipment, except communication - 11
Plastics materials and synthetic Electrical transmission and distributiOn

resins, rubber, and fibers equipMent -16
Agricultural chemicals Electrical industrial apparatus 8
Other2chemicals 3 Other electrical equipment and supplies

Drugs and medibines 22 Communicajlon equipment and electronic
Petroleum refining and extraction 21 components 17
Rubber and miscellaneous plastics products 19 Motor vehicles and other
StoryLcley, and glass products transportation equipment 32
Primary metals .

Ferrous metals and products
4

'2
Motor vehicles and equipment
Other traniportatidn equipment

-mg
Nonferrous metals and products 10 Aircraft and parts -15

Fabricated metal products 12 Professional and scientific instruments 31
Nonelectrical machinery 36 Other product fields, not elsewhere classified 85

.Engines and turbines ' 46

' GNP implicit price deflators use -to convert current dollars to constant dollars

OURCE: Calculated from National Science Foundation, Research and Development in Industry, 1976 (NSF 78-314), p. 54; and
limlnary data.

See table 4-5 in text.
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Table 4-15. Industrial expenditures for energy RAD by primary
technology and source of fund*: 1973-TO

,I0ollars In mIlliensl

energy technology 19/Q 1974 1976 1977
. . _

Tbtal

1976 (est.)

All technologies ... $1,004 $1.213 $1:374 $1,606 $1,930 $2,146
Fossil fuel 433 507 532 583 895 803

Oil 297 325 321 368 420 443
..

Coal 49 65 109 127 177 246

Mining NA 4 9 10 9 9

Synthetic fuel NA 21 60 74 116 118 e

Olher NA 39 60 43 52 / 59
Gas . 51 74 66 68 78 84

----Shale . , I, -LI let 15__ 15 23._

hei fossil fuel 29 i 30 23 5 6 7

Nuc ear 501 601 700 799 906 .943

Fission . 476 568 659)% 741 823 867
Fusion 26 4.1- 34 *. 41 58 63 76

GeOthermal 1 2 6 13 24 26

c....... Solar 2 7 19 43 65 70..
Conservation and uhliYation

1 67
20 52 83 12;1 170

All other energy technologies ... 76 64 85 118 134

Federal .

All technologieti $385 $482, $62 $754 $914 NA

FoStill It 10 13 42 79 129 NA .
0i11J 2 3 6 . 42 17 NA

01--.-" I 7 9 32 47 87 NA

Mining ... . NA
1- 1 16

3 4 NA

Synthetic fuel NA 26 58 NA

Other ......... .... . ..... . NA 6 18 16 26 NA

Gas 16 20 NA

Shale } 1 } 1 I 4 1 4
NA

Other fossil feel . 1 6 NA
,

Nuclear 366 444 540 601 669 NA
,

Fission ..
.:. ;

.. . 349 421 503 547 52 NA',. .

Fuslon ....,,, .. .. 18 23 37 54 7i NA
,...

Geothei m al
. Solar

1 1 1 3 1 12
26 43
8 9 NA

'NA
Conservation end utitization

1 6
8 , .. 10 17 32 NA

All other energy technologies . . 14 1e 23 32 NA
.. - 1

.,. Company' a`

.1
.

...Y, A technologies $619 $731 $752 $852 $1,016 NA

-7680 fh,,ol 423 494 490 504 566 NA

P 011 .. 295 322 315 358 . 403 NA

Coal , 42 56 77 80 90 NA

Mining NA 1 23 1 43
7 5 NA

Synthetic feiel , NA . 48 58 .NA

Other le NA 33 34 25 27 NA
52 58 NA

Other fossil fuel
Shale 1 86 .1116 1 98 1 16 '-' .1 15 NA

NA

Nuclear 135 157 160 198 237 NA

Fission 127 147 156 194 231 NA

. Fusion 7 11 4 4 6 NA

Geothermal 6 15

Solar
1 2 1 8 1 14

17 22

NA
NA.

Conservation and utilization 59 12 42 66 92 NA \
All other ener

1

gy technologies 62 46 62 84 NA

'Includes all sourdes olher than the Federal Government

NA Not available

SOURCES: 1973: National Science Foundation. Research and Development In Industry,
1974, (NSF 7E022), p. 59.

1974: National Science Foundation. Research and Development In Industry,
1975, (NSF 77-324), p. 63.

1975: National Science Foundation, ResOarch Ind Development In Industry,
1976, (NSF 78-314), p. 45.

1976, 1977, and 1978: National Science Foundation, preliminary data..

See figure 4-16.
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Table 4-18. Industrial expenditures foi pollution abatment R&D
by type of pollution and soma of funds: 1973-78

.

!Dollars In millions!

Year

1973i
Sonrce

Total ,
Federal

All
types

$ 603
35

. a

All

$461
10

'

_ ...,..
, 1\ipit of pollution

. .... .. . ... .

Air pollution

lectric vl
Automotive potver plant )11I
emissions emissions other ,

NA' NA NA
NA NA NA

*

Solid
Water waste

ug...T.,11,

Other
types

.... ...,.

$ 66
21

Company' 568, 451 NA, NA NA 82 35
1974 'tit& 657 508 $383 NA NA , 6,... (...2.4., 75

Federal 51 17 NA NA NA 29
/Company' 606 491 NA NA NA 69 46

1975 Total 647 478 Z.12...............1.26, $102 71.4.,_23: 75
Federal 41 14 7 7 23
Company' 606 464 - 369 95 90 .. 52

1976 Total 759 571 4121.,.....17,731. 114 87. 21 80
Fedbral 51 26 16 7 1 17
Company' z 70,I3 545 447 '98 80 20 63

1977 Total 918 685 495 ' 67 123 105 28 100
Federal 57 23 13 7 7 20,
Company' 861 662 552 110 98 21 eo

1978 Total (est.) 1,050 787 531 93 .163 . 114 30 119

'Includes all sources other than the Federal Government.

Note' Detail may not dad to totals because of rounding.

NA Not availaple

SOURCES_, 1973: National Science Foundation, Res-earCh and Development in Industry. 1974, (NSF 76-322), p. 60.
-- 1974; National Science Foundation, Research and Developmant In.Industry, 1975, (NSF 77-324), p. 65.

1975: National Science"Foundation, Rasearch and Qevetopment in Industry, 1976, (NSF 78-314),.p. 47.
1976, 1977, and 1978: National Science Foundation, preliminary data.

See figure 4-17.
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Table 4-17.,U. S. patents granted, by nationality of
Inventor and date of grant: 1960-77

5.5

r- v.

_
Year

All U.S.,
patents

lb U.S.
inventor§

lb foreign
inventors

100 47,170 39,472 7,698
1961 48,368 40,184 8,214
1962 % 55,691' 45,579 10,112
1963 45,e9 37,174 8,505
1964 47,375 36,411 8,964

1965 62,857 50,332 12,525
1966 68,408 54,636 13,772
1967 65,652 51,274 '14,378
1968 59,103 45,783 13,320
1969 67,560 50,398 17,162

1970 64,432 47,077 17,355
1971 78,320 55,979 22,341
1972 74,813 51,549 0,294 .

1973 74,148 51,509 22,639
1974 . ,- 76,281 50,648 25,633

1976 72,029 46,731 25,298
1976 70,223 44,281 25,942
1977 65,218 41,452 23,766

Sp.

.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment and Forecast,
U. S. Patent and lademark Office, Special Report-A Profile ol
U. S. Petvnt Activity, 1963-1977, p. iii.

.

See figure 4-18 Sciende Ihdicatort -1978 .
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4-18. U.S. patents granted to U.S. invntors, by
type of owner and date of grant: 1961-77

1.. .4-

All U S

Owners

U S
GovernMent

U S
individuals' Foreign2

. -
Year patents corporations

1961 40,154 27,382 1,460 11,233 79
1962 45,579 31,37w 1,276 12.817
1963 37,174 " 25,722 1,017 10,358 77
1984 p8,411 26,808 .., 1,174 106 10,338 - 93

,

..1965 j 50,332 35,698 1,522 13,032 80
1968 54,636 39,893 1,512 13,050 181
1967 51,274 36,745 \ 1,726 12,634 169
1968 45,783 33,351 1,458 10,768 206

1969 50,398 ;37,033 1,810 11,362 193
1970 47,077 34,903 1,761 10,157 256
1971 55,979 40.676 2,135 12.746 .422
1972 51,619 36,873 1,762 ,, 12,578 306

_

1973 , 51,509 36,515 2078 12,677 239
1974 50,648 35,655 1,729 12,978 266
1975 46,731 33,404 1,882 11,202 243
1976 44,281 32,119 1,807 10,119 236
1977 , 41,452 29,522 1,479 10,247 204

'Includes unassigned patents.

2bomprises patents assigned to foreign corporations, governments, and individuals.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment and Forecast, U.S. Patent and Itadftark Office,
Special Report: A Profile of lt S. Patent Activity 1963-77, p. ill, and unpublished data.

See figure 4-19. Science Indicators-1978
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Table 4,19. DistributIon'of U.S. patents due to U.S.. friventors, by

product field and class of ownership, for patents granted In 1957 and 1977

roduct field, .

All product-Melds ..
Food mid kindrod.products
Tullio mill products .

Chemicals and allied products
Ghernicils, except drugs and medicines ,

BasiMidustrial inorganic and.orgenic chemicals
Industrial inbrganic chemicals
industrial organic chemicals ...

Plastics materials and synthetic resins .2

AgricultutaLchamlcals t

All other chemicals ..
Soap, detergents. and cleaning preparations; perfumes.

. t
cosmetics. and other toilet preparationS

Paints, varnishes, lacquers, epamels, and allied produgts
Miscellaneous chemical products

Drugs and nmdicines
Petroleum and natural gas extraction and petroleum refining
Rubber and miscellaneous plaOtics products
Stone, clay, glass, and concrete products
Primary metals e

Primary ferrous products
Primary and secondary nonferrous products

Fabricated metal products
Machinery, except electrical

Engines and turbines -
Farm and garden machinery and equipment' ,.

Construction, mining, and material handling machinery and equipment
Metal working machinery and equipment

...

Office computing and accouating machines
Other machinery, except electrical

Special industry machinery, except metal working machinery. .:, .,
General Industrial machinery and equipment
Refrigeration" and service industry machinery
Miscellaneous machinery. except electiical

-Electrical and electronic mattiinery, equipment and supplies
Electridal equipment, except communication equipment

Electrical transmission and distribution equipment
Electrical Industrial apparatus
Other electrical machinery, equipment and supplies

Household appliances. -
Electrical lighting and wiring equipment
Miscellaneous blearical machinery equipment, and-vpRlies

Communication equipment and electronic components
Radio and television receiving equipment, except '

communication types ,
Electronic components anii accossonos and communication

equipment
Transportation equipment

Motor vehicles and other transportation equipment, except aircraft-
Motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment
Guided Missiles and space vehicieS anti parts
Other transportation equipment

,

. Ship and boat building and repairing
Railroad equipment
Motorcycles, bicycles, and pa-rts

Ordnance, except missiles
Miscellaneous transportation equipment

,
Aircraft and parts

Professional and scientific instruments

'Includes unalSigned:patents.'

SOURCE: Calculated from Office of Technology (is ssmont and Foreast, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, Special Repott:
. .

Patentind in 55 Standard Indastrial Classification Fiel 0963-77), Considering Original Patents Only, 1978. 'All product fields"
calculated from Appendix table 4717. . .

See figlire 4-20.

Percent U.S.
corporations

1967 1977

.

Percent U. S.
Government

1967 1977

72 71 3 4
75 , 79 5 5
02 , 8 t 5 (00 al
91 91 3 3 "
91 92 3 3
91 93 3 3
84 P6 7 5
02 94 3 3 .

94 93 1 2
88 92 3 2
85 85 7 8

.
89 91 4 2
86 -82 0 5
83. 81 9 12
90 91 1 2
91 86 '''' c 1 2
69 69 2 3
78 74 1 3
80 79 5` 4
78 77 4 5
82 84 7 4 .

63 59 2 2
70 68 2 2

64 53 5 4

55 56 '1 1

62 63 1 1

79 67 1 1

..410 81 4 3
71 71 2 2
74 75 1 -'1
70 69 2 2
65 62' 1 1

66 ` 70 2 3
78 -77 6 -6- ...,

79 4 4

81
.78
79-` 6 7

84 86 4 3
76 It 3 "It. 3

71 65 0* .1 1

76 78 4 2
8Q 80 5 4
79 77 8 8

79 80 - 8 8

79 ,77. 9 8

58 54 7 7
'58 54 7 7

. 61 '58 1 2
67 64 19 18
62 59' 2 . 2

52 45 4 A
79 .. 80. 1 1

79 ' .66 0 0
66 65 1 1

46 37 2 g 36
60 53 4 . 3

68 67 5 . 5

Percent U.S.

IF 1977

26 25
19 17
12 t 4

6 5
6 5
6- 3 .

8 8
4 3
4 4
8 t

6
,,, 8 7

7 6
14 14
8 7

7. 6
8 11.,

28 28
20 22
15 15

17 17
11 10
35 39
28 30
30 43
43 43
37 35
29 32
16 15
27 27
24 2.3
28 29
34 38
32 27
15 . , 16

7 7113 114

11 11

. 21 22
29 34
20 20
14 16
12 14

13 11

*2 14

35 39
.35 39
.38 . 40
13 19
35 40
44 50
19 19
21 34
33 34
25 26
36 44
27 27

Science IndiCators -1978



:ThbI 440. Number Of U,..W1iittents-due-tir-U:97-Inventors-rby product field, for patents granted In -1997` and 1977

i

-7" ATI-FrdirdillOrdr-
Food and kindred products
'Textile 'mill products
Chemicals and alliedproducts .

1

Product fiold

Chemicals,. except drugs andrnedicines
Basic industrial inorganic and organic chemicals

Industrial inorganic chemicals
Industrial organic chemicals

Plastics materials and ynthetj resins'
Agricultural chemicals .i.
All other chemicals .... , ,', . , .
-Soap, detergents, and cleaning preparations, perfumes,

cosmetics, and other Joliet preparation4
Paints, varnishes, lacquers, enamels, and allied products
Miscellaneotis chemical products

Drugs and medicines
Petroleum and natural gas extraction aod petroleum refining l

Rubber and miscitlianeous plastics products
4

Stone, clay, glass, and.concrete products
Primary metals

Primary ferrous products . .
Pdmary and secondart nonferrous products

Fabricated metal products..

Machinery, except electrical .

Engines and turbines
Farm and garden machinery and equipment
Construction, Mining, and material handling machinery and equipment

<Metal workinamachinery and equipment
Office computing ahd"accounting machines ..,
Other machinery, exceRt electrical

Special industry machinery, except metal wOrking machinery
General Industrial machinery and equipment
Refrigeration and service industpy machinery
Miscellaneous machinery:except 'electrical

Electrical and electroniC Machinery, equipment and supplies
. Electrical equiprhent, except Communication ehuipment

Electrical transmission and distribution equipment
Electricel indusIrdal apparatus .. 7

, Other electrical Machinery, equipment and supplies 1

Household appliances
ElectriCal lighting and wiring equipment
Miscellaneous electrical machinery, equipment, and supplies

Communication equipment and electronic components
Radio and teiclvision receMng equipment, except communication types
Electronic Components and accessories and communication equipment

Transportation equipment .,
, .

. Motor vehicieS and other transport On equipment
Motor vehicles and motor vehicjb equipment
Guided missiles and spacetilcles and parts

. Other transporta n e Ipfnent p

Ship'and boat eluilding and repairing
,

Railroad equipment -.

- Motorcycles. bicycles, and parts
Miscellaneous transportation equipment ., ,.Ordnance, except missiles

Airctaft and parts
. Professional and scientific instruments

Percent change,
1967 1977 .0 1967-1977

51,274 41,452 19.2
451 535 18.6
457 437

7910 J 7,132 9.8' 7,843 7,001 , ,-- 10.7
4,324 3,554 -17.8

929 893 3,9
3.751 2,953 -21.3
2,207 1,692 -.23.3

687 1,227 78.6
742 705 6.0

282 280 0.7'
I 29 . 44 ,, 51.7
' 521 479 8.1

762 1,249 63.9
841 719 , -14.5

2.801 2,451 - 12.5
1,138 1,121 -- 1.6

664 467 --29.7
f 502 3.16 -37.1

399 295 -26.1
7,369 5,825 - 21.0

16,206 12,367 -23.7
1,117 1.305 16.8
1,630 1,279 -21.5
3,116 2,196 -29.8

., 1,563 . 1,098 -29.7
1.640 1,393 15.1

10,074 7,124 29.3
4,007 2,799 -30.1
6,305 3,662 -31.0-
1,373 903 -- 34.2

744 660 . 11.3
10,688 8,601 -- 19.5
6,229 4,351
2,189 1,437 - 34.4
1,865 1,151 38.3
3,166 . 2,280 .28.0
1,087 p58 -39.5

, 804 582 27.6
1,280 1,034 -19.2
5,639 5,079 ' 9.9

847 839 - 0.9
5,546 5,020 9.5

, 3,153 3.071 2.6
2,946 2,900 1,6
1,584 1,769 11.7

401' 274( 317
1,000 811 18.9

335 273 -18.5
.510 379 4 -25.7
111 83 - 25.2
534 462 -13.5
333 339 r 1.8
833 1,130 35.7

4,719 5,015 6.3

SOURCE: Calculated from Office of Technology Assessment ancid precast, U, S. Patent and TiedemqKOffice, Special Report:
Patenting in 55 Standard Industrial Classification Fields (1963-77), nsidering Original Patents Only, 1978. "All product fields" from
Appendix table 4-17,

See figure40-21: Science Indicators-1978
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-Table Vt. Average-annuatpercentlniromeln-acience-and-englneerIng-ermloymeht
and In other economic and manpoWer variables: 1950-1978

Scientists and engineers'

.1950-63 1983-70 1970-78

6.6 .3.2 1.5
-:, Scientists' . ?.0 4.8 4.1

Engineers 1. 6.5 2:5 .4
Nonfarm workers2 1.8 3.2 - 1.9
GNP3 3.5 106 2.9'

51t- iii, %.

' Excludes psychologists, social scientists, and computer specialists, for whom comparable
data are not available for these years.

2 Nonfarm wage and salary workers.
'Gross National Product (in constant 1972 dollars).

SOURCES: Rates computed by the National Science Foundation from data in: Employment
of Scientists and Engineers, 1950-70, Bulletin 1781, United States Department of Labor, 1973,
p. 11; unpublished data from the United States Department of Labor; and the Economic',
Report of the President, 1978, pp: 258, 289r

..,

See figure 5-1.* Science lndicators-1978
"
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Mb& 5-2, Scientists end onglnetws by field, sex end employment status: 1974 end 1978

_.
. Field and sex

All %lila
Men
Women ,

Physical scientists
Mon

.,.
Women

Mathematical scientists
Men
Women

Computer specialists
Men .
Women

Environ ci ntists2
Men
Women

Life scientists
Men
Women ,

Social scientists
Men
Women ,

Psychologists ,

Men ;

Women
Engineers

,Men
q Women

lbtal

1974
41

2.481,800
2.265,000

216,800
247,900
227,200

20,700
101,000
81,000
20,000

170,000
135,400
34,600'
79,000
73,700
5,200

266,000
214,100

51,900
217,000
164,000
53,000

1'159,300
84,200 ,
25,100

1,291,600
1.284,900

6,700

1976

2,705.800
2,455.800

250,000
280.600
254,100
26,500

110,200
87,200
22,900

179,900
143,500
36,400
86,700
79,300
6.400

314,100
253,300
60,800

237,200
179,200
58,000

122,900
92,300
30.700

1,375,200
1,366,900

8,300 .

Total

1974

2,288,000
2,109,700

183,300
206,500
189,900

16.800
84.500
70,600
13,900

167,100
135.400
31,700
71,500
67.100

4.400
243,400
197,400
46.000

192,400
147,100
45,300
(t4.000
73,000
21,000

1,228,600
1,224.200

4,400

1976

2,451.700
2,240,000

211,7(s)
237,300
215.800

21,500
92,200
76,000
16,200

173,500
139,500
34,000
77,400
73,000
4,400

288,300
232,700
53,700

211,400
162 100

1

49,300
105,700
80,000
25,700

1,268,000
1,261,000

7,000

In labor force

In S/E

1976

2,090,300
1,914,400

175,900
189.400
176.400
13,100
85.700
70.300
15,300

167,200
134,400
32,700
52,000
49,900

2,100
224.900
176.400
48,500

. 163.600
124,900
38,700
84,200
64,600
19,700

1.123,400
1,117,600

, 5,800

Outside

11?74

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA .

NA.
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA.
NAN
NA
NA
NA
NA

i NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

S/E

_

Unemployed but
seeking employment

'
. 1974 1976 ,

39,800 74,600
32,600 60,100

7,200 14,500
5.100 . 9,900
4,400 8,400

700 1,500
1.700 3,900
1,300 3,300

.. 400 500
900 1,100

, 500 800
400 400

2.400 2,600
2,300 1,800

100 700
4.800 8,800
4,000 6,600

800 2,200
4,500 13,100
2,700 9.000
1.800 ..4.200

' 4,400 8,000
1,500 3.300
2,900 4,700

16,000 27,200
15,900 28,900

100 300

Outside
labor force_ _ ____ _

1974 1978

193.800 254,100
160,300 215,800
33,500 38,800
41,400 43,300
37.300 38,300

4,100 5.100
16.500 18,000
10,400 11200
6,100 MOO
2,900 6,400
(') 4,000
2,900 2,400
7,500 8,300

jt,600 6,300
900 2.000

22,600 27.800
16,700 20,600
5.900 7.200

24.600 25,600
. 18,900 17,100

7,700 8.600
15,300 17,200
11,200 12.300
4,100 4.900

63,000 107,200
80,700 105,900

2,300 1,300
._.

Ibtal _
1974 1976

2.248,200 2.377.100
2,072,100 2,179,900

178,100 197,200
201,400 227,400
185,500 207.500
15,900 19,900
82.800 68,300
69,300 72.700
13,500 15.600

168,200 172,300
134.900 138,700
31,300 33,600
59,100 f4,800
64,800 71,100

4,300 3,700
238.600 277,500
193,400 226,000

---45,200 51,400
187,900 198,300
144,50G 153,200
43,4Q 45,200
89, 97,800
71, 76,700
18,100 21,100

1,212.600 1,240,700
1,208,300 1,234,000

4,300 6,700

Employed

1974

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA,
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

1976

288,800
265,600
21,300
38,000
31,100

8,900
2,600
2,300

300
11,200
4,300

900,
22,900
21,200

1,600
52,600
49,600

2,900
34,700
28,300

6,400
13,500
12,100

1,400
111,300
116,500

.
900

111, ' Too few cases to estimate.
2 Includes earth vlentists, oceanographers, and atmosphetic scientists.

NA Not available

NOTE: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Dofoilod Statisfical,Tables. U.S. Scientists and Engineers, 1978 (NSF 79.305). based on pp. 14.

46-49 and unpublished data.

See figures 5-2, 5-8 and 5-10.

C.,
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Table 5-3. Employed scientists and engineers as an average percent of total
nonproductIon workers In selected Industries: 1952-1975

1

Industry

Average percents for each period
so

1952-1956 1957-1961 1962-1966 1967-1975

Chemicals 23 24 26 23
Primary metals' 10 12 12 11
Fabricated metals 9 10 10 10
Nonelectrical machinery 12 14 16 14
Electrical equipment 23 26 27 24
Instruments , 18 21 23 20

SOURCE: National Science .oundation, "Scientific and lbchnical Personnel In Private Indus-
tryT7 Reviews of-Oata-en Selenee-Resourees--(NSF-78-302)-374.

See figure 5-3. Science Indketors-1978

Table 5-4. Full-tIme-eoulvelent'sclentlets and engineers employed In IR &D by sector
1954-1979

(In thousands)

Year Total

Federal
Oovern-
ment'

.

Industry2

Universities
and

colleges FFRDC's3

Nonprofit
organize-

lions

1954 237.1 37.7 164.1 ?5.0 5.0 5.3
1958 354.1 46.0 256.1 36.5 8.1 7.4
1961, 425.7 51.1 312,0 42.4 9.1 11.1
1965 .494.5 61.8 348.4 53.4 11.1 19.9
1969 '556.6 . 69.9 385.6 68,3 11.6 21.2

1970 546.5 69.8 . 375.5 68.5 11.5 21.2
1971 ' 526.4 66.5 358.4 68.4 11.5 21.6
1972 518.5 65.2 353.3 66.5 11.7 21,8
1973 517.5 62.3 357.4 63.5 12.0 22.3
1974 525,4 65.0 359.5 65.5 12.4 23.3

1975 534.8 64.5 362.6 /0.2 12.7 24.8
1976 549.9 65.3 372.4 72.4 13.4 26.4
1977 (est.) 571.1 64.5 390.1 75.0 14.0 27.5
1978 (est.). 595.0 65.0 410.0 77.5 14.5 28.0
1979 (est.) 610.0 65.5 421.0 80.0 15.0 28.5

' Includes both civilian and Military service personnel and Managers of IR &D.
2Excludes social scientists.
3 Federally Funded Research and Development Centers administered by universities.

SOURCES: National Science Founballon, National Patterns of R&D Resources: Funds and
Personnel in th,p United States, 1953-1978-79 (NSF 78-313), p. 45, and National Patterns of R & 0
Resources: Funds and Personnel in the United States, 1953-1977 (NSF 77-310), p. 32.

See figure 514.
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Table 5-5, timplOyed doctoral scientists and engineers by primary work acfhtity-:
1973 and 1977

i
Primary work astivity

11

Tptal .

; Research and development
I Basic research ',

; Applied research
I Development
; R&D management
I lbaching

Management or. administration'
i Consulting
; -SalestprotessionalservIces . . .. .
'I Other activities

Activity not reported

1973

Number Percent

1977

Number Percent

220,400 100 284,200 100
97,700 44 124,200 : 44

. 34,300 16 43,500 15
1 28,700 13 --'38,40b 13

8,500 4 13,500 5
26,200 , 12 30,700 11

80,000 36 90,4 po 32
19,900. 9 29,700 10
4,100 2 . 6,100 2

. . ..... .. -8;t00 -4 1-57200 -5-
7,000 3 12,800 5
3,700 2 5,800 2

Other ti'mn R &D management.

NOTE: Detail may noi 'add toitotals because of rounding.

/

SOURCE: National Science Foundation: Detailed Sfatistical Tables. Characteristics of Doc-
toral Scientists and Engineers in the United States, 1977 (NSF 79-306), pp. 4-5.

See figure 5-5 and table 5-1 ni text. Science Indicators-14178

lable 5-6. Employed doctoral scientists and engineers bylype of employer and Federal
support status: 1973 and 1977

1973 . 1977
., .

EmpleyOr type and support status Number Percent Number Percent
4, II, I

.

Total employed p20,400 100 284,200 100
Typii of employer:

Educational institutions 129,400 59 163,100 57
! Business and industry 53,400 24 - 71,500 25
I t
; Federal Government' ,.. 20,200 9 23,600 8

1

Nonprofit diganizatIons 8,000 4 10,200 4

Hospitals and clinics 4,500
. '

2 8,600 3

Other employers 4,600 2 5,800 2
Employer type not reported 300 (2) 1,400 (2),

Federal support status: .
Receiving Federal support 103,400 47 119,600 42
No Federal support 108,-300 49 152,700 54

/ Support status unknown 4,900 2 7,500 3
Support siatus not rbported 3,800 1 4,500 2

',Includes the military services and the Commissioned Corps.
'r Less than 0.5 percent

NOTE: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

SOURCE: National' Science Foundation, Detailed Statistical Tables. CharaOteristics of Doc-
..

toral Scientists and Engineers in the United States, 1977 (NSF 79-306), pp. 5, 22 and "Mirk
Activities-of Rctoral Sdentists and Engineers Show Substantial-Chase between 1973 and
1977," Sc Pesources Studies Highlights, National Sciencb Founation (NSF 78-316).

See figure 5-6.. Science indicators-1978
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Tab 19'5-7, Number of experienced' scintists and .ngineers employed in nonscience or nonenglneoring jobs by field and

reason for non-15/E employment: 1976 '*

Field
"Nal In
non-S/E

Prefer
non-S/E

Promoted
out
..

Beller
pay

.

LocatIonid Believe S/E Other Reason not. ..
preference Job not avail. reasons reported

. ......... .. ..... _ . ..... _ --
All S/E's in nonicience/nonengineering 3061 7,959 10,276 2,650 2,016 ct 3,507 6,198 2,355

Physical.scientists , 1,368 388 655 29 25 138 103 50
Mathematical scientists 1,358 205 287 80 276 53 431 26
Computer specialists 1,285 491 , 311 70 - 84 51 184 94
Environmental scientists2 371 142 49 25 (3) 10 119 26
Engineers 19,447 2,856 7,704 1,654 803 2,710 2,893 827
Life scientists 2,913 1,104 500 424 139 141 280 325
Psychologistet 2,111 769 210 134 80 64 612 , 242
Social scientists 6,108 2,024 560 234 609 340 1,576 , 765

' Those who were in the labor force at the time of the 1970 Census of Population.
2Includes earth scientists, oceanoglaphers, and atmospheric scientists.
3No cases reported

SOURCE: National Science Foundation. unpublished data.

See table 5-2 in text

'fable 5-8. Average annual unemployment rates: 1963-77

(In percent)

Science Indicators-1978

'fetal Professional Scientists , Engineers
labor and technical - --

Year force workers Total Doctoral Total Doctoral
_ .

1963 5.7 1.8 NA NA 1.2 NA
1964 5.2 1.7 NA NA 1.5 NA
1965 4.5 1.5 NA NA 1.1 , NAI.
1966 3.8 1.3 .4 NA .7 NA
1967 3.9 1.3 NA NA .6 NA
1968 3.6 " 1.2 .9 . .5 .7 NA
1969 15 1.3 NA NA .8 NA 4

1970 4.9 2.0 1.6 .9 2.2 NA
1971 5.9 2.9 2.6 1.4 2.9 1.9
1972 5.6 2.4, NA NA 2.0 NA
1973 4.9 2.2 NA 1.2 1.0 .8
1974. 5.6 2.3 2.2 'NA 1.3 NA
1975 8.5 3.2 NA 1.0 2.6 .7

,1976 , 7.7 3.2 4.0 NA 2.0 NA
1977 7.0 3.0 NA 1.3 1.3 .6

226

SOURCES: Department of Labor, Employment and ?Mining Report of the President, 1978,
p. 215; Bureau of Labor Statistics, unOublisheC data; National Sctenctt Foundation, American
Science Manpower (biennial series, 1964-1970) and unpublished data; National Science Foun-
dation, Characteristics of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers in pre United States (biennial series, ,
1973-1977); National Science Foundation, Detailed Statistical Tables. U. S. Scientists and
Engineers, 1976 (NSF 79-305); and National Science.Founddtion, Unemployment Rates and
Unemployment CharacterisNcs for Scientists and Erigineers, 1971 (NSF 72-307), p. 11.

See figure 5-8. 44 Science Indicatois-1978
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Tonle 5-9. Unemployment rates for enginers as a percent of the rotes for Orofselonsi,
AtchnIcaLantkindratworkt1111/497/_

ikkr
Engineers' unemployment

rate as a percent of.
PTK unemployment rateYear

Unemployment rates
(Percent)

Engineers P.TK1

1967
1968

0.6
0.7

i 1.3
1.2

46
58

1969 0.8 1.3 62
1970 . 2.2 2.0 110
1971 2.9 2.9 100
1872 N 2.0 2.4 83
1973 1.0 c 2.2 45
1974 .1 1.3 2.3 57
1975 '' 2.6 3.2 81
1476 , 2.0 3.2 62
0977 1.3 3.0 43

Professional, technical and kindred workers.

SOURCES: Bureau of Labor Statistics and National Science Foundation, unpublished data:
U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Reining Report of the President, 1978, p. 215.

Sire figure 5-9. Science lndicators---1978
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Table 6-10. Number of doctorel stlentlets and engineers by field and employmnt status: 1977

Field

All fields

Physical scientists
Chemists
Physicists and astronomers

Mathematical scientists
Mathematicians
Statisticians

.
'Computer specialists

3 -
. Environmental scientists

Earth scientists
Oceanographers
Alniospherit sciefitists s

..

Enonoors

Life scientists
Biological scientists
Agricultural scientists
Medical scientists'

Psychologists

-,
Social scientists

Economists
Sociologists and anthropologists
Other soCial scientists

Totel

303,300

62,100
40,600
21,400

15,400
134700

1,700

5,800

13,600
10,200

1,600
1,700

*16,500

78,300
46,800
15,000
16,500

(.

35,700,

45,8q0
11,701111

10,400
- 23,800

Total

287,500

58,200
37,800
20,400

14,700
13000

1,700.

5,800

13,100
9,800
1,600
1,700

45,300

'72,900
- 43,000

14,400
15,600

34,100

43,30D
14,800
9600

22,800

Total

274,500

54,900
35,800
19,100

14,500
12,800

1,700

5;760-

12,700
9,500
1,500
1,600

44,600

66,700
38,100
14,100
14,500

33,200

42,200.
10,700
9,300

22,200

Labor force

Employed

.Not in
.lnS/E '. S/E

_.

251,600 22,900

48,800 5,700
31,800 - 3,900
17,000 2,100

13,500 1,000
11,800 900 --.-

1,700 (2)

5,600 100

12,200 .500
9,100 400
1,500 (2)
1,600 (2)

42,100 2,600

62,900 . 3,800
35,400 . 2,700
.13,500' " 600

. 14,000 400

, 30,800 2;400
.

35,600 6,600
8,800 1,900
8,500 900

18,300 3,900'
4

In post-
doctoral

appoint ents_. .

9,8

2,600
1,600
1,000

100
-100

(I)

(2)

400
200

(2)
100

400

5,200'
4,100

200
1,000

600

500
100
200
300

Unemployed
and seeking
employment

3,306

800
50Q
300 t
200
200

(2)

(1)

100
100

(2)
(,)

300

1,000
800 1 ,'

100
100

400
,

600 ,
1-09

300
i00

Outside
the labor

force

15,700

3,800'
2,900,.
1,000

. 700
-600

(1)

100

400
400

(I)
(I)

f,200

5,400
3,81X/

700
900

1,600

2,500
800

.' 600
1,100.

.

1

No'cases reported.
2Less than 50.

NOTE: Detail may not add to totals because of roundipg.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Detailed Statistical Tables. Characteristics of Doctoral ScientiSts and Engineers in the United

States, 1977 (NSF 79-306), based on pp. 24-26.

See figure 5-10.
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"fable 5-11. Wansition of 1974ind 1975 EVE bachehir's
and master's degree recipients from school to work:

1976

(1

Status In 1976

Bachelor's
degree .

retipients

'Master's
degree

recipients

Total 614,000 108,500
Full-time graduato studonts 144,600 20,600

. .,

Employed ., 406,800 81,000
In S/E jobs 181,9(10 62,700
In non-S/E jobs 224,900 18,200

Not employed 63,500 6,900
Unemployea and seeking . , .., 37,8db 3,800
Not in the lakqr force 25,700 3,100

SOURCES: Natlól Science Foundation, "Employment
0 , Patterns of Recent Ettantsinto Science and Engineering,"

iews of Data on Science Resources (NSF 78-310), pp. 2,
10, 11; and unpublished data. , -

NOTE: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

See figure 5-11. Science Indicators-1978
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'fable 5-12. Selected employment charactristics of employed 1974 and 1976 bachelor% and master's degree recipients" in science and
engineering, by field of study end sex: 1976

-^
ter's degree

_
Bachelor's degree Ma

Total erfiployed -Employed in S/E Total employed

,Wom

7 14,7
Fle Id of study Total Men Women Total Men Women Total Men

All tield. ., . , ,800 283,600 123,200 " 181,900 145,700 36,200 81,000 66,300

Physical sciences 1j7,300 14,300 3,100 10,200 8,400 1,900 6,300 5,100

Chemistry 9,500 7,500 2,100 6,400 4,900 1,500 3,000 '2,300

Physics and astronomy 3,600 3,400, 200 2,300 '4'2,200 200 l',400 '1.400

Other physical sciences 4,200 3,400 809 1,500 1,300 200 1,900 1,400

,

Environmental sciences' 4,800 3,800 700 2,700 2,300 400 1,400 ; 1,100
. f

Mathematics 29,400 18000 11,400 13,500 8,700 4,89D .. 5,700 r 4,200

Ccimputer sciences 9,000 6,800 2,200 8,100 6,100 2,000 4,100 3,400

-
Engineering 83,200 81,400'' 1,800 69,400 67,800 1,600 27,500 28,700

Life sólences 80, 57,000 23,400 40,000 28,600 11,300 13,300 9,800

Biology 55500 3.4,300 21,200 26,100 16,200 9,900 9,600 6,600

Agncultural sciences 25,000 22,700 2,200 \ 13,800 124D0 1,400 3,700 3,200

Social sciences 118,700 72,100, 46,500 22,300 14,500 7,900 13,800 9,900

Economics 18,700 15,400 3,300 3,700 3400 300 3,300 2,900

Sociology and anthropology '54,400 22,600 3 i ,700 10,400 4,900 5,600 4,000 2,200

Other social sciences , 45,600 34', WO
54

11,509 8,200 6,200. 2,090 6,300 4,800

Rsychology 64,100 30,200 33,900 15,600 9,300.., 8,300 9,200 6,000

1,100
,700
i (2)
1400

Emplo

Women ,

62,700 9700

4,000 , 3,200 800
2,400 1,800 600
1,000 1,000 (2)

600 400 ' 200

. 300 1,200 1,000 100

1,400.
600

4 800

3,500
3,000

500

3,200
3,500

25,600

2,300 800
3,000 500

24,900 700

10,100 7,600 2,500.
., 7,200 _ 4,900 2,300

2,900 2,700 . 200

3,800 8,200 6,000 2,300
400 2,200,, 1,e00 400

1,900 2,900 1,700 1,200
1,500 3,100 2,500 700

3,500 7,000 5,000 1,90

'Exclude* those enrolled fthl-time in praduate school in 1976.
.1) 2 Less than 50.

3 Includes earth sciences, oceanography, and atmosptierld sciences.

NOTE: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding. 44

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, "Employment patterns of Flecbnt Entrants into Science and Engineering," Reviews of Data on Science

Resources (NSF 78-310), pp. 10-11. 4 L

Sea figura 5-12,
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Table 5-13. Salaries and earningeof R & 0 scientists and englneirs, production workers, arid male professional and technical
workers: 1970-1976

Median monthly salaries of
R 0,p scientists and engineers

Index 1.

Average hpurly earningt
of production workers

hiclex

Annual earnings of male
professional and technical workers

Index
Year Dollars (1970 100) Dollars (1970 - 100) Dollars (1970 . 100)

1970 $1,437 100.0 $3.44 100.0 $12,255 100.0
1971 1.512 105.2 3.67 106.7 12,518 102.1

-19-72 -3:92 114.0 -13;542
1973 .. 1,621 112,8 3.92 114,0 14,306 116.7
1974 1,729 120.3 4.22 122.7 14,873 121.4
1975 .. 1,852 128.9 4.54 132.0 15,796 128.9
1,976 1 *3 136.6 4.87 141.6 16,939 138.2

NOTE: Earnir,ls of professional and teOnical workers are for full-time, year-round employees. Earnings of production workers are for
those on privet (non-public) payrolls

4.

SOURCES: jndoxos calculated by 'NSF based on data in Battelle Columbus Laboratories, hlational Survey of Compensation t'aid
Scientists and Engineers Engaged in Research and Development Activities, 1'974, 1975 and 1976, Table 25, p. x*xiv; U. S.'Depariment of
Labor. Emplo merit and Training 'Report of the President. 1978. p. 265: and U. S. Bureau of the Cehsus, Current Population Reportsr-series
P-60, Nos. 8 , 85,93, 101, 'and 107.

See figur 5-11. Science Indicators-1978

.... : ...... ....

,

Table 5-14. Percent change In average monthli salai'y offers to bachelor's degree
candidates In selected fields: 1973-74 to 1976-77. *

Curriculum

Business
Humanities

.,Social Sciences
Engineering

Chemical
Civil
Electrical
Mechanical

Agricultural sciences-
Biological sciences
Chemistry
Computer 'sciences
Mathematics

. -

,

Averago monthly salary offers

1973-74

$ 803
691
'737

1,042:
967

- 986
, 1,001

785
, 720

884
915
874

r

1976-77 Percent Change

$ 927
810
887'

t,389).
115'
1,245
1,286
. 924

882
1,102

, .1,123
1,073

' Based on data in CPC Salary Survey.

SOURCES: CPC Salary Survey, Final .Repoif July 1976 `and
College PlaCement Council), p. 3.

See figure 5-14.

A

15
17
20

33
23
28
28
18
22

.25
23
23

July 1978 (Bethlehem, Pa.:

.
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Table 5-15. Jrencie in Graduate Record Examination verbal and quantitative test scores: 1970-71 to 197677

.Apti- 1970-71
Prospective field of ludo _ . .

g?aduato sludy typo Num Om Mean S.D. Number Mean S.D. Number Moan S.D. Number Moan S.D. Number Mean S.D. Number Mean S.D. . Number Mean S.D.

ff

1971-72 1072-73 1973.74 1974-78 1975-76 1976-77

.0 Science fields
. --- -, -----

Physical sciences 523
. . .. 474 454 502 126 526 888 133 11 402 5843

V 512 136 , 500,, 134 619 130
0. . 650 106 643 109 648 105 848 113 630 110 623.. , . a . .. ....

V 49. 5 510 131 128 g -309i- 820
Mathematical sciences 415 817 141 248 136 382 404 613 139 384 --939a 675 104 673 91 876 '98 675 97 881 104 ' 673

E V
'865 372444 132 448 122 468 132 449 133 440 127 471

ngineer ing

.. ,.

544 594 1,
a 656 90 865 93 063 100 649 103 ' 654

Life sciences 1,038 716 1,202 508 121 1,347 889 110 25,548 "V 491 122 491 122 5-04 117
589 117 588 118 5570 556 120 553 122 .. 570 116.

49.-
522 120 5-2-6 521 1 kli .7-2..

3 117
Basic soCial sciences . 2,086 i' 6533.-.,

'1'570
527 118

120'
2,176 2,153 2,165 -72;6

u 118 526 521 125 521 127 518 I'M 526I- . . .......-- ,

pdtiCtillon 10 .

Health profesitions

okrts- and humanities

Applied Social sciences .....

0

0:-.)

a

v

v
.,. 2,993

,

2 686

358

983

494 118 ' -

500 114
496 119

472 110
482 120

2'120

646 118 534 117

036 484 121
O 121

. .,._.,

-

894

258

483 112
457 119 2'988

492 1 t6

475 123

502 108
501 117

.....

2,571

376

475 -128

452 113 449 113
450 119

493 122

609 107
508 120

537 120

.... .

2,953
442 120

2,574

1,160

Nonsclenco fields ,

471

493 121 1,270
477 122

508 113 597 50- 2 193 711 t92. 61-3s

507 120 . 513 4119 -," 530

2,7 5 454 113
445 120 469

488 us 49,061 471
404 123 401

22,91i ,
484

- -

'641 125 ,2,4-05 842 1.21. '53-7-35,257.
494 121 490 120 494

V ebo 496 124 490 124 , 501 - 125 498 124 901 '4P8 11,2-46 "7580 '961 917Other noniciences ' 0 498 123 119 502 121 495 128 498 126 509
1" is ,. .--

.,
NOYE: V -, verbal:0 ,, quantitative, AM S.D. , standard deviation. t

------------- -:-.
129 9 830 614 119
115 ' -- 634 110

........ .... .. ... . ........ _......_
1 aa -5 543 513 -138
99 ' . 666 104 .

132 9 95 462 - 133
105 '.... 857 100

1'6 24,218 638 116
558 119 ..121

-1-1-8., 29
t23 '(''

;
518 125

164-

118

120

118 30,359 477 120
125 465 125

114 24,
.,.448E-16.4,54;97,7- .11

107.

110.
: 1..

128' 123 12 229 498 12$
.

127 ' 510 129

-12-2" 5413- -71-9-33,848
125 502 112

4

,-.,

SOURCE : Data for the yeara 1970-71 thru 1974-75 are from a A-in-fifteen sample'sludy of examinees of those yeart. See Robert F. Boldt, Ttends In
Aptitilde of actuate Students In Science (Princeton, N,J.: Educational ',listing Service, 1976), p. 20. Mean scores and standard deviations fdr 1975-76 and
1076 cillculated by NSF from unpublished tabulalions furnished by the Educational Testing Service, based on the test results of a high proportion of all
6X6 of those years.

.,

See figure 5-15.
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Table 5-16. Number of doctoral scientists and engineare by type of employer-and age; 1977

k

lltope of employer Total Under 30 30-34 35-39 40-44

Age

45-49 50-54 5t-59 60-64 Over 64'

Total ---' 303.300 8,900 5:5,500 68,800 46,300 38,700 32,000 23,800 ,14,800 14,600
Business and industry 71,500 1,800 13,600 . 18,20Q 11,400 9,000 7,300 5,600 -3,109 ,- -1,500
Educational institutions 163,100 5,400 30,100 37,200 25,800 22,200 17,900 13,100 7,700 3,600

4-year colleges/universities 156,500, 5,300 29,000 35500 24,800 21,400 17,100 12,500 7,400 3,500
.. Other educational institutions4d. . 6,600 100 1,100 1,700 1,000 800 800 600 300 100

Hospitals and clinics 8,600 300 2,300 1,960 . .1,200 900 1,000 .600 300 100
Nonprofit brganizatipns 10,200 4 400- 2,000 , 2,500 1,400 1,200 800 400 400
Government 29000 600 6,300 6,600 5,100 4,100

.1,100
3,400 2,100 1,200 600

,.Federat2 23,600 400 4,200 5,400 4,300 3,400 2,800 1,800 900 400
State p,800 100 800 900 , 600 500 400 200 200 100
Other government 1,500 100 300 300 200 . 200 200 100 100 100

Other employers , 600 (3) 100 200 100 100 (3) (3) W- (3)
Employer not reported 1,300- (3) 100 200 200 100 200 20Q 200 200
Not employed

.

19,000 400 1,900, 2,000 1,100 1,000 1,000 1,300 1,900 8,300

'Includes 490 not reporting age.
2Includes the military services and the Commissioned Corps,
3Fewer than 50.

NOTE: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.
fie

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Detailed Statistical Tables. Characteristics of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers in the Unite States,
1977 (NSF 79-306), p. 27.

See figure 5-16.

A

Science Indicators-1978

.
Table 5-17. Number of doctoral scientists and engineers by primani.work activity and age: 1977

Prfrnary work-activity
._ .

s Total Under 30 30-34 35-39 40-44

Age

45-49 50-54 55-59 60-64 Over 641-

Total 303,300 8,900 55,500 68,800 46,300 38,700 32,000 23,800 14,800 14,600

Research and development 124,100 4,800 28,200 30,700 -19,900 15,300 11,700 7,900 4,300 1,600

BaSic research 43,500 2,800 12,700 10,300 6,300 4,500 3,300 1,900 1,300 500

Applied research 36,400 1,400 8,900 9,000 5,700 4,400 3,000 2,500 1,100 . 500

Development 13,500 -- 400 3,300 4,200 2,200 1,400 1,000 600 400 100

management Of R &D 30,700 200 3,300 7,200 5,700 5,000 4,400 _2,900 1,500 500.

Management and administration 29,800 100 2,600 5,700 :-",200 5,100 4,800 3,500
. .

1,900 700

Teaching 90,400 2,400 -15,200 2t,500 14,400 12,700 10,100 7,500 4,500. 2,0*
Report Writing k 5,400 20Q,,, . 800 1,200 800 700 600 500 ,. 300 300

Consulting 6,100 100 1,000 1,400 900 600 600 600 500 500

-Prodction and inspection .... 2,200 100 600 600. 300 200 200 100 100 (2)

Sales/professional services 15,200 600 3,400 3,360 2,000 1,900 1,700 '1,300 600 , 500

Other. activities 5,200 - 100 900 1,100 800 600 700 400 400 : 200

Attivity not reported 5,800 200 900, 1,100 700 600 700 600 400 400

Not employed 19000 - 400 1,900 2,000 1,100 ..1,000 1,000 1,300 1900 8,300

' Includes 490 not reporting age.
2Fewer than 50.

NOTE: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.
.

SOURCE: National.SCien'ae*Foundation, Detailed Statistical Tables. Characteristics of Dectoral Scientists and Engineers ln the' United States,
1977. (NSF 79-306), based on p. 33.

See figure 5-17.
I.
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Miele 9-19. Primary work activity' of 1971-74 doctoral recipients in science and engineering

Primary work activity

'A '-'
197i

,

Number Percent
..._..... _ .. _ -----------

Year of doctorate
,

197 2 1973
.

Number Percent Number- --
Percent

. 1974

Number Percent__
100Total 17,200 . 100 18,900 100 16,400 17,300 100

Research and development 7,900 46 7,700 46% 8,000 49 8,800 . 51

Basic research 3,700 , 22 1,600 A 22 3,800 23 4,100" 24
Applied research 2,700 16 2,700 16 2,400 15 3,000 17

Develdpment 1,000 a 8 900 5 1,000 6 1,100 6
Management of R &D 500 3 500 3 700 5 700 4

Teaching 6,200 36 5,900 35 5,e00 ---3-T 6,490 31
Management and administration 600 4 600 b 4 700 4 800 3
Consulting 300 2 . 300* 2 . 300 2 300 .- 2
Sales4arofessional services 700 A 800 4 1,000 f 6 1,200 7
Other activities 600 3 500 5 600 3 , 700 4

. Activity not reported 900 5 1,100 6 ' 300 2 300 2

234

Reflects employment in spring following year of doctorate.

NOTE: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, unpublished data.

See figure 5-18. Science Indicators-1978

;able 5-19. Employed scientists and-engineers by field end sex: 1975-1977'

(In thousands)

I.

_ Field
.

Total

All S/E's (1976) ,

-:tv
omen

Doctoral S/E's (1977)

Total Men 'women ,Men

All fields 2,377.2 2,180.0 197.2 284.2 256.7 ' 27.5
Physical sdentists 227.4 207.5 19.9 57.4 54.5 2.9
Mathematicallicientists 88.3 72.7 a. 15.6 1-4.6 116 1.0
Computer specialists 172.3 138.7 33.6 5.84 5.6 .2
Environmental scientistsz\ 74.8 71.1 3.7 . 13.0 12.6 .4 i
Engineers 1,240.'7 1,2341'0 6.7 45.0 ; 44.7 .3
Life scientists 277.5 226.1 51.4 71.9 62.9 9.0
Psychologists 97.8 76.7 21.1 33.7 26.1 7.6
Social scientisAts 198.3 153.1 45.2. 42.7 36.7 6.0

tComParable data are pot available for the same years for each group.
2Includes earth scientists, oceanograptthrs, and atmospheric scientists.4a

NOTE: Detail May not add to totals because of -rounding.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, 'Detailed Statistical Tables. U. S. Scientists and EngineerS: 1976
(NSF 79-305) based on p. 14; and NatIbnal Science Foundation, Detailed Statisticanables. Characteristics
of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers in the Ukiited State's, 1977 (NSF 79-306) based on pp. 24-26.

See figure 5-19: . / Science Indlcators,-1978
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Thb le 5-20. Median annual salaries of ftill-time doctoral scientists and engineers, by field, sex, and ram 1977

Field Total

Sox

Men Woman w White Black

Race

American
Indian Asian

_
Not

reported
_

All fitilds $25,600 $2600 $20,700 $25,700 $23,800 $23,900 423,800 $25,700

Physical scientists 26,600 26,800 . 21.206 26,800 23,900 (2) 23,300 26,500
Chemists 26,600 27,000 20,900 26,900 24,200 (2) 23,200 26,000
Physicists/astronomers . 26,500 26,600 23,100 26,700 (2) 23,300 27,300

Mathematical scientists' .. 23,300 23.600 19,900 23,400 23,200 (2) 22,100 23,100
Mathematicians . 23,100 23,400 19.900 23,200 22,800 (2). 22,500 23,100
Statisticians . ...... 25,100 25,400 19,800 25,500 (2t (2) (2)

(2)

Computer specialists ... 25,800 26,100 20,800 26,500 (2) . ;
(2) 21,200 (2)

Envirolirnental scientists .. 25,800 26,000 1%9.700 25,900 (2) (2) 23,500 30,800
Earth scientists 25,900 26,000 20,000 25,900 (2) (2) 23,500 29,100
Ocenographers .. 24,100 24,400 19,200 24,100 (2) (2) (2)
Atmospheric scientists 28,300 - 28,900 19,200 27,800 .; (), 1:s (2) 22,700 (2)

Enginoers '28,600 28,700 22,900. 29,300 28,600 (2) 25,000 27,800

Life scientists 24,700 25,100 21,000 24,800 24,860 22,500 22,600 24,600
Biological scientists 23,800 24,300 20,500 23,900 24,700 (2) 22,100 23,600
Agricultural scientists 24,800 24,900 20,200 25,000 (2) (2) 20,600 25,300
Medical scientists 28,000 28,900 22,800 28,300 26,900 (2) 25,400 26,500

PsychOlogists 24.100 24,900 20,600 24,100 21,500 22,300 24,400 25,700

Social sciontists 24.100 24,700 20,200 24,100 22,900 (2) 22,900 24,900
Economists 27,000 27,500 23,600 27,000 , (2) (2) 25,900 28,300
Sociologists/onthropol. . 22,200 22,900 19,700 22,200 23,200 (2) 22,200 22,600
Other social scientists .. 23,200 23,900 19,800 23,300 22,700 (2) 21,100 24,500

' Excludes the military services and the
2 Fewer than 20 individuals in a sample

SOURCE: National Science Foundation
States, 1977 (NSF 79-306), p. 50.

LI

See figure 5-20.

CommiSsioned Corps.
reportedsalary; therefore, no national estimates could be made.

. Detailed Statistical Tables. Characteristics of Doctoral ScientiS ts and Engineers in the United

24R

Science indicators-1978
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Tibia 5-21. Mdian annual *glades of full-tIms doctoral
sclentIsts-and-angIneersi-by-age-and-tex-F1-97-7-

Age

,

. Total

Total

$25,600
.

Men,

$26,000
: Womon

. .

$20,700
.' Under 3Q 18,500 18,700 17,400

30-34 20,400 20,600 18,400
35-39 23,600 24,000 20,000
40-44 28,500 26,800 21,700
45-49 29,200 29,700 23,100
50-54 30,900 31,400 24,700
65-59 31,600 32,200 24,200-7'
6064 31,400 31,900 25,000
Over 64 31,200 31,900 25,100

' Excludes the military services and the Commissioned
Corps.

SOURCE: National Science roundation, Detailed Statistical
- tables. Characteristics of Doctoral Scientists end Engineers in

the United States, 1977 (NSF 79-306), p. 51-; andonpublished
data.

See figure '5-21. Science Indicators-19.78
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..
leblet 5-22. Bachelor's degrees 'granted to women es a percent of tôtal bachiplor's degrees by field:1905-197e

A

1965
1966
1967

Physical MathemaliCal Life Social
4

Year All S/E fields sclences1 Engineering scienceS1 sciences solonces3
0 ....... ... . . _

1969
1970
1971
1972

.1973 .

1974
1975

0

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

1965
1966
1967
19ge .

1969
1970
19.7_1._

1972---,
1973
1974
1975
1976

Women as percent of total 1

22.0. - 14.1 0,4 32,0 23.8 33.8
22.8 13.6 .4 33.2 23.0 34.4
23.4 13.5 .5 34.1 22.7 34.5
25,2 13.8 . .6 36.7 23.3 36.1
25.8 13.7 .8 36.6 23.2 36.7
26.1 13.8 ( .8 36.1 22,8 37.0
26.9 14.0 .e 36.0 22.9 38.3
27.6 15.1 1.1 35.9 23.7 38.6
28.4 .,. 15.0 1.2 36.3 24.5 39.5
30.1 16.6 1.6- 36.6 26.1 41.2
31.6 18.4 2.1 37.0 28.6 42.6
32.7 19.2 3.7 35.3 30.8 44,2

.... .._

Number of women recipients

30213 2,532 139 6,453 8,277 18,812
39,482 2,333 146 6,702 8,464

8,948
.21,837

44,002 2.402 184 7,334 25,134
.... . . .... . . .

. .. .... . 53,463 2,674 1 211 8,841 10,091 31,646
63,196 2,952 313 10,348 11,308 38,275
68,878 2,969 338 10516 11,875 '47983:9180

72,996 3,014 365 9,818 11,803
77,671 3,148 501 9 51,544
83,839 3,121 580

9:897854 12,694
1

91,793 3,536 706 9,719
.... 14470 55,583

59,996
93,342 3,838 860 8,656 20,811 59,177
95,597 4,139 1,443 7,678 23,789 58,548

Total recipients :
a

.".;
164,936 17,916 36,795 19,6on ,.. 34,842 55,715
173,471 -1, 1-7,186 35,815 20,182 36,864 63,424
187,849 17,794 36,188 21,530 '39,408 72,929
212,174 19,442 37,614 24,084 43,260 87,774
244;519 21,591 41,553 28,263 48,713 104,399
264,122 21,551 44,772 29,109

si
52,129 116,561

271,176 21,549 45,387 27,306 51,461 125,473
, 281,228 20,887 46,003 27,250 53,484 133,604

295,391 20,809 46,989 27,528 , 59,486 140,579
305.062 21,287 43,530 26,570 68,226 145,449
294,920 20,896 40,065 23,385 72;710 1371864

, 292,174 21,559 39,114 21,749 77,301 132,451

'Includes environmental sciences (earth sciences, oceanography, and atmospheric sciences).
2,1ncludes computer sciences.
3Includes psychology.

--,

SOURCE: National Center for Education Statistics, Earned Degrees ConfOred, annual series. Degrees have been classified on
the basis of the NSEtaxonomy.

See figure 5-22.
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labia 5.13. Science and enbineerIng doctoral degree' reolplnts by field and sex:
1965-1971 .

t

Year

AU

SIE
fields

Mathe-
Physical Engl. matioal Life
scionces2 nearing sciences3 sciences

AU ST doctoral degree recipients

Social
sciences4

. 1965 ,, 10,477 2,865 , 2,073 685 2,639 2,31,5
1986 4 11,456 3,058 2,299 769 2,712 2,618
1967

I'
12,982 3,5Q2 2,603 830 2,967 3,080

1968 14,4.11 3,667 2,847 970 3,501 3,426
1969 15,949 3,910 3,249 1,064 3:796 , 3,930
1970 17,731 4,400 3,432 1,222 4,163 4,514

.... -. . . 18880 -4,494- -3i496- 4,236 47533 -6,-122--104
1972 18,940 4,226 3,475 1,281 4,505 5,453
1973, 18,948 44016 3,338 1,222 4,574 5,798
1974 18,316 3,696 3,144 1,196 4,407 5,873
1976 18,352 3,611 ' 2,959 1,149 4,540 6,093
1976 17,872 3,442 2,791 1,003 4,480 6,166
1977 17,373 .3,410 2,641 959 4,266' 6,097

Women
4t.

1965 744 A 27 7 50 263 297
1966 '',911 132 8 48 326 "097
1967 1,086 161 9 48 4Q1 467
1968 1,295 185 12 47 483 688
1969
1970

1,4 7

1,6
205
243

10 56
15 77

537
5 38

_

664
753

1971 1,92 244 '16 :96 656 917
1972 2,101 269 21 .96 680 1,035
1973 2,446 ,-, 257 45 119 795 1,230
1974 12.590 260 "' 34 115 ' 784 1,397
1975 2,838 284 50 110 863 1,531
1976 2,986 296. 53 113 870 1,654

s

1977 3,103 03 74 128 845 1,753

omen as percent of total

1965 7 4 (5) 7 10 13

1966 8 4 (5) 6 ,12 15

1967 8 ' 5 6 14 15

1968 9 5 (9 5 14 17
1969 9 5 (5) 5 14 17

1970 9 6 (9 6 13- 17

1q71 10 5 (9 8 14 18
1972 , 11 6 1 7 15 19
1973 13 6 1 1.0 17 21

1974 14 7 1 10 18 24
1975 15 8. 2 10 19 25
1976 17 9 2 11 19 27
1977 18 9 .3 13 20 29

238

C.)

Excludes first-professional degreeksuch as M.D., D.D.S., D.V.M., and.J.D.
2Includes environmental sciences (earth sciences, oceanography, and atmospheric

sciences).
3 Includes computer sciences.
4Includes psychology.
5 Less than 0.5 percent.

SOURCE: National'Academy of Sciences, Doctorate Recipients from U. S. Universities,
annual series. Degrees are classified on the basis of the NSF taxonomy.

. See figure 5-23. Science Indic/Ars-19U

v.
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Table 5-24. Employed 1974 and 1975 SIE bachelor's degree recipients working In scienc and engineering by field
of study and sex: 1976

*
Employed In S/E

i

Field cf study

All fields
Physical sciences'
Mathematical sciences2
Life sciences ,

Social Sciences3
Engineers

/

Total employed

Men Women

283,600 123,200
18,100 .3,800
24,800 13,600
57,000 23,400

102,300 80,400
81,400 '1,600

..'

Number

Men Women

145,700 36,200
10,700. 2,300
14,700 6,800
28,600 -. 11,300
23,800 14,200
67,800 1,600

,

Percent

, Men Women,

6'1

59
59
so
24
83

29
61

.50
. 48.

18
89

.t

' Includes environmental siences (earth sciences,-oceariography and atmospheric sciences).
2 Includes computer sciences.
3 Includes psychology.

SOURCE: National Science Foun on, "Erhployment Patterns of Recent Entrants into Science ahd Engineering,"
Reviews of Data on Science fiesour es (NSF 78-310), p. 10.

See figure 5-24.

o
4, 2"
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liable 5-25. Number and percent of scientists and engineers by field and minority groups: 1976

Field
All scientists

and engineers

lbtal minorities'

Number Percent

Blacks ,

Number lekcent

Asians Other minorities'

Number Percent Number' Percent

All fields 2,705,800 112,200 4.1 40,400 1.5 45,400 1,7 26,400 1.0

Engineers 1,376,200 47,900 3.5 12,600 .9 23,000 1.7 12,300 .9
Mathematical scientists

.

Computer specialists
110,200
179,900

4,900
8,100

4.4
4.5

2,700
3,700

2.5
2.1

1,600
3,700

1.5
2.1

600
700

.5
.4

Life scientists 314,100 12,000 3.8 3,600 1.1 4,100 1.3. 4,300 1.4

Physical Endienvironmental2 scientists 366,300 15,400 4.2 . 4,500 1.2 6,300 . 1.7 4,600 1.2
Social scientists and psychologists 360,100 23,800 6.6 13,200 3.7 6,700 1.9 3,900 1.1

' Includes approximately 9,500 not responding to this question. '

2Includet earth scientists, oceanographers, and atmospheric scientists.

NOTE: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, petalled Statistipal Tables. U.S. Scientists and Engineers: 1976 (NSF 79-305), p. 15.

See figure 5-25. Science Indicator-4-1978

Table 5-26. Distribution of employed scientists md engineers by field and selectd minority groupi: 1976 .

1.2Ail S/E's Blacks Asians

Field Total employed Percent Total emploYed . Percent Total employed Percent_
All fields 2,37.7,100 100 33,000 100

_
_41,400 100

Engineers 1,240,800 52 11,700 36 20,600 50
Mathematical scientists 88,300 4 2,000 .8 1,100 3
Computer spkialists 172,300 7 3,500 1.1 3,600 9
Life scientist& -277,500 12 2,900 3,900 9
Physical scientists 227,400 10 3,300 10 5,400 13
Environmental scientists' 74,800 3 , 100 (2) 500 1

Psychologists 97,800 4 1,300 4 3,100 7
Social scientists 198,300 . 8 8,20k. 25 3,300 8

' includes earth scientists, oceanographers, and atmospheric scientists.
2 Less than 0.5 percent.

NOTE: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

SOURCE: Rattonal_Scienee-FoundritiOW, Derailed Statistical Tables. U.S. Scientists and Engineers: 1976 (NSF 79-305), based on pp.
15=1-67- i,..

See figure 5:.26.
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4.

Rib's 5-27. Number of scientists and engineers by highest earned dagraa and
racial group: 1976

,.
_....e, ...

Tbtal
.. .

2,705,800
286,400
658,800

1,688,800
71,800

Highest earnixf
degree

.

Total
Doctorate
MaSter's
Bachelor's
Other2

b 9
While .

2,593,600
266,500
631,500

1,825,100
70,500

Black

40,400
3,000
9,500

27,300
800

American
Indian. Asian Othert

2,60-0
400
400

1,500
300

45,400
14,800
12,100
18,100

400

.2.e......

23,800
1,600

. 5,100
16,700 .:

200

' Includes approximately 9,500 not responding to this question.
2Includes professional medical, assodate and other earned degrees.

NOTE: balm may not add to totals because of rounding.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Detailed Statistical Tables. U.S. Sclentists.and En-
gineers: 1976 (NSF 79-305). p. 24.

See table 5-3 in text.

.r
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Table 5-28. Median annual *sls of full-tim employd doctoral scientists and engineer:0 by field and primary work activity: 1977

r-*k

Primary work activity
- All
fields

Physical
scientists

Mathematical
scientists

Computer
specialists

Environmental
sdientists2 Engineers

Life
scientists Psychologists

Social

,

scientists

. All activities ' $25,600 $26,600 $23,300 $25,860 $25,800 $28,600 $24,700 $24,100 $24,100
Management and administration .. 31,900 33,400 29,900 31,400 31,400 34,200 31,300 28,100 29,900

Of R&D 33,100. 34,300 33,000 33,100 32,500 34,500 31,900 30,800 30,200
Of non-R &D )14- 30,200 31,000 29,200 30,200 30,400 33,300 30,20d 26,800 29,500
Of both 32,200 32,700 28,400 32,100 32,100 34,800 32,300 29,400 29,800

Research and Development 26,600 26,300 25,800 24,900 25,800 27,000 24,100 24,300 24,800
Basic research 24,200 25,300 24,800 26,900 25,900 27,700 (23,800 23,000 24,200
Applied research 26,300 27,000 27,700 28,100 26,700 27,060 24,600 25,200 26,000
Development and design 26,160 26,700 25,600 24,200 25,700 27,000 23,500 23,600 20,600

Teaching .1 22,600 22,600 21,700 22,900 22,400 25,20() 22,500 21,900 22,300
Report writing 26,100 25,200 28,600 (3) -24,700 27,900 23,700 26,400 25,600
Consulting 28,200 30,500 (3) (3) 28,500 30,300 25,500 25,500 28,000
Production and inspection 22,900 22,900 (3) (3)' (3) 24,200 22,200 (3) (3)

Sales and professional services 24,700 . 27,600 (3) (3) (3) 28,700 25,700 23,800 26,000
Other activities? 24,900 30,000 21,500 (3) 25,900 26,100 23,200 26,100 24,100

Excludes the military OfviCes and the Commissjoned Corps.
2lncludee earth scientists, oceanogra0ers, and atmospheric scientists.
3No median computed for groups withi fewer than 20 individuals reporting salaries.

6
SOURCE: Natiopal Science FoundatiOn, Detailed Statistical Tableoraracteristics of Doctoral Scientists and Engineer§ in thebnited States, 1977

(NSF 79-306), p. 1.

f

(4r-
A.., 3

3

1
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'Table 5-29, Median annual salaries of full-tIme employed doctoral sclentlats and enulneersl by field and type e employer: 1977

All
Employer type fields scientists scientists".

Physical MathemAtical Computer Environmental
specialists scientists2 Engineers

_ .

Life
- scientists

Total $25,600 $26,600 $23,300 $25,00 \ $26,800 $28,600 $24,700
Business and industry 29,900 29,900 27,400 2E3,000 28,600 30,0.00 28,700
Educational institutions 23,700 23,600 22,700 21,400 23,600 26,500 23,500

Universities and 4-year colleges 23,800 23,900 22,800 :, 24,400 23,700 26,500 23,600
2-year colleges 20,900 20,800 17,800 (3) (3) 23:800 20,600
Elementary and secorKtary

schools: 22,400 18,100 (3) (3) (3) (3) 19,300
Hospitals and clinics 23,600 26,500 (3) (') (3) (3) 25,300
Nonpro1it organizations 26,800 -25,900 28,600 , (3) 27,600 30,100 24,500
Federal.Government' 29,700 29,700 29,300 301.500 30,700 30,000 28,400
State government 21,600 4,200 (3') . (3) 21,000 21,700 21,100

, Other government 22,100 (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 22,700
Other employers 37,500 (3) (3) ,(3) (3) (3) (3)

' Excludes the military Services and the Commissioned Corps.
2includest earth scientists, oceanographers, and atmospheric sclentiSts.
3No median computed for groups withiewer than 20 individuals reporting salaries.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Detailed Statistical Tables. Characteristics of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers in the
(NSF 79-306), p. 52.

*

1

Psychologists

$24,100
33,300_
22,700
22,700
20,300

v

23,900
23,200
24,400
30,600
22,900
23,600

41 (3)

d States, 1977
3

Sociat
scientists

$24,100
30,200
23,100
23,200

'22,400

20,700
(3)

26,800.
.31,00

,22:100
19,800
37,400

Science Indicators-1978



Table 5-30. Median annual salaries of full-tim employed womn doctoral sclentlete end englneerel by field and type of imployr 1977

.1 - All
Employer type fields

Physical
scientists

Mathematical
scientists

Computer
specialists

Environmental
scientists2 Engineers

Life
scientists Psychologists

Social
scientists

Total , .. , .., ..... . ,, $20,700 $21,200 $19,900 _ $20,00 $19,700 $22,900 _ $21,000 $20,600 $20,200..--...
Business and industry 24,400 23,800 (3) 23,000 22,400 23,400 23,600 25,600 26,200
Educational institutions .20,003 19,500 19,500 19,700 18,700 21,400 20,500 19,700 19,800

Universities and 4-year colleges . ,20,000 19,600 19,880 19,700 18,600 21,400 20,600 19,300 19,800
2-year colleges 19,700 20,000 (3) (3) (3) (3) 20,100 19,300 19,700
Elementary and secondary

schools 21,000 (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 22,200 (3)
Hospitals and clinics 21,000' (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 21,600 21,000 (3)

op

Nonprofit owaniza s 21,100
Federal Governm 26,600
State government ' 19,500,
Other government . 21,700

21,500
26,200

(2)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)
(3)
(3)

(3)
(3).
(3)
(3) '

20,100
26,200
21,600
19,800

21,600
26,100
16,9oo
23,200

21,000
28,600
17,500

(3)

Excludes the military 'services and the Commissioned Corps:
2lncludes earth scientists, oceanographers, and atmospheric scientists.
2No median salary computed for groups with fewer than 20 individuals reporting salaries.

. SOURCE: National Science FounCiation. Detailed Stetistical Tables. Characteristics of Doctoral Scientists- and Engineers In the United States, 1977 (NSF
79-306), p. 64.

vz.F,
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Table 5-31. Mdian ennuii salaries of full-tim mployed womn doctoral scientists and ngimmorfil by field and
primary work activity: 1977

%nary work activity
All

fields
Physical
scientists

Mathematical
scientists

Computer
specialists

Environmental
scientists2 Engineers

Life
scientists Psychologist*.

Social
scientists

All activities $26,700 $21,200 $19,900 $20,800 $19,700 $22,900 $21,000 $20M00 $20,200
Management and administration 25,100 25,700 24,800 (3) 21,700 .(3) 25,500 24,400 24,400

of R&D 26,300 27,100 (3) (3) (3) (3) 27,900 26,700 22,900
Of non-R&D 24,100 26,200 (3) (3) (3) (3) 24,100 23600 24,700
Of both 25,500 (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 26,800 (3) 25,k0

Research and development 21,000 22,600 22,000 22,500 21,100 23,000 20,700 19,900 20,700
Basic research 20,600 21,50e 19,500 (3) 20,000 (3) 20,600 ib,800 20,700
Applied research 22,200 23,600 (3) (3) 23,200 23,200 21,100 21,100 21,500
Development and design 20,500 22,200 (3) 21.500 (3) (3) (3)' (3) (3)

Teaching 19,500 18,800 19,100, 19,400 18,800 21,000 20,300 19,000 19,500
Report writing 20,600 (3) (3). (3) (3) (3) 21,000 20,700 18,000
Consulting 22,300 (3) (3) (3) . (3) (3) 22,300 22,200 (3)
Production and Inspection 19,700 (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3)
Sales and professional services 21,200 (3) (3)' (3) (3) 23,100 21,300 (3)
Other, actMties 20,500 20,700 (3) (3) (3) (3) 20,700 (3) 17,400

' Excludes the military services and the Commissioned Corps.
2includes earth scientists, oceanographers, and atmospheric scientists.
3 No median salary computed for groups with fewer than 20 individuals reporting salaries.

SQURCE: National Science Foundation, Detailed Statistical Tables: Characteristics Of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers in the United States, 1977 (NSF
79-306): p. 64.
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Thb le 5-32. Distribution of employed Sciintists and engineers by field en; minority group: 19M

All scientists
and engineers

Minority

All
minorities'

+.+.-Slat

Field

scientists and engineers

Blacks Asians
Other

minorities'

All fields
Engineers
Mathematical scientists
Computer specadists
Life scientists . ,

Physical scientists
EnvIlonmental scientists2
Psychologists
Social scientists

All fields
. Engineers .
Mathematical scientists
Computer specialists
Lite scientists .

Physical scientists
Environmental scientists2
Psychologists
Social scientist

4

. .

2.377.100
1.240.800

88,300
172.400
277,500
227,409

74,800
.97,700
198,300

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

, 100

9.8,200
44,100
3,300
7,900

10,500
12,200

1,100
, 5,400
14,000

.4.1

3.6
3.8
4.6 .

3,8
5.4
1.5
5.5
7, t

..

Number

33,000
11,700
2,000
3,500
2,900
3,300

100
1,300
8200,

Percent

.1.4 .

.9
2.3
2.0
1.0
1.5

.1

1.3

.. 4.1

41,400
20,600

1,100
3,600
3,900
5,400

500
3,100
3,300

1.7
t .7

1.2
2.1
1.4
2.4

.7
3.2
1.7

...

23,800
11,800

200
800

3,700k
3,500

500
1,000
2,500

. _

1.0
1.0 )

.2

.5
1.3
1.5
.7

1.0
1.3

.. . .

ts .' includes an estrMated 8,500 not reporting 'taco. t«A

t includes earth scientists, oceanographers, and atiniMpheric scientiSts .
'

NOTE: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, Doiailed Statistical ratios. U. S. Soientists and Engineers: 1976 (NSF 79,305).
based on 14.). 15-15
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Appendix H

Methodology of Doctorate

Supply/Utilization Projections



DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODOLOGY FOR PROJECTING
DOCTORAL SCIENTIST AND ENGINEER SUPPLY AND UTILIZATION

Comprehensive projections of the supply apd
utilization of doctoral scientists and engineers
are prepared currently by only two groups, both
Federal agencies: the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) and the National Science Foundation
(NSF)) In spite of differences in concepts and
techniques, the two agencies generally agree

Wdr. a1aigiirnb w of these -srtentistsand
engineers will be employed in non-SIE activities

ql by the mid-1980's,
BLS projects to 1985 the"traditional" employ-

rti t for doctorates, including those in science
engineering (SM. Such utilization is defined

erms of the proportions of the labor force in a
fi d that is comprised of doctoral SIE's in a past

iod when doctoral supply and utiliza tion were
a umed to have been in balance. As estimate of
"trAditional" doctoral employment in 1985 is.
derived' by first extrapolating 1960-1970 trends
in the proportional representation of doctorates
'in a field. The extrapolated fraction for 1985 is
multiplied by the BLS projection of total labor
requirelnents in that field for 1985 to obtain the'
number of traditional jobs for doctoral 5/Us.

ID contrast, NSF uses .econometric modeling
and trend extrapolation to estimate the nuMber
of science-and-engineering-related positions
which may be availableby field for doCtorates in
1987. This concept of utilization is based on the
type of activities in which doctorates are
engaged. NSF projects the two largest categories
of SIE employment, academic iind industrial
R&D, through the use of demand equations that
are derived from regression analysis. Demand

,variable; include R&D spending and the number
of SIE baccalaureates awarded (an index of
teachingloads) in a year. Other categories of SIE
.emplOyment are projected through extrapola-
tion.

In addition to agreement on the overall
*balance between supply and utilization, both
agencies expect growing inibalances in the broad
fieldS of scienue. More specifically, the two differ
by .only a few thousand on both the future

1-3

Douglas Braddock, "The Oversupply of Ph.D.'s to

(. On tunic' Through I 95$, IL Wilily 1 4116 Rreirw (October
1978). p. 48-50; National Science Foundation, Pr owl MIN. ol Uhr

.supply and litiliz011011 or Ufa 1. ',Surer? I rix 1)04 tot ate,. 1 2-1 nd

1 q.q (NSF 79 -.103).
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supply and Utiliza,tion of doctoral physical
scientists and mathematicians. Also, NSF and
BLS agree closely on future utilization in the life
iind social sciences, but BLS. projects about
15,000 more doctoral life scientists and about
5,000 more social science doctorate holders than
does NSF. Only for engineering do the two sets

projections-differ-on the-fu-ture-nature-of-the
labor market. BLS foresees a small shortage of
doctoral engineers, whereas NSF estinvtes that
about 15,000 of this group will hold non-SIE
positions in 1987.

Most of the divergence between the two
agencies on the outlook for engineering and
almost all of the differenceS on the.extent of the
future imbalances in the life and social sciences
can be traced to how NSF and BLS account for
future additions to the supply. 'The National
Center for Education Statistics (NCES) provides
the deliree projections used by BLS.2 NCES
derives its estimates of future degrees from
extrapolation of trends in (1) the ratios of total
doctoral awards to the college-age population,
and (2)- the ratios of degrees in a field to total
doctorates. Examination of NCES projections
reveals that future degree totals generally differ.
not only in magnitude but also in direction of
change from those generated by the NSF model.
These divergencies highlight the toles in the
recursive NSF 'model of (1) feedback from the
market to the number of doctorate graduates
and (2) expectations concerning demand .fac-
tors..3 In the NSF ,,.model, poor employment
opportunities in a given year result in lower
graduate school entrance and completion rates
whereas better market conditions induce higher
rates. (It should be noted that although NSF
found very strong statistical evidence fot the
existence of such feedback, NSF analyses
indicate that it is not sufficient to prevent
market imbalances.) In 'the NSF model, projected

2 Nati Prow, huh 01 .1 dui at ion Matistu-s to I 055 -80, U.S.
Department of Health, F.dtication and Well are, National
Center for Iducation Statistics (NCB 77-402).

! In a separate effort under an NSF grani, the Center for
Policy An-alysis at the Massachusetts Ins't it uie Technolog'y
has a Iso.studied the application of market feedbat k models to
degree projet iions, an area piotwered by Rick4rd B. Freeman.
See 1 he Oyer ed III alvd A me, jinn, (New York: At.ademil' PIV99,

070).



market conditions and hence, doctoral awards,
depend upon the interaction of supply .and
demand variablesit In the case of a-u-gineering
NSF projects ft reversal in the current downward

trend in doctorates, which -NCES expects to
continue, in large part because projected -in-
creases'in industrial R&D funding induce higher
projeoed tnt mbers of -engineering doctorates..

MINORITY COMMENT ON PROJECTIONS OF THE SUPPLY.AND
UTILIZATION or DOCTORAL, SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

ay Or. SaaRders Mac .Lane, Mentber
I\Pational Science Board./

Lver since the beginning of recorded hislory,
. , .

man has tried to foresee what the tuture might
'bring. Soothsayers, oracles, and prophets have
made predictionswise or obscure, wrong or
itggestive, as tlie case may be. Now we are more

cautious; it is the current fitshion not to"pvedict"
but to "project". But prediction or projection,
when put in 9uantitative form, is an attempt to
pin -down with numbers our hazy view of the
future. That view may still be wrong,

Projections, in my opidion, do not belong in a
volume on science indicators, where ont expects
rather to find careful indications from definite
data about the past. This is not the case in the
Chapter on Scientific and Engineering Personnel
in this volume, where there is a projection which
reads:

. . from 185,000 to 210,000 students
are pritjectei to receive science and
engineering doctorates from American
universities roughly over the next
decade . . The .difference between
supply anhitilization in the mid-1980's
is pr,ojecteii ry BLS and NSF- t6.be in the
60,000-to-8.0,0 00 range. This
difference represents An estimate of
doctoral S./Us who itt--likely to find it
necessary to accef)t non-SIC or non-
radi tiorial employment. Based -on

__h t.istorical evidence, it is lik;ly that only
a small proportion -of this group Will
actually be unemployed. By pntrast,
only about 23,000 doctoral SI E s were in
full-time, non-SIE positions in 1077.`'

In other words, these projections suggest that
about 30 to 40-percent pf new Ph.D.'.5 or their
equivalent are unlikely to find poiitions in
science and engineering.

I Demand variable values .are exogenouh, i.e., the eh
timated future values of demand fat tors are not affected by
operation of the model.

, See pp 12,1- I

This striking figure requires apalysIeTo this
end, I have studied a draft of the NSF report
making this estimate:. Projections of the Supply19a8n2d
Utilization of Science and Engineering Doctoratis,
and 1987-.(NSE 79-303).

The fundamental difficulty. is' that any ex-
trapolation to future time it.likely to be made by
asouming that soniething measured now will be
the-same in the future. This. assumption may be
fine for a little time, but it islibt likelY to be good
for longand this method cannot foresee
qualitative changes.

These projections of the supply and utilization
of doctorates are in the same style: they assume
something constant. In projecting the numberof
new doctorates, the state of the market lot
science doctorates is an important yariahle,Here
it iS called SEEK,.to indicate a proportion of new
science doctorates still searching for science jobs.
This quantity (if it be that) is allowed to vary,- but.
it depends in cottgant ways on other quantities,
such as R and D expenditures, -and via an
equation such as

SEEK = 77 (0.1 x R&D)
In other words, the rate at which R aird D affects
SEEK is constant; in this tase,'the rate coefficient
at means that 20 percent increase in R and D
gives 2 percent decrease. in the number of
doctoral SIE's still seeking jobs at the time of the
survey. The actual equations used are mare
complex; in that SEEK is taken to depend on
other quantities besides R and Dbut the whole
.projection depends on those - constant rate
coefficients and hence basically makes the same
assumption that "some things, will be the same."

The constant coefficients in such equations
are picked to fit the Past data, as best may be. The
pivking is done by regression (e.g. "least
squares"), This methoci, first discovered by

raut hematicians and.astronomers, has been used
tiously by sta tisticians -in cases where the

results can be compared with the facts. Of late,

266.
1.1
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given a general enthusiasm for projections and
eStimates, economists andeconometricians have
used regressions widely. There are .substantial
dif f kulties with_ the method. Qn what qy t ties
(independent variables.) does the statl of the
market really depend? R and D and what else?;
How can we measure the what else? If we ms0
too many such other 'quantities, will they
interfere with each other? Will they misrepre-
sent each other? gegression, unless checked
against data, is more art than science.

This particular re,gression has an added
se-OnustroubleI -lepends_heavily_un the
variable. SEEK which is first regressed on other
quantities and then used as an independent
variabletto determine (by a second regression)
how many new students will enroll for graduate
degreesAl to enter into the final projections..iSEEK is.defined from the annual NSF S rvey
of Earned Doctorates. This reports the p .., por-
tion, by fields of individuals who are about to
receive doctorates and who are seeking but have
not found a definite position at the Hine of the sui*y
(my iimphasis). Thus, the data foiSEEK simply
record how many hnrried Ph.D. candidates may
have checked this box at the tideprobably the
time just before getting the degree when an
official, perhaps' the graduate dean at their
university, asked Them tp fill out that survey
questionnaire. Hence, the numbers are subject
to some of the usual troublrs .with .hastily
executed surveys. i

Filled out at the time of the surveyi What does this
mean? Each survey, as con4lucted by the
Commission on Human Relations, National
Research Council (NRC), covers one academic
year (July 1 to June 30). It turns out that the
gyaduate dean gets a good supply of , survey
forms at the start of the year. Students fill them
out from time to time. They flow into the NRC
offices at a more or less steady rate-all year, and a
bit into the next year as the NRC attempts to
catch up with the laggards. In other words, there
is no one definite "time of the survey", so this
index doesn't measure the market (or anything
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much else) at mu/ definite time. Some responses
are early on, otlters are late, and the ium is a
great obscurity. And on this one 'obscurity the
whole poeflon rests: SEEK, whatever it means, is
One Of the centril variabks in au the regresSiOns
used for these projections of new doctorates.

This uncertainty of time has other conse-
quences. In some years the market for positions
in science begins to be active earlier in the year
with the xesult that few new Ph,D.'s will.still be
seekinwpositions when they fill out those forms.
In 'other words, a low value for ,the percentage
SEEKin_any one .tear measiires sotne (unknowra"

If combination of at least two different effe(ts: the
market for Ph.O.'s starts earlier; the market for.
Ph.D.'s is better...

"Feedback" is also a problem. When the market
for positions in science is poor, it seems likely
that fewer young people will enter graduate
school in the sciences and also that fewer of
those already entered will persevere to finish the
doctorate. Hence any effective "model" of the
situation would do well to incorporate some
feedback from the state of the market to the
numbers of new and continuing graduate
students. The Indicators Appendix which
describes the various projection methodologies
states that the NSF model uses "feedback from

et to the number of doctorate
raduates.
Reading this led me -to -think:that-the maSsive

difference of 60,000 to 80,000 between projected
supply ind utilization would be "fed back" in the
model and would soon have massive effects on
the supply. That apparently is not the feedback
used. Instead, the values of that rather' uncertain
variable SEEK activate the "feedback"when in
my judgment a real feedback of the imbalance in
1987 (60,000-80,000) to the input would have
been likely to produce a much more realistic
measure.

On these and other grounds, this quantitative
prediction of supply and utilization ofdoctoral
scientists and engineers seems to me very
uncertain.
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USER SURVEY
.The judgments end inputs of users of this report are valuable elements for the planning'of Science

Indicators-1980..4n adtion tO providing responses to the following questions,-users-are encouraged to
communicate fur4ier with the' Science Indicators Unit of the National Sdence Foundation.

1 How do you think you will u$e thls report?
(Chuck all that apply)

Monitoring-trends
Instructional material
Developing legislation
General information .source
Projecting or forecasting
Developing material for budgets, planning
or administration
Preparing positiOn papers or speeches
Other-

5. Which indicators or interpretatons:
a. are or will be of most use to you in yourVork?

2. -What do you see as the strengths and weaknesses
of this report, qompared to sirnikar reports?
Ichuo, an that timely)

Strengths
Weak

Item nesses
Breadth of content
Interpretation and explanation
Summaries and overviews
Topical/author index
Index of data for selected policy issues
Organization and format
Figures and graphs
Style of text
Documentation of sources
Statistical tables
Frequenoy of issuance ,or
Trend dataOther:..i.

3. Please elabora
Item.2 and other ss of improvement.

" kl

b. shoulcf be omitted frOm future reports; and why?

c. could feasibly be included in the next report but
are not here?

6. What is your employment sector?
(Ghock ono

6

Federal Government
Business or industry
College or university
The Press Is
Other

7. What is your malor responsibility?
Ono)".

Administrative, management or planning
Teaching
Studpnt
R&D aavities (incl. R&D mgt.)
Staff analysis _,

ds,

Weaknesses checked in

4. Which indicators or interpolations are the_bbst over-
all indicator§ Of science Emd technology?

9

1* n -

.4
.!

8. How did you receive this report?
(chock One)

Purchased it
By request from NSF
By direct mall from NSF
From library

,Routed from someone else

9. Whia of the previous reports ha/e you' uSed?

4

Spience Indicators-r- /972
Stience indicators---.1974
Science indicators-1976

(Pleastfold, staple and maltpostage not reqoired)
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